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INTRODUCTION. 

NORWAY has been visited'and described by Von Buch, Dr. Clarke, 
and other travellers of science and talent ; but these enlightened 
observers have naturally directed their attention to the geology, 
botany, and sublime natural scenery which the country presents 
in the most interesting forms, and have bestowed little of it on the 
social condition and state of the Norwegian people. They are, 
however, the most interesting and singular group of pebple in 
Europe. They live under ancient laws and social arrangement8 
totally different in principle fram those which rsgulate mciety and , 

property in the feudally constituted countrh ; and among them, 
perhaps, may be traced the germ of all the free institutions which 
distinguish the British constitution at the preaent day. They 
preaent to the political philosopher the singular spectacle of a 
nation emerging suddenly from under the hand of an uncontrolled 

1 and absolute sovereign power, with their civil liberties and social 

1 anungernents ao well adapted to their condition, and so well secured 
by their anoient laws, that the transition from despotism to demo- 
cracy was unmarked by any convulsion, or revolutionary move- 
ment, or important cbange in the state of society and property. 
The remarkable firmnesg moderation, and judgment, with which 

this people have exercised the legislative p m r ,  vested by their I constitution entirely in their repreaentativea, place them, in the 

1 moral estimate of European nations, in a much higher rank than ' th- who have reeeived a much greater share of the public atten- 
tion in this country. 

I 
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The treaty of Kiel, if it had even been founded on any just or admitted 
principle of the haw of nations, wan renounced by this acceptance ae a ground 
of right to the sovereignty of the Norwegian nation. At the present day, 

Norway has a claim lnorally and politically upon the British 
nation, which renders her social conctition and her present consti- 
tution of peculiar interest. In 1813, our government was party 
to a treaty with Sweden,-the foulest blot, perhaps, in British 
history,-by which we agreed, in consideration of Sweden joining 
the Allied Powers against Buonaparte, to give Sweden the king- 
dom of Norway, of which neither of the contracting parties had at 
that moment possession even as military occupants of the territory, 
and far less any shadow of rightful claim to it. I t  would be a 
case in point, as far as regards principle, if Russia and Denmark 
were to conclude a treaty for giving to Russia the kingdom of 

, 

Ireland. Providence sometimes will not allow our measures to be i 
eo flagitious aa we design them. The Norwegians declared them- 
selves an independent nation upon the Danish monarch renouncing 
the sovereignty of Norway, framed a constitution, and proclaimed 
the son of their former sovereign king. The Danish prince abdi- 
cated his newly acquired crown rather than engage in ao unequal 
a contest with Sweden and England; and these two contracting 
powers redeemed in so far the character of their private nefarious 
treaty, that the Norwegian nation was not., as in the case of 
Poland, handed over, like a herd of black cattle, from one poten- 
tate to another, but their distinct national existence was acknow- 
ledged, their new constitution, as established on the 17th of May, 
1814, was accepted, and solemnly sworn to by the proposed 
monarch, the late king of Sweden, on the 4th of November ; and 
on these conditions only, viz. the distinct existence as a nation 
of the kingdom of Norway, and the preservation of its consti- 
tution as sworn to, were the two crowns of Norway and Sweden 
united - under the guarantee of this county aa one of the Allied 
Powers, to support each party, the Kings of Sweden and the 
Norwegian nation, in their just righta* Great Britain is therefore 
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morally and in honour bound to preserve the national independ- 
ence of Norway, and her singularly liberal and well-constructed 
conhtution. Norway never can become a province of Sweden, 
nor be deprived of her present constitution, while there exists in 
the British cabinet honour or respect for its own guarantee; and 
abhorrence in the nation of a participation in a measure which 
would have been in principle and in etfect exactly similar to the 
partition of Poland, but for the redeeming circumstances of our 
rewgnising and guaranteeing the independent national existence 
and free constitution of Norway. 

The writer of the following observations aims at a higher object 
than the amusement or instruction of those who may read them. 
He would draw the attention of this country, if he had the ability 
to do so, to the important duty which, by the transactions of 1813 
and 1814, we are morally bound as a nation to perform to this 
handful of free and happy people living under a liberal consti- 
tution, flourishing under their own legislation, and making no 
demands, asking no favours, from the other governments of 
Europe, nnleas that Great Britain should watch orer the guarantee 
she has given for their independent existence and the enjoyment 
of their constitution of the 17th of May, 1814. 

when the excitement and occasion which gave rise to that nefarious treaty are 
paat, a+ its object has been accomplished upon j u t  principles, no Swedish 
cabinet d d ,  in the face of civilised and moral nations, have the effrontery 
to claim rights over the Norwegian people as emanating f m  a treaty so re- 
pugnant to all principle. Norway has her gumantee in the moral feeling of 
mankind. 
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CHAPTER I. 

Norray interesting fhm ita peculiar law of m n ~ i o n .  -Steam-hat& - 
Gotten-. - Trollhmtta. - Christiania - Money. - Fish. - Slaves. - 
Cariole Travelling. - Myosen Lake. - Farma. - H o m  - Haymaking 
- Iadieses Side-saddles. -Lanrg.ard. - Goats. --Log-hoosea- Nom@ 
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Hull, July 7. 1834. 

NORWAY is a country peculiarly interesting to the politid econo- 
mist. It is the only part of Europe in which property, from the 
earliest ages, has been transmitted upon the principle of partition 
among all the children. The feudal structure of society, with its 
law of primogeniture, and its privileged c h  of hereditary nobles, 
never prevailed in Norway. In this remote corner of the civilised 
world we may, therefore, see the effecta upon the condition of 

, society of this peculiar distribution of property ; it will exhibit, 
on a small scale, what Afnerica end France will be a thousand 
yearn hence. From a period coeval with the establishment of the 
feudal eyetern the land and the people of Norway have been under 
the influence of the mode of euccession which those countriee have 
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only recently adopted. What effect has this produced on the state 
of society? on the condition of the lower and middle claaaes in 
this peculiar community ? what on the arrangement and distribu- 
tion of ita landed property after a thousand yeam of division and 
subdivision? A single fact, brought home from euch a country, 
is worth a volume of speculation. ' 

I had long entertained a wish to visit Norway, partly to inveeti- 

i 
gate the social condition of a people living under institutions so 
ancient and peculiar, and which have recently been adopted by two 
of the greatest of modern nations, and partly from the historical 
interest which we attach to every thing Norwegian. Here we 
expect to see the original type of institutions, customs, and do- 
mestic uaage!a which England received by the Norman Conquest, 
aqd the long previous occupation of a large portion of her territory 
by invadem of Norwegian race. Few readera of the historical 
events of the middle ages rise from the p e r d  without a wish to 
visit the country from which issued, in the tenth century, the men 
who conquered the faireat portions of Europe. Such were the 
objects to investigate which the writer was induced to spend nearly 
two years in this remote part of Europe ; and he will now, in the 
form of a journal, communicate the reault of hi# inquiries. 

Gottenburg, Jdy,l834.-Steam-boata interfere most p a r t i c h l y  
with the vocation of the traveller who sets out in quest of all sorts 
of adventures and perils by sea and land, and hope8 to edify and 
astonish his friends at home by the narration of them. These 
mail coaches of the oeean deliver him and hi portmanteau on the 
other side of the North Sea, within twenty minutes of the appointed 
time, without more adventure, and with considerably lese trouble, 
than if he were journeying in the coach from Charing Crow to 
Greenwich ; and he fin& himself, with his handa ixh hie breech- 
pocketa, whietling along the quay of Gottenburg, before he is well 

I 

aware that he hae left his fevourite corner in hie old accnstomed 
coffee-room, and has aetaaily =ornplished a voyqp aorose the 
salt mM. 

The fare by the steam-paeket from Hull to Gottenburg is about 
eeven pounda sterling ; and we mmpliehed the paasage in 
seventy-two hours, with favourable weather and a emooth sea 
There were only five paasengem on board, and, I understand, 
eeventeen are the great& number the v e d  ever conveyed to 
G~ttenburg. Thie, of couree, would be a rainow trade for a' 
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steam-veesel ; but the ownera are secured from loaa by a contract 
with the British and Swedish post-offices. They receive four 
thousand pounds for conveying the mails to and from Gottenburg 
once a week, during nine months of the year. This is a very 
limited intercourse between the two countries. Hamburgh, being 
the centre of exchanges and of mercantile &aim for the north of 
Europe, is the route which men.of business prefer both for them- 
selves and their letters. Our Norwegian steam-packet mails are 
very ill-regulated. The steam-packet from Copenhagen and 
Gottenburg to Norway was leaving the latter port while we 
were entering the river, m that our mails and passengers for 
Norway, although arriving at the proper hour, will be detained 
here a week. t 

I t  appears extraordinary that three millions of people, so near 
to om coast, requiring all the articles which we manufacture, and 
having commodities which we specially require,-wood and iron,- 
should have so little correspondence with Britain. At one of our 
country post towns there are probably received and delivered more 
lettee in a day than are transmitted to or from Scandinavia in a 
week. This surely implies something wrong in the commercid 
relations between the two countries. 

I have paased a pleasant week at Gottenburg. I became ac- 
quainted at the tabled'hate with a Swedish gentleman from 
Sundsval, on the Bothnian Gulf, who apoke French and German : 
aa he had also a few leisure days to get rid of, we resolved to visit 
together the Falls of Trolltuetta. We set off at eight in the 
morning, in a little steam-boat which plies up and down the river 
Gotha : her machinery, I obeerve, was made at Dundee, possibly 
of Swedish iron. The day was beautiful ; the sun spnrkling in the 
water ; the boat running ewiftly along, and the passengers nume- 
rous, gay, evidently good-humoured folk, who had set out determined 
to enjoy themeelvee. Between eating, drinking, smoking, admiring 
the scenery, and playing three-card Loo, we got on very success- 
fully ; 'and in eight hours were landed at the hamlet of Lilla Edet. 
The scenery on the Gotha is not fine : marehes on each side reach 
to flat fields bounded by hills skirting the river-valley at the dis- 
tance of half a mile on each side. These hills are mere knobs or 
hummochs of gneiss, scantily covered with soil, and with edges of 
granite ommionally shooting up through it. As we approach Lilla 
Edet the hills dm in, tand the scenery resembles the tamest viewe 
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on the Cnmberland Lakes. I t  is water sleeping between green 
banks and woods, and the current is scarcely perceptible till near 
Lilla Edet. We landed on the right bank, the river ceasing to be 
navigable on account of rocks in the channel. Having hired a 
four-wheeled vehicle and a pair of horses, we drove about sixteen 
miles to a ferry, where we crossed to the locke of the celebrated 
Trollhaetta Canal, at the foot of the great waterfall. Our road was 
over an open country, apparently well and carefully cultivated in 
the plains and valley8 ; but the hills, although of small elevation, 
are bare knobs of rock shooting up through the earth, without a 
particle of soil on them. These naked ribs of gneiss and granite 
run through the country, like the bare bones of some giant-skeleton, 
leaving between them   mall intervals skinned over with a thin 
covering of soil, and forming, together with the river-valley, the 
only parts of the country capable of cultivation. Every patch of 
soil seemed occupied. The rest of the country in view, to the 
extent, I should think, of four-fifths of the surface, was naked rock, 
without even moss or heath. When a country containing a great 
extent of such land is compared as to the number of inhabitants 
with other regions, it is to be remembered, that of the square mile 
of 640 acres there should be thrown out of the account perhaps 
200 acres or more, as bare rock, or waters producing neither s u b  
eistence nor employment for man. With this allowance, I should 
suppose, from the many odd nooks and corners in which houses are 
set down, and attempts made at cultivation, where six or eight 
sheaves of corn only could be raised, that land is scarce even in  
proportion to the population ; and that every square mile of what 
really is land is inhabited as densely as in other cultivated countries 
Small patches of soil between the rocks, which, in a territory 
where good soil was plentiful, would be neglected as inconvenient, I 

are here occupied. Without some correction of this kind, the I 
statements of the number of inhabitants to the square mile in  I 
different countries furnish no correct data for comparing the agri- 
cultural industry of one country with that of another. 

The canal of Trollhaetta did not appear to me a work of such 
great magnificence au i t  is often considered. The idea, originally 
formed by Charles the Twelfth, was undoubtedly bold, and su- 
perior to his age. The splendid inland sea called the Wenner is 
connected on one side by a chain of lakes with the Baltic, and o n  
the other by the river Gotha with the North Sea. The falls of 
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Trollhaetta, on the Gotha, are the only impediment to a free navi- 
gation from the ocean into the Baltic. The idea of overcoming i t  
by a series of locks was the conception of a great mind, but the 
execution is lamentably defective. The locks strike the eye at 
once as too narrow for veasels of sufficient breadth of beam to • 

navigate the Baltic, the North Sea, or even the Wenner, yet un- 
necesesrily wide for canal boat9 or river barges. This defect 
appears extraordinary; since, great as the undertaking was, the 
execution consisted chiefly in excavating a very hard and solid 
rock, in which every inch quarried was gained for ever, and any 
dimensions whatever could have been given by patience and gun- 
powder. There were none of those natural difficulties to contend 
with, such as soft mils in the sides, loose sands or gravel, slips of 
clay, springs, rivers, valleys, or hills to turn or surmount, and all 
that variety of obstacles which placea canal engineering among the * 

highest efforts of human intellect. As a work of art, the Troll- 
haetta cannot be placed by the side of the Caledonian Canal ; the 
difficulties were vastly inferior ; and in the execution of the locks, 
lock-gates, stone-work, and in the finish of the whole, it cannot be 
compared to its rival, which, in its present state of perfection, is 
undoubtedly the finest work which Scotland can show to the 
stranger. In consequence of this defect in the Trollhaetta Canal, 
it is proposed to excavate another of greater width of lock by its 
side : i t  is not probable, however, that euch an undertaking 
would ever defray the expense. Commerce is somewhat wayward, 
and will not take the road which governments and ministers point 
out. The Trollhattta and Caledonian Canals are similar in one 
respect ; both, in proportion to their cost, are almost equally use- 
less. The Trollhsetta, however, serves to convey wood from the 
Wenner Lake to the saw-mills at the Falls, and from the mills to 
the navigable part of the Gotha. The north and west coasts of 
the Wenner are the principal district0 for timber. The blocks of 
wood, that is, the trunks of the trees diveeted of bark and branches, 
are floated down the rivers which run through the forests in the 
back country, and fall into the Wenner in the neighbourhood of 
Carbtadt : they are there shipped in schooners and sloops, which 
carry from fourteen to forty dozen blocke; and they are trans- 
ported, a t  the freight of five dollars- banco per dozen, to Troll- 
ha?tta, where they are sawed into planks. The saw-dlla 8nr 
erected on the very edge of the cataract. The boldness of their 
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situation is one of the most etriking features of Trollhsetta The 
Falls are the most magnificent in the north of Europe ; bueit were 
idle to attempt to describe the scenery. 

Trollhgtta is a village containing nearly a thoueand inhabitants, 
and a large and good inn. A party of actors from the opera-house 
at Stockholm, unfortunately for us, possmed the best accommo- 
dations. These French of the North, as Voltaim calla the Swedes, 

- are as fond of the theatre as the Parisian French. I found the 
mate of our steamboat reading "Medea en Opera ;" and all the 
saw-mill population of Trollhretta were opera-going people. Our 
accommodations at this good inn were consequently mot of the 

. best; and I found, in bed at least, ten thoueand good reasons for 
. getting up long before eunrise. I advise the traveller who may 

visit Trollhaetta for its sublime scenery to do the same, and aee 
. the Falls amid the morning mists, and before living things are 

a-stirring. 
The enormous chasm through which this great body of water 

rolls from the Wenner, makes the artificial canal beside it appear 
a mere scratch on the surface of the earth. A time must have 
been, however, when this chasm itself was only a scratch on the 
granite ; for all the rocks around and above it are water-worn, and 
have been long snbmerged, apparently, under running water. One 
remarkable place is &own to straugers, because the king and other 
great personages have inscribed their name8 in it ; but it is much 
more remarkable, because it could only have been scooped out into 
euch rounded and polished hollows in the hard substance of the 
primary rock, by the continued action of water in motion over it 
for a length of time beyond imagination. 

When my Swedish friend awoke, we recrossed the river below 
the Falls, and set off to regain the steam-kt. He drove our little 
calash, which looked like a bundle of hop-poles upon axle-trees; 
and, certainly, no English coachman would have taken hi vehicle 
down such eteeps as we rattled over at full speed. I thought at 
first the gentleman was trying my nervea at the risk of our necks, 
but I saw every pereon on the road proceeding in the same way. 
I t  is the aerioun, sober way of driving in this country, to take every 
slope, although it should be as steep se the roof of a house, at full 
gallop. The carriages are light, the horaes small, active, and in 
excellent wind. They finished their stage, at their utmost rate of 
exertion, without panting or distreea 
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Gottenburg resembles some of the old decayed towns of Holland, 
with its-wide streets of good houses, canals in the middle of the 
streets, and nothing stirring either in the streets or in the canals. 
Few places have suffered greater vicissitudes. It had a flourishing 
herring fishery ; but the fish disappeared from the Skaggerack, and 
never returned. I t  had an East India trade, which failed; and 
during the last war i t  had a third period of prosperity, which va- 
nished with the return of peace. The population is about 16,000; 

' 

and there is ,a snburb, called Clippen, extending more than two 
miles below the city, which contains, probably, as many more. 
They are 6f the labouring and seafaring class. The shipping come 
no higher up the river than Clippen. The little cabins of the inha- 
bitants of this suburb are built upon bare granite, with scarcely soil 
enough for gardens ; they are set down like so many wooden boxes 
onthe side ofthe hill, without any regularity. In threading my way 
through these crowded habitations, I observed that the meanest , 

had a wooden floor and good windows ornamented with the fringe, 
at least, of window-curtains ; and flower-pots with pinks and other 
common flowers, well cared for, were in every house. These 
trifles indicafe some degree of taste and leisure among the labour- 
ing classes. 

At  Gottenburg I put up at the hotel of a Scotchman, Mr. Tod, 
who has been settled therefor many years. I'found the accommo- 
dation good, and expense moderate. 

Christiania, Monday, July 21. 1834-1 am at last in Norway. 
I embarked at Clippen on Saturday in the steam-packet Gustav 
Adolph, commanded by an officer of the Norwegian navy, with a 
lieutenant under him. I paid five dollars of Norwegian money, or 
about twenty shillings sterling, for my passage from Gottenburg. 
The other passengers had all come in the vessel from Copenhagen. 
The sudden disjunction of Norway and Denmark left, of course, 
much business to be adjusted between individuals of the two coun- 
tries : it occasioned much distress and loss to persons having con- 
nexions and property in both ; and it still produces a constant in- 
tercourse. We had beautiful weather, but saw little of the coast, 
as the steam-packet crosses the Skaggerack in a direct course from 
Gottenburg to Bredericksvarn, where we arrired in the morning, 
and were removed into a small coasting steam-boat which takes 
passengers along the coast from Christiansand to Christiania. I t  
was pleasing to see the numbers of people availing themselves of 

B 
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this steam communication, and going from town to town. At 1 
Tonsburg, Holmestmnd, &back, Mom, and other places, we re- 
ceived and put on shore passengers in considerable numbers. This I 
is a counbrp for steam navigation to produce its greatest benefits. 
The long fiords running into the heart of the Peninsula, and the 
immense extent of sea coast defended by chains of islands and 
racks just above water which break the swell of the main ocean, 
and afford a kind of inland navigation, are precisely the waters 
fitted for steam navigation. The government appears aware of its 
value, and is making great and judicious exertions to promote it. 
The vessels are commanded by naval officers ; the fares are very 
moderate ; and in all that regards the management and comfort of 
passengers they equal our own. I n  a country too poor to have 
any competition in such expensive enterprises, i t  is, perhaps, wise 
in government to undertake them. Private speculators might, by 
injudicious avidity, prevent the establibhment from taking root. 
If i t  should prove losing aa to money, etill the advantage to the 
country would justify the expenditure. A steam-boat costs less 
than a regiment :-which adds most to the wealth and strength of 
such a country aa Norway ? 

We arrived at Christiania in the evening, winding through its 
long fiord amid scenery quite new to me and delightful. T h e  
fiord, which in some parts doea not exceed the breadth of a mode- 
rate river, is so enclosed with woods and rocks, that we think it 
terminated, wit* in  a few minutes, we come to an. expanse of 
water studded with little islands, which appears bo run uptowards 
the mouutains, farther than we can see. Christiania ia situated at 
the head of the fiord, on one of these expansea. I 

I was surprises to find, last night on my srri~al, that I had to 
go through all the ceremony at the custom-house of having my  
baggage visited, se if I had come direct from a foreign country, 
and not from part of the same kingdom. The Norwegians, it 
seems, keep themselves and all their establiahme& perfectly, a n d  
even jealously,.diiinct from Sweden. 

I have got into the H8tel du Nord, apparently a great inn, and 
well kept. 

Chrbtiania, T h d y ,  Jaly 22.-The money here is on a better 
footing, at least for the stranger, than in Sweden. The dollar, 
worth 3s. 10d. sterling, at the present exchange, is divided i n t o  
the marks, or orts, of twenty-four skillings each; and there are 
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notea of o m  dolk ,  half a d o h ,  and twenty-four skillinga, all 
printed on white paper. The notes of five dollars are on blue 
paper, of ten on yellow, and of .fifty on green. For sums below 
twenty-four skillings there is a copper and silver coinage of two 
and one skilling pieaes. All this-& very clear. The weather ie 
so ex&vely hot, which I did not expect in Norway, that in the 
middle of the day I could do pothing out of doore. I strolled to 
the fish market, and foupd &on and trout, eels, flounders, 
mackarel, gorebilla, whitings, sethe or gadus vireng and other sea 
fish. I doubted whether them were caught eo far up in these 
fiords; but the lobstet, which of all others can least support fresh 
water, is in abundanae. The town bas bat a dull appearance : the 
streets, to prevent fir- fro4 spreading, are very wide ; so that a 
few pedestrians, with one or two carts, make no appwance. The 
shop$ have no great show externally, and altogether the town 
looks deserted ; and at this season it probably is eo. 

One thing here& very revolting to good taste and good feeling. 
The convicta or galley slaves are employed, sometimes along with 
other labourers, in all parts of the town ; and two or three times a 
day you meet a gang of them going to, or returning from, their 
work. I saw a party marched into a house, froq which I had 
before heard music with female voices, with which the clanking of 
the chain8 did nat aactly hareonise. They seemed chained, too, 
in a brutal way, with iron collars round their tpecka and legs, 
which have projections, that must prevent their resting in any 
position. Sqme appear to be of an age too young to be irredaim- 
able; but if they are all offenders who have deserved death, i t  
would probably be better for aociety that they should suffer it, 
than that the public ~hould be accustomed to the spectacle of the 
lowest degree of human wretchedness without feeling any sym- 
pathy or emotion, whiah must be the case, if it be a daily spec-' 
tacle. I see them, employed in mending boats, sawing wood, 
carrying mortar, and such work as n&esarilp brings them into 
communication with other labowem. They are even speaking to 
the children and wmen in the atreeta. It is not wise, and cerc 
tainly not pleasant, to have them plalefaotore constantly before the 
public. They lose all sense of their dis@[race, and perhaps the 
citizens do the same. 

CAriatiania, Wednesday, Jwly 23.-The weather excessively 
adtry, w!~ich is unusual here. 
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After considering and consulting about my mode of travelling, I 

I have to-day bought a little second-hand cariole, for which, with 
, the harness, I have paid twenty-five dollars, or about 31.18s. The 

Norwegian cariole is a little gig, just large enough for one person, 
and resting between two low light wheels, upontwo cross bars of 
wood morticed in the shafts. They are made also with iron 
springs ; but I preferred the wood, as in travelling it can easily be 
got repaired, which iron work cannot; besides, the shafts are so 
elastic, that the jolting is very slight on ordinary roads. Travel- 
ling, I am told, is very cheap ; only one ort, about 9@ sterling, for 
a horse, per Norwegian mile, which is no less than seven of 'our 
degenerate English miles. One must, a few hours before starting, 
eend off a forbud, in travellers' language, "a courier," but, in  
humble reality, a little ragged boy, who, for four skillings, or l i d .  

\ a stage, precedes you in a baggage cart with your luggage, and , 

leaves at each post station a printed notice, in which you have ! . 8 

previously filled up the number of horses you require, and the 
hour of your arrival. The station master sends notice to the I farmers whose turn i t  is to furnish horses for this service, and is I 

entitled to four shillings per horse for his troubIe. The horses I 
are always in readiness, if fair time be allowed by sending off the I 

.forbud the day before. A book is kept at &ch station, in which 
the traveller states how he has been served; and these books are I 

- examined and signed regularly by the local authorities, and checked 
by superior officers of the district, and any complaint of undue 
delay is examined into. This arrangement certainly makes tra- 
velling easy, even to a stranger unacquainted with the language ; 
but I have been beset, ever since I landed, with couriers, valets, or 
interpreters, offering their services. These gentlemen seem to 
think it an infringement upon their privilege, that a foreigner, es- 
pecially from England, should presume to travel without one of , 

them to hold his purse. I have bought a travelling map, h a v e  
made the waiter fill up forbud notices for horses, all the way up to 
what appears by this map to be the centfe, or highest point of the 
country, where the waters part, and the great valleys begin, 
which is near a station called Jerkin. I have packed up and sent 
off my luggage this evening by the forbud, and off I go by day-  
break to morrow. 

July 24,Havins set off this morning at four, I resolred to 
make a good o ~ g  at first from the metropolis, and jog on more 



leisurely yhen I should get into the heart of the country. I there- 
fore travelled until sunset, and stopped at this single farmhouse, on 
the side of the Myosen lake, 104 Norwegian miles, about 75 
English, from the capital. The house, I understand, is called 
Frognet. I have had one of those delightful days of which one 
never loses the impression, and which only passes in the midst of 
novel scenery. The Myosen is a splendid sheet of water. Its 
scenery I would class &th the pas&ral, or beautiful, rather than 
with the sublime. Its coasts are well cultivated. and with the ex- 
ception of a few rough promontories dipping into the lake, tbe 
slopes are easy, and the back county in view not strikingly high. 
The crops of oats, bear, flax, peas, and potatoes, along its coast, are 
beautiful. The houses appe& good. I have not seen one that 
could be called s poor habitation. 
JuIy 26.-I got to this farmhouse, which is called Holmen, last 

night, about 8$ Norwegian, or 68 English, miles from Frognet. 
The scenery of a river, as large here as the Tay at Dunkeld, filling 
the narrow valley in some places, and in others forming a long 
motionless lake amidst the woods, or rushing like a mountain " 
stream through the gorges, affords many picturesque points of 
view. At the end of the Myosen lake, there is a small village 
called Lille Hammer, which was formerly a town of some import- 
ance. I t  is the first village I have seen in the country. f he 
extent of cultivation in the Strath of the Myosen, extending up to 
this village, surprised me. I t  is not merely a fringe between the 
hill and t.he shore, but reaches far back among the hills, and over 
the summits of the ordinary heights I would compare its breadth 
to that of Strathmore in Forfarshire. The farming cannot be very 
bad, for the crops of oats, bear, and ye' are excellent. Potato* 
which appear to occupy the place of the turnip in our farming, are 
clean, and well horse-hoed. Draining and clearing new land of 
roota of trees and stones, are going on in various quarters, and 
lime was laid out at one place for spreading. Farms appeared to 

; be of various sizes ; I observed many so large that a bell was used, 
as in Scotland, to call the labourers to or from their work, which 

1 shows a certain regularity in their operations. Some are so small 
as to have only a few sheaves of corn, or a rig or two of potatoes, 
scattered among the trunks of the tre'es. These appear occupied 
by the farm-servants, or cottars, of the main farm, paying pro- 
bably in work for their houses and lands, as in Scotland. Very 
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I 
good houses these are ; loghouses of four rooms, and all with glass 
windows. The light does not come down the chimney, or through 
a hole in the wall shut up at night with an old hat, or a pair of 
old breeches, as in some cottages in the county of Edinburgh. 
The division of the land among children appear6 not, during the 
thousand years it hao been in operation, to have had the effect of 
reducing the landed properties to the minimum size that will barely 
support human existence. I have counted from five and twenty 
to forty cows upon farms, and that in a country in which the 
farmer must, for at least seven months in the year, have winter 
provender and houses provided for all the cattle. I t  is evident 
that some cause or other, operating an aggregation of landed pro- 
perty, counteracts the dividing effects of partition among children. 
That cause can be no other than what I have long conjectured 
would be effective in such a social arrangement; viz. that in a 
country where land is held, not in tenancy merely, as in Ireland, 
but in full ownership, its aggregation by the deaths of co-heirs, 
and by the marriages of female heirs among the body of hnd- 
owners, will balance ita subdivision by the equal succession of 
children. The whole m a s  of property will, I conceive, be found 
in such a state of society to consist of as many estates of the class 
of 10001., as many of 1001., as many of 101. &year, at one period 
as at. another. The state of Ireland is generally adduced as a 1 
proof of the evil which would result from the abolition of primo- 
geniture. There, it is stated, the sdns of the peasant marrp and 
settle upon a portion of the father's farm, itself originally too 
small for one family, and by this system of subdivision, the whole 
class of peasantry is reduced to a lower state in reepect of decen- 
cies, comforts, and enjoyments, than any population which is I 
ranked within the pale of civilised life. I t  has always appeared 
to me, however, that the state of Ireland, instead of being a case in 
point, proves the very reverse. There the land and other pro- I 

perty is not disseminated in ownership, or in small portions among 
the mass of the inhabitants. It is notoriously held in very large 
masses, by a very small proportion of the population. The pea- 
santry having no property nor any reasonable prospect of ever 
possessing any, have not those tastes, habits, modes of thinking, 
prudence, and foresight, wh'ich accompany the possession of pro- 
perty, and which altogether form the true and natural check upon 
b tendency of population to exceed the means of subsistence. 
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The Irish peasant gratifies the natural propensity to marriage, 
precisely because, being destitute of property, and of its influences 
on the human mind, ha has grown up to manhood without any 
restraining propensity. Take the Irish peasant who marries so 
recklessly in his own country, because he is without.the rudest 
tastes and habita of a person imbued with a sense of property, and 
place him in London, where his labour is worth ten or twelve 
shillings a week, he is no longer an indolent OF improvident man. 
He indulges a taste for gin, porter, tobacco ; for the alehouse meet- 
ings of his fellow-labourers 5 for mch Clothing, lodging, food, se 
they enjoy ; and to marry improvidently, and by the expense of a 
family abridge his habittlal enjoyments, is as much out of the 
question with h i ,  as with a man of the higher and educated class 
of society. The restraitlta of property are upon hi .  He is, in 
fwt, an educated man ; for the real education of the human mind 
is to be found in that which daily and hourly exercises the mental 
powers and moral character - in the possession of property. Read- 
ing and writing are bat means of edaeation, not even efficacioue 
in all states of society. A man may read and write, and yet have 
a tdally uneducated mind. He who possesses plpperty, whether 
he can read and write or not, has an educated mind ; he has fore- 
thought, caution, and reflection, guiding every action; he knows 
the value of self-restraint, and is in the constant habitual practice 
of it. It is this kind of education, induced by the diffusion of 
property, and of the civilising tastes, habits, and motives of action 
which attend its possession, that will keep the population of a 
country within ita means of subsistence. This sense of property, 
as i t  may be called; the instinctive desire to poasem, to accumu- 
late, forms the preventive check, established by nature upon the 
tendency to excessive multiplication. This check is wanting in 
Ireland. By the artificial diffusion of property through society, ' 
under the feudal system of stlccession, the reatraining influences 
of property are totally removed from the mass of that community, 
and the propensity to improvident marriage freed from the check 
which nature has provided against it. The state of a country in 
which the land is the property of eight or nine thousand indivi- 
duals, out of a population of as many millions, cannot, surely, be 
the picture of what it would be, were landed property, by a law 
of equal and natural succession, diffused through the whole body 
of the people. That the land so poseeased would be frittered into 
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portions too minute for civilised existence, by a people imbued 
with the tastes, habits, and influences of property, is an assump- 
tion not borne out by any experience. I t  is not consistent with 
our observation, for instance, that the ten children of a man of a 
thousand a-year would each, upon his death, build a house upon 
his share of the estate, and giving up every attempt to raise his 
income to what is necessary for the habits, tastes, and wants ac- 
quired when participating bf his parent's vastly greater income, 
would live upon his hundred a-year, and leave it at his death to 
be divided among, perhaps, ten other children. I t  is much more 
consistent with our daily experience of human nature to assume, 
that the one would sell to the other, and turn his capital and in- 
dustry to pursuits which would enable him to acquire what are to 
him necessaries of life, and to provide the same competence for 
his children : and this, in fact, we see done every day by co-heirs. 
An estate would no more be divided by heirs, than a ship is broken 
up and divided by heirs, unless i t  were the interest of the heirs to 
do so; and if so, society would be a gainer by it. Norway, at all 
events, affords a strong confutation of this dreaded excessive sub- 
division of property. Notwithstanding the partition system among 
children continued for ages, i t  contains farms of such extent, that 
the owner possesses forty cows, and must summon his farm-servants 
to work by a bell on the house-top. 

July 27.-I overtook, to-day, my forbud, or courier, and my lug- 
gage, of which I am very glad, there being no comfort or advantage 
in being a day's journey behind a razor or s clean shirt. Travel- 
ling in Norway is not so very cheap You pay indeed but one orf 
or 9d. sterling, for -a horse pkr ~ o r k e ~ i a n  mile, but the traveller 
who has any luggage must have two horses. Then there is a fee 
of eight skillings to the etation master for ordering the horses, as 
much to the two boys who take them back, four for the forbud 
cart; in short, altogether, i t  is 2s. 4d. per Norwegian, or 4d. pez 
English mile. On& may travel all over Europe in the public con- 
veyances at this rate ; the living on the road, however, is not very 
costly. I was charged only ten skillings (+.) for dinner; for 
supper, bed, and breakfast, only one ort, in all about Is. 1 s  My 
fare, to be sure, is not very costly; bread, cheese, and eggs, and, 
above all, wild strawberries in the greatest profusion, and sohighly 
flavoured that it would be a retrograde step in the science of good  
living to cultivate them in gardens. I have excellent coffee also, 
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and plenty of milk. The traveller must expect nowhere on the 
Continent the cleanliness and nicety of the English inn, with every 
thing bright, shining, and smiling, from the landlady's cheek to 
the kitchen poker. There is nothing in England so peculiarly 
English ae the country inn. 

July 28.- I amused myself yesterday evening by walking over 
my landlord's f a p .  I suppose there may be about a hundred acres 
cleared of bushes, of which two-thirds at least are under grass, 
natural, not sown, and preserved for hay, which the people are now 
busy in making. &s the land is dry, and has not been top-dressed, 
the quantity is-very small in proportion to the extent, the natural 
grasses not attaining any length under such circumstances. The 
cutting is excellent. The ground is shaven as close as a gen- 
tleman's lawn or bowling-green. They use a shorter scythe blade 
than we do. If one considers the length of our common scythe 
blade, i t  will be evident that the heel of i t  only can cut close to the 
ground. The point and one-third of the blade are sticking up in 
the air, and what is cut by that part is cut too high. Look at one 
of our mowers at work. I t  is evident that he cannot, without 
great exertion and fatigue, keep his scythe close to the ground for 
its whole length. The point is in the middle of the stems of grass, 
and is working to waste, especially at the end of his sweep, and if 
the point were prolonged in the direction in which the blade stands, 
it would be flourishing over his head. The short blade saves the 
ridiculous sweep, or. semicircle of our mowers, one-half of which 
is working to wi te ,  either of time or of grass. I understand, in 
making the hay, i t  being scorching weather, they left i t  as it.was 
cut one day, next day turned the swaths with a great number of 
hands, and took i t  to the hayloft on sledges. These, made of light 
birch poles, are excellent for dragging hay or corn out of a field. 
They make no ruts, are so light that a horse can draw them over 
any ground, and they take a small rick of hay or corn out of the 
field into the barn or hay-loft at once : there being a sloping ascent 
or bridge up to the loft above the stables, the horse walks at once 
into it with his load. A set of sledges is as necessary on every 
farm as a set of carts. The ground is encumbered with loose 
masses of stone, especially in the woods, over which wheels could 
not pass. The hay when taken in is green, not yellow; i t  is 
merely withered grass ; but I suspect, from the excellent wind and 
powm3 of exertion of the Norwegian horses, which get no other 
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food, it ia more substantial than our hay. These Narwegian horses 
are beyond alL praise ; they scamper down hilb as steep as a house 
roof, andin going up hill actugliy scramble. They make no objec- 
tion whatever, if you have none, to. any path or any pace; they 
are the bravest of horse kind. 

The landlord was hwe-hoeing his potato9 crop, which seemed 
clean and good. The potstoes all over the country carry a white 
flower. In  whole fields not one with red or purple flowers will be 
seen. I do not know if this be a better or worse variety of the 
plant, or whether i t  a .not the effect of the dim* which seems 
to have a tendency to prodwe every thing in the albino style. 
Horses, cattle, e m  children, rippear white varieties of their speoies. 
after the farm work was over I went out with the landlord, his 
wife, his son, and his brother, to oatch fish in the river, or rather 
the narrow lake which' the chief stream of the Myofien forms in 
+his part of its valley. We had a boat and a very poor net which 
we drew tbrioe, and hught f i k  very fine fish. I do not know 
their proper name 5 but they were a b u t  a foot in length, shaped 
like a trout, with d e s ,  but different when cooked, beiig white, 
firm, and good I imagine they are the gdnard, salmo lavaratua 
They are very plentiful in this river, which, by the by, from above 
L i e  Hammer, where it expands into the Mposen lake, is of a very 
peculiar colour, like that of milk 8nd water, and in this upper 
quarter it retains the same unpictureeque tinge. 
Hun*, July 29.-At my laet quarters I paid hnlf a dollar 

for my dinner of eggs, strawberries, and milk, my supper of fish 
and strawberries, my bed, and my breakfast of coffee and straw- 
berries. This, I believe, is about the general rate of expense and 
of fare that the traveller may expect. The bread of rye is good 
and substantial; the milk, cream, and butter, good and clean ; the 
cheese excellent. I reached this place early, still along the milky 
river. Few situstione are more exhilarating than setting out 
before sunrise on a fine, warm, dewy morning, in one of those 
light carioles behind an active scampering pony, with every thing 
one requires between the two wheels, and rattling up hill and down 
dale, all in the cool air. 

In this upland district, the rock appeara to b e  a 
micaceous schist. I measured some slates at this place, which 
were ten feet long, six broad, and not thicker than an ordinary 
slste. 
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The people in the valley were all in motion this morning.ms, or 
to Brandvold ahurch to some religious meetihg. The me'lousea 
clad in a home-made grey cloth with brightrred w d l m  work in 
almost all were well mounted on spiritad little hmsa $..ill 
scarcely one on foot. The saddles, bridles, and hou~ingi orna- 
mented in the style of the middle ages; the fnll flowing manes and 
tails of the steeds, and the grey clothing and scarlet caps of the 
riders, mede the road appear as one may fancy-it to have done in 
the fifteenth century. The women were on-side-saddles, which 
had a blight rail or back half round the mat, soMtat they sat as on 
a chair, and had a step for supporting the feet. E doubt if the 
modern side-saddle he any improvement upan this ancient~one, for 
safety, c o d r t ,  or splendour. Some were highly ornamented, 
with crimson-velvet seats, and must have been in their day very 
showy. I admired very much one damsel's h m e  furniture of old 
figured or ern- leather, which had been richly gilt, and 
reached down in peaks over the horse's shoulders and flanks. I 
have no doubt these are very ancient pieces of household goods. 
T h i s  is on the vetge of a highland district, in the remote glens of 
which we ma3 snppoee that property of that kind, and the custom 
of using it on a church festival three or four times a-year, would 
long be retained. 

Laurgaard, July 30.- I reached this place at six this evening. 
I t  aeems a'u& cl& house situated where the main. river of the 
Myoaen,. which is called the Laug, divides into branches running 
through narrow glens rather than valleys. I t  appears to be at the 
mouth of the highland district. The old woman of the house in- 
tends to be civil ; she is milking a large flock of goats at the door, 
and has sent to the hi11 for fresh strawberries formy supper. On 
this promiee of comfort, I shall remain here for a few days. There 
is a right way .to do every thing ; even, it seems, to milk a goat. 
You should turn ita head towards you, put your left arm over ita 
back, and milk it with both hands in that position, in which it can- 
not move. My old woman was teaching her grandchild :this art. 
Go& seem a favourite kind of stock, and on every farm they a p  
pear much more numerous than sheep. The hills have no pasture 
for the latter, no heath or rough gr&; what is not bare rock is 
bush or tree. The goat will eat and thrive on the shcots of the 
dwarf birch, beech, and young fir ; the sheep will not, and in win- 
ter it requires some hay. The goat then gets a bundle of dried 
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leave&' and shoots of the beech, which cost only the trouble of 
collec;ing and drying tliem. Every farmhouse at this season is 
surroljlnded with bundles of these withered branches and leaves 
o f d w h  tied together, and stuck upon poles to dry. The goat, 
too. eives some milk in winter when that of cows is scarce : and 

P "  

that little may bear to be increased with water better'than any 
other milk. 

August 4. -Irrigation is very extensively practised in these 
valleys, and through the whole of this long Guldebrandsdal. The 
water is conducted in channels and wooden troughs to the head of 
each field. From the purity of these mountain streams, I suspect 
it is not for any enriching sediment they may deposit, as I see in 
the channels only pebbles or sand of crystallised rock : the object 
seems simply to moisten the roots of the plants which, on these 
steep slopes of which the soil and subsoil consist of the open 
porous debitus of the overhanging rocks, must require this even 
in wet seasons, the rain running off or being absorbed as fast as 
i t  falls. 

August 6.-The room I occupy here is detached from the 
family house of the farm. I t  consists of f o b  walk, each composed 
of ten logs roughly squared with the axe, and the edges chipped 
of, so as to make them octagonal. They are laid one upon the 
other, with a layer of moss between each, which keeps the inter- 
stices quite tight. The logs forming the side walls-are notched 
above and below, and those forming the gable walls 80 as to cor- 
respond ; thus the head of each log touches the one below it  at the 
corners, which me as tight and strong as any part of the building. 
Each b g  may be twelve inches square; so that the walls of my 
apartment are a foot thick, and ten feet high. The eoles and sides 
of the windows and the corners are lined with boards ; and in good 
houses the whole, I underitand, is boarded or panelled inside and 
out: but I am in one of the dwellings of the middle or labouring 
class. There are three latticed windows in the room. which is 
eighteen feet square, and sixteen panes of coarse glass in each 
window. The floor and ceiling are boarded ; the former, raised 
from the earth by a stone wall a foot or two high, according to the 
level, and rough-cast with lime. The roof has a pitch of about 
two feet ; i t  is closely boarded over on the outside, and the boards 
there are coated with birch-bark, peeled off in large flakes. Above 
this is laid earth, about three inches deep, retained by a tedge of 
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the same depth along the bottom of the roof. A crop of grass, or 
of mom, growing on this earth, makes i t  compact. Many housea 
are roofed with tiles, and some with slates. The joiner-work in 
the window-framea, doors, floors, &c. is very rough, and ill 
hished, but all is wind and water tight. I give this minute de- 

, aription, because one hears eo much of the log-huta of America, 
and this is probably their mother country. I t  is very different, 
too, from the wooden tenement of the English labourer, which is but 
the skin of a houee, having only the boarding, outaide and inside, 
upon a hollow framework, without the solid log in the middle 
between him and the cold. The cost of such a house, with two 
moms below and two above, does not usually exceed Hty dollars, 
wood and workmanship included. AB the wood is on the farm, 
and any man can do the work, the number of housee about one 
steading is wonderful : I have counted eighteen. There is a dis- 
tinct one for every thing, ao aa, in case of fire, not to have all 
under one roof. The family haa 'a  dwelling-house, consisting, 
on ordinary farms, of three rooms below, one of which is the 
kitchen, and the same above; and at the end, with a aep.arate 
entry, there is generally a better room, and one above reserved for 
strangers. Opposite to this dwelling is another, with rooms above 
and kitchen below, for the farm-servanta and labourers. At a 
emall distance from the family house, raised upon posts to exclude 
rats, is the sanctum, -the gudewife's store-room and dairy, where 
the provisions for the year are lodged. I t  is large and airy, with 
windows, and with at least two rooms for different objecta. The 
rest of the square, into which the houeea are generally arranged 
for the convenience of winter attendance on cattle, consists of 
stables, cow-houses, barns for hay and corn, under which are 
generally the sheds for tools, carts, sledges, a cellar under ground 
for ale, and one of large size with double doom, like our ice- I 

houses, for preserving the potatoes. Every thing is ,under cover, 1 
and the spaciousness of the offices surprises one accwtomed to our 
crowded narrow stablea and,cow-houses. The Norwegians are a 
well-lodged people, as far as I have seen; the poorest dwelling 
baving good glaaa windows, separate rooms, and some sort of 
outbuilding, with conveniences of which I doubt if every house in 
Seotland can boast. 

Laurgaard, Aug. 8. - m e r e  is a beautiful, at lea& singular, 
kind of elate in this quarter ; it is as thin as sheets of copper, and 

d 
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hae the same metallic lustre and dour .  It ia cut round, or in 
lozenges, and sita so regularly, thinly, and closely upon the roof, 
that the houses might have seemed roofed with copper, till I con- 
sidered how nnlikely it was that in this poor country i t  would be 
so applied. 

Steatite, &, is found in beds in the hill above this house ; i t  is 
quarried in  s l ab  to line the vents af fireplaces, or to be placed 
under stoves, and such like purposes. The hilla appear to coneist 
of micaceous schist resting upon gneiss. 

Laurgaard, Aug. 9: -I have seen as yet no old building in 
Norway,--no cottage, manor-house, eoturtry church, bribe, 
castle, or other structure of former daya Every thing appears to 
belong to the present generation. Even the commending points, 
which in all other European oountries present ruins of castles, 
have never been BO occupied here. The partition of property 
among the children, 'has probably prevented even themobk &lied 
to the, family of the monarch from bullding these, or any mansions 
of stone. That of the cadtry; .although - abundant, would be an 
expensive material, from its hardness and irregular forms ; and a 
costly erection upon an estate which. was to be divided on the 
death of the owner would haw been useless. Wood was the ma- 
terial, at all times, for all classee of dwellings, from the palace of 
the monarch to the peasant's hut. I t  was everywhere abundant 
and cheap. This circumstance has been more important than may 
at first appear in b e  destinies of the country. The chieftains, or 
nobility,-had no strongholds in which they codd secure them- 
selves and their retainers. When at variance with a more powerful 
neighbour, or with the sovereign, they, with their adherents, aould 
only retire' to their ships. Those expelled by Harold Hamfagre 
became thns sea-kings, and pillaged other uouxitries, for want of 
stone castles in which they couldj l l e  the, feudal lords in the rest 
of Europe, withstand an attack at home. The monarch himself 
had no strength, scarcely even security, unlese in public opinion. 
H a d d  Haarf'gre's eon and successor, Eric, appears to hsye been 
expelled simply by the people being against him. King Olaf, the 
Saint, lost his power ~ t h  his popularity, and could not obtain 
assistance from his discontented subjects to oppose Canute the 
Great. The eame cause probably saved Norway from much of the 
internal warfare which raged in the middle ages in other countries; 
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and it pmerved, perhaps, many institutions favourable to liberty, 
which were transpknted, and have flourished elsewhere. 

Lau~~aapd, Aug. 12. -I lipe here on strawberries and milk, 
and trout, or rather char, being pink, not white like frwh-water 
trout. Fieh appears everywhere the basis of a N&wegian repast. 
Meat, even at the table-d'hate at Christiania, seemed secondary. 
The river or lake is regula~ly resorted to. I t  is no sport for an 
Izaak Walton to fish trout here ; the mosquitoes would have eaten 
him alive while he was singing hi madrigals. I got so stung in 
the evening's fishing at Ebtadt, that I have not yet recovered 
fiom the irritation. 

In the afternoon I teak a 1 9  walk up one of the glens, and 
came to a singular hrmation of rock: it is micaeeoua, but without 
the slaty fracture usual with rocks in which mica prevails. The 
massea are columnar ; and the ground is covered with regular- 
formed triangalar cubes with the edges truncatad, so as to render 
them hexagonal. These masses, standing up in the earth with a 
fibrous texture, had so much the appearance of old stumps of treea 
with the bark on, that, till I hed struck some of them, I could 
scarcely believe them to be stone. One might almost fancy them 
petrified tree stumps: they are allied to asbestos. A hand speci- 
men of that mineral, enlarged ih all its pa* would give the best 
idea of them ; and the same mountain has eteatite on ita other side. 
A geologist who is a good pedeetriatl will h d  much to interest him, 
in this tract of country. 

Laufgaard, Atg. 16. -I have been for some days takmg long 
walks up the glens, and over the hills: t b ~  former contain some 
grand scenq .  It is not the eeaaon for wolves to leave their 
haunte on the fjelde or mountains, else one would expect to lpeet 
them in these lohely woods. In a gloomy wider evening 1 would 
not eend little-Red Fidmg Hood on a message acro6s them. Upon 
the hills, and the high table-land of the aonntry, the ground is 
covered with blocks of a conglomerate rock, in which pebbles of 
quartz, f$spar, and other crystallised s u b c e s ,  are imbedded. 
These blocks have been in motion, and eubject tb violent friction. 
They are not only rounded, but the pebbles of bard crystallised 
matter embedded fn them are cut or rubbed Bat on the surface. 
The action of the elementa would never, in any series of ages, pro- 
duce this appearance. They would wc3ar equally the round pebbles 
and the matrix or stone in which they are imbedded ; so that the 
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former would retain their rounded figure on the side exposed to 
the air. as well as on those hid and embedded in the mass: and , ,  

being the harder substance, would present the semblance of round 
protuberances rising from it. The appearance above described 
can only be accounted for by some exterior friction acting vio- 
lently on these blocks. 

One traces with difficulty the various footpaths ' and bye-roads 
winding over these fjelde and hills, and is not aware, if he has 
never been in a highland county, that these slight scratches along 
the mountain side are worn by human feet, and lead to little 
groups of farm in every glen: this and the next contain above 
forty. The district resembles much one of the small highland 
estates in the north of Scotland, with a great number of small I 
tenants or cottars scattered over it. I t  wants, however, the laird's , 

mansion and farm, with the squalor and wretchedness of the turf- 
built hovels of our highlands. The farms are nearly of the same 
size, the largest not exceeding forty acrea of in-field land, by which I 
I mean land bearing crops of oats, bear, and potatoes, with patches 
of grass intermixed, and all fenced OK The m d e s t  have not 1 
above four or five acres in cultivation What is the condition of 
this Norwegian highland population compared to that of the , 
tenants on a highland estate in Scotland? I cannot yet form a 
full estimate of the condition of the inhabitante of these glens ; but 
there am some points bearing upon the subject upon which a 
stranger may judge as well as one long acquainted with them. 

In the first place, the highlands of Scotland are a better country 
for subsisting its inhabitants ; the soil is better. Here, it is the 
gravel of primary rocks washed down from the high grounds, and 
covered with a thin coat of earth. The crops are not strong, and, 
in these narrow glens, are prematurely ripened by the gleams of 
hot sunshine reflected from the m k a  Harvest was begun in the 
month of July ; but a great part of the crop is evidently not pro- 
perly filled, although dead ripe. In our highlands the crops on the  
moorish or clay mils will be scarcely in ear, and will not be ripe 
before October ; but the grain will be heavier, and the acre of land 
will produce more. I t  is also a great disadvantage to these high- 
land farmers that thyy have not the hill pasture behind their 
grounds which ours have ; the stretch of unbroken, purple, bloom- 
ing heath, outside of the hill dyke, on which cattle will pick up a 
living for great part of the year. Here, beyond the boundary of 
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the farm, there is little pasture ; only huge masses of naked rock, 
with juniper and fir growing between them. I have not seen m 
much heath in this country as would shelter a covey of grouse, or 
subsist a score of black-faced wethers for half a day. Thus the 
condition of the people here, in relation to soil, climate, crops, and 
pasturage, a p p m  lees favourable than in the Scottish highlands. 

It is vastly better, hbwever, in another respect - they have no 
rents to pay, being the owners of the farms they cultivate. 
Here are the highland glens without the highland lairds. I t  ig  I 
am aware, a favourite and constant observation of our agricultural 
writers, that these small proprietors make the worst farmers. It 
may be so; but a population may be in a wretched condition, 
although their county is very well farmed ; or they may be happy, 
although bad cultivators. The country around Rome was cer- 
tainly better farmed under the Romans than it is now under the 
Pope. Was it a happier country then, when all the agricultural 
labourers were slaves working in chains, and driven to and from 
their work like beasts of burden ? Our Weet Indian colonies 
were better farmed under the slave system, especially when fresh 
slaves could be imported from Africa, than probably they can evcr 
be by free labour. Which is the happiest state of the population ? 
Good farming is a phrase composed of two words which have no 
more application to the happiness or well-being of a people than 
good weaving or good iron-founding. That the human poweia 
should be well applied, and not misapplied, in the production of 
grain, or iron, or clothing, is, no doubt, an object of great im- 
portance ; but the happiness or well-being of a people does not 
entirely depend upon it. It has more effect on their numbers 
than on their condition. The producer of grain, who is working 
for himself only, who is owner of his land, and has not a third of 
its produce to pay as rent, can afford to be a worm farmer, by one 
third, than a tenant, and is, notwithstanding, in a preferable con- 
dition. Our agricultural writers tell us, indeed, that labourers in 
agriculture are much better off as farm servants, than they would 
be as small proprietors. We only have the master's word for this. 
Ask the servant. The colonists told us the same thing of their 
slaves. If propertyis a good and desirable thing, I suspect that 
the very smallest quantity of it is good and desirable; and that the 
state of society in which it is most widely diffused is the best con- 
stituted. -1 suspect that the object of wise laws should be to diffuse 
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this general good through society, by promoting the distribution of 
pmper&y by ita equal inheritance, not to concentrate the whole 
into the hand8 of a few by the law of primogeniture; which, 1 although well adapted to the artificial feudal sysfem, is not fitted 
tbr *the natural and rational state to which society is advancing. 
The common sense of the majority of mankind would, I apprehend, 
ia spite of the most curious and subtle argument, decide that the 
forty hmiliea in these two or three highland glens, each possessing 
and living on its own little spot of ground, and-farming well or ill, 
as the case may be, are in a bette~ and happier state, and form a 
more r a t i d y  constituted society, than if the whole belonged to 
one of thee& fruniliea (and it would be no great estate), while the 
other thirty-nine families were tenants and firm-servants. Add a I 
fern &pBers to t&e numbers, and you have Ireland, Scotland, 
England, with their millions of people, and thew eoil poesessed by 
r few thowand proprietors. I t  is impossible suuh a constitution of 
civil society can long exist without mme great convuleion, unless 
mankind be retr4grrrding to the stata in which the feudal law of 
primogeniture originated. If society and the ideas of mankind are , 
advancing in a different direotion, it would be wise if 'legislation 
were to precede, rather than be forced to follow. 

If small proprietors are not good farmers, it is not from the same 
caw bere whkh we are told mrrkea them eo in Scotland- 1 
indolence and want of exertion. The extent to which irrigation 
is carried in them glens and valleys, shows a spirit of exertion and 
twoperation to which the latter cou~~try can show nothing similar. 
Hay being the principal winter support of live stock, and both it 
and corn, as well ae potatoes, liable from the &allcrw mil and 
powerful reflection of sunshine from the rocks, to be burnt and 
withered up, the greatest exertions are made to bring water from 
the head of each glen, along such a level as will give the command 
of it to each farmer at the head of his fields. This is done by 
leading it in wooden troughs (the half of a tree roughly scooped) 
from the higheat perennial stream among the hills, through woods, 
across ravks ,  along the rocky, often perpendicular, sidea of the 
glens, and fibm this main trough giving a lateral one to each 
farmer in pawing the head of his farm. He distributes this supply 
by moveable troughs among his fields ; and at this season waters 
each rig saccessively with scoops like those used by bleachers in 
watering cloth, laying his trough between every two rigs. One 
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would hot believe, without seeing it, how very large an extent d 
land is traversed expeditiously by these artificial showers. I have 
seen turnip crops in Scotland in situations wherd, id dry seasons, , 
it might be possible to save a crop by similar means. The extent 
of the main troughs is very great. In one glen I walked ten 
miles, and found troughed on both sidea: on one, the chain is 
continued down the main valley for forty miles., They may be 
bad farmers who do such things ; but they i re  not indolent, nor 
ignorant of the principle of working in concert, and keeping up 
establishments for common benefit. They are, undoubtedly, in 
these respecta, far in advance of any community of cottars in our 
highland glens. They feel as proprietors who receive the advan- 
tage of their own exertion& The excehnt state.of the roads and 
bridges is another proof that the country ie inhabited by people 
who have a common interest to keep them under repair. There 
are no to&. ' 

This populrition, also, iEl much better lodged than our labonr- 
ing and middlhig claeses, even in the south of Scotland. The 
dwelling-houses of the meaneat l a b o m  are divided into seved  
apartments, have wooden floors, and a sdcient  number of good 
windows: also some kind of outhouse for cattle and lumber 
Every man, indeed, seems, like Robinson Cmsoe,' to have put up a 
separate hose for every thing-he possesses. Whoever has ob- 
served the condition of our labouring population will admit the 
iniluence of good habitations upon the moral habits of a people. 
The natives of' New Zealand have .dwellings niore suited to %e 
feebgs and decencies of civilised life than the peaatintry of a great 
proportion of Great Britain and Ireland, who live in dark, one- 
room hovels, in which not only hou~ehold comfort'and cleanliness 
are out of the question, but the proper separation of the sexes can 
scarcely be maintained; Can any reflecting person doubt that it 
is an &portant advantage to the Lbouring class of s country that 
their standard of living is pitched high as to lodging, food, and 
clothing ? I t  is the most effectivecheck upon pauperism and over- 
population. Why does the Irish peasant marry so recklessly? 
Because his idea of a mitable dwelling for a man in his station is 
a hovel of raw earth and sticks, such a3 a man may put up in a 
forenoon on a hill side ; a bucket full of potatoes is his standard of 
food; a tattered great coat, of raiment. With these he is in no 
worse condition than the population around him, and therefore he 
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marries. If the ideas and habits of the country required a more 
expensive and comfortable sort of habitation for the very meanest 
person of his own station, he would not marry until he had 
acquired the means of lodging like his neighbours ; nor would he 
find a wife who would leave a decent habitation to burrow i n  
a hole like a pigstye. Every man looks to what is considered 
proper and reputable in his own rank ; and the poor man having 
little else to give him importance, is generally more tenacious of 
the proprieties belonging to his station than the rich man of what 
is suitable, to his sphere. 

I t  is from the operation of our timber duties that the working 
class in G r k t  Britain, and particularly in Scotland and Ireland, is  
so wretchedly lodged; an evil by which t.he whole community 
suffers. The timber of America is not adapted, either in size, 
strength, durability, or price, for the woodwork of small houses. 
For the beams, roof-timbers, or other parts in which there is strain 
or exposure, it is considered totally unfit; and were it stronger, the 
waste in  reducing ita logs to the proper dimensions prevents the 
application of i t  to such small buildings. The duty upon the kind 
of wood alone suitable for the poor man's habitation, which is the 
small sized logs, deals, and battens of Norway, or the Baltic coasts, 
renders i t  impossible for the lower, or even &e middle, classes to 
lodge themselves comfortably, or even decently. I t  affects the 
price not merely of the good building material which these 
countries could furnish at a cost lower than tiie duty now levied 
upon it, but i t  raises that of our own worthless planted fir wood, 
which no prudent man can use in any work that is intended to 
last for twenty years. 

If our labouring classes understood their own interests, they 
would find that the timber duties press more heavily upon their 
comfort and well-being than even the corn-laws. Cheap corn may 
only produce cheap labour. If the loaf is reduced permanently to 
half of its present price, it is possible that wag& might, in the 
ordinary course of demand and supply, be reduced in the long run 
to half their present rate. The cheap loaf would beget cheap 
labourers in every branch. But a dry, warm, tight, comfortable, 
roomy dwelling, such aa induces 8 man to stay at home, keeps him 
out of the ale-house, and his family out of the doctor's books, would 
be a real improvement in the condition of the working man, which 
he would obtainby the total abolition of the timber lawg and which 
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conld in no way affect the rate of his wages. There is, perhaps 
no one came which drives the labonring man to the spirit and beer 
shop so much as the want of a comfortable, decent dwelling to  
retire to, when the work of the day is over. 

This duty, the most pernicious, perhaps, in the whole range of 
British taxation, stands also in the way of the industry of very 
numerous and important classes in the middle rank of life. I t  pre- 
vents, for eximple, the industrious seafaring man, who has gathered 
a little money, from ever obtaining that object of every seaman's 
ambition, a small vessel of his own. I t  is not necessary that vessels 
of a small class should be of oak ; Prussian and Norwegian ships of 
.large burden are built of pine. If the duty upon the east country 
timber were abolished, our small capitalists would form a floating 
population, engaged in the various tmdes of communication and 
conveyance between the British, Irish, and foreign ports. But the 
duties put it out of the reach of small capitalists to have such yes- 
sels as are snited to their means, and as the same class in other 
countries, having a free timber trade, are able to fit out. I t  costa 
as much with us to make a herring-boat as it .should require for a 
coasting sloop. 

The great capitalists engaged in shipping gain by this state of 
things, because the carrying of timber from America is a trade 
suited to old vessels not of the first class. They are called the 
Shipping Interest of the country. Does this title properly belong 
to these great owners ? or to the active, sea-going population 3 Is 
it  the interest of the country, for the sake of any class of capitalists, 
that the population should be supplied with inferior timber, useless 
for the purposes of house-building or ship-building? Is i t  not 
our true interest to put it in the power of the whole inhabitante 
to lodge themselves suitably; and of the maritime population to 
fit out small vessels on the same capitals that are sufficient in 
other countries for that purpose? 

The standard of living, with regard to food, appears to me also 
higher in Norway than in most of air Scotch highland districts, 
though I cannot yet form a decided opinion. The materials are the 

rsame ; viz. oatmeal, bearmeal, potatoes, fish from the river, salt- 
fish, and salt-herrings, of excellent quality, from the sea coast, also 
cheese, butter, and milk. Four meals a-day form, I understand, the 
regular fare in every family; and with two of these meals the 
labourers have a glass of home-made brandy distilled from potatoes. 
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It is usual, I nnderstand, to have animnl food, such as salt beef, or 
black puddings, a t  least twice in the week. I observe also some 
notion of comfort in the mode of taking their food, which is often 
wanting in our highland households. The table is set out, the 
bread ia in basketa, and the labourers sit down regularly to their 
meals. The cooking and preparation of food appears to occupy 
more labour and time. 
h to being comparatively well, or ill fed, these terms are vague. 

Aa h e  a human animal is reared upon potatoes and milk in Ireland 
as upon roast-beef and plum-pudding in England. The food best 
for a country is clearly that which i t  requires the gratest exertion 
of industry and skill to produce. That which can be procured 
with little of such exertion, as potatoes, would, undoubtedly, reduce 
a nation to a low state of industry and &ill. They are in a wrong 
path who would reduce pauperism in England by reducing the 
standard of subsistence for the poor. If the English labourer8, 
instead of considering wheaten bread and meat necessary for their 
proper sustenance, were to be content with potatoes and Balt her- 
rings, the increase ofpauperism among theni would be in proporti 
to the diminished value of their food and the ease of obtaining i t 
The man who now thinks himself ill-off without the finest bread,' 
would then think himself entitled to marry, if he could earn ' 
potatoes for himself and a family. Our pauper population would 
thus increase with frightful rapidity. I agree with Cobbett, that : 
potatoes are the worst food for a nation to subsist on, but not for ) 
his reasons; because they are an unsubstantial food, and e~nsume 
coals and time, and keep the housewife boiling or baking all day 
 long^; but because, in proportion to their nutriment as food, they 
require less labour, less exertion of body and mind, to bring them 
to the state of food than any other article of human culture. The 
planting and digging u p  the boiling or baking, are almost all the I operations required with the potatoe; and, therefore, the nation , 
which is atisfied with a potatoe diet must be in a state of sloth , 
and inactivity bodily and mental. The moat c~mplicated manu- 
facture, perhaps, which we have among mankind, and which ' 
all its parts requires the most continued exertions of hum , 
industry and skill, is the production of a quartern loaf from I 
few seeds of wheat put into the earth. 

Lien, August 17.-I bought s little horse to-day from my lan h 
lady at Laurgaard, for twenty dollars. I am proud of my progre h f 
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in the language, which has saved me from paying more than, per- 
haps, double the value of the animal ; and I might have been taken 
in as much in bargaining for a horse in English. I mounted my 
luggage upon my &ole, and set off over the hills. This is the 
true way to see a country. One is independent of distances, and 
post stations, and right or wrong roads, and all the petty annoyances 
and considerations of regular travelling. I am astonished at tra- 
vellers, who have be, encumbering themselves with routes and 
couriers, as if they were charged with a load of government 
despatches. I stopped at a farmhouse about the middle of the day, 
and got for dinner what we call in Scotland lappered milk. Every 
thing was nice and clean. I observed that the mowers, who appear 
to be people who go m d  the muntry to cut grass, as in some 
parte of E n g w  had a table mplar ly  covered for them ; and their 
bread was in baskeb aa at Laurgaard. T h e h  trifles indicate 8 state 
of ease, and some attention to comfort auiong the worki~ig olsss. 

In the evening I reached this single farmhouse, and got grass 
for my pony snd q u w  for myself; and the mistrese gives me 
the comfortable hope, if I unda%tand her ~ight ,  of fried fish, 
which are still in the river, but whioh the mowers will aatch in 
time for supper. 

I am now near the aummit of the country. The waters still 
run into the great valley of Guldebrandsdal, but the river is here 
only a mountain streaml I passed to-day some patches 6f snow; 
which, having s t d  this very hot summer suoceeding a very wet 
spring, have probably lain for thousands of years. Although the 
elevation above the sea of this perpetual snow must be consider- 
able, them is no remarkable rise of any one hill or range from its 
base ; not more, as m I can estimate, than 500 feet :-there is , 
no Alpine scenery. The height above the sea i s  great, but that is 
not pemeptible to the senses : the traveller's eyes and legs have no 
concern with it ; the immediate spring from the valley to the 
c)pnds above is alone grand, sublime, and moat particularly 
fatiguing. These pitches of snow were not 300 feet above the 
glen where the people were making hay in so hot a sunshine that 
they worked in their shirta and trowsers only. The ooun6ry is 

I inhabited in the glerm, and the farmhouses appear large. On the 
, dividing ridges there ia no cnltivation, and, indeed, no soil to 
. cuitivate, only rounded masses of gneiss and micaceous rocks, with 
.juniper, fir,saspen, birch, and beech, growing where they can, 

C 4 



amid the stones. I have not observed furze, whin, or broom. The 1 

features of the country all the way up Guldebrandsdal are in fact 
far from being so grand as the highland scenery in Scotland. If 
there are avalanches, or glaciers, in winter or spring, they must - - 
be upon the same scale as in our highlands ; but cannot be-on the 
scale of those of the Alps, there being no high mountains dipping 
a t  once into this valley. The truly grand feature of the county 
is the valley itself- the Guldebrandsdal, which, with its splendid 
lake the Myosen, exceeds two hundred milee in length. 

~ o g s t u & ,  August 18. -Cultivation ceases at a-  short distance 
from my laat night's quarters. Opposite to this h o w  there is a 
patch of snow, which is found in hollows and sheltered eituationa, 
while ground considerably higher, but more exposed to wind, is 
clear at this season. I found stunted b i h e s  and firs growing 
within twenty paces of this tmowy mass. Dwarf willow, birch, 
juniper, blackberry, crowberry, and a few other shrubs, live quite 
close to their cold neighborn. 

The stream issuing from this snow turns a corn mill, which I 
went to examine while my pony waa feeding. 

I n  Norway, there is no astriction to mills ; every man has Odel's 
right, or, as I understand the term, is feudal superior of his own 
lands, and holds them without service, suit, feu, astriction, or 
other burthen. Every man may build a mill who chooses to do so. 
I n  the glena about Laurgaard, every little farm had its own little 
mill. Oats when ground are not first shelled as in Scotland, that 
is, cleared of the outer husk, but, after being strongly kiln-dried, 
the grain, husks, and all is made into meal. This meal is as fine 
almost as wheaten flour, the mill-stones being of very hard gneiss, 
sitting very close upon each other, and going round very swiftly. 
No doubt this is a much more economical plan than ours ; for i n  
the husks, or sids, which we take off in Scotland, there is left 
much nutriment ; as appears from the jelly called sowem, obtained 
by steeping them in water. This is lost in many parta of Sc* 
land entirely, the husks being put. on the fire to kiln-dry other 
grain. The farmer here gets back from the mill the same weight 
he sends to it. Very good bread is baked of this meal ; flat cakes, 
covering the bottom of a girdle, or frying-pan, and aa thin as a 
sheet of paper, being put on in nearly a fluid state, and, when used 
at table, they are made crisp by being warmed a little. They are 
not equal, certainly, to our best oatmeal cakes found in gentlemen's 
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fanilia ; for the grsin, I suspect, cannot yield such meal. I t  is 
better, however, than is commonly used by the people in our 
northern counties, owing principally, I think, to its being better 
baked. This mode of grinding and baking makea intelligible the 
use of bread of the bark of the iir-tree, in yeare of scarcity. Its 
inner rind, kiln-dried, may undoubtedly be ground, along with the 
hush and grain, and add to the quantity of -meal ; i t  may even be 
nutritious. I had previously been rather dieposed to doubt the 
fact, and to laugh at the idea of a traveller dining on sawdust- 
pudding and timber bread. In yeus of d t y ,  however, this 
use of fir bark is more extensive than is generally suppoeed. The 
present dilapidated state of the foreate, in districts which formerly 
supplied wood for exportation, is ascribed to the great destruction 
of young treea for this purpose in the year 1812. But to the mill. 

The Norwegian mill is similar to that still used in the Zetland 
islanda, and probably in no other part of Britain. An upright 
shaft or spindle, with buckets or vanes fired in the lower end, at 
such an angle as will best receive the stroke of the water-fall pro- 
jected upon them vane8 through a wooden trough or pipe, is passed 
through the centre-hole of the lower fixed millstone, and ita upper 
end fastened in the upper running millstone. The water strikes 
on the projecting vanes below, and drives round the shaft with the 
upper millstone fixed on it. The stones are of very small dia- 
meter, like the quern stones, or hand-millstonee formerly used in 
the north of Scotland, and are of hard gneiss ; the upper one con- 
cave, eo as to sit close upon the convexity of the lower fixed stone. 
The mill is fed with grain through the centre hole of the upper 
Rtone by a hopper, on which there is a little door sliding up and 
down, for the grain to run out at between thestonea To regulate 
this door, there is an upright piece of wood touching with italower 
extremity the surface of the running stone, and with its upper, 
the loaded end of another piece, suspended horizontally by the 
middle, like a balance-beam, and the-end opposite to the loaded 
one is fastened to the handle of the sliding door or hatch, in the 
hopper. The weight of the loaded end opens the sliding hatch, 
and the grain falls through it between the s h e .  ; but when too 
much comes betwekn them, it raises the upper stone from resting 

1 close upon the lower; the end of the upright stick touching its 
surface is consequently elevated, and the loaded end of the balance 
consequently raised by the other extremity of the upright piece of 
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wood, when the feeding hatch shuts proportionsbly. I t  ia curio- 
to see these ingenious contrivances, the same in prinoiple, perhape, 
as those of our best machinery, constructed here, on the Dovre 
Fjeld, of such rude materials. There was not a nail in the mill, 
which was all put together with wood, or with fastenings of birch 
bands made of twigs bruised and twisted together. There are 
good reasons for preferring the upright shaft, moved by the direct 
impulse of the water, to our water-wheele. It is not ao readily 
clogged with ice, nor impeded by back-water. The cog in which 
the vanes are fixed being moveable on the shaft, and the trough 
through which the wattx strikes on them, adjnated to their place, 
these impediments are avoided. 

At  Lien, I qnitted the. stream which I have fdlowed from the 
Myosen up the Guldebrandsdel. I t  trends to the mt, having ite 
rise in the western branches of the Sneeh~ette mountain. I took 
the road leading wer  the D m  v e l d  on the e q t  aide of that 
mountain, and I hope to see it to advantage in crossing the Fjeld, 
on which it rests. 
JerRin, Augllst 19. - This ie an extensive grazing farm, and a 

comfortable inn, situated on the north verge of the Dovre Fjeld, 
a few miles from the point where the waters begin to run, and the 
land to sbpe northward. The h v r e  q e l d  here may be from 94 
to 28 miles across. When we give things their real names, 
we take away much of their imagined grandeur. The Dovre 
Fjeld sounds well; and we fancy it a vast and sublime natural 
feature. I t  really is no more than a fell, like those of Yorkshire 
or Cumberland ; an elevated tract of ground whence run w a t m  
in opposite directions, and which forms the base of a number of 
detached hills of moderate elevation. I n  fact, as a scene impressing 
the traveller with ideas of vast and lonely grandeur, the tract from 
the waters of the Tag to t h a  of the Spey, by Dalnacardoch, Dal- 
whinny, and Pitmain g d y  surpasses it. You are indeed 3000 
feet above the level of the sea ; bat *hat is not eeen, - it is 
a matter of reflection and information. You look down upon 
nothing below you, and look up only to hills of moderate elevation. 
Sneehrette alone comes up to a mountain magnitude. It is 7300 
feet above the sea; but this fell is 3000 feet at this farmhouse, 
which is about twelve miles from the base of Sneehstte. The 
actual height for the eye, therefore, of this mountain is about the 
m e  as that of Ben Nevis, about 4300 feet, with the didvantage 
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of gaining its apparent height by a slow rise from the fell TBere 
is 8 considerable mass of snow in a hollow on the bomn of 
Sneehaztte, but not more than remains for a p a t  part of the 
summer on hi& in Aberdeendiire, - nothing like a The 
head and shoulder are clear of snow. The most extraordinarv , 
feature of thk mountain tract,. and the grandest on reflection, is 
that the surface of the fell, and of Snee-te to its summit, is 
covered withs or, more properly, is composed of rounded masses of 
gneiss and granite, from the size of a man's head to that of the hull 
of a s h i ~ .  These loow rolled massee are cavered with soil in mme 
pl-; & others they are bare, j u t  as they were left by the 
torrent which muat have rounded them, and deposited them in 
this region. 

I met thie morning one of the officera employed in the trigono- 
metrical survey of Norway. He was sketching in the features of 
the country, on a scale of four inch- to s Norwegian mile, with 
great beauty and effect; He  told me that i t  L now believed by the 
officera of the survey, that Sneehtte is not the higheet of the 
Norwegian mountsins. By  barornetrid observations, which, how- 
ever, are not yet fully completed, one of the mountains of the 
Hurunger F'jeld exceeds it by about 700 feet, and is only a t  s die- 
tance of from three to four Norwegian miles fnrm the head of m e  
of the fiords, or inlets of the sea, in the Bergen district. Its 
elevation must consequently be-vastly more rapid and grand in 
its efect. 

This officer confirmed my suspicion. that Dr. Clarke had been 
misinformed with regard ta the same lake which throws out the 
Kongame river, which ,is dl& the Yuonio in part of. its courae, 
and enter% the Gulf of Bothnia under the name of the Tornea, 
throwing out a river ' aIso which runs into the North Sea ; thus 
making the  pmhsula, in fact, an island: Thie may not be impos- 
mbk, bu t  it would .be a very extraordinary feature in topical, geo- 

graphy. A lake may overhw and run over in any direction, or 
in all dirmtions, bat its permanent venta must be on one side or 
other. If we pour a little water upon a table, whether i t  be a dead 
level, o r  with any conceivable dope, i t  will not run off in two 
opposite directions at  m e  time. Water can no more do so than a 
man can run in opposite directions at once. This officer, who hae 
been on  the spot, mured me, that although the ffource of the 
Kongarne is near the coast, there is a considerable SPW of ele- 
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vated ground between it and the source of the river which runs 
into the North Sea at Lynger Fiord. 

This gentleman, however, mentioned a feature which is so re- 
markable, that, as he justly observed, it will scarcely be believed 
by topical geographers when the map of Norway is published. 
The stream which runs through Guldebrandsdal and the Mymen, 
and reaches the sea at Frederickstad, being the same I left at Lien, 
comes down from the hills at or near Lessee, and is there divided 
into two branches, one of which, as above stated, runs into the 
Myoscn, a d  the other into the North Sea at the Fiord in Roms- 
dal Amt, on which the town of Molde is situated : thus including, 
in its delta, between four and five degrees of latitude, and all the 
west and south of Norway. The courae of this little river from 
Lessoe to the sea is very important, se it gives precision to our 
ideas of the shape and direction of the Dovre Fjeld, and of its 
connection with the Hurunger, the Fille, and the Hardanger 
mountains. These, running into the sea at the Naze of Norway, 
form, with the Dovre Mountains, one vast triangular range with 
its apex at Lessee, and its base overflowed by the ocean in the 
bight called the Skaggerack. 
Two English gentlemen are here on a shooting excursion, but 

have found no &me. I doubt, if the real m&r game exist in 
Norway ; if they do, they must live upon very different food from 
those of Scotland. I have not seen so much heath on the fell as 
would support a covey, yet I never saw any food in the stomach 
of these birds in Sootland but the blossoms and tops of heath. 
Heath is a rare plant in these hills. I suspect the ptarmigan, and 
the American grouse, or willow-hen, are varieties which feed 
upon berries, and that the Norwegian are similar. They are very 
s&ce, whatever they may be. This is certainly the b i t  situation 
for them ; yet English sportsmen have been here for a whole season 
without shooting more than t4irt.y brace. The markets of Norway 
and Sweden are filled, no doubt, in winter with the greatest abun- 
dance and variety of game. But we forget the extent of the 
country, and thatthere-are but few markets to fill, which, at that 
season, are supplied, from the most remote distshces, by peasants 
coming on other businem. One bird killed in every ten square 
miles of country would be snfficient. In this country, man and 
dog would require Jack-the-Giant-killer's seven-league boots to 
make any thing of shooting in any one district The country 
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people kill this game in the winter, when the birda are driven by 
the snow to seek food and shelter in the low grounda There is a 
singular scarcity of birds, in fact, of all kinds in Norway. Mag- 
pies & the most numerous ; and seem favoured by the country 
people, as they hop about in a half-tame state. The Royston 
cmw and the swallow are common ; but the lark, the linnet, the 
blackbird, the thrush, the robin, and all our old acquaintances of 
the woods and fielda, even our town acquaintance, the sparrow, 
are not at home here. I have eeen or heard more of these in 
travelling one mile in England, than in all the e w e  I have 
traversed in Norway. I suspect there may be spring frost6 
which spoil the eggs and prevent the hatching and increase of 
the small b i d .  

The land on thie fell is not altogether unimprovable. This 
farm, Fogstuen, and also the two post stations north of Jerkin, 
were established, for the accommodation of travellers, so early as 
1120, and enjoy some peculiar privilege.. They are valuable 
grass farms. The houses at Jerkin are good, and there are fully a 
hundred acrea inclosed, bearing good natural gram, which the 
people are busy making into hay. There is a stock of thirty cows ; 
but no grain is rpiaed either here or at my laat quartera The hill 
pasture all round is certainly not such aa we have on our worst 
hills, being juniper, blackbeiry, dwarf willow, and such shrubs; 
but there is a h  some rough grass, and hardy sheep wonld make a 
living in summer. I understand the owner, who was not at home, 
intends to keep a st& of reindeer. They may be better than 
sheep, considering the long winter ; but a sheep stock wonld suc- 
ceed, if they could be wintered at any moderate expense.. In 
Germany, sheep must be kept in-doom all winter as long as in -- 
Norway. 

Dnrvestei~, Augurt 21.- Cariole, pony, and eelf being all in 
the best going trim, I determined to proceed to Dronthiem. I 
shall see the northern slope of the Dovre qeld, and the country 
on that side of this great mountain barrier, and also the cathedral 
of Dronthiem. I shall know whether, in its structure, the ideae 
may be traced that were displayed by the Norman descendants of 
this people, in so many similar edifices in England and France. 

A few miles beyond Jerkin bring us to the point where the F'jelde 
dips and the waters run northwards. I think twenty-four miles 
will take one fairly across from slope to slope. As far as Kongs- 
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void, the h t  atage, and house,. from Jerkin, tbe r o d  is dismal 
and lonely. Sneehette, at the distance of eight or ten miles, 
makes all .the surrounding countq look like a aast plain. There 
is no living thing to be aeen ; and the huge mass of mountain is 
ao unlike all around it, that one m i ~ h t  fancy it a living being 
aitting upon the wmte. From Eongsvold to this place is down a 
ravine, rather than a glen, containing the grandest scenery. The 
tongueas of land, interlacked with each other, are so precipitous, 
that although I hired an additional horse to &t my pony, the 
twa c o a  m o e l y  scramble up and down with the cariole. Nor- 
wegian h o e  alone could get over this road, which, however, is 
itself & U ie evident the dip i e  v d y  more rapid on this side 
of the Dovre Fjeld. At one place the scenery in this ravine was 
very striking. The head of the crag above up was wrapt in  snow, 
whenae streams were tridliing dowa ; while the burn at its foot, 
along which our d wound, was d g  thrangh a wood of birch 
of the most -tender and .lively VBF- 

One of tbe English gentlemen whom I met at Jerkin gave me a 
fishing rod, with which he did not wish to be encumbered. He 
had caught tro& until he wsa actually dred, having killed above 
800 in a very few days. Having fortunately brought with me 
some fliea and tackle, I went, out thia forenoon, while my pony was 
reatisg after yesterday's htigue, to try my akill. Although I never 
fished trout before, I eaught above &,dozen between breakfast 
and dinner : this will give some ides of what fishing is in Norway. 
They were small, the largest not exceeding n foot in length ; but 
the landlord brought in some aa big as salmon, caught in a lake on 
the fielde. I had no idea of even grilse or sea trout attaining 
such a aiae. I have seen ordinary sea trout of three or four pounds 
weight, but these exceed eighteen pounds. 

Fly4shing appears not known here, and I imagine it is alto- 
gether an English art. The people had heard of the success of 
English sportemen at Jerkin; and one cannot make a more ac- 
ceptable present to them than hhipg fliea and h&, properly 
mounted. 

Sundset, August 22.-I set off this morning from Drivestuen. 
The expense of travelling in my present style is half a dollar per 
dsy for man and horse. I live, to be sure, and so does my horse, 
in the country manner, which is certainly not the English one : 
but whoever has travelled in the highlands, or even the lowlands 
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of Scotland twenty years ago, hss no right to complain of hie sc- 
commodation here. An Englishman, bred in the midat of that 
peculiar attention to cleanliness and nicety, which, even now, ia 
h o s t  exclusively English, will find much to horrify him in a 
Norwegian inn ; but such gentlemen are scarcely in a situation to 
judge of the habita of a people. They have been trained in a very 
nice, cleanly little w~rld, bounded perhaps by the '&en& or, at 
most, the Angel at  Ferrybridge, on the north, and the Ship inn at 
Dover, Un the aouth. It is ecarcely fair ta compare the state of 
manners and habits of all European nations with this standard. 
He who will travel ftirly must eat what is plaoed before him, and 
sleep where there is a bed to lie d m  upon. If his eheets and his 
food are d i i ,  a plunge at  day-break in  the clear burn, and a good 
digeation, will remedy all I doubt if a traveller woald at present 
be so well accommodated in our remoter highlands. The dairy 
products are all clean, and butter ie su6h that any one may ven- 
ture on it. Fish, eggs, wild strawbenht, and the moltebeer, 
which will keep for a year, and deserves a p b  on our house- 
keepers' shelves, better than half of our jams and preserves, are 811 
excellent things, which cooking cadaot spoil to the most dainty 
traveller. There is, donbtless, a acarcity of many articles very im- 
portant to comfort and cleanlineea Pottery wsre, pkrtea, diihes, 
bowls, ztre coaree, and not in the abundance we are accustomed to. 
Knives, forks, spoons, are also on the minimum side of the account 
as to comfort and nicety. If we will  not buy their timber, how 
can these people buy our pottery and hardware? If the traveller 
judges fairly; and coneidera what he aetnally finds, and the wet 
and difficulty of bringing together t h w  boueehold articles in a 
mall Norwegian household, he will find much to admire. The 
sent3e of comfort, cleenliness, and order in domeatic concerns, ap- 
pears to me more generally developed among the working class in 
this countq than in Scotland. The wooden floors and side walla, 
the abundance of glass windows in the meanest habitations, and 
the outside store-rooms and aceomm&tions distinct from the 
dw&g apartmentn, keep the inmates, especially the females, and 
their habits of living, in a much more cleanly and orderly state 
than it is posaible for those of the same class in Scotland to enjoy, 
with their earthen floors, and roofs, and side walls, their single 
pane of glass window, and their single room for all ages and sexea, 
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. to cook and eat, and sleep in, and to hold all the clothes and stores 
1 

of the family. 
Sockness, Bug. 23.-I started early this morning from Sundset. 

A Norwegian gentleman and his daughter are travelling like me 
with their own horse, and in stopping to bait I have formed a little 
acquaintance 'with him. He is a northern proprietor, return- 
ing from Copenhagen. Proprietor, I tind, is a sort of conven- 

>Hemp and flax grow on every farm, and every house has a little 
patch in hops for family use. The hops appear very plentiful, and 
the plants healthy ; but the mode of cultivation is different from 
ours. The plants are not set in separate hills, but close together, 
SO as to smother all vegetation below them. 

Saderg, Aug. 24-1 made only three Norwegian miles to-day, 
being unwilling to arrive late in the evening at Dronthiem, where , 
I understand there are no regular inns. My travelling acquaint- I 

ances went on, having friends there. 
In building houses in Norway, timber is used of a size far ex- , 

tional title, like esquire with us, given to landholders who possess 
estates larger than they themselves farm. The smaller land- 
holders, who work upon their own little estates, are called bonder. 
This gentleman and his daughter are like our own country gentry 
in remote parta of Scotland, very kind and obliging, and with the 
manners and appearance of genteel people. - From Sundset to Bierkragen, there is more forest than I have 
yet seen in Norway. Distant farme look like holes cut out of the 
green mass of woods. The trees also appear larger, and the soil 
much better than on the other aide of the Dome Fjeld. The oats, 
bear, and potatoes are beautiful. Rye, and a sort of red bearded- 
wheat, are luxuriant; but they are not in general cultivation. 

ceeding the dimensions we generally suppose its trees to attain. 
There is a log in this old house which is three feet on each square 
bde, and retains that size for at least twenty five feet in length. 
In all the houses, especially those of very old date, the logs are 
as large as the Memel or American timber usually brought to 
England. I understand that the impediments in the rivers 
prevent the floating down of such lengths of great timber to 
the coast. The vessels, 3190, are too small for such pieces which 
it is customary to use in building. For these reasons the timber 
on this side of the Dovre Fjeld is in general cut into short 

' 

deals for exportation. Wood of considerable size grows as far 
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north as the valley of the Namsen the largest of the Norwegian 
river& about 120 English miles from Dronthiem: i t  grows i n  
sheltered situations in  Nordland and Finmnrk, as far north MI 
Alten Fiord, but of diminutive size, and in such limited quantity 
that it is thought necessary to preserve i t  for the use of the in- 
habitants, and ite exportation is prohibited. Trees in  Nunmedal, 
or the vnlley of the Namsen river, are  large enough to furniah 
building material to the country to the north, nnd masts o r  
spars of a foot and a half of girth a t  the end of sixty feet of 
length. 

CHAPTER 11. 

Dronthiem. - hn. - Cathedral. - Tom. - Shipping. - Library. - Saron 
and Norman Arches. - Qothic Architecture. - Stordal. - Colonel George 
Siclair. - Rocking Stones. - Levanger. - Dronthiem Fiord and Botbnian 
GulE -Norwegian Farm. Hops. - Stikklestad. - Date of the Battle 
corrected by an Eclipse.- Vserdal. - Peasants. - Cross Ronda - Snaasen 
Vmd. - Steenkjacr. - Scotch Farmers. - Norwegian Farms. -Value, S i e ,  
Taxes, Harvest Work, Ploughing. - Gigot Sleeves. - Ifl) Winter Quarters. 

Dronthiem, Aug. 25.-I arrived here this morning a t  ten o'clock. 
The custom-house officer, sitting a t  the gate to take town dues, 
probably thought, from my portmanteau, that I had merchandise to  
pay for. H e  willingly accompanied me to the best lodging-house, 
to examine my luggage, and I readily gave him a small fee, as it 
is awkwnrd t o  enter a town without knowing where to  go. I hnve 
got into a comfortable house, kept by a cheerful old lndy who 
speaks a little English. It is not exactly an inn ; there is no sign- 
post; it is not open at every hour for every body, and the fumily 
expect more consideration than in a place where the traveller, at 
least the English traveller, is every thing, and the family nothing 
In considerable towns, I understand, such as Dronthiem and Ber- 
gen, there are no regular inns. but plonty of these boarding-houses, 
which are, i n  fact, ns comfortable, and in which the traveller is 
served as well as he could be in any inti the place could support. 
After an excellent breakfi~st, I went te  ses the far-famed cathe- 

clral. It does not impress the traveller who bas seen others either 
D 
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with its magnitude or its beauty. I t  has nothing pictureeqne, 
whether viewed. near or at a distance, and it haa attracted little 
notice from the Engli J or other foreign travellers. I t  is, however, 
a very remarkable and interesting structure. There are parts un- 
qnestionably as old as the year 1033. Few if any of the churches 
in England, which are eonaidered to be of Saxon architecture, are 
known as belonging to that period, being about the time'of Canute 
the Great; and any which, from the style of architecture, are con- 
'aidered to be oldm than .the Norman Conqoeat, are objects of 
great interest; and the style of arches and ornaments h k  given 
rise to many curious speculations. This cathedral would, there- 
fore, deserve the careful examination of thoee conversant with the 
subject. There are parta of the fabric which have evidently been 1 
rebuilt at various periods, as the structure has frequently suffered I 
from fire, and theold finely cut stones have in m k y  places been 1 
built into the present walls without any distinct reamn ; in some I 
places forming arches, and in o h m  pillive sapporting nothing, but 1 
merely put in, because they were coneidered ornamental. The I 
barbarous taste of those who at present have charge bf this curious 
building is much less excusnbla- Workmen are actually employed 
in painting over the whole of the stone work, of a sort of light- 
blue colour, whieh they think more beautiful, and more like stone, 
than the beautiful stone itself of which the fabric is constructed. 
They are picking out, m our houeepainters call it, in white paint, 
the & c e n e s , : ~ ~ u a e ,  and ornamental pillare, so that the whole 
exterior rwmbleevery muoh the stern of a Dutch galliot. 

I t  would require some time, and mow knowledge of the subject 
than I am master of, to consider this structure properly, and to 
distinguish what is original from what is of a later age.. 

Drorthiem, Aug. 27. - This town has a population of 12,400 
inhabitanta. The street0 are epaoious, with water cisterns at their 
intersections. The houeebl, which are dl, or with very few excep- 
tions, of wood, are large and good, and have an air of cleanliness 
and comfort. The scrubbing and washing of doom, windows, 
stairs, and pav~menta give a favourable impression of the-habits of 
the Dronthiemers. They are a remarkably handeome people-as 
the ladies at least know. There are few towm of this &e in which 
one meets m many well-dressed handmme females of the higher 
clam, who are invited out by the delightful evenings at this season. 
The meana of subsistence here a r i . ~  pnrtly from Drontheim being 
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of their property, to build and lodge themeelvea suitably to ik 
amount. Spanish and Italian vessels have of late found their way 
to Dronthiem ; and the trade, although it suffers .by having its own 
vessels unemployed, gains by finding customers at home instead of 
mding  its fish to a distant market. In the year 1830,154 vessels 

the seat of the higher courts, and functionaries connected with the 
provinces north of the Dovre Fjeld, and partly from ita being the 
onlp place, on this side of the Fjelde, of which the merchants enjoy 
the privilege of trading to foreign ports. Tromsoe, in Nordland, 
bas of late obtitmed the same privileges, but it is as yet in its 
&fancy. The trade of Dronthiem empIoys abont fifty vessels 
belonging to the port, chiefly in conveying wood to France, and a 
few cargoes to Irelsnd and Scotland, also dried fish to Spain and 
Italy. Franw hah 'been for some years the beet customer for 
timber. One &n w d  understand that the small proprietors there, 
who had acquired their lands during the Revolotion, would not for 
many years possess the means, and the codidence in $he security 

elearea outwerds to foreign porta, of which 56 were to British 
porta, 23 to the Mediterranean, 28 to Spain, 17 to Denmark, 12 to 
H O W  ; .the rest to the Baltic, Bremen, and other ports ; and for 
the home t r a k  and fisheries, in thesame year, there were cleared 
outwards baships; and 262 yachts or coasting amall crsft. - In the 
provinces or Amts, which are supplied through Dronthiem with all 
foreign. productp, there is a population of about 112,000 people, 
besides the  inhabitants of the tom itself, so t h ~ t  the trade of the 
p h  is considerable. All the producta of other countries are ex- 
tremely moderate in price, the import dutiea seldom exceeding two 
per cent. ad valopem. and the freight by the return of veesels being 
very trifling. There are few towns in France where French wines 

I 

are-so cheap. The toadstead for shipping ia bad, exposed to a 
heavy ,ewell from 'the north and west, and with loose ground in 
twenty fathoms. In the river there is not depth of water for vessels 
drawing above ten or twelve feet. There is a little rock called 
Munkhdm, on which very expensive fortideations and batteriea 
are constmotbg for the defence of the town and shipping ; but 
for these objects it is apparently useless, being situated at too great 
a distance. During the last war, our naval officers sent in boats, 
and destroyed towns and shipping, overcoming defences much 
more formidable than those of Dronthiem on the sea-side. On the 
land-aide, although almost surrounded by the river Nid, it is so 

D 2 
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entirely commanded by the tongues of land and ravines on the. 
opposite side of the river, that i t  appears scarcely secure as the 
principal military dep6t on the north side of the Fjelde ; and in caae 
of invasion could not be maintained without a very lakge forca 

Dronthiem, Aug. 29.-There is a public library here on a liberal 
footing. I found no difficulty, although a stranger, in getting out 
books upon simply signing a-printed receipt in which the librarian 
inserted the title of the work. The collection is large, and contains 
many curious and rare books. The Biblia Polyglotta Anglicans, 
per Br. Waltonum, Londini, 1657 ; and Edmundi Costelli Lexicon 
Heptaglotton is shown to strangers as rare, from the work, except- 
ing a few copies, having perished in the Fire of London in 1660. 
There is also a collection of minerals, and objects of natural history, 
and of antiquitiee, but of little value, being ill-arranged, ill-pre- 
aerved, and the productions of different countries and ages, all 
jumbled together. The Runic calendars, or etavea with Runic 
characters, on which Dr. Clarke gets some value, if I am not mis- 
taken, are indebted to the antiquary's fancy for their importance. 
As rccords of events, they may be eafelyclaased with Robinson 
Crusoe's tally-stick, with a long notch for Sundays, and an extra 
long one for the anniversary of his shipwreck. Imagination alone 

, can make any thing more of them than a rude device to aid the 
memory of the individual in recollecting his private affairs, or 
possibl-y public transactions. No Runic inscription, either on wood 
or rock, has yet been discovered of an older date than the intro- 
duction of Christianity in the eleventh century ; and Scandinavia 
boasts of regular historical records in the Saga, which relate the 
transactions of the tenth and even the ninth century. 

Dronthiem, Aug. 30.-I have paid a daily visit, since I arrived, 
to the cathedral, and, as I intend to move to-morrow, shall pu t  
down all that I have read or observed concerning this structure. 
King Olaf Haraldsen, who appears to have been the most blood- 
thirsty tyrant who was ever canonised, was killed by his subjects 
in a battle at a place called Stikklestnd, no+ of Dronthiem, in t h e  

! C 5 c year --and his body was interred in a church still standing, 
which he h i i e l f  had built in that city and dedicated to Saint  
Clement. As Olaf reigned fifteen years, this building must have 
been erected between 1018 and 1033. As this monarch introduced 
Christianity by fire and sword into his dominions, and was killed 
by the peasants whom his cruelties had driven into revolt, he w(13 
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canonised ; his shrine became the most distinguished in the north - 
of Europe, and one of th'e most frequented by pilgrims. The 
cathedral was founded in the year 1180 or 1183, close to this 
church, which forms a chapel at the east end of it. The west end, 
now in ruins, wae not founded till the year 1248, and in the end 
of the thirteenth century the whole structure must have stood in 
its splendour. The extreme length has been 346, and its breadth 
84, English feet; but the west end, which contained the grand 
entrance, had a chapel at each corner, making the breadth of that 
front 140 feet. The transept and east end are the only parts roofed 
in, and now used for divine service. The western, once magnifi- 
cently ornamented, is now used as a timber or store-yard, but the 
outer walls still rise to the height of the arches of the lower 
windows, which are pointed, and of the spring of those which have 
joined the outer walls to the pillars of the aisles ; but these are all 
demolished. The grand entrnnce in this front wae by three doors, 
now all built up, &d in their place buttress- suppok this end of 

' the wood-yard. Thie front was adorned with cr row of twenty . 
arched and delicately cut niches above the three entrance gates, 
and below these, on each side of the entrnnces, a row of ten pointed 
arch- with ornamental ones within them. The ten have rested 
upon slight pillars, and those within have joined and ended in a 
carved flower. The niches have been exceedingly rich in finely 
carved fret-work and mouldings, and they still contain five full 
length statuea more or lesa mutilated. From the folds of the 
drapery, hands, and hair of the heads, they could not have been 
the work of the same age or country, which produced the grotesque 
masks and figures which are strewed with profusion over the most 
ancient of the building. They ar tof  a different taste and 
school from those figures in the cnthedral of Amiens nnd other 
churches of the same period; and the celebrated figure of the 
goose-footed queen, on the portals of four French cathedrals, which 
has given occaeion to BO much learned conjecture, could not pro- 
bably be ranked wit) these. They display considerable merit, and 
deserve the examination of a competent judge. Q e  upper works 
of the trnnsept and east end, being all now roofed in, have pro- 
bably been rebuilt at variou~ nnd comparatively recent periods. 
By these, I mean all above the first arches, or those springing from 
the ground. I conceive that all this higher part has originally 
been only of wood, for the cathedral is said to have frequently 
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been butned. Now fire would c6nsume the roof and wood-work, 
but not the stone walls. At all events' the stones, not being 
calcareous, would have remained though the walls had tumbled 

' 

down. But there is on the. spot no rubbish, or heaps of ruing and 
in the adjacent houses no stones, which originally belonged to the 
cathedrnl: having all been squared, they would have been easily 
recognised. Heace I suspect that, when the wood-work has been 
consumed by fire at different periods, the &ones of the aisles and 
arches within the shell now remaining of the west end have been 
employed to build up the present walls of the transept, and other I 
parts which were originally of wood. Thus we may account for I 
the paltry taste and execution of all the upper part of the struc- I 
tore, and for the insertion of cut stone mouldinga of arches where 
an arch could never have been intended, but the stones have evi- 
dently been built in frbm &her places; while all that i s  below, and 
could not possibly have been injured by any conflagration, is ori- , 
ginal, and, from its nntiquity, style, and execution, very inteksting. 
The round arch with the zizgsg ornament, which we call Saxon, 
is employed in all this old part, and also in Saint Clement's ehapel. ' 

The present entrance in the north transept is a flne specimen of 
both. But this simple massive style is mixed with light pointed 
arches, adorned with grotesque heads, flowers, and all the variety 
of ornaments which are usually considered peculiar to 3 much later 
period of Gothic arahiteeture; but here the two stylea areevidently 
coeval. I t  shakes the theory of the Saxon and Norman, the round 
and pointed arch having been used exclusively in particular and dif- 
ferent centuries, and affording ground to determine the comparative 
antiquity of Gothic edifices. The Norman arch, in its most florid 
style, h here connected with the Saxon in its most simple and 
massive form, in a building where the known date of the portions 
containing this admixture is more ancient than the ascertained date 
of those English edifices from which the theory is derived. 

There has been a good deal of ingenious writing about the ori- 
gin of Gothic arches. The interlacing of the boughs of tall trees 
in an avenue, as it has something of the effect, has also been con- 
sidered as the original model of the interior of the Gothic cathedral, 
and what the earlieat architects may have proposed to imitate. 
The origin is probably much less picturesque. The people of the 
north of Europe, before their conversion to Christianity, buried 
their dead, like all barbarous nations, with their arms and imple- 
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men@ and even their horses, aiaves, and sometimes their wives. 
On the sea coast, the boat or ship in which the chieftain sailed, was 
laid over the body, and the tumulus was raised over its hulL This 
circumstance repeatedly occurs in the Saga ; and the ship tumulue 
is distinguished by all Scandinavian antiquaries as dietinct from 
the round heaps or mounds of earth r a i d  over stone coffins or 
other rmeptaelea Its ineide would be exactly a Gothic building 
in wood; and the main body, the nave (navis) ia called the ship of 
the building in the ancient northern languagee, probably in refer- 
ence to this origin. 

The curioue will find a minute description of the cathedral of 
Saint Olaf, ita 316 windows, its 3361 pillars, its 32 altars, and all 
the rest of its magnificence, in a quarto volume, published at  
Dronthiem, in the year 1762, by Gerard &honing, rector of the 
high school there; an antiquary whose works are held in high 
esteem by the learned in, S-avian antiquities. 

Alrg. 31. - The weather being he, and myself and pony quite 
refreshed by our long rest, I resolved to proceed onwards along the 
canat of this magnificent gulf, If I should be overtaken by bad 
westher, or find poar aecommodatione, I have always Dronthiem 
under my lee. I paid my bill, about a dollar and a half per day, 
mounted my goods and ohattels again behind my cariole, and set 
out before snnrise, by the opposite entrance to that by which 1 
entered. The road croeees the river by a good wooden bridge, 
and beyond ie a considerable suburb, and a country studded with 
neat villas of the merchants of Dronthiem. I took $he road north- 
wards, along the c a s t  of the fiord which was skirted by low hi&, 
or knobs of primary rock, containing much mica, against which 
there rest8 a compact chloritic chy, which, in its indurated stam, 
wrs to be the stone used in the cathedral, and in its soft stat0 
is the greenish till or s u b d  of the arable land. Where this is laid 
dry, and made friable by cultivation, it appears to form an excel- 
lent soil. The crops are very luxuriant, but cultivation is much 
impeded by knob of the primary under-rock. I have not, indeed, 
aeen in Norway twenty acres of arable laud in one field, without 
some obstruction from knobs of stone. The farms upon this slope 
appear excellent ; the crop heavy and clean. Onts, bear (I have 
seen no barley), ye ,  red wheat a kind of bearded spring grain, and 
potatoes, make as good an appearance as similar crops do in the 
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districts of Scotland which are farmed in the ordinary way with- ' 
out any special improvements. 

The hills of primary rock in some places run out into promon- 
tories which dip into the fiord. To scramble up and down these 
is not work for a n  alderman : when one does, however, get over 
the keel of such a ridge, he sees a quiet, beautiful scene below. 
The little land-locked bay is so shut ip with rocks and woods, that 
it resenibles a small mountain-lake. The entranee is hid by trees; 
and the mark of high water on the white beach at the head of the 1 
cove is the only indication that i t  belongs to the ocean. There is I 
generally room at its head for one fishing farmer, with his house 
a t  the foot of the rocks, a green spot forJlis cows and goats, and 
his little skiff at anchor before his door ; where the lucky fellow, 
without ever knowing what a sea-storm ia, or going out of sight of 
his own chimney smoke, catches in his sheltered creek the finest 
sea-fish beneath the shadow of the rockv forest that surrounds 1 
him. When the traveller drops suddenly upon one of these nooks, 
his toil is repaid. 

Besides these coves, there are extensive lateral valleys through 
which considerable rivers run into the fiord The fiord itself is 
just a great valley filled with the sea, above 100 miles long, and 

i 
from 3 to 12 broad. These Norwegian fiords are singular and 
inex~licable features. How could these immense rifts 60 to 200 
miles long, and in some places -not a gun-shot broad, be made i n  
the solid primary rock ? I t  was not by the nction of the sea ; for 
some extensive branches of them are at right angles to the main 
fiord, md not exposed to that impulse of the sea by which i t  could 
have been excavated. I t  could not have been formed like other 
valleys, by the gradual operation of rivers running into the sea, 
because there is here no back country to d o r d  waters for so many 
large streams as must, by this supposition, have existed close, and 
of& at right angles, to kach other. The theory of the elevation 
of land by volcanic impulse from below gets over the difficulty 
more intelligibly than either of these two suppositions. I t  was not 
necessary that this volcanic power should brenk through the crust 
i t  elevated, and volcanic productions be found on the surface. 
Iceland might have afforded a near enough vent. I have been led 
to these observations by a singular rock which I found behind the 
Ferry-house, at which I stopped for the night, in the valley of 
StordaL This is the greatest of the lateral valleys on this side of 
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the Dronthiem Fiord ; running about sixty milea up the country to 
the dividing ridge, or kiolin (keel) of the peninsula, which sen& 
its waters f&m one side towards the ~ r o n t h &  Fiord, and from the 
other towards the Bothnian Gulf and the Wenner Lake. The 
breadth of the valley here may be about three miles of alluvial 
soil resting, on the south side, against hills of micaceous schistus 
penetrated by veins of granite; and, on the north side, upon gneiss. 
Close to the Aver, shooting up through the alluvial soib-theie is rr 
huge mass of rock different in its texture from any I have seen in 
Norway. Having to fasten my pony under the lee of it for the 
night, I was struck with its appearance. The texture is vesicular: 
some of the vesicles are empty, others filled with what appeared to 
me whitish, decomposed feldspar, and the maea contains-f&gmente 
of its own material, and of crystallieed substance rendering it a 
conglomerate. I t  struck me that here, if any where, the crust hae 
been broken through, and that this mass is a volcanic production. 
Indurated clay, mud upon mud, deposited from water, would have 
had a stratified or lamiial texture, not a vesicular. Not knowing . 
the ancient lava, I cannot speak confidently ; but I know this mass 
is totally different in texture from the granite, the gneiss, the mica, 
the lime, or the indurated clay families, which are the usual rock 
of Norway. 

This valley of Stordal is partly the scene of one of the most 
gallant enterprises in modern warfare, which, not being very ge- 
nerally known in Scotland, I will here relate. One hears often in 
?Torway of the Scottish war, and finds i t  an important chapter in 
the popular histories of the country; and one ransacks his memory 
in vain to find when and how it took place. The circumstanc& 
are aa follow: -In the war between Chrietian IV. of Denmark 
and Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden, which began in the year 1611, 
Gustacus sent a Colonel Munkhaven over to Scotland to obtain 
reertlits for his service. Munkhaven raised about 3000 men in 
the north of Scotland, and embarked them in the end of the sum- 
mer of 1612. He found, on his arrival, that affairs had been going 
on unfavourably. Gottenburg had beon taken by the Danes ; the 
whole Swedish side of the Sound was in their posseasion ; Stock- 
holm itself was threatened ; and, from the North Cape to Calmar, 
the whole coast was occupied by the enemy. ~unkhaven  must 
have been an officer of singular military talent and vigour of mind: 
an ordinary man, under such circumstnnces, would have .returned 
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to Scotland and diebanded his raw recruits. He would have 
been fully justified in doing 80;.and his conduct and success is 
one of the fineet exampleg in modern warfare, of the nil deqma~-  1 
durn in military .enterprise. He sailed northwards, and detached 
Colonel George Sinclair with 600 men to land in Bomdalen, and 
draw the attention of the garrison of Dronthiem to that quarter. 
From Romsdalen, &loneL Sindair marched elmly up the valley of 
Lessoe into the Guldebrandsdal, ravaging the country on his way. 
Meantime Munkhaven, with his main W y ,  proceeded north- 
wards, sailed pnst the. city of Dronthiem into the fiord, and landed 
at this place, Stordal, within a day and a hakf's march of that city. 
The garrison, espeuially in a S d s h  war, formed a powerful 
division of the army ; h n t h i e m  being, aa stated above, the only I 
military depat north of theDovre,E$eld. From the manner, how- 
ever, in which it is commanded by the adjacent heights, a handful of 
men could demolish it. The troop in Dronthiem, h d i n g  an e n e e  I on each side, and probably supposing shlair's division the main 
body, dumt not move out and leave exposed this principal military I 
dep6t. Munkha~en marched hi troops, aherefore, up this valley 
without opposition, trod the Zolen, aelzed on the two provinces 
of Jemteland and Hergedalen, and annexed them permanently to 
Sweden ; he then relieved Stockholm, which was in imminent 
danger of falling into the hands of the Danes, extricated his sove- 
reign from a perilom situation, md enabled him to conclude the 
peace of 1618. 

Colonel George Sinclair, with the forlorn hope of this brilliant 
enterprise, did not prooeed so fortunately. He sppears not to have 
used the ordinary precaution of seizing the principal inhabitants 
on his route, and canmng them to march with his column, as hos- 
tages for the peacefnl conduot of the people. He was attacked in 
a narrow pus of Guldebrandsdal by the peasantry of two or three 
of the adjoining parisha; and, although they were only armed - 
with such weapans as the couhtry could afford, they cut off him 
and alI his troops. Two only, it is said, escaped alive. By another 
account, sixty were made prisoners, and were butchered in  the  
aourse of the winter, whieh is not a probable circumstance. 
Sinclair's lady is said to have accompanied him ; and it is added 
that a youth, who meant to join the peasants in the attack, wae 
prevented by a young lady to whom he waa to be married next 
day. She, on learning that there was one of her own sex among 
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the Scottish troops, aent hcr lover to her protection; Mrs: Sinclair 
not understanding his purpose, shot him dead. 

It is possible that the papers of some of the Sinclaiq in Caithncas 
would give curious information respecting Munkhaven's levy, and 
the fate of Colonel George Sinclair and hi8 lady. 

It is pleaaing to observe that the people remember, and feel 
pride in this @ant exploit of their forefiathers. It is told or sung 
in every home. A peasantry see nothing of the operations of war 
but what is before their eyea ; and they may juetly boast of having 
cnt off a body of regular invading troops by their own unaided 
valour. But it ia lamentable to find enlightened men in Norway 
eeriously resting the defence of the country entirely upon this ex- 
cellent spirit of the people, and its natural capabilities of defence. 
Theae may do much, if well applied, but are by no means sufficient 
in modern warfare. They forget that on this very occasion 
alone1 Munkhaven broke through their country with a mere 
handful of men, within II trifling distance of its principal military 
station, and turned the tide of war against them ; and all this with 
the loss of only a forlorn hope of six hundred men, caused ap- 
parently by the rashness of their leader. 

hanger ,  September 2. -I arrived last night a t  this little 
tom. Few situatibns in travelling excite more anxiety than that - 
of driving alone through-a strange country toward4 nightfall, botk 
horse and man pretty well tired, and both neatly equally unac- 
quainted with the language, or where to find a night's lodging. 
This was my situation last night. After leaving the Ferry-house 
at Stordd river, and crossing the river and valley, I got into a 
rough country covered with huge fragments, hot rolled masses, of 
gneiss and of conglomerate broken down from the craggy steeps 
above. In any other region one would be very much inclined to 
call in the  assistance of an earthquake to account for this pheno- 
menon; bu t  in this latitude frost would be suffieient. Some of 
these blocks have tumbled upon the'top of each other, and are so 
nicely wised, that I at once exclaimed, " Here are the Rocking 
Stonea of Carnwall." Two huge mrssea, near each other, are 
placed above similar ones, by such small points of contact, that 
the adjustment seems, at first view, artificial. The aspect of the 
cliff above, however, and the vast accumulation of similar &b&, 
satisfied m e  that i t  was the work of chance. 

1 had imagined, as probably many other travellers do, that 
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beyond Dronthiem, one must be on the extreme verge of cultiva- \ 
tion; that the country, forty or fifty miles northwards from that 
city, must be a sort of waste of moss, and rock, and morass, sup- 
porting, perhaps, a few cottars, with their cattle, near the coast, i 
and a few Finlanders or Laplanders, with their reindeer, in the 1 
interior. I was astonished to find myself, towards sunset, in a 
fine arable district, with farms and capital farmhousee, having 
each its hop garden, and fields of excellent oats and bear, on a 
much larger scale than any I had yet seen in Norway. I found 
also many .good roads crossing the main one, with guide-posts, 
bridges, roaddrains, fences, and the spires of three parish churches 
in view at once. My Lapland vanished. My anxiety about a 
night's lodging ceaaed on the first glimpse of a land of kirks and 
manses. I dmve on to the spire which had the greatest cluster of 
houses round it, found excellent quartera in a farmhouse near the 
village, and in half an hour I and my home were eating o6r 
suppcrs. My fare was newly caught salmon, with a sauce of I 
horseradish pounded into a cream, followed by excellent coffee; 
and all so nice. clean. and comfortable. that I determined to halt I 
here for some time. As another inducement, I saw last night, as 
I drove between the fields of corn, a plough, -a genuine red- 

* painted Scotch plough. There was no mistaking my countryman. 
On inquiring to-day, I find that I am right; there is n Scotch 
farmcr who has been eight or nine years in this neighbourhood. 
One may learn more of Norway in an hour from such a man, , 
than by travelling a hundred miles. 

Levanger, September 4.-This is the only country town, except 
Little Hammer, at the upper end of the Myosen lake, that I have I 
seen in Norway. The territory is not inhabited village-wise. In 
this respect countries differ remarkably. In some the agricultural / 
population is clustered into villages, and the arable lands are ne- ' 
cessarily at a distance from the dwellings; which must mas ion  
great delay and loss in farming operations. Here the husbnnd- 
man dwells in the midst of his lauds, which mast be more advnn- 
tageoug an t  make even a difference in the wealth of an agricultural 
nation. 

I walked through this little town to-day. The houses a re  re- 
markably good and clean. The little parlours, the kitchens, m d  
pantries would be suitable in an English maritime town ; bu t  the 
streets are unpaved and frightfully dirty. Horses and carioles are 
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so general among the country people, that the comfort of the pe- 
deatrian is little attended to, even in the considerable towns, such 
as Dronthiem: while a! that relates to driving, such as bridges, 
covered drains, water-courses, is kept in excellent repair, even on 
nnfquented cross roads. 

The floors of rooms in Norway, and, I believe, in Sweden also, 
are, at least once a week, strewed over with the green tops of the 
fir or juniper. On a white well-scoured deal floor, the Lively 
green specks have a pretty effect. The use is the same as that of 
the yellow sand, with which our housewives sprinkle their floors. 
It prevents t?e mud on the shoes from adhering to and soiling the 
wood. The gathering and selling these green juniper buds is a 
sort of trade for poor old people about the towns, just as selling 
yellow sand is with us. A t  funerals, the road into the cl~urchyard 
and to the g a v e  is strewed with theae green sprigs 

In so remote a little town, I mas surprised to find two working 
silversmiths. The small proprietors are fond of possessing plate, 
as silver spoons aqd tankards, or jugs, for ale, having the heads or 
covers, and often the whole, of silver. 

The want of gardens, or a bit of ground before or behind a 
house, laid out in beds, and looking nice and trim, gives to all the 
dwellings an uncomfortable aspect. They look like wooden boxes 
set down upon a grass or corn field. A small inclosure for hops 
is attached to every farmhouse, but carrots, onions, cabbage, and 
all garden vegetables are little nsed. Probably, the short interval 
between winter and summer allows little time to attend to any but 
the essential crops. Farmers are bad gardeners everywhere. 

This little town is situated on an inlet of the Dronthiem Fiord, 
which affords the best shelter for small vessels on this side of, that 
gulf, and is  a place of considerable importance. Dried fish, salted 
herrings, and all kinds of manufactured goods and foreign pro- 
ductions, are brought from Dronthiem to this .town, which is a 
EOrt of commercial outport for the trade of that city. The Swedes 
come across the Fjeldc in great numbers, when the snow sets in 
and mnkes the transport of heavy goods practicable on sledges. 
They bring iron and iron nails, kopper, tallow, butter, cheese, 
skins, hides, frozen game and venison which will keep good until 
spring, nnd barter these products for the articles they consume. 

The upper part of Sweden, which throws its waters into the 
Baltic, i s  more easily and cheaply supplied by this channel than 
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by the Bothnisn Gulf. To a large portion of Sweden, perhaps 
even of Finland and the north of Ruasig the Dronthiem Fiord 
afords a rrmeh. readier communication with, other parts of the 
world than the Baltic; it is never impeded by ice, and is the true 
seaport for those countries, being navigable a t  all seaseasons, and 
leading dire& into the oceatp. In winter, after the snow has fallen, 
the whole country a r m  from it to the Bothnian Gulf and into 
the interior of Russia, is one railroad, such as art can never rival, 
as to the aid given toanimal~power. If the steam carriage should 
ever be brought to perfection, it is in *hose countries in which 
wixkter equalises and hardens the sledge ronde over the snow for 
eight months of the year, that its application w i l l  produce the 
greateat chrrnges in the channels of cammezce. The distance 
across from the Dronthiem Fiord. at this place to SundsvaM on 
the Bothnian GI&, is onlpabont.270 or 280 miles, by .a new road 
now constrnctmg acrose tha qelde. . This in winter is but a small 
impediment, compared to the long napigation mp the Baltic and the 
Bothnian Gulf, which are only open far a part of the year, and to 
which vessels from America, or the Mediterranean, or even from 
Bristol or Liverpool, a n  scarcely reckon upon more than one 
annual voyage This trade may become very important,,if any 
political events should qake the navigation of the Baltic unsafe. 
Already i t  is of such importanae, that the first mercantile corn- 
paniea in Dranthiem , have houses and wsrehwses .in this little 
town, with a view to two great fairs held here in December and 
March. ,The reeort thither of people from Sweden ie said to be 
ocry great, when these is w disappointment in having snow for 
the transport of goads by sledges. The trade must be considerable 
which admits such good buildings for the sake of a business that 
lasts only three weeks in the year. 

Ltwamger, Sdpttmh 10. - I t  is very unsatisfactory to travel 
over a country, seeing it *as you would a panorama, but, from im- 
perfect knowledge of the language, unable to gain information about 
what you see. I consider this place, or at least this district, ae very 
interesting. I t  is evidently a point of contact between civi l id  life 
and what can scarcely receive that appellation. The inhabitants 
of the moet unfrequented tract of land in Europe (for it is only 
along the eides or shores of the fiords that roads or business lead 
the stranger), come from the interior of the peninsula to purchase 
here their newmries and luxuria  The wnntry is evidently 
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rich and w d  cultivated ; and the inhabitants, being removed from 
all foreign intercourse, nnless at these fairs, must afford the best 
specimen of the genuine landholders af Norway, unaffected by any 
extr;meoua circumstances. Having the advantage also of an in- 
telligent Soot& f m e r ,  who has been settled in this neighbourhood 
for Borne yeare, to apply to for information, I resolved to remain 
here a few days. I had got, moreover, into dean and comfortable 
anartera 

I went one evening with, my landlord to look at a farm about 
four milea up the mantry, which he intends to sell. He expecte 
about two thowand ddlrua I wiw ~urprieed to see offered at this. 
sum at least a hll11dred acres, W e s  a & m s i d d l e  tract of uudes- 
wood. Not above forty were cultivated ; the rest graw, impeded 
with bushes and stonea, but yielding hay. Sown graeaes are not 
in-cad, and ray grass at least will not, I understand, endure the 
winter. I suspect there must be some fault in the management, for 
I found it growing naturally on she aid- of a field, in which I, was 
tdd i% had been taied, and had failed. Timothy grass is the only 
kind cnltivated, bnt not a t  all generally. The b e r  depends for 
his hay upon nstoral ~~JAEE,  and as the fields are not top dreesed, 
it requires a gfeat space of land to produce any considerable quan- 
tity. - As the-straw & ail housed, and consequently more dry and 
withered towarde spring than that of crops stacked out of doors, a -  
lnrge quantity of hay is required. Thia ia the cause, I understand, 
of so great a proportion of eveq farm being left unploughed. 
I found a small hop @en even on this farm, and apparently 

the crop exeellent. 1t  & singular that a plant which is so-delicate 
and pmcarbua in the 0011th of England, and requires the most ex- 
peneive culture, should flourish here in latitude 64O, and with very 
little attention. It is not impossible: that there may be races or 
families of plants, as undoubtedly there are of animals, more hardy, 
or lit least-more exempt from diseases, than others of the same 
species ; and that our hop farmera might obtain fmm this quarter 
a hardier plant, and one which perhapa would succeed farther 
north, than the Britieh. 
I must endeavour to become acauainted with the value of land 

in this country. I t  appears to me, from what I learned in my walk 
thia evening, that many who emigrate with small capitals to the 
woods of Canada, and whose habits are not exactly suited to a life 
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of privation and toil, would have found all they wanted much 
.cheaper here. 

Summer lingers long in this country. On returning from our 
walk wc found the family sitting out of doom at eleven o'clock at 
night, listening to two visitor% who sang and played the guitar. 
I t  was almost like the south of Europe. The evening and nights, 
even iu this month, have not the raw, damp chilly air, which in , 
Scotland would not make i t  at all agreeable to sit out of doom st 
midnight in September. The air is dry and w:wm, and I infer, , 
from the little hurry or bustle about cutting down or taking in the 
crops which are standing dead ripe, that the climate is steady at 
this season. A Scotch farmer would be in a fever of anxiety 
and apprehension, if he hnd his fields in such a state. 

September 20. - Being desirous of seeing as much as possible 
of this fine tract of country, while the weather is so delightful, I 
set off yesterday towards the north along the fiord. My stay at I 
Levanger has advanced me considerably in the language. 

The country is much better than nearer to Dronthiem, the soil 
superior, and the barren headlands of primary rock running into 
the fiord, not so numeroue, steep, and rugged. Cultivation extends , 

back into the country as far as the eye can reach, and is not confined 
to the hollows and skirts of high ground, but spreads over hill and , 
dale. A t  the entrance of the valley of Vserdal, I left the coast, and 
after driving a few miles through a tract covered with the most 
luxuriant crops, now in full harvest, I came to the river which , 
runs through the valley, and is at this plnce as wide as the.Tweed 
at Kelso. Seeing fresh traces of wheels on the sand, and a steeple 
a little distant on the other side, I took the river, concluding this 
to be the ford. When I was, half across, a man came bawling 
about a boat, ns I understood ; but I had got over the worst, and 
saved my fare, although with a little wetting. T whipped on to 
the little church, which the man told me was that of Stikklestad. 
I t  is a place celebrated in Korweginn history, for here king Olaf 
the saint was slain in the battle with his subjects. 

Never was a monarch opposed and cut off by his people on just=- 
grounds. He was raised by them to supreme power under the 
pledge of not interfering with their religious or civil rights. After 
a course of success, not unmixed with single acts of cruelty and 
perfidy, against all the small kings who had originally assisted him 
in reaching the sovereign power, he attempted to impose, by force 
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and cruelty, the Christian faith on hi subjects. Superstitiom 
appears to have entirely altered a character, originally humane, 
brave, and eminently popular; and to have led him to acts so I 
atrocious, that in an age not very distinguished for humanity, he 
excited an universal revolt. On his way from Sweden with an 
army to reconquer his kingdom, he was met at this place by the 
hostile pensantry, and fell without even showing the prudence and 
counge which had distinguished his early career. 

The Danish Antiquarian Society has erected a monument on 
the spot where this bloody saint fell, which is also marked out by 
a rude monument of older date. They have added an inscription, 
implying, that the pious monarch, after labouring for fifteen years 
in the conversion of his subjects to the Christian religion, was 
slain in n tumult of his mutinous people, on the 29th June, 4033.. i 0 3 

The silence of the ancient monument is more honourable, and true 
to history. 

Of all historical events, one would expect the exact date of this- 
battle of Stikklestad to be the best ascertained in northern history, 
because all accounts of it concur in the remarkable circumstance, 
that a total eclipse of the sun began nearly with the battle, at half- 
past one in the forenoon, and continued till three, commencing 
with a redness in the sky, and increasing to a total darkness ; and. ' 

the date is usually given as the 29th June, 1033. But in Grunb 
vig's translation of Snorro into the modern Norse, which I saw at. 
honthiern, it is stated to be 29th July, 1033. But i t  has been ': i: 1 
calculated by the celebrated Professor Hansten of Christiania, that 
there was no such eclipse at either date visible at Stikklestad. The 
Saga and Snorro Sturlesen are proved incorrect even by their own 
accounts, which state that, at night, the darkness prevented the 
parties from continuing!the fight or the pursuit. N ~ W  in latitude 
63' 40', it is not so dark at midnight, either on the 29th of June 
or of July, as to occasion any practical difference between night 
and day. As there is no bringing the sun to the saint, i t  has been 
found necessary to bring the saint to the sun. On the 31st Au- 
gust, 1030, there was ntotal  eclipse of the sun, which would he 
visible st Stikklestad at the hours specified ; and at that date also 
the sun would be so far below the horizon at night ns to occasion 
darkness. There can be no doubt, therefore, that instead of the 
29th June,  1033, as in all the historical accounts, and also on the 
Antiquarian Society's pillar, the real date was 31st August, 1030. 

E 
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What then shall we think of the authority of Snorro Sturlesen, or 
of the Saga, whence he draws his information, when we find such 
an error regarding a leading event, which had an important in- 
fluence on a chain of succeed;ng events, and took place, if I am 
not mistaken, only about 148 years before hia own birth? How , 
much greater must be our doubt as to more distant events, some 
not committed to writing, we are told, until 240 years after their 1 
occurrence. 

The church of Stikklestad, or some part of it, is probably of a 
date not much later than the fall of Saint Olaf. His body wae 
transported to Saint Clement's church in Dronthiem, erected by 
himself. Ae he was canonised soon after, and became one of the 
most celebrated of northern eainta, this stone church, so near to 
the field of battle, may probably be of ancient erection. The only 
part which struck me as curious, although, from my not knowing 
the date, of little interest, is the entrance gate, a round Saxon arch 
with peculiar fillet ornaments, similar to those on round arches in 
the transept of the cathedral of Dronthiem. 

After &tisfying my curiosity, and drying myself in the sun, on 
this memorable~battlefield, I drove up the valley of Vmrdal for 
ten or twelve miles, to its junction with another-river and valley 
from the south-west, called -1ndaL Tbere is here a neat little 
church, with an old standihg stone in the churchyard. About a 
mile higher, I found a ferry-boat, and crossed the river with my horse 
and cariole, to the. house of a gentleman, for whom I had brought 
a letter from Levanger. He is an extensive proprietor in this 
quarter, and nn ive rdy  respected for his judgment and knowledge, 
and has been frequently one of the representativee of the city of 
Dronthiem in the storthing. This gentleman not only unders&ds 
th@ English language, but is better acquainted with English lite- 
rature than many members of our own Storthing in Westminster ; 
and I passed a very agreeable and instructive day with his amiable 
family. 

I do not know in Scotland a valley so beautiful rts this of Varde l  : 
the crops of grain so ,rich and yellow; the houses so substantial 
and thickly set; farm after farm without interruption, each fully 
enclosed and mbdivided with paling; the grass fields of so lively 
green, as free from weeds and rubbish, and as neatly shaven, as a 
lawn before a gentleman's windows; every knoll, and all the back- 
ground, covered with trees, and a noble clear river running briskly 
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through i t  There is a reach or two of Nithsdal~ in Druinfries- 
shire, about Elliock, which, on a small scale, resembles this valley; 
but the soft living green of the natural grass does not belong to, 
or is not long retained by, our sown graas fielda Such verdure is 
to be seen in the Welsh, but not so often in the Scotch valleya 

I find that all these beautiful little farmb, with the substantial 
houses, and that air of plenty and oompletenaas about them which 
struck me so much on my way up this valley, are the udal estate 
and residences of the peasant proprietors, or bonder. They are 
small farms, usually of about forty or fifty acres ; but each having 
besides a pasturage or g r w  tract in the Fjelde, where all the cattle 
that can be spared are kept through the summer, until the crops 
are taken in; and upon these out-farms there are houses and a 
regular dairy. This class of bonder are the m& interesting people 
in Norway. There are none similar to them in the &udd coun- 
tries of Europe. 

On leaving this beautiful valley, and the hospitable mansion 
where I had passed the night, I took the f i s t  road across the 
country leading to the north. In  the evening I got to a branch of 
the great lake called Snaasen Vand, which by my map extends 
eastward about forty miles, and pours ite waters through a valley 
of fine land, but of short extent, into the head of the Dronthiem 
Fiord. The tract across from Vaedal to this valley, may be thirty- 
five miles by the road I came. It is rongh. Blocks of primary 
rocks, gneiss, or micaceous schist, covered with trees, divide the 
streams, and form the banks of the small l a k q  into which all the 
waters i n  this country have a tendency to expand; a proof that 
they have hard primary rock to cut through, and no very sudden 
rise of level behind to give tbem forae. On the banks of these 
streams and lakes there are farms, but evidently of inferior soil to 
that of the great valleys. I stopped twice to r a t  and feed my 
horse, for which the charge is four skillings, or three halfpence 
sterling; and I have never been at a loss for excellent cheese, 
butter, milk, and oat-cake. I passed one or two peat mosses just 
forming. The trees had fallen, obstructed the drainage of the 
water, and were half buried in black, decayed vegetable earth. 
Of proper black, compact peat-moss, however, I have not yet seen 
so much as would make a stack in the highlands of Scotland, nor 
so much heath as would shelter a covey of muirfowl. The fine 

n 3 
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long unbroken stretches of purple heath, whichacover our Scotch 
hills, are wanting, I believe, in Norway. 

The cross roads by which I reached the valley of the Snaasen 
Vand, are not worse than many cross roads within forty miles of 
London. They are badly laid out for avoiding sharp ascents, but I 
well constructed and kept up, over all Norway. It is, perhaps, one 
of the advantages which that county derived from being so long 
under the vigorous administration of an absolute gorernment, that 

I 
all public duty was, and continue8 to be, done with a kind of mili- 
tary promptitude. This has enriched Norway with roads and I 

bridges., without which many tracts could not hare been inhabited; 
and no vague sense of public advantage and convenience could, i 
perhaps, have worked so effectively, either with the public func- ' 
tionary or the people, without the will and fiat of the strong un- I 
restrained power behind to enforce the execution. Nany of the 
most lonely forests and Fjelde, by those paths of communication 
are made, if not avaihble for human use, at le'lst not obstructite 
to it. I 

At the junction of the river of the Snaasen Vand with the 
Dronthiem Fiord, there is a good wooden bridge, with five arches, 
over the river; and on each side is a small cluster of houses, form- 
ing a little village called Steenkjrer, once n place of great import- 
ance. After a long and fatiguing dafs journey, for I l i d  
~vafidered considerably, I found good quarters at the merchant's 
house here. 

Steenhj(~7.-I have remained a few days at this place t o  see 
the country. The road to the north terminates about four Eor- 
wegian miles beyond this village, after which the traveller must 
proceed by boats. There are roads only across the necks of some 
of the peninsula, and over some of the islands from ferry to ferry. 
Another road leads up the valley of the Snaasen Vand. Here 
ditching, draining, and clearing land were going on with great 
spirit. I did not expect certainly to be charmed with the crops 
in the sixty-fifth degree of north latitude; but the vegetative 
power, whatever be the cause, is more vigorous here than in the 
north of Scotland. Some of the largest establishments of saw- 
mills in Norway are supplied with trees from the forests aroulld 
the Snsasen Vand. Of ordinary productions, rye, oats, bear, flax, 
hops, appeared great crops. This may well be in n soil and cli- 
mate which raise such noble forests. Behitd the house I in- 
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hnbited is a standard cherry tree bearing ripe fruit. I t  would be 
a rarity in Scotland to raise them, unless against a wall, even eight 
degrees of latitude south of this. Dronthiem is supplied with them I 
from a parish twenty miles north of the town. Hops are culti- 
vated here as a crop. Flax seed ripens so as to be fit for being I 
sown. I t  is only in the south of Scotland that these productions . 1 

would come to maturity. Yet I observe that the mountain ash, ~ 
with us one of the hardiest of trees, growing where none of the 
pine tribe reach, high among the hills by itself, is in Norway a I 

delicate tree, the only one upon which any care is bestowed. I 
I 

see it planted in the hop gardens, and in sheltered situations. The ~ 
common ash is also acarce on this side the Dorre Fjelde. Aspen, 
wild cherry, birch, and the pine tribe are the trees, juniper, wild 
raspberry, and wild rose the bushes, that generally prevail. 

I n  this valley of the Snaasen Vand I found another Scotchman 
(where are they not to be found?) who has been six years in the 
country as a farm servant and tenant. I was glad of the oppor- 
tunity bf seeing hie farm, because i t  is not like those of the ti; or 
three other Scotch farmers which I saw on the skirts of a town or 
village, like Dronthiem or Levanger, and has no peculiar advantages 
to prevent i t  from being considered n fair specimen of these small 
estates. There was also a measurement or plan of i t  to guide my 
inquiries. 

Land in Norway is measured by the maeling. The -ling 
eontsins forty-nine square elle, the ell two feet, and the foot Nor- 
wegian is, I find, three per cent. longer than ours. Thus the 
English acre, of 43,560 square feet, contains four maelings and 
four-tenths. I t  is only near towns, however, that laud is sold by 
the mleling. In general a farm is valued or sold at a sum, without 
much measurement. Each may be considered as consisting of three 
divisions : first, the infield, or what we should call the mains, 01 

home acres, inclosed for the crops and the best hay ; next, the mark, 
or outfield, also inclosed, and affording the out-pasture for the cnttle. 
Parts of i t  aleo are occasionally fenced off, and broken up for grain, 
aud when exhausted left to sward itaelf; and when the cattle are 
sent to  the Fjelde, some hay is got from the mark. The house- 
men, or cottar tenants, have their land in this part, which is 
generally in a half cleared state, with bushes and small wood 
sprinkled over it, and is often of considerable extent. In speaking 

x 3 
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of land or farms, the people seem to think nothing of the mark, and 
the m d n g s  generally refer only to the infield or mains; but a 
purchaser or farmer would, I apprehend; find the best part of his 
profit in the mark. There. is often a still rougher piece of land 
divided from the mark, as a range for goats and young cattle, called . the out-mark. The third division is the aeatar. This is a pasture 
ar graee farm, often at the distance of thirty or forty mil& up in 
the Fjelde, to which the whole of the cattle and the dairymGds, 
with their sweethearts, .me sent - to junk& and amuse th.&selves, 
for three or four months of the aummer. There are hub  on these 
seaters,.such aa. the h n u h  call chal6te, w h 8 m o u r  highlanders 
apparently got the word sheelings; and although only for tem- 
porary residence, they MW generally sub6taatial buildings, with 
every accommodation necessary for the dairy.' The seaters are 
perally sitwted on the banks of eome stream or lake in the Fjelde, 
and the people who reside there catch trout: gather molteberriee, 
and make oheese and batter for the mistreaa, and, I dare say, have a 
pleasant lifeof it, o p  in the Fjelde, all in the fine still summer 
evenings. The ,seaters have generally eleo near them a mire or 
bog, on which some bog-hay is made and stacked upon the spot; 
and in winter, when frost has hardened the ground, and snow 
levelled the obstmctio~s, i t  is driven home on sledgea; The seater 
and mark am thrown in as appendages, when speaking of farms of 
so many melings. 

The farm of my countryman consiets of 1276 mseling~, or 290 
&glish acres; but thia does not include the seater, which happens 
h6re to be on the hills immediately behind the farm, ie covered 
with fine trees, 8 n d . i  of a dedned boundary, extending about a 
Norwegian mile in circuit. Of the measured land, 148 acres are 
cleared ; but being farmed in the Nomgian style, one-third only 
bears crops of corn and potatoes. The remainder is always in g m  
for hay, far the winter support of the cattle. I t  is aa&ral & 
not top-dressed with manure, and is mown when not above the 

, length of one's hger ,  so that the proportion of arable land that 
m-t be given up to keep the cattle in winter is enormous ; i t  is the 
system of farming in this quarter : 142 outside of the 148 in- 
field arehalf cleared, being fenced off and ploughed in patches. It 
bears good gram, but is encumbered in eome places with brushwood 
apd stones. Three housemen, or cottars, paying from three to four 
dollars each of rent, and working at the low rate of eight skillings, 
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instead df twelve per day, .with their victuals, have. their land and 
houses fenced off in this division. 

This farm supports twenty cows, seven horses, and a score or 
two of sheep and goats. Theaccommodation for cattle is excellent. 
They stand in a.single row in the middle of a wide house, with 
partitions. between each, and room before and behind greater than 
is occupied by the animal itself. The cowhouee is lighted by good 
glass windows on each side. The cattle stand on a wooden floor, 
below which is a vault, into which the dung ia swept by a grated 
opening at the end of each stall. One woman here will keep twenty 
or twenty-five head of cattle quite clean, instead of it8 requiring 

. six hours7 work of two men, as in cleaning out our ill-constructed 
byres. All the eowhonees m - Norway are on thIa roomy, con- 
venient scale, built over a vault and with wooden floors; so that 
the animals, both .cow8 and horw, require no Litter ; having the 
dry clean boards, instead of-damp stonea or earth beneath them. 
 his is s saving of fodder, where it is so valuable from the length of 
the wintep. In this, and .in all large fawns, the water is brought by 
pipes, or there is s pump in the ,cowiiouse; and the woman who 
attends the cows sleeps in one comer of it. 

This farm is distant from sea carriage about five English miles. 
The freight of grain to Dronthiem ie about 2d per quarter. The 
price of common labour is about 44d. per day with victuals. A 
carpenter' earns 9d. 

The annual rent of this farm is 200 dollam The taxes amount 
in al l  to about 36 dollars and 8 skillings, or 61. : 14s.: 5d. sterling. 
Of this, tithe and all charges connected with the church estab- 
lishment, amount to 8 dollars 4 skillings. The poor-rate is the 
keep, bed, and victuals of one old man for twenty-six weeks. 
Every farmer has to send a horse to.the post-houw u p  the par- 
ticular day when his turn comes, on receiving due notice ; but the 
use of the horse is paid for. Every farm also of a certain size 
must provide a horae for the artillery or cavalry; but as it too is 
paid for by government while in service, it is considered an ad- 
vantage rather than a tax. 

Upon a property of the net yearly value of 200 dollars, or 
371. : 10s. sterling, 6l. : 14s. : 5d. is a heavy amount of taxes. 
Bat this is  nearly all that is paid in any shape ; the indiiat taxes, 
such as our Exciae and Custom-house duties, being inconsiderable. 
If our landholder could-reckon, E d e a  his poor-rate, tithe, land- 

E 4 
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tax, window-tax, and direct assessments of every kind, all that he 
pays upon the commodities he uses, and all that his customers pay, 
so as to lessen the consumption and price of his produce, what 
proportion of his income would be really affected by taxation? 

Such a property as that now described is considered worth 
about 4000 dollars. Within rr mile or two of Dronthiem, adjoin- 
ing the coast, I observed an estate advertised, with suitable houses 
and mills, at 36 dollars per &g. This price I estimate a t  
29L: 14s. sterling per English acre. The rent of land near a 
town cdn scarcely be ascertained ; because i t  is the custom here, 
as of old in the north of Scotland, to leave a milking and working 
stock, seed, and implements, to the tenant at his entry, he paying 
back stock to his successor to the same value at the expiry of his 
lease. The milk near a town like Dronthiem, of 12,000 inhabit- 
ants, gives an important addition to the farmer's receipts ; and 
that depends so much on the quality of his milking stock, that the 
rent per mceling may depend on the cow that is to eat its produce. 
I know 16s. sterling per English acre to be paid by one farmer in  
a favourable situation. 

I hare been particular in s&ng all I could learn about this 
farm, because I consider it fitted to be the representative of a large 
proportion of the estates into which this country is divided. From 
2500 to 4500 dollars include, perhaps, the prices of all ordinary 
estates, and any thing very much above or below would be an ex- 
ception. As to the dwelling-houses on ench estates, the material 
for building is so easily obtained, that there is really no difference 
between the residence of a public functionary, of a clergyman, or 
of a gentleman of large property, and that of a bonde or peasant 
proprietor. The latter are as well, as commodiously, and even 
showily lodged as the former can be, and the properties upon which 
they dwell are as good. The others may have several of those 
estates, but seldom connected so as to form one exceeding the or- 
dinary size. The division of property among children prevents 
the erection of any splendid mansions, or any thing more expen- 
sive than is proportioned to the property upon which it stands, 
As there are no domains to attach to a large mansion, and in  a 
generation or two any estate would be reduced to the ordinary size, 
a larger house than snits the ground on which i t  is situated would  
be out of place. The Norwegians are, beyond a doubt, the most 
generally well lodged people in Europe ; but none magnificently. 
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Many farmers in Scotland, paying from 3001. to 5001. sterling of 
rent, have worse accommodations for themselves, their cattle, and 
mope, than people here whose estates could be purchased for 5001. 

The harvest work in this district, and I believe dl over Norway, 
is well done; and parts of their management might be adopted 
with advantage in our late districts, where so much grain is lost or 
damaged almost every autumn by wind or rain. For every ten 
heaves, a pole of light strong wood, about the thickness of the 
handle of a garden rake, nnd about nine feet in length, is fixed in 
the ground by an iron-shod borer : i t  costa here almost nothing. 
A man sets two sheaves on the ground against the stem, nnd im- 
pales all the rest upon the pole, one above the other, with the heads 
'hanging downwards. The pole enters before the band of each 
sheaf, nnd comes out at the bottom ; the sheaf is put on with a 
pitchfork, and a whole field is picketed in this way with the 
greatest ease, and as fast, as cut. The crop is in perfect safety as 
soon as it is on the poles ; no rain or damp can heat or mnke it 
grow. Only a single sheaf is exposed to the wet. I t  hangs with 
its head downwards, is open on all sides to the air and wind, and 
thus dries m fast as the rain wets it. Gales of wind cannot shake 
if making the heads of heaves dash against one another, which 
often happens to corn standing in stooks ; there is also not half of 
the handling and pitching about of the aheaves as in our harvest 
work ; in which each sheaf is first drnggcd to the stook, and after- 
wards thrown into the cart. Here a sledge or car, on low wheels, 

I comes dong the pole, which is lifted with all its sheaves, and laid 
into it at once ; and each pole, when in the barn, is a tally for a 
threave of ten sheavea The crop is all necessarily brought at 

I once into large barn4 on account of the deep snow in winter. The 
1 atraw must be well withered, and quite dry when housed, which, 
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without this plan, could aeldom be effected. The sheavea are tmme- 
what less than ours. 

Shearers here make good work, .cut low, and all back handed ; 
that is, they grasp the wrn with the back of the left hand towards 
the hook, not the palm as with. us ; thus only the stalks contained 
in the hand can be cut over at one stroke. With us much more, 
almwt an armful, is pressed against the edge of the hook, and cut 
over ; the greater of which is strewed about the field, and last in 
cMTying it  to the bnnd; for i t  is only what the &nap can manage 
that comes aafely to the sheaf. 

The practical farmer will not think thew. obsewatiom Mi. 
The loss of grain in Great Britain from the M d  t~ the mill, would 
pay the tithe. 

a, Sole. flat and of rood. a. Mould-bod I.ted with Imn; and c. r h m  ; both fastened 
to the 8ole with bolt& d. Rqplator. of w h h  the lower part, e, touch- the ground 
f Handle, generdly wantlng. 

The Norwegian plough is far from being a contemptible tool: 
the mould-board has an excellent shape, is clad with iron plate, 
and turns over the sod completely. I t  is a kind of paring plough, 
for the sole is flat, and generally covered with iron plate also, and 
the ploughing consists in taking the sod or earth at a certain depth, 
and turning i t  flat over. I t  is in fact the Norfolk system of not 
breaking the pan, as it is there called, of the soil, and never plough- 
ing up or touching the subsoil. I t  would b rash to condemn this 
plan, ;here the subsoil is poroue, ae it generally is on the p r i m q  
rocks, upon which clay is seldom the first layer, at least in this 
country. I t  might be dieadvantageous to break into such a subso& 
md deprive the soil above of the moisture necessary for vegetatibn. 
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It  appam, a t  any rate, rational to have a fixed depth of earth 
stirred by the plough and benefited by the manure bestowed upon 
a field, and not to leave it to the judgment of the ploughman, or 

the will of his horaes. In the beam of the Norwegian plough, 
before the conlter, there is a wooden plug or wedge, which firat 
touches the ground ; nnd as this regulator is set high or low, the 
codter behind it can take more or lesa depth.' There are two stilts 
to this plough, the one before the other. They are joined by a 
rail, and the ploughman walks not behind, but by the side of hie 
plough, and holding by this mil turn8 over as with a lever the 
Btones, sods, or earth, that obstruct the machine. 

The whole of the field is ploughed quite flat, not gathered into 
rig@, which is an error, as the surface water, not finding an issue, 
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sours the land, and retards the seed bed. A still greater disad- 
'vantage is, that the plough, not beilg a turn-wrestone, returns 
empty to the place i t  set out from, to begin each new furrow. The 
ploughman does not make a fresh one in coming back, but trails 
the empty plough on its side to the head of the field. He requires, 
consequently, just double the time to plough an acre thatwe take. 
I n  a country where time is so much wanted in spring to get the 
seed into the ground, where little ploughing can be done in autumn - - -  

and none in winter, the loss by this absurd practice is incalcu- 
lable. The farmers thus incur the expense of keeping s greater 
number of horses and servants than otherwise would be required. 
They use only two horses in the plough, without a driver, and are 
anxious to save time and labour ; yet this wasteful custom holds 
its ground by the side of farmers who have adopted our mode from 

- 

seeing Scotch ploughmen at work, and thus with the same imple- 
ments and horses go over double the spnce that their neighbours 
do in the same time. Such is the power of custom even among 
peasantry not averse to improvement. The ease of the horses, of 
which they have a sovereign care, is the impediment to its adoption. 
They think it must be too much for them to work forwards, and 
return also, without .rest. . 

September 28. - Sunday. Gigot sleeves, rumps, and ring- 
lets! Where does the empire of fashion end? Not on the borders 
of Lapland. 

September 29. -Winter has surprised me. There was a sharp 
frost lnst night. The flies and the swallows are gone ; and with them 
the prudent traveller should depart. I am not sorry, however, that 
winter h e  caught me in this part of Norway. I may contrive to 
pass it here, collecting, as I advance in the use of the language, 
interesting information among a people living in social arrange- 
ments so different from ours. I have as yet seen but little of their 
real domestic condition, only the outside, I may say, of the coun- 
try. The passing traveller is really very like the swallow, skim- 
ming over the land by day, roosting under the roofs by night, and 
returning home very little the wiser for his flight. 

I may easily run back to Dronthiem and winter very comfort- 
ably. There is a good library, and the inn or house at which I 
lodged is comfortable ; but I should there see nothing of the real - 
state of the Norwegian people. A third-rate commercial town is 
the same sort of thing all the world over ; clubs, and card parties, 
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and perhaps, although, as I have no letters of introduction, per- 
haps not, two or three great feasts in the course of the winter ; 
and then their blue and white cathedral staring you in the face in 
every strest. A winter in Dronthiem does not please my fancy, 
lilie a winter here among these udallers, these children of partition. 

CHAPTER 111. 

Bmved G w d  - Polite Manners of the lower Classes. -Breed of Cattle. - 
Bible Society. - Potatoe Brandy. -Earthquakes in Norway. - Norwegian 
Constitution. - Storthing. - Q ~ e a t i o n a .  - Election Men. - Represen- 
tation. -The Power of the Legislative. -Attempts to alter the Constitution 
defeated. - Amalgamation with Sweden not desirable.-Veto of the Execu- 
tive suspensive only. - Constitutional Principles generally T i .  - The 
Press - Newspapers. - Influence. -Free in Norway, not in Sweden. 

Bmved Guard.- I have lodged myself for the winter with a 
small proprietor, near the little town of Levanger. My landlord 
holds the office of lensman, of which the functions are, I under- 
s h d ,  the collection of taxes, the execution of writs and orders 
of the executive authorities, and of all public business within the 
parish. The foged is the superior executive officer, and has several 
of these parishes in his district, and above him is the amtman, the 
highest officer of a district, which consists of several fodgeries. 
The judicial functions are distinct from the executive, and admi- 
nistered by judges called Sorenskrivers, who hold courts monthly 
in each parish. The court-room of this parish is in my landlord's 
house, so that I could not be in a better situation for seeing the 
business and mode of living of the country and the people : I live 
with the family; and the traveller would be very fastidious who 
did not find himself very comfortable with them. I have only to 
regret the want of sufficient acquaintance with the language to 
converse with the many intelligent persons whom I meet. I t  is 
easy to gather the bundle of words in a foreign language that are 
necessary to procure what you want for yourself and your horse; 
but a very different affair to converse with and understand edu- 
cated men, especially on subjects like the peculiar institutions of a 
country and a state of society so different from those we are ae- 
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cnetomed to. We have to =quire the ideas correctly, as well as 
the words. 

Being stationary now for some time, I shall have little to enter 
in this journal but detached reflections. 

I like the politeness of people towards each other in this country ; 
the pulling iff hats or &&when they meet either strangers r 
friends. The custom is universal : common labourers. fishermen. 
private soldiers salute each other with a bow, and do not merely 
touch the hat, but take it off. This is carefully taught to the 
children, and even the school-boys bow to each other in the streets ; 
such a custom is not to be laughed at ; i t  has a humanising effect. 
The exterior form of good-will, although but a form, introduces a 
pause before any expression of ill-will or passion can be indulged. 
He who has made a bow and received a similar salute, is not so 
likely to launch out into a burst.of abuse or violence, even against 
one who has offended him, as if the previous delay had not inter- 
vened. There is something good even in the forms of goodness ; 
and it is not unimportant, that, although only mechanical, they should 
be observed by the very lowest class'in their ordinary intercourse. 

The breed of cattle in Norway is fine boned, thin skinned, and 
kindly looking ; the colour generally white, sometimes mixed with 
red ; I have seen very few, if any, entirely black. The head and 
muzzle are as fine as in our Devonshire breed. There is so little 
comeness about the head or neck of the bull, that the difference 
between him and the ox is less observable t b  in our breeds. 
These cattle are clearly of the same stock with the common unim- 
proved breed which, with a few shades of difference, may be traced 
through the greater part of Britain, France, and Germany. I had 
expected to find the original stamp of our highland cattle, but have 
seen nothing resembling them in any ene point, colour, pile, eye, 
horn, or shape. I t  is very sipgulsr, that a variety of domestic 
cattle RO strongly marked should be confined to so small a locality 
as the Highlands of Scotland. The cattle here are very carefu% 
atteqded, and form an important branch of the husbandry, as d i  y 
produce enters much into the food of'every family, and is more 
certain in this climate than that of grain. The cows, sheep, and 
goats, are gore tame and docile than with us, .from the constant 
care and attendance bestowed on them during the long period they 
must stand within doors ; partly, perhaps, also* from the instinct 
which in a country abounding in wolves make8 the defenceless 
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animals seek man for protection. The good disposition of the 
Norwegians has, I think, also some influence; they maltreat no- 
thing. The inferior and timid animals, such as the sheep, seem to 
have confidence, and not to fly from them. The magpies hop 
about the houses in a half tame state, and are never pelted at by 
the children. 

The gates across the public m d s  to prevent cattle from straying 
from one field to another, are often very annoying, as you have to 
alight in travelling almost at every twenty yard? to open one, yet 
I never saw one of them wilfully injured, or even wantonly left 
open : the people have a fine disposition to injure nothing. 

Being in want of books, and of a few other articles, which I 
could not find in our village, I went to town, that is, to Dronthiem, 
for a few days. 

I was surprised bn inquiring at the bnly bookseller's shop for a 
Xew Testament in the Norwegian tongue, to find that he kept 
none. I thought at first he had misunderstood me, but really 
found that he did not keep any of late years. As he understood 
German, I mked him how, in a population of 12,000 people, the 
only bookseller kept no stock of Testaments and Biblei He said 
that country booksellers did not find it answer, a9 the Bible Society 
in London had once sent out a stock which was sold much lower 
than the trade could afford, and i t  was only after the Society's 
Bibles were gold that they conld get clear of what they had on 
hand ; hence they conld not venture to keep any'now. I t  is plain, 
if any benevolent society were to supply a parish with boots and 
shoes below prime cost, until all the shoemakers in the parish had 
turned to other employments, the parish would soon be barefooted, 
and that they would do Illore harm than good, unless they had 
funds to continue the aupply for ever. This bookseller, a very re- 
spectable man, laid no stress upon the circumstance; but simply 
e--1ained it, as he might have answered any other inquiry about 
books ; and a bookbinder,' whom I afterwards saw, gave me the 
same reason. Men of the first capacity are connected with our Soci- 
eties for the distribution of the Scriptures, and it may well deserve 
their consideration, whether'such distributions may not in the long 
run  do more harm than good. If the ordinary mode of supplying 
human wants, by affording a fair remuneration to those who bring 
an article to where i t  is wanted, be invaded, they may be interfer- 
ing with, and stopping up, the natural channels by which society 
must in the long run be supplied with religions books. 
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I went to see the process of distilling brandy from potatoes in a 
small work in Dronthieh. The potatoes are first washed quite 
clean, then steamed, and crushed between two cylinders. They 
are then in the state of pulp, or soup ; which is run off into vats 
to ferment along with a smdl proportion of malt. I found that 
to eight barrels of potatoes, equal to four imperial quarters, they 
used in this distillery two vogs, equal to seventy-two pounds 
weight, of good malt. The fermentation requires generally three 
days, and is produced by yeaat : the process then goes on as in our 
stills. The produce from this quantity of potatoes and malt varies 
much, according to the quality of the former. From eight to 
twelve, and even sixteen pots, each pot four-fifteenths of a gallon, 
is the usual return from one ton or barrel, viz. half a quarter of ' potatoes. Every farmer is entitled to distil the produce of his own 
farm ; and pays-a t d i n g  licence duty, if he buis potatoes and dis- 
tils ns a trader. A still ia kept on every farm, not merely for the 
sake of the spirits, of which the consumption in a family is very 
great, but for the refuse or wash to the cattle. The spirit is dis- 
tilled twice for the use of the family, and flavoured with aniseed. 
I t  is strong and fiery, but not harsh or ill-tasted. What has been 
only once distilled has not so raw and unpleasant a taste.as new 
,-- whiskey. The Norwegian gentry seem to prefer i t  as a dmm, 

when twice distilled, to Cognac brandy. I never eaw it  mired 
with water. The best French brandy is so cheap, that punch, 
which is the liquor generally handed about in parties, is never 
made of any other spirit. Very good nle is brewed in gentlemen's 
families; but in many districts it has a tartness caused by the ad- 
mixture of oats with the bear. A crop of half oats and half bear 
is very common in places subject to early frosts, from an iden that 
when these occur, one kind of grain is not so readily injured as 
another, and something may always be got from the ground. 

Since I was last in Dronthiem, a distinct shock of earthquake 
was felt there along the coast, and in the islands to the north, on 
the 3d September; and one on the 17th September, in the islands 
to the south. I have no great faith in our country earthqudes in  
England. One old woman fancies she felt the house shake ; and 
all the old women of both sexes, for twenty miles round, make i t  a 
point of honour not to hare been behind in their observation. B u t  
I have no doubt of these Pr'orwegian earthquakes, because the eame 
newspaper contains letters from places which could hnve had no 
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communication with each other, mentioning the circumstances, and 
qreeiug in the time. A correspondent of the Morgenblad news- 
paper, who has kept r register of the weather for many years, snys 
he reckons seven distinct earthquakes in Norway since 1797.* 
This will be interesting news to some theorists in geology. H e  
gives a very plausible reason for shocks of an inconsiderable kind 
beiig so little noticed. A person touching the earth only by the 
snperficies of the soles of his shoes, or by the points of contact of 
the wheels of his cariole, may not be sensible of a very consider- 
able vibration of the ground, while one standing on a wooden floor 
which touches the ground over a superficies of perhaps six hun- 
dred square feet, is sensible of the slightest vibration. 1 have al- 
readv observed that i t  is im~ossible to look at the features of this 
country,-its fiords and its valleys, nt right angles to each other,- 
its inland perpendicular cliffs, with others facing them, and no 
back country to throw down a body of water to have excavated 
the spaee between,-without being impressed with the idea that 
at some period this surface has been torn, and raised, and depressed 
by earthquakes. 

The Xorwegian people enjoy a greater share of political liberty, 
have the framing and administering of their own laws more en- 
tirely in their o i n  hands, than any European nation of the present 
times. I shall attempt to give a brief outline of their constitution. 
The Parliament, or Storthing, is elected and assembled once in  
three years, and sits for three months, or until the business is de- 
spatched. A special or extraordinary Storthingt may be sum- ~. . 

moned in the interval, if extraordinary circumstances, as the death 

Earthquakes are recorded to have been felt in Dronthiem on the 18th July, 
1666. and on the 1st April, 1694. On the 14th September. 1344, the river 
Guul disappeared in the earth, and on its bursting out again destroyed forty- 
eight farms, and above 250 persons. This event is supposed to be that referred 
to  b y  Arugim Joneacus, in Crymogzea sive Rerum Islandicarum libri 111.. 
p. 130.. in mentioning the earthquake which took place in that island in 1339 :- 
W e m  temporis momento in  Norwegia t e r m  motus mm et habitationes 
rnsticos quinquaginta evertisse scribitur, in loco qui socatur Guulanas: 
although the dates of the events do not correspond. The disappearance of the 
river, or some other remarkable phenomenon in this Guul valley, appears to 
have taken place eodem temporis momento with the earthqliake in Iceland.- 
Kraft's Beskrivelse over Kongeriget Norge. 

t An extraordinary Storthing consists of the same members as the previous 
ordinary Storthing. There is no new election ; but the extraordinary cannot, 
like the  ordinary Storthing, initiate any legislative measure. It can only 
discus the matters h i d  before it by the Executive. 

P 
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of the sovereign, war, or peace, should require it, but its posers I 
do not extend to any alteration in the laws or constitution. Each 
Storthing settles the taxes for the ensuing three years; enacts, 
repeals, or alters laws; opens loans on the credit-of the state; 
fixes the appropriation and administration of the revenue : grants 
the fixed eums to be applied to the different branches of expendi- 
ture -the establishments of the king, the vioeroy, or members of 
the royal family; revises all pay and pension lists, and all civil 
and clerical promotions, and makes such alterations as it deems 
proper in any interim grants made since the former Storthing. It 
also regulates the currency, appoints five revisors, who shallevery 
year examine all accounts of Government, and publish printed 
abstracts of them. There are laid before i t  verified copies of all 
treaties, and the minutes of all public departmeutg excepting those 
of the highest military command. The Storthing impeaches and 
tries before a division of its own body all ministers of state, judges, 
and also its own members. Besides these meat and controllinc " " 
powers, fixed by the pund-law, as i t  is called, passed nnd agreed 
to by the king and nation on the 17th May, 1814, the Storthing 
receives the oaths of the king on coming of age or aecending the 
throne, or of any regents appointed during a minority; and in case 
of a failure of the royal line, it could proceed, as in 1814, to elect, in 
conjunction with  wede en, a new dyn&ty. This body, when elected, 
divides itself into two houses ; the whole Storthing choosing from 
among i t s  members one-fourth, who constitute the Lagthing, or 
upper house; their functions resembling those of our House of 
Lords, deliberative, and judicial in cases of impeachment ; the other 
tbree-fourths constitute the Odelsthing, or House of Commons ; and 
nll proposed enactments must initiate in the two divisions united in 
one hohse. A counsellor of state may on the part of the executive 
give in writing any proposals for newlaws, but has no vote ; and the 
initiative of laws is not vested in government alone, either in theory 
or practice, although it  has manifested a strong desire, ever since 
this constitution began to operate, to obtain the abrogation of this 
part of the ground-law, but without success. I n  addition to these 
extensive legislative and controlling powers, the Storthing enjoys n 
right not known in any other European monarchy. After a bill 
has been passed in the Storthing or united houses, it is sent to the 
Lagthing or upper house, where it is deliberated upon, and passed, 
rejected, or sent back with amendments to the lower house, nearly 
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is in our two houses of Parliament ; it then requires the sanction1 
of the king to become law.' But if 3 bill haa passed through both 
divisions in three successive Storthinge, on the third oecasion i t  
becomes the law of the land without the royal assent. The ground- 
hw, morn to between the king and the people in 1814, fixes an& 
defines this right so distinctly, that it cannot be gcit over, without 
overturning that compact. I t  presumes that, if, during six suc- 
cessive years, the nation by its representntives three times declsrea 
a measnre beneficial, the king's ministers must be wrong, and the 
nation right. This right has not remained dormant. The abo- 
lition of hereditary nobility in Norway was made law by its exe+ 
tion. This legislative body is elected in the following way. 

Every native Norwegian of twenty-five yeare of age, who hse 
been for five years omer  or life-renter of land paying scat or tax, - -  - 
or who is a burgess of any town, or pommea there a house or 
land to the value of 150 dollars (WL), is entitled to elect and to be 
elected : but for this last privilege, he must be not under thirty 
yenre of age, must have resided for ten years in Norway, and muet 
neither be in any department of the state or court, nor on the 
pension list, noiin the counting-house or bureau of any offieer of 
state, or of the court. 

The country is divided into election districts, oomponding to 
the amts or counties, and sub-districts, corresponding to the 
parishes. Registers of the qualified votere in e&'h sub-district are 
kept by the minister, and aleo by the foged or baillie. Each town 
with 150 voters makes a sub-district: but if the number of votem 
be under 150, it must be joined to the nearest town. In  or before 
the month of December of each third year, the electors or voters 
assemble in the parish church, and proceed, after the constitution 
and ground-laws are read, to choose their election-men, in such 
proportions, that in towns one is chosen from among themselves 
by every fifty voters. In the country, every 100 votem, or under, 
if the sub-district contain only a smaller number, elect one ; from 
100 to 200 voters elect two ; from 200 to 300 ~ o t e r s  elect three ; 
and sq on. In case an election-man, from sichness or other canse, 
cannot attend the district meeting, he who had the next number of 
votar is his substitute. In  towns within eight days, and in the 
countxy within a month, after these election-men nre chosen, they 
aesemble at the place appointed for the district or county election ; 
and there elect from among themselves, or from among the other 

r 1 
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I 
qualified voters in  the district, the representatives to parliament or 
storthing, in such proportion that-for towns one-fourth of the 
number of election-men are chosen: that is. from three to ~ i x  
elect one, from seven to ten two, from eleven to fourteen three, 
and from fifteen to eighteen four representatives, which is the 
greatest number any town can send to Storthing. In the country 
-one-tenth is the number any district is  entitled to  send. From 
five to  fourteen election-men elect one. from fifteen to twenty-four 
two, from twenty-five to  thirty-four three ; and above that number 
four, that being the greatest number any district or county can send. 
These proportions are  founded on the principle, that the towns in 
Norway should, as  nearly as  possible, return one-third, and the 
c o u n t y  two-thirde, of the whole body, which should not consist of 
under seventy-five, nor above one hundred members. 

The Storthing meets on the  first business day of February, and 
continues its session until April 30. All the meetings now de- 
scribed take place suojure, b$ the terms of the constitution ; and 1 

not under any writ o r  proclamation from the king. An ex- 
' 

traordinary Storthing convened by royal authority, can only psss 
interim acts, until the next regular Storthing, by which they must 
be ratified in order to continue in  force. The  election and meeting 
of the regular body cannot be postponed or controlled in any way 
by  the executive power, and do not deper~d on any shape on its 
co-operot.ion. This is really the Magna Charta' of Norway. Its 
constitution, containing such safeguards for the political liberty of 
the people, was formed with wonderful celerity. The states ns- 
sembled for the purpose by order of the Viceroy, Prince Frederic- 
Christian of Denmark, held their first meeting on the 10th of 
April, 1814, and on the 12th a committee was appointed to prepare 
it. This committee was EO prompt, that next morning it mas 
ready with the principles of a constitution, which the Assembly 
t001i into deliberation until the lGth, and on the 30th of April, the 
constitution was on the table, and on the 17th of May was ratified 
by the Assembly of the States. 

When one looks back to the universal delirium about political 
liberty, which haci seized the European mind in 1790, and affected 
the mode of thinking of almost every individual in every country,, 
it seems not n little extraordinary that almost the only resul t  
which approaches in reality to  the theories of that period, has been 
*he Korweginn constitution. Prince Frederic of Denmark having 



withdrawn from the sovereignty, and the union of Norway md 
Sweden as two independent kingdoms l~aving followed, the same 
constitution was received by the late Swedish monarch, a s  the corn- 
pact between him and his successors on the one part, and the people 
of Norway on the other, on the 4th November, 1814. I t  m a  
guamnteed by the Allied Powers, and sworn to by the late king 
Carl Johan, when Crown Prince; and again on his accession to 
tlie crown, and on his coronation in the cathedral of Dronthiem. 
I t  was the most regular and formal compact ever entered into by 
n people and a king ; because there were no pre~iously acquired 
rights, either of conquest or inheritance, on the part of the sove- 
reign, and no allegiance due on the part of the people. 

After the excitement of the great events of the yeara 1814 and 
1815 had subsided, and monarchs and their ministere began to look 
into their own affairs, it was soon perceived by the cabinet at  
Stockholm that Sweden had lost in Finland a valuable province, 
but had not gained one in Norway. Nothing was talked of but 
the amalgamation of the two nations; and this became the favourite 
object of the Swedish court. If there be any meaning in the word 
amalgamation, it must be to render Piorway an integral part of the 
kingdom of Sweden, governed by the same lawe, with the same 
constitution, and subject to the same taxes. I t  was forgotten by 
the Swedish ministry, that the very structure of society and pro- 
perty in the two oountries is founded on totally different principles: 
in the one on the feudal, and in the other on the udal principle ; so 
that even if both desired it, they could not assimilate their institu- 
tions without such a total subversion of all social arrangements and 
rights of property in one or other, an would exceed the most 
violent revolution of modern times. The Swedish legislative body 
consists of nobility, clergy, burgesses of towns, and peasantry, 
forming distinct chambers, and voting by chambers, at  a general a 

diet. To give to a legislative body or diet, so constituted, the i 
power to impose taxes and frame laws affecting the property of a 
nation having no representatives in such a diet, and no similar 
c h  of the community in its m i a l  structure, could not be 
attempted by the most arbitrary government, in an age when pro- 
perty, especially in a commercial country connected with others as 

I Xorway is, must be respected. To find in Norway what was lost 
in Finland, was no doubt the object of the Swedish cabinet; and 
when it is cansidered that in Sweden and Finland together, before 
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the disjunction of the two wuntriea, there were reckoned 1500 
noble families in a population of 3,000,000, or one in four hundred, 
and each noble family had to seek for one or more of its members 
an office or function yielding a subsistence suitable to their rank, 
it is not difficult to understand what was sought for in Norway. I 

That country h d  for four centuries been a kind of nursery for the 
Danish wurt, in which the young nobility and candidaps for office 
found appointments and a living, until they could be provided for 
at home. It was forgotten that Norway could not be amalgamated 
in this sense, and her native administration transferred to Swedish I 
functicwariea and bureaux at the court of Stockholm, without a 
deliberate b-h of one of the most alemn compacts ever entered 1 
into ; without a breach of faith which would be deemed infamous I 
through all generations. I t  was forgotten, too, that however a&- 
vantageous such an amalgamation might be to the Swedish nobility ' 
or nation, it was adverse to the true interests and wise policy of the 1 

family on the throne, Since the year 1560, that is, in the c o r n  
of 275 yeam, the Swedish nation has made away with five sove- 
reigns : viz. in 1568, Eric XIV. deposed and imprisoned ; in 1599, 

. Sigismund driven from the throne; in 1716, Charles XU. killed, 
and, as now generally believed, by the hand of a s  w i n  ; in 
1792, Gustavus Ill assaseinated; in 1809, h s t a v u s  IV. de- 
throned. The reigning dynestp ahould *h to avert, as far as 
human prudence can, the recurrence of such cslPmitieg by acquir- 
ing an independent stronghold to fall back upon ; a distinct king- 
dom, in which the political circumstances which may in the course 
of human affeirs agitate the Swedish nation, should not necessarily 
find a corresponding feding. If the ex-king Guetavns IV. had- 
possessed such a reso- i t  mry be doubted whether the exclusion 
of his dynasty from the Swedish throne would have been eo corn- 
plete and .permanent. Norway, aa Norway is, as a nation begin- 
ning its independent existenm with a new dynasty, whence i t  dates 
all the prosperity and good government eqjoyed under a wnstitution 
which it justly and enthumsstically cheriehes, is of a value vitally 
important ta the present reigning family, should foreign wars o r  
domeetic'troubles ever shake the Swedish throne. I t  appears, then. 
like infatuation, to endeavour to amalgamate thie country with 
Sweden ; to separate the king's name in Norway from that pride 
in the national independence, and that enthusiasm for the comtitu- 
tion, which are the ruling feelings in every Norwegian mind. A 



dynasty scarcely warm in the regal seat cannot expect from its 
subjects, in the ,present age, the same kind of affection and loyalty 
which is hereditary, as it were, in the European mind, towards the 
more ancient and historical dynasties. These sentiments are nat 
less ardent or less efficient, but of a more rational character. They 
are founded on compact, -on benefits given and received. The 
people and the sovereign of the new dynasties are two solemnly 
Eonkt ini  partiee ; and it is upon the &son, not upon the sensee, 
of mankind, that the power of new monarchs is founded., I t  was the 
mistake of all the Buonapartean dynasties, that the new monarchs 
wished to be old manarcha ; and it was not in human nature that they 
should be so considered by their subjects. Men who twenty years 
before had pulled on their own boots and breeches, added nothing 
to the stability of their power by surrounding themselves with all 
the attendance, etiquette, and pomp of sovereigns born and bred to 
royalty. They neglected that bond with their subjects af rational 
and mutual support in their respective rights, on which alone con- 
stitutional power can be founded, and attempted to reign on the 
principle which the old dynasties in this age find scarcely sufficient. 
The Norwegian people did not at all enter into the views of the 
Swedish ministry. They were beginning to flourish under the 
wise legislation of their Storthing& They were paying off their 
national deb$, diminishing their taxes, controlling the expenditure 
~f their own revenue, and applying it only to objects within their 
own country. Trade, agriculture, fisheGes, mines, and the national 
bad of Norway, were all prospering ; and the nation was happy, 
and enthusiastically fond of its constitution. This was not a 
period to talk of amalgamation with a country notoriously in a 
bankrupt state, its currency depreciated, its legislation in the 
hands of a privileged order of needy and dissipated nobility and of 
time-serving clergy. Sweden is atill under its ancient regime; 
while Norway is practically in advance of the age in the enjoyment 
of institutions fav~urable to political liberty. 

The attempt to introduce measnrw of amalgamation was begun 
at the meeting of the Storthing of 1821. It is fixed, ad before 
stated, that the executive powtr has not a final veto, but only 
a suspensive faculty, till the  la^ is passed by three auccessiv~ 
Storthings. I t  had been proposed and paased in both chambers of 
the Storthing of 1813, to abolieh hereditary nobility for ever in 
Norway. The feeble remains of this class weqe of foreign, and 
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almost all of very recent, origin ; and. miti1 fen- exceptions, had no 

' 

property to mnintnin a dignified station in society. Owing to the 
law of the division of lnnd among the children, large estates, 
entailed upon the possessor of the family title, could not exist; and 
a body of titled and privileged personscould only subsist as plrce- 
men or pensioners. The royal assent mas refused to the proposed 
enactment in 1815, and again in 1818, when it p a k q  throngh a 
second Storthing. In  1821, if it'passed through the third Storth- 
ing, i t  would become law, with or without the royal assent. Every 
means was used to induce this Storthing to abandon the measure. 
I t  was considered the struggle which was to decide the future 
existence of the Norwegian constitution. The king repaired in 
person to Christianin. Four thousand Swedish, with two thousand 
Norwegian, troops were marched to the neighbourhood of that city; 
and it was reported that they were furnished with ball cartridges, 
as if in an enemy's country. The irritntion mas extreme. .At  this 
critical moment, when the Swedish cabinet was on the point of 
sacrificing their sovereign's coronation oath, and his future reputa- 
tion, and of kindling a civil war in the Scandinavian peninsula, the 
Russian minister at the court of Stockholm, and the American 
char& d'nffaires, unexpectedly drove into the city of Christiania. 
Their sudden appearance, the altered tone of the Government, and 
the withdrawing of the troops, gave rise to reports that these 
powers had interfered in favour of Norway. It is extremely pro- 
bable that Russia, having, in conjunction with the A4lied Powers, 
guaranteed the articles of the constitution formed at the union of 
the two kingdoms in 1814, might interpose in support of this 
guarantee. She might do so the more heartily, because it was not 
her interest that Sweden should derire any additional strenoth a 

from such an amalgamation. I t  is probable that the interference 
of the United States of America was not official; although the 
appearance of their minister was useful to Norway, by showing the 
sympathy felt for a people about to struggle for the preservation of 
rights solemnly guaranteed to them. The Swedish cabinet gave 
way. The Storthing pmsed the measure for abolishing hereditary 
nobility for the third time ; i t  became law; and Norwny remains 
a democracy, federally united with the monarchy of Sweden. 

The concession wai made with an ill grace. A proposition was 
immediately made to the Storthing, in sixteen articles, tending to 
effect an entire change in the constitution. If that constitution 
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was adopted in linste, it hid not been hastily framed. I t  bears in 
every provision the mark of profound deliberation, and the most 
cnreful consideration of every possible circumstance which might 
affect its stability. The hatid of power may overturn it violently; 
but it is not to be shaken by any nction within itself which human 
foresight could have provided against. One of the fundamental 
principles or ground-laws is, than an enactment which affects ita 
existing form cannot be passed by the same Storthing in which it 
is introduced. I t  must be propounded in one regular and ordi- 
nary Storthing, and must stand over for decision in-the next, after 
an interval of three years ; and as there exists not merely a tole- 
ration of the freedom of the press, but the printed publication of 
all proceedings of Storthing is made imperative, the nation can 
never remain in ignorance, or send representatives uninstructed as 
to any such propo~al. The propositi6ns laid before the Storthing, 
to be considered and adopted by that of 1824, appear to have been 
hastily drawn up, and illadapted to the existing state of prope* 
and social relations in the country. Of this nature was the establish- 
ment of an hereditary nobility, the power to be vested in the king 
of removing all public functionaries from place to place, and bf de- 
priving them of office (judges excepted) ad libitum. An heredi- 
tary nobility could not exist along with the udal law, by which all 
land and other property is and by which &tates, and 
titles themselves, if they wero a beneficial property, must first go 
to tlre survivor of the two parents, and then be divided among the 
children. The Danish government, although feudally constituted, 
md invested with an absolute legislative power, never wns able, 
during nearly 400 years, to make a nearer approach to the esta- 
blishment of a feudal nobility, than to empower such large land- 
holders as chose, to entail their estates, or settle them i n M e i  com- 
missi on the heirs to the title3 they possessed, or might obtain ; 
and so little was this power valued, so little analogy had it to the 
way of thinking and spirit of the people, that at the end of 400 
years an entailed estate, or one taken out of the odelsbaarn-ret, and 
placed upon the footing of a feudal property, was scarcely to be 
found in Norway. The proposition that functionaries should be 
removable at the pleasure of the executive power, was equally in- 
compatible with the state of society in Norway. I t  is probably a 
remnant of the state of thinga when the Hanseatic towns possessed 
a predeminant influence there, that almost all tradesand profes- 
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eions, b t h  in.the towns and country districts, are exercised by 
 privilege^ The lawyer, the apothecary, the inn-keeper, the retail 
shop-keeper, the wholeeale dealer, the fishcurer, the shipmaster; 
In short, those in every calling exercise it by a privilege empower- 
ing them to do 60 in their peculiar dietricts; and these pe~m118 

pight, under this law, be included ae functionaries, or embeds- 
mender, and be removable from place to place, or be deprived of 
their functiona or privileges at the pleasure of government. By 
the udal Law, also, the property of a deceased person is taken 
charge of by 9 public functionary, the eorenskryver, to be divided 
among the heim; thne the property of his whole district, by the 
couree of mortalitv. coma in trust for a time under hie official 
charge.  he high'e'st respecW4ity, and independence, and minute 
local knowledtze, are required :in such functionaries. To make 
them removsbie- at the &xxmre of ministers reaiding in Stock- 
holm was evidently not a proposition founded up& any due 
knowledge of the busheas of the country. The other propositions 
srrere, to give the King an absolute veto on.all acts of Storthing ; 
&+ give hie ministen done the right of initiative, or of proposing ~ 
lawe; to limit the business of the Storthing to euch acts as the 
JGng should mbmit to it, before other buein&s could be taken up; 
to give the King the nomination of the presidents and secretaries 
of the two obsmbera of Sterthing; in short, to reduce that as- 
sembly b a mere form, similar to the &tea in some of the smaller 
German principalities It could not be seriously expected that a 
nation would abandon constitutional righta under which it wss 
flourishing and contented, and which were the conditions upon 
.which the I(ing secaived the Norwegian crown. The next Stor- 
.thing, in 1824, took into consideration these propitione, and ap- 
pointed s committee to report upon them. The report of this 
committee is perhaps the most able paper that h a  emanated from 
a legislative body in our times. It never, in a single expression, losea 
the respectful and proper spirit due to propositions ceming from the 
sovereign ; while it leavee not a single principle upon which the 
proposed alterations we founded unexamined. It overturns, one 
by one, the mmns given for them ; and does go with such cool- 
ness, temper, and apparent abmce of all feeling but that of in- 
vestigating and referring to the principles of the constitution, that 
i t  may justly be held ae a model of a state paper. The Storthing 
d ~ u s l y  adopted the report of its committee, and rejected 
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each of the alterations in the grbund-law of the c ~ t i t u t i o n  pro- 
posed by the King's ministers.* 

The advantages, even to the sovereign power itself, of a free re- 
presentative constitution were strongly marked during these trans- 
action~ The late m o m h  was never blamed, his popularity was 
never diminished, the loyalty and affectionate respect of his people 
were never in the slightest degree shaken even among the most 
ignorant crf thie co-unity, byevents which, under a government 
differently conetituted, nhight have kindled an excitement in the 
public mind injurious to the royal authority, aid, perhaps, to the 
peace of the couhtry. ' The btttion w@ already imbued with that 
first principle of all representative government--that the minis- 
ters &e &ne responsible for acts d i e  in the name of the King. 
It was perfectly understood throughout Norway that, in an aristo- 
eratical country, like' Sweden, the monarch cannot always c h w  
his ministers. Only a limited number of individuals have the 
family connexion, influence, and power, to carry on the machinery 
of such an aristocratic government; and among .these few, the 
chance is mall of finding men acquainted with the state of society 
ad property a a nation destitute of- nobiity. The confidence of 
the Norwegians in the judgment and character of their late sove 
reign was unlimited ; and they were not deceived. When the red  
state of any point of national interest had been developed, nnd it 
is to be remembered, that every measure had to go through two 
foreign languages, the Swedish and French, before it can come to 
the late -King's understanding, he invariably took the right and 
liberal course. With minieterg who from their rank and ststion 
in Sweden, from being bred up in a totally different system of 
social arrangement, and perhapa, too, from the prejudice of caste, 
were supremely i g n m t  of the state and feeling of their high 
spirited neighbows, it is wonderful with what prudence and tact 
be strock in when needful, and prevented violent collision. The 
reign of Carl Johan will be.a fine theme for the future historian, 
when time has unlocked the secrets of cabme@ and given to the 
world the hidden, springs of state measure& 

The Norwegian constitution, since these transactions, hw gained 
~trength by repose. Ite principles have been unfolded and fixed 

Constitutions Committeens IndstiUinger angaaende de pan 3 ordentlige 
Storthiige fremsntte Constitotions forslag der vnre udsatte ti1 afgiorelse pan 
det 4 olaentlige Storthing. 1824. 
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I by practice ; in successive Storthings men of great legal eminence 
have directed their attention to its development. I t  has outlived 
that dangerous period in the existence of a free constitution, when 
-first principles and natural rights are referred to and reasoned 
upon. The constitutional or ground-law, as it stands, its expres- 
sions and meaning in each clause, are alone referred to, in ex- 
plaining or discussing political points. The commentary on 
i t  by Stang is a work conceived and executed in this spirit; ' 
and is deservedly held in high estimation as a model of close 
reasoning. 

Tlie liberty of the press is one of the articles of the ground-law. 
I t  is free for every man to print and publish what he pleases 1 
There cannot consequently be any censorship, or any suppression I 
of publications. But every man is responsible for what he choose. ' 
to publish. For treason or blasphemy he is amenable to public , 
justice ; but the ground-law defines that to constitute the offence, 
i t  must be open and intentional. Defamation or libel also on pri- 
vate cl~aracter must be open, intentional, and false, to constitute 
the offence. 

The state of the periodical press in a country gives a true mea- 
sure of the social condition of the people, of their intelligence, 
their ripeness for constitutional privileges, and even of their do- 
mestic comforts. The newspapers, since I came here, have been 
my principal and most instructive reading. In  Norway there are 
upwards of twenty; but some only give the advertisements and 
official notices of the province or town in which they appear: 
even these are not without interest to a stranger. I t  is curious 
to see what is to be sold or bought, and all the various transactions 
announced in an advertising newspaper. Of those which give 
also the foreign and domestic news, the most extensive circulation 
appears enjoyed by a daily paper called the Morgen Blad, publisl~ed 
in Christiania. The cost of a daily paper sent by post is seven 
dollars, or about 28s. sterling, yearly. There is no duty on news- 
papers; and as there are six or seven published in Christiania 
alone, this price is probably as low as competition can make it. 
In  paper and type, this journal is superior to any French or 
German one that I have seen ; and its articles of foreign news, and 
its editorial paragraphs, are often written with great ability. 
From the importance attached in all these newspapem to little local 
affair@, i t  is evident that the mass of the people, not merely an 
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educated few, are the consumers. There being no tax on adver- 
tisements, the most trifling matter is announced, and a publisher 
appears to have a kind of brokerage trade at his counting-house, 
and to be empowered to sell or buy for parties, or a t  least to bring 
buyers and sellers together. I have seen i t  advertised, with a re- 
ference to the editor's counting-house, that there was a turkey cock 
to be sold, a cow in calf wanted, and such trifles as show, that the 
class to  whom they are no trifles, read and hare the benefit of 
newspapers, 

The most entire freedom of discussion exists. Public men and 
measures are handled freely, but I cannot say injuriously or in- 
decorously. The Norwegian newspapers, and especially their 
numerous correspondents, are much occupied with objects of local 
interest, and keep a watchful eye over the conduct of men in 
office, from the lensman of a pnrisli to a minister of state. No 
neglect or abuse passes unseen and unnoticed ; and if the accusation, 
even of an anonymous correspondent, appears well founded, the 
highest functionary feels himself morally obliged to bend to public 
opinion, and explain the transaction. If  he is unjustly or unrea- 
sonably blamed, he finds pens drawn in his defence withoi~t trouble 
to himself. The public functionaries have been made to feel that 
they are the servants, not the m t e r s ,  of the public. Under tlie 
absolute government of Denmark, although authority was mildly 
and judiciously exercised, the functionary naturally felt himself 
the delegate of the master. The interest or accommodation of the 
public was r secondary consideration. The old functionaries, bred 
in this school, cannot understand the influence of public opinion, 
and feel rather awkward when summoned before this tribunal, 
perhaps by an anonymous writer, to answer for real and obvious 
errors in their official conduct. The temperate but firm spirit 
with which these controversies are carried on, the absence of any 
outrage on the private feelings of public men, even when their 
public conduct is attacked or exposed, do honour to the good taste 
and good sense of the nation, and prove that a press as free as that 
of the United States, may exist without scu&ility or brutal vio- 
lation of the sanctity of private life. Such newspapers as tlie 
American people read would not find editors or readers in this 
country. T h e  people are advanced beyond that state, in whiq11 
nothing is intelligible to them that is not mixed up with party and 
personal feelings. This sound state of the public mind, and of the 



1 press, may be ascribed in a great measure to the inflaence of the' 
leading newspapers. 

The only restriction which the executive government attempts 
to exercise on the periodical press-and the attempt shows a great 
want of tact -is that some conceived to be in a strain friendly to 
the views of government are allowed by special royal permission 
to be sent free of postage, w h i t  others, without such permission, 
must pay that tax. It was proposed id the last Storthing, that all 
periodical publications should be allowed a free circulation through 
the post-office ; and the measure was only negatived by a small ma- 
jority, for a reason that does honour to the Storthing. They had 
already voted the post-office reyenue in toto, as part of the ways 
and means applicable during the ensuing three years to the pur- 
poses to which the executive government applies this branch of 
revenue. The majority then did not consider it fair to burden, or 
render less productive, any branch of these ways and means, by 
conditions not contemplated when previonsly voted. They have 
shown themselves thus a right-thinking, fair-dealing people. It 
is not doubted that the next Storthing will burden the post-office 
with the free oonveyance of all newspapers before granting its 
revenue. I t  seems, therefore, ill judged to fnake a matter of 1 

favour of what will probably soon be made a matter of right. I 
In Sweden, the press is under a very strict oensorship. It ia I 

somewhat amusing to see published in the Norwegian newspapers 
the articles for which, in the sister kingdom, the publisher has , 
been prosecuted, his newspaper suppressed, his business, and the 
bread-of many depending on it, interrupted, as if the peace of 
empires had been violated; yet here the same articles are, as 
matter of course, given at large, commented on, circulated, read, 
and forgotten, without producing the slightest ill consequence. 
Prosecutions at the instance of government have been attempted, 
as in other countries, against the editors of newspapers; but the 
ground-law is distinct, as to what constitutes an actionable offence 
against church, state, or individuals, in printed and published 
matter; and a peculiar principle in the jurisprudence of this 
county, which I shall endeavour to explain at another time, 
makes the judge responsible for, and obliged to defend, as a party, 
the correctness of his legal decision before the Supreme Court, 
and that court, a constituent part of the state, independent both of 
the executive and legislative, rendering it impossible, which it is 
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hot, perhaps, in Great Britain, that judges, in their decisions upon 
political offences, should be swayed by political feelings and party 
spirit. Such prosecutions have, accordingly, in every instance, 
been determined in this country on the most impartial principlee, 
without any leaning either towards government or towards popular 
feeling. 

Besides newspapers, -there are a considerable number of pe- 
riodical and occasional worts published. There is a Penny Maga- 
zine in great circulation; the matter, and even the plates, I 
believe, taken, or borrowed, from its English namesake ; and there 
is another weekly magazine upon the eame cheap plan. There 
are several monthly journals on literary, antiquarian, agricultural, 
and military subjects ; and in almost every newspaper there is the 
announcement of some new work or translation. This gives a 
favourable impression of the advance of the mind in this country. 
The literature that can be strictly called Norwegian may not as 
yet be of a very high claw, compared to the standard works of 
other countries; but there are attempts which at  last may reach 
excellence, -and literature is but young in Norway. 

CHAPTER IV. 

Theatrical Reprenentations. - Holberg. - Winter. - Sledge-Driving. - Snow- 
Skating. - Laplanders. - Reindeer Venison. - Reindeer Farming. - Ex; 
pensive Weddings. - Retrothals. - Checks on Population. - Housemen - 
Illegitimate Their Condition in Norway. -Light and Darkness 
in Winter sublime. - English Poor-Rates. - Use of Coal instead of Wood 
for FueL -Effect un the Condition of the Poor. - Family Boom or Hall 
of a Norwegian H o w  in the Morning. -State of Manners among the 
People.,- Forms of Politeness. -Station of the Female Sex in Society. - 
Female Employments. - Small Estates. - Number of Landholders in Scot- 
land and Norway compared.-The Effect on the Condition of the Females 
of the small Estates. - Berend Ialand. - Coala -White Bears. - The 
Fair. -Sobriety. - Crimea. - Yule. - Norwegian Entertainments. - Ar- 
riwl of a Sledge Party. - Ease and Uniformity of Living. - Norwegian 
Church. - Incomes. - Education. - No Dissent. - Confirmation. - Yon- 
day. - Olmervanee in the Lutheran Church - Educated Labourers in 
England in a worse Condition than Uneducated. - Remedy. 

Leuanger, October, 1834.-The Norwegians are fond of theatrical 
repreeentationa. They are in that shte of mental culture in which 
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the drama flourishes. In the modern state of society in Europe it has 
lost its importance ; and the present generation, when reading the 
works of writers of the last age, can scarcely comprehend, how men 
of sense should then have treated i t  as an important national object, , 
exercising an extensive influence on the morals and character of a 
people. This influence was probably always over-rated. In  the 
days of Louis XIV. the court, and the city in which i t  resided, 
were considered, both in France and in other countries, to be the 
only intellectual part of the nation, where the soul of the people 
was centred; and the interest excited there was supposed to extend 
through the most remote ramifications of society. I'et it must, 
even at that period, have appeared a ridiculous assumption, that 
dramatic representations, witnessed, perhaps, by some ten or twelve 
hundred individuals frequenting the theatres in the capital, could 
have such vast influence on the morals or character of the nation. 
The truth seems to be, that such representations afford a kind of 
intellectual enjoyment to the uneducated, who without i t  would , 
perhaps remain in a state of mental torpor; and therefore i t  was, , 
in a certain stage of society, a valuable means of civilisation, or of 
cultivating the public intellect, so far as i t  extended ; not from the 
influence of any morality or wisdom inculcated by the drama, but 
because i t  furnished intellectual enjoyment at a period when there 
mas no other. It withdrew at least a small portion of the people 
of a few towns, for a small portion of their time, from ordinary 
occupations and mere physical enjoyment. I n  proportion to the 
diffusion of education, and of the means and pleasure of reading, 
the demand for the pleasure of scenic representation necessarily 
declined, and became confined to a smaller portion of the public; 
to that portion which can only follolv written ideas with some 
difficulty and without any amusement. Rare talent in an actor 
collects crowded audiences. even at the present day; but it is to 
witness the art of the reprewntation, not the matter represented. 
The quantity and quality of tile amusement furnished by our 
periodical publications and our novels at a vastly cheaper rate 
account sufficiently for the decline in the demand for theatrical 
amusement. Excitement more intellectual, of longer endurance, 
and more easily accessible, may be had for a shilling by a person 
of ordinary rending habits, in the shape of a periodical work, than 
he could obtain for five shillings in the best appointed theatre thxt 
ever existed. I t  is thus a proof of only a moderate advance in 
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mental culture among a people, when their theatres are very 
flourishing. I t  is i n  Italy, in Austria, i n  Denmark, in Norway, 
and in the great comqercial towns, Hamburgh, Liverpool, o r  
I?ourdeaux, that theatres are well attended ; and not generally i n  
England, Scotland, or France. The  Edinburgh and Quarterly 
Reviews, and Blackwood's Magazine: have emptied the benches of 
Covent Garden and Orury Lane, and ruined all cwuntry theatres 
in England and Scotland. I n  Norway, although the national 
literature is rich in  Danish works of the highest merit, books are  
nre, owing to the expense and difficulty of transmission. T h e  
drama holds, therefore, a high place. Besides the public theatres, 
tliere a re  societies of amateur performers in  all the towns. There 
is even i n  this village, of five or six hundred inhabitants, a party 
sufficient to attempt the representation of short dramatic pieces. 
This shows that t h e  middle class are  a t  their ease, and possess 
leisure. 

Holberg is  the oldest nnd most prolific of their dramatic writers. 
He was a nntire of Bergen, and died about the middle of the h s t  
century. His  comedies, especially the shorter ones in  three acts, 
are full of life and bustle ; and many would require very little 
adaptation to act well on our stage. H e  was the first who gave 
an impulse to  Danish liternture. For  the quantity and variety of 
his writings, and his influence on the literature of his country, he  
is compared by the Danish critics to Voltaire ; but there is some- 
thing more required than quantity, variety, and influence i n  the 
literature of Denmark to make a Voltaire. 

November 14.-Winter is come: the snow falls incredibly fast. 
The whole cloud seems to come down a t  once upon the land; and 
in a few hours everything but ' trees and houses and precipices 
seems brought to one common level. Sledges are jingling fh all 
directions ; the horses have bells on the harness, such os are used 
on waggon harness in  the west of England. All the world seems 
gay, a i d  enjoying the sledge-driving as if it. were a novelty to 
them. There is some ~ e c u l i a r  a lea sure in  the uniform smooth 
motion of sledging, skating, snili&g, swinging, .or moving in any  
way over 3 smooth surface. W e  see sailor boys, by themselves, . . 
enjoy the pleasure of this motion in a sailing boat on smooth water : 
the novelty can make no part of the pleasu& to them ; and parrots 
and monkeys appear to  have pleasure in  SR-inging. Sledging is 
horse-power npplied to skates. Of our English or Dutch skates I 

G 
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see very little use made, even by the children ; and the nature of 1 
the country, with the quantity of snow, must make our kind of 
skating an amusement not generally enjoyed. But snow skating 
is going on briskly, at every farmhouse, with young and old. The 
snow skates are slips of light thin wood, about the breadth of one's 
foot, and about &feet long, gently curving upwards at each end. 
There is a loop in the middle, into which the foot is slipped. On 
flat ground the skater shuffles along pretty well, much better than 
he wuld walk, as his feet do not sink in the wow. Up hi he has 
slow and fatiguing work, and on hard snow and steep ground 
would slip backward, but for the resistance of the hair of a piece 
of hide which is bound under the skate in climbing steep ascents. 
Down tbe mountain he flies like an arrow. He has only to guide 
his flight with a pole, so as not to run over a precipice I t  seems 
to require great dexterity 'and practice to run well on these snow 
skates. On a road with the ordinary variety of surface, a good 
skater will beat a horse in a sledge. There was formerly a militia 
regiment of t h e e  snow skaters, consisting of the young men who 
lived nearest the Fjelde, and were accustomed for eight months of 
the year to this exercise. I t  was dropped, as the 6nly peculiar 
service of such a corps, that of conveying orders as estaffettes, is i 
one for which every common soldier bred in the district was 
equally fit. The Laplandera begin to make their appearance on 
mow skates. A family of them came sailing down the hill the 
other day to our village, the men trailing little sledges, with their 
children and goods packed in them: they came to sell reindeer , 
skins, which are used as coverlets of beds by the common people, 
and for mittens, and fur boots, and to beg and get drunk. At the 
great fairs held in this place in December and Maxch, a consider- 
able quantity of the staple article of their products, frozen joints of 
reindeer venison, is sold to the inhabitants of the lower districts. 
Every family lays in a considerable stock, which will keep sweet 
for several months, and is the best meat which the country pro- 
duces. The beef and mutton, although small and fine grained, are 
not in general fed for the butcher, and not good after the cattle 
are housed. Podtry are not numerous, partly because there is  no 
waste or spilt grain for them, partly because a woodcock or caper- 
cailzie at 48 skillings or Is. 6d. starling, a woodhen at 16 skillings 
or 6d sterling, a Ptarmigan at 10 skillings or 4d. sterling (and these 
are the town prices), make cheaper and better food. At and aftqr 
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,Christmas reindeer venison is the only good meat, and is the 
principal dish at all entertainments. These animals form, there- 
fore, a valuable stock ; and at present one is worth between four 
and five dollars, which ia more than a third of the price of a good 
cow.* When one considers that it would be easy to draw a line 
through this peninsula of eight or nine hundred English miles in 
length, by an average breadth of fifty, with scarcely any interrup- 
tion from cultivation ; and which space produces such a valuable 
stock, with pasture fitted to it, and within reach of markets for its 
snle; one cannot help asking the question, whether such an 
immense and evidently not worthless territory Can possibly be 
turned to the best account, for human wants, and to the country to 
which i t  belongs, in the hands of about 6000 Laplanders (for this 
is supposed to be their total number), actuated by no motives but 
the love of brandy and the fear of the wolf. A century ago, the 
Highlands of Scotland, which now contribute so large a supply of 
animal food to the community, were less valuable than this tract 
is now. A sheep stock, the Fjelde probably never could carry to 
advantage; but surely, intelligent active men like our Scotch 
shepherds, studying the nature of the domesticated reindeer, and 
obtaining extensive and defined pasturages for them, would learn 
to turn them to better account. Bs practical shepherds, these poor 
Laplanders are SO imbecile that they will not shoot the wolf, which 
in one night may tear a flock to pieces, but seek only to frighten 
or fly from him; and not from cowardice, since they will shoot 
the bear, bat from a superstitious prejudice. Bs flocks both of 
rein and red deer exist wild in the Fjelde, the devastation of the 
wolf on tame flocks, properly attended, cannot be so destructive as 
to prevent reindeer-farming from being carried on like sheep- 
firming ia the Highlands of Scotland. The Laplanders pay n 
trifling scat or rent to the Crown, according to the number of the 
flock. I have heard of 1500, and even in one instance of 4000 
head, as belonging to one person. 

Nmember, 1834. - The family I lodge with went to a wedding 
some days ago. The feasting will continue the whole week. The - - 
Bame custom of expensive weddings and funerals, among country 
people, prevailed formerly very much in Scotland ; and was dis- 
countenanced, perhaps not very wisely, by the clergy. I t  is in fact 
beneficial for society when, either to be married or buried with 
respectability, eome considerable expense must be incurred, and3 

o a 
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I t  is to be regretted that a custom, so beneficial to society, should 
have fallen into disuse in the English Church. I t  interposes a 
seasonable pause, before* young parties enter into the expenses of 
a family and house. It gives an opportunity of discovering any 
cause, such as drunken or idle habits, or poverty, ~ h i c h  might 
make the marriage unsuitable ; and perhaps, as a sbrt of proba- 
tionary period, it is not without its good effect on the chal-actcr 
and temper of both sexes. I f  we reckon the prolific age of 3 

female a t  twenty-two years, or from eighteen to forty, the interval 
a f  a year (and in the less opulent classes it is often severnl) alone 
reduces to the amount of between four and five per cent. the 
increase' of population. t 

consequently, a certain previous saving and industry must be ' 

* I t  may be news to the sentimentnl reader to be informed that the English 
exprcsslons "true love " and " true lover" are not derived from the seotiment 
o r  passion Love, or from the fidelity of the Lover, not from the Scandinavian 
synonym to Amor, but from the synonym to Lex. Our word love is derived 
from Lov, Law ; and the true from troe, to contract, plight ; sb that " trolorcd " 
or " trolov" meant originally contracted or pledged in law : and in old times 
a man might be a "true lover " to his bond for ten pounds, as well a s  to his 
sweetheart. 

t The betrothal of parties long before the actual celebration of the marri* 
appears to have bad its origin before the introduction of Christianity, f rom 
the custom of all the j-oung men going out on piratical expeditions to distaet  

exerted. I t  is true that a young couple, who spend on their mar- 
~ i a g e  day what might have kept their house for twelve months, do 
what people in a higher station consider very imprudent; b~;t in 
acquiring what they then spend, they have acquired whatathey 
cannot spend - the habit of saving for a distant object, and not 
living from day to day. By this one festivity. too, they form a 
bond of connexion with the married people of respectability in 
their own station, and which those of good disposition and inten- 
tions retain through life. They are transferred out of the class of 
the young and thoughtless, into the higher class of the steady and 
carefuL The penny or subscription weddings, common in tile 
south of Scotland, deserved much greater reprobation. Among 
the secondary checks upon improvident marriages in this nation, 

' 

the most powerful is, that in the Lutheran Church marriage in- I 

cludes two distinct ceremonies; the betrothal, and the final cere- 
mony. The one precedes the other generally for one, two, and 
often for several years. The betrothed parties have, in the eye ~ 
of law, a distinct and acknowledged status, as well as in society. 
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Agricultural labour, also, especinlly on the simple footing on 
which it  stands in Norway, carries within itself a preventive check 
on the excess of population ; which labour applied to other branches 
of industry has not. I t  is  evident a t  once, whether the land upon 
which the labourer is employed is sufficient, under ordinary cir- 
cumstances, to  yield him subsistence. The  Norwegian farmer 
does not pay a rent ; nor is  he usually employed in prospective 
improvements, but simply i n  raising faod, so that he can see a t  
once whether the land is sufficient to  produce subsistence for him- 
self and his labourers. T h e  labour in  husbandry is carried o n  
principally by housemen. These have a house and land, generally i n  
life rent, for which they pny a rent principally in working so many 
days upon the main farm, the day's work being valued a t  a fixed 
mte. X o  proprietor having, for instance, four such housemen, 
and finding them sufficient, would build a house, and give away 
land to a fifth, for work which he did not want ; and no labourer 
would enter upon land and work which he saw would not give him 
subsistence. Manufacturing labour has not this advantage. T h e  
weaver or cutler is producing, without himself or his employer 
seeing whether his labour is to  produce a subsistence. The more 
he produces, the more he may counteract his object by glutting 
the market. Where agriculture is carried on as  a manufacture, a 
succession of good crops may also glut the markets, ruin the 
tenants, and even reduce the money wages of the labourer: but, 
in the simple Norwegian system, to live on the produce of the 

countries. Its practical effect on society at the present day is similar to what 
is so beautifully described by Malthus in the chapter on the effects mhich 
would result to society from the prevalence of moral restraint. (See chap. 2. 
book iv. of Essay on the Principle of Population.) The female has at an early 
age her certain known nnd fixed station in married life, although that station 
may not be entered into for several years. Each party has rights in law over 

I the other. which cannot be broken like a simple private engngement. In society 
I each enjoys the consideration which the actual marriage would give. The 
I suavity of manners towards each other in domestic intercourse, which I have 

so often remarked, may perhaps be caused by this often long state, not of 
courtship exactly, for there are no fears or doubts, but of desire to please and 
he agreeable to each other, which becomes habitual at last, and continues after 
the parties have passed over from this into the married state. But every good 
has its evit Among the unmarried servants in husbandry, who are waiting 
for a honse and land to settle in, as housemen, it too often happens that the 
privileged kindness between betrothed parties is carried too far, and the be- 
trothed in rr mother before she is a wife. But these are the exceptions. The 
general effect is nndonbtedly god on the morals, manners, and numbers 
relatiwe to touXistence, of the community of Norway. 

a 3 '\ 
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land is the main object; and the labourer is paid in land ; a gbd 
crop is an unmingled blessing : neither good nor bad crops, how- 
ever, affect the proportion of population to the land that can in 
ordinary seasons subsist it I t  is amusing to recollect the bene- 
volent speculations, in our Agricultural Reports, of the Sir Johns 
and Sir Thomases in our midland counties of England, for better- 
ing the condition of labowe13 in husbandry, by giving them i t  a 
reasonable rent a quarter of an acre of land to keep a cow on, or 
by allowing them to cultivate the slips of land on the road-side 
outside of-their hedges. Here respecting an estate not worth, 
perhaps, forty pounds riterling a-year, - I shall quote the fust 
description that comes to hand in the Morgenblad newspaper, of 
land to be sold, - houses for housemen, with enclosed land to 
each, that extends to the keeping of two cows and six sheep all 
the year, and to the sowing of one and a half ton of corn (the ton 
is half an imperial quarter) and six tons of potatoes." This I 
conceive to be the average condition of the agricultural labourers 
in Norway ; and I do not think any are without two eowq or an 
equivalent number of sheep or goats. If the main farm is too 
small to require the full value in labour, the houseman pays the 
balance in money earned by working for other people, and by the 
sale of his surplus produce. From four to six dollars is the 
general rent of such holdings ; and they are usually held on leases 
for the life of the houseman and his wife. The standard of living 
for the labourer's family being so high, the minimum of accommo- 
dation for a working man's family, according to the notions and 
customs of the country, being so cbnsiderabl< the unmarried must 
wait, as house servants, until a houseman's place f a b  vacant, before , 
they can marry. I 

These checks against excessive population, which society in 
every state seems to form, aa it were, for itself, are attended in 
every state of society with nearly the same evil consequences. In  
London and Paris, the expense of a family, and the high standard 
of even the lowest mode of living, are a oheck upon improvident 
marriage ; but with the evil of a greater proportion of illegitimate 
births. One-fourth, or between one-fourth and one-fifth, of the 
children born in these cities are illegitimate.* In Norway, the 

Stockholm, whatever may be the cause, haa the pre-eminence over all 
cities or assemblages of mankind in which marriage is held to be a religions 
or moral institution, in the disregard shown to it. In the year I=, the pro- 
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same causes produce the same effects. The proportion of illegi- 
h a t e  to legitimate children is about-one in five. In one parish, 
Sundal, in Nordmor, it was, in the five yeare from 1826 to 1830, 
one in 32&; ana this proportion, though I have not here the 
means of verifying the conjecture, exceeds probably that, in the. 
same period, of the m a t  dissipated manukturing parish in fan- 
chest& or London : yet it & in a country parish of 2,400 
inhabitants, without a town, or manufacturing establishment, or 
resort of shipping, or quartering of troops, or other obvious cause. 
What should be inferred from these facts ? Simply that the con- 
ventional restraints upon marriage happened to be in too strong 
operation during that period ; that housea and assured subsistence, 
according to the habits of the country, for a family, happened to 
be ss scarce as in any parish of London or Paris, and produced 
the same effects. The following were the proportions of houses 
and land to inhabitants in this parish in 1825. I t  will give some 
idea of the distribution of property :-Number of inhabitants, 
2,465 ; number of estates entered (matriculated) for scat or land 
tax, 95 ; number of actual proprietors cultivating their own land, 
121 ; number of tenants cultivating land, for rent, 47 ; number of 
housemen with land, 114. 

The evils of illegitimacy are alleviated to the offspring by 
the state of the law in Norway. Children are not only rendered 
legitimate by the subsequent marriage of the parents, as in 
the Scotch law ; but the father may, previous to his contracting 
a marriage with any other party,-declare, by a particular act, 
that his children are to be held legitimate. Thii is very generally 
done; and these children enter intu all the rights of those born 
after marriage, and share in his property. I believe there are no 
instances of children being lefi to the miseries of illegitimacy if the 
father has property. 

&cember 10.- There is something sablime in the long dark- 
ness of these northern nighta, and the short intense snowy light of 
day suddenly breaging it for a few hours, and again all is darkness. 
The contraet is so great in so short rr time, that one might fancy 

wrtion of illegitimate children, born in Stockholm, to the total number of 
births, wan aa 1 to 226 ; and the 5 years from 1824 to 1830 showed a propor- 
tion very little different. What may it have been in Otaheite in those years? 
There most he something very peculii in the moral condition of the Swedish 
nation, or in that of the lower classes, with regard to the means of subsisting 
a family. 

a 4 
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the roll of the planet from light into darkness was felt ns well as ' 
seen. He must have been a bold man who first inhabited a north- 
ern latitude in winter. 

December. -In talking of the pressure of the English poor- , 
rates upon landed property, and of the system of supporting even 
Ahe nble-bodied pauper in some counties out of the poor-rate, we 
-hrget to take into coneideration, that this evil is in a great mea- 
a r e  inherent in the very nature of Faglish landed property ; and, 

' 

enormous as it'is, has its compensating good England is the only 
country in the world which draws its whole supply of fuel from 
.helow the soil. In all other countries the extent of land producing 
fire-wood is very large. I t  has been estimated that one-fifth of 
France is so occupied. When we consider that a crop of trees can 

-scarcely be cut oftener than once in twenty years, so that the wood 
.consumed by twenty-five millions of people in a year is but a 
.twentieth part of what necessarily occupies the soil, the proportion 
sf one-fifth seems not over-rated. The effects, upon the condition 
.of the labouring classes, of this difference, are very important : the 
English poor-rate, and the support of even ahle-bodied paupers, is ' 
#one of them : a s m d e r  evil accompanying an incomparably greater 
good. All the land occupied in other countries in the growth of 
fuel crops, be it less or more, is necessarily scattered over the ter- 
ritory. Every parish, every farm, must have its fire-wood within 
itself, or a t  an easy distance, it  being too bulky for distant carriage. 
The preparing of this fuel, the felling, lopping, cross-cutting, draw- 
ing out of the woods, barking, sawing, cleaving, carting, measuring, :, 

storing, are operations going on the whole year round in every 
neighbourhood and every household. I t  is not labour of skill con- 
fined to any particular class, like the mining and water-carriage of 
coals; nor is much of it hard labour, fit only for the young and 
able-bodied. I t  is a geneml labour-fund for all the working class, 
to which, in every neighbourhood, the poor can turn at all seasons, 
and which is at every man's door; and to which even the poor 
themselves, in the wood-burning countries, must contribute. I t  is  
in effect a poor-rate. We nre not fully se~sible in England of all 
the ndvnntages we enjoy, from being so richly provided with a fuel 1 
drawn from below the soil. We generally consider i t  only with 
reference to our manufactures; not to our household affairrc. Wood 
is  very expensive firing, even if got for nothing. The labour and 
expense of preparing it for fuel, the perpetual chop, chop, chopping, 
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d l  day long in every family, amount to a tax heavier than a poor- 
rate. In this neighbourhood, where every farm has either wood 
~vithin itself, or hns the right to take it from the common forest 
ritl~in a mile's distance, the fathom of six cubic feet of billets for 
the fire costs six orts, or 4s. 6d. sterling. This value of coals in 
3 con1 country would go farther than the same of wood here : that 
is, if coals were used in stoves, and with the same economy. 

In Dronthiem, firewood of fir costs in general eight or ten orts, 
and birchwood one-third more. I n  a small house of the middle 
clas of people there, the year's fuel will cost from seven to ten 
pounds sterling. In other wood-burning countries, as in France, 
the cost of keeping one room comfortably warm, on an average of 
situations, is estimated at about fifty francs a-year. In  this neigh- 
bourhood, I consider the price to be the minimum, owing to the 
abundance of wood and of cheap labour. The greater part of the 
cost, by far, is the wages of ordinary labour, laid out in the neigh- 
bourhood where the wood is consumed. I t  is perhaps too modernte 
an estimate, that in every parish in Europe, .excepting in England, 
every fire that smokes all winter pays fifteen shillings to the work- 
ing poor, and generally to those in its immediate neighbourhood. 
Taking cities into the account, it is probably much more. This is 
the poor-rate of those countries. England enjoys the inestimable 
advantage of her coal fuel ; but must take with it the accompany- 
ing evil of a poor-rnte to support even the nble-bodied labourer in 
husbandry who is out of work. If we can imagine every country 
parish and every town in England using wood fuel only, me see at  
once that there would be a never-ending supply of work in every 
district which mould ~upersede al l  paor-rates, excepting for the 
infirm. The fuel of England certainly employs a much lnrger 
capital, and a much greater proportion of the population, directly 
and indirectly, taking into account the manufactures existing by 
its agency, than if the fuel, ns i n  other countries, was wood only ; 
but the employment is differently distributed. I t  goes to the sup- 
port of branches of the population bred to their particular lines of 
business, and living in particular districts; and not to the support 
of the ordinary working population dl1 over the country, as in wood- 
burning countries. The distribution of the wealth and employ- 
ment of a country has much more to do than the amount with the 
well-being and condition of the people. The wealth and employ- 
ment of the British nation far exceed those of any other nation; 
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yet in EO country is so large a proportion of the inhabitants sunk 
in pauperism and wretchedness. We may conceive two commu- 
nities, consisting each of ten individuals, one possessing a capital 
of 10001., the other of 10,0001. There can be no question but the 
most wealth and the most employment is in the latter society; but 
if the 10001. of the first are so distributed that each individual has 
1001., and in the latter the 10,0001. belong entirely to one indi- 
vidual, and the other nine are working to him for subsistence at 
the lowest rate to which competition for his employment can re- 
duce their labour, which is the best distribution of wealth for the 
happiness of these communities ? which is the best constituted 
state of society ? The distribution of the employment of providing 
this necessary of life, fuel, is by nature so determined in England, 
that only particular classes of labourers in particular districts can 
partake;n-it; and as a small counterbal&ce to the immense ad- 
vantages which property derives in all other ways from this gift of 
nature, we may reckon the necessity of finding work, or subsist- 
ence if work cannot be found, for a considerable number of able- 
bodied labourers in the nation. The general use of coal as fuel, 
and the suppression of monastic estabkshments in England, took 
place in the same generation; and i t  seems more reasonable to 
account for the pauperism which the introduction of the Poor Law 
in Queen Elizabeth's reign attempted to remedy, by the abstraction 
of this general branch of labour from the ordinary occupation of 
the labouring poor, than by the loss .of a few porringers of victuals 
from the doors of the suppressed monasteries. Be that as i t  may, 
the institution of a poor-rate in England is coeval with the general 
introduction of coal as fuel. The finding of work for able-bodied 
labourers, or mbsistence if work cannot be found, seems a neces- 
sary drawback attached to the additional value given to all pro- 
perty by this valuable fuel. 

December.- There is something pleasing and picturesque in 
the primitive old-fashioned household ways of the Norwegian 
gentry. The family room is what we may fancy the hall to have 
been in an English manor-house in Queen Elizabeth's days. The 
floor is sprinkled with freah bright green leaves which have a 
lively effect;. every ,thing is clean and shining; an eightrday clock 
stands in one corner, a cupboard in another ; benches and stmight- 
backed wooden ahairs ranged around the room ; and d the family 
occupations are going on, and exhibit curious and interesting conl 



trasto of ancient manners, with modern refinement, and even 
elegance. The carding of wool or flax is going on in one corner; 
two or three spinningwheels are at work-near the stove ; and a 
young lady will get up from these old-fashioned occupations, take 
her guitar in the window seat, and play and sing, or gallopade the 
length of the mom with a sister, in a way that shows that these 
modern accomplishments have been as well tanght sa the more 
homely employments. The breakfast is laid out i n  a tray at one 
end of this room, which is usually spacious, occnpping the breadth. 
of the house, and lighted from both sides. People do not sit down 
to this meal, which consists of slices of bread and butter, smoked 
meat, sausages, dried fish, with the family tankard, generally of 
mnssive silver, full of ale, and with decanters of F'rench and Nor- 
wegian brandy, of which the gentlemen take a glaes at this repast. 
This is the breakfast of old times in England. The coffee is taken 
by itself an hour or two before, and generally in the bed-room. 
While the gentlemen are walking about, conversing and taking 
breakfast, the mistress is going in and out on her family affairs, 
servants enter for orders. neichbours d r o ~  in to hear or tell the - " 
news, the children are learning their catechism, or waltzing in the 
sunbeams in their own corner; and the whole is such a lively 
animated scene, without bustle or confusion, all is so nice and 
bright, and the manners of people towards each other in family 
intercourse are so amiable, and with such a strain of good breed- 
ing, that the traveller who wishes to be acquainted with the 
domestic life of the Norwegians will find an hour very agreeable 
in the family room. 

December 20. -The good manners of the people to each other 
are very striking, and extend lower among the ranks of society in 
the community than in other countries. There seem none ao un- 
cultivated or rude, as not to know and o b m e  among themselves 
the forms of politeness. The brutality, and rough way of talking 
to and living with each other, characteristic of our lower classes, 
are not found here. I t  is going too far for a stranger to say there 
is no vulgarity; this being partly relative to conventional usages, 
of whikh he can know but little : but there is evidentlv an uncom- 
mon equality of manners among d l  ranks ; and the general 
standard is not low. People have not two sets of manners, as we 
~ e e  in Englind among persons even far above the middle class: 
one set for home use - rude, selfish, and frequently surly; and 
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another set for compnny-stiff, constrained, too formally polite, and 
evidently not habitual. The mnnners here are habitually good, 
even among the lower ranks. It is possible that, the general dif- 
fusion of property (the very labourers in husbandry possessing 
usually life-rents of their land) may have carried down with it the 
feelings, and self-respect, and consideration for others that we ex: 
pect for ourselves, which prevail among the classes possessing 
property, although of a larger extent in other countries, and which 
constitute politeness. I t  may also be ascribed to th.e naturally mild 
and amiable character of this people; and, perhaps, also to their 
having retained in their secluded glens many usnges and forms of 
politeness which once prevailed generally in the good society of 
ancient Europe, but have been properly discarded ns unnecessary 
restraints upon the intercourse of the educated and refined classes 
of modern society; although when these forms and usages are, by 
the spirit of imitation, banished from the secondary classes also, 
among whom there is sometimes a want of the refinement and cul- 
tivation that renders them unnecessary, the improvement is not  
always happy. Among these usages, exploded now in other 
countries, that which first strikes the stranger is, that, on getting 
up from table, each person goes round the whole company, and  
shakes hnnds with every one, with the complimentary phrase, 
'' Tak for mad,"-thanks for the meal ; or "\vel bekomme,"-may 
it do you good. This form is universal. The infant is taught t o  
make its bow or curtsey to its mother, and say, "Tak for mad." 
The husband and wife shake hands and, say " Tak for mad" t o  
each other. In  a large party it has the appearance of a dance 
around the table, every one going round to pay the compliment. 
I have observed that it is paid to the smallest child- at table, a s  
gravely rind ceremoniousIy as to grown people. In the treatment 
of children, they seem not to make that difference which we d o  
between the child and the grown-up person ; and which divides 
life often into two parts, little connected with each other. The 
children seem, from the first, to be treated with consideration 
and respect, like grown persons. They are not, on that account, 

. 

1 
little old men and prim little ladies ; but are wild, romping, joy- 
ous creatures, giving ns small annoyance or trouble as childrencan ~ 
do. " Tak for sidst is another exploded form of politeness, still L universal here. I t  enns, "thanks for the pleasure I had from 
your company the last time we met." I t  is a compliment of re- 
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cognition, which i t  would be extremely rude to neglect. The 
common people give, Tak for sidste, to the Swedish peasants of 
Jemteland, who have come across the Fjelde, and whom they have 
certainly not seen since the preceding year's Enow; and then pos- 
sibly only in taking a dram together. A labourer never passes 
another at work, or at his meal, without a complimentary expres- - - 
sion, wishing him luck in his labour, or good from his meal. In  
addition to these, perhaps not altogether useless, forms, there are 
the ordinary inquiries after friends at home, and compliments and 
remembrances sent and received, in due abundance. 

This high estimate of the etate of manners in this country may 
appear inconsistent with the statements of other travellers, repre- 
senting females, even in the highest classes, as holding a lower 
position in society than in other parts of Europe. Dr. Clarke 
mentions, that they do much work which, with us, in any class of 
society above the lowest, would be considered servant's drudgery, 
such as not sitting down at entextainments, but waiting on the 
guests; and one lively traveller in Norway, Derwent Conway, 
reckons the life of a Norwegian friiken, or young lady of rank, little 
better than that of an English chambermaid. He tells of one 
friiten sending an apology for not accepting of an invitation, as i t  
was slaughter month, and she had to stay at home to make the 
black-puddings. If we inspect the arrangements in Norway with 
regard to property, this apparent inconsistency mill disappear ; 
and the female sex will be found to have in fact more to do with 
the real business of life, and with those concerns which require 
mental exertion and talent, than women of the same class in 
England. 

In  Norway the land, as already observed, is parcelled out into 
small estates, affording a comfortable subsistence, and in a mode- 
rate degree the elegancies of cirilised life; but nothing more. 
With a population of 910,000 inhabitants, about the year 1819, 
there were 41,656 estates. We must compare this proportion of 
population to landed property, with the proportion in Scotland 
about the same period, in order to form any just idea of the 
different state and condition of the middle and lower classes, in 
these two small countries. The population, in 1822, of Scotland 
was 2,093,456, of whom tlrose holding landed property, as free- 
holders, amounted to 2,987. Of these, also, many did not actually 
possess land, but held fictitious ~ o t e q  two or three on one estate. 
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On the other hand, many estates afforded no freehold qualification; 
and therefore 2,987 cannot, perhaps, be taken as the exact number. 
Suppose we triple it, to cover all omissions. We should still have 
only 8,961 estates of land in Scotland. But if the population of 
Scotland of 2,093,456 had held the same interest in the soil which 
the 910,000 of Norway have in the land of their country, there 
would be 96,829 estates in W a n d  -one for every 22, instead 
of one for every 700, of the population. In  a country in which 
soil and climate are so unfavourable to aggculture as in Norway, 
the income of -these small estates cannot be considerable ; axid as 
the produce is consumed in the family, unless to the extent re- 
qclired for paying taxes, and buying ,opceries, - and much is 
done by bartering, -the owners themselves cannot perhaps tell 
the yearly worth of their estates. The salaries of such public 
functionaries as must, from the nature of their offices, be rather 
above than below the ordinary scale of income of the gentry of the 
county, will probably give the best idea of what is a sdicient , 
income in the higher class. An Amtman, who, like the French i 
Mfet,  is the highest officer in the province, and ranks with a 1 
major-general, has a salary of 1600 dollars, or 3201. sterling. . He , 
has also a house and land generally in his province, attached to 
his Amt, but, as he must keep at least two clerks at his own 
expense, his income cannot be reckoned above 1600 dollars. A 1 
,Foged, who has the charge of the police, of the collection of taxes, 
of the Crown estates or interests, and of all public concerns in  a 
district of from 10,000 to 15,000 inhabitants, has a salary of 800 
dollars. A member of Storthing is allowed, ae a suitable, mainte- 
nance when attending that assembly, two dollars and a half daily ; 
'which is at the rate of 900 dollam yearly. It may be concluded 
from these incomes, that 800 or 900 dollars are about the incomes 
of the highest class of landed aroarietors. Theae small estates are " 
scattered on the sides of glens, and lakes, and fiords, over a vast 
extent of country, and are at great distances from towns, or even 
the nearest country ahop. Every article, consequently, that can 
.be required in a twelvemonth must be thought of and provided. 
The house, like a ship going round the world, must be victualleQ 
and provided for a year at once. There is no sending to the next  
.shop for salt, or tea, or sealing wax, or whatever may be wanted, 
as the next shop is probably forty miles off. I t  requires no ordi- 
nary exertion of judgment to provide out of a small income all t h a t  
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-may be required in a family for that period, and not too much. 
The lieutenant of a ship of war prides himself on doing this for a 
twelvemonth's cruise ; t h e  female who does it for a household, 
varying from ten to thirty, and with limited means, cannot stand 
in a low position in society; her mental powers and intelligence 
cannot be less awakened than those of the female of Britain, who 
has only to think for the week, and send to the next street for 
what is wanted when the want occurs. In the renl business of 
life, in their influence on those concerns which occupy the male sex, 
the female sex in Norway stands on higher ground than among 
the upper ranks in Britain, and has a more active and important 
part to perform. The question is not whether the females of fami- 
lies in gomay of the-higher class, with incomes not generally 
exceeding 800 dollars, have the luxuries and refinements of females 
in England, whose families have not in general under perhaps 
2000X a year. Such a question answers itself. But the question 
is, whether, in the very peculiar state of society in Norway with 
regard to property, the females hold a just position in society, have 
that influence and participation in its &airs which derelope their 
mental powers, and p b  them as in-aent beings in a suitable 
relstion to the other sex. If one considers how little of the real 
business of life in Britain, owing to the complicated and extensive 
nature of the different kinds of property, is ever understood by the 
females of any family above the middle claas, and how entirely 
their time is occupied with objects of amusement only, the advan- 
tage, as intelligent beings having business and duties to perform, is 
clearly on the side of the Norwegian females. In.the secondary 
objects of music, dancing, dressing, they are not deficient, ~ h e i  
have naturally pleaaing voices, and in every family, in every 
station, singing and ,dancing are going on dl the winter evening. 
Music is taught in the country by the organists attached to each 
parish, and seems, as well as dancing, to be more generally under- 
stood and practised than in England or Scotland. In  taste and 
mode of dressing, the best account @at can be given is, that they , 
dress so much in om taste, that a traveller from Britain, unless he 
is a man-milliner travelling for orders, would not be struck by any 
peculiarity. In France, Germany, or any other foreign country, 
the most unobservanb is struck with something in the arrangement 
of the hair, in the colours worn, in the kind of taste and style of 
dress, different from what his eye is need to at home: but a Nor- 
wegian Idy, ~ o u n g  or old, might .walk into a room, in Scotland or 
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England, without attracting any notice on account of her dress or 
appearance. 

The observation of Dr. Clarke, that a t  the entertainments in 
Dronthieh and Christiania, the lndies waited on the guests, and 
did the offices proper to servants in England, was naturally 1 

suggested by his seeing only the entertainments given to him by 
st few of the wealthy mercantile families of those towns, at which, , 
very probably, the profusion and luxury of foreign habits and 
modes of living, may be blended not very harmoniously with the 
simplicity of the Norwegian. In  tlGs back country, the incon- 
gruity would not have struck him, because every thing is in 
keeping with that simplicity of living, which would mnke it not at 
all remarked, except for its spirit of hospitality, that the ladies 
were attending on their guests. 

Decemler.-Norway possesses an island, Berend Island, situated 
between Spitzbergen-and North Cape, about two hundred and 
eighty miles from the latter, which mould be very interesting *to 
the geologist, and is not altogether so inaccessible as he may 
suppose. I t  is about thirty English miles in circumference, and 
presents a formation totally different from the primary rocks of 
which the Norwegian and, i t  is understood, Spitzbergen 
and other polar lands, are composed. The whole island appean 
to be a mass of coal. It is not the fossil wood, brown coal, or sur- 
turbrand, found in Iceland, Germany, and some parts of the west of 
England, but mineral coal. The merchants of Tromsoe nnd of Ham- 1 
merfest send out vessels occasionally to the ica in pursuit of the 1 
white bear and walrus; and they sometimes bring bnck a qunntity 
of these coals, which crop out in the very cliff, and are got a t  with- 
out any'diEculty. Attempts have been made to,leave a few men to 1 
winter in this island, in order to kill the white beys which come 
there on the icebergs ; but in two or three instnnces they hare 
been unfortunate, the whole party having been found dead on the 
return of the vessels. This is supposed to have been the effect 
less of extreme cold than of squrvy; and of the people not being 
under discipline, indulging too freely in strong food and spirits. 
and taking no exercise. The very respectable proprietor of 
Steenkjm Ganrd, with whom I am acquainted, wintered about 
fourteen years ago in Berend Islnnd with a party of five men. He 
was then a clerk to a merchant in Hammerfest, and was sent out 
with the party on speculation for the purpose of killing white 
bears during the winter. They took with them a hut and pro- 
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visiolls, and were lea on the island in September, and taken back 
next July. The speculation did not succeed, as they killed ody  
seven white bears. I thought at first i t  must be the walrus that 
the merchants sought to catch, the white bear being described by 
our voyagers as t& formidable an animal to speculate upon.  it 
these descriptions appear incorrect. Almost every year vessels go 
to the ice on this business ; and two men with lances can always 
despatch the animal without difficulty, one taking him in front, 
and the other on the side. They sometimes use small dogs, as in 
attacking the common bear in Norway. In  all the ursine tribe 
the most tender pnrte are those behind, exposed when they walk, 
and are vulnerable even by the smaller animals. When the dogs 
bark, and attack the bear behind, he sits down instinctively to 
cover his hind parts,'and to defend himself with his fore paws. 

The of Steenkjaer told me that, exceptingfor three 
days, they did not find the cold intolerable, or much beyond what 
they had been used to at Hammerfest. The coals, which they took 
from under the soil within a foot of the surface, were exactly like 
our small Newcastle coals, but what is quarried out of the cliff is 
in large pieces, like Scotch. coal. I t  is very sulphurous. They 
tried to burn i t  in their stove, but were nearly suffocated one night 
in their beds, by the vapour escaping into their hut, and having 
plenty of drift wood for fuel, they did not use i t  again. This coal 
638 been occasionally used by the English company which is 
engaged in a mining concern of copper ore at Mten. I t  has also 
been occnsionally brought to Dronthiem. The locality is remnrk- 
able for such a mass. I t  is a treasure totally useless in an econo- 
mical point of view, .but i t  might furnish the .naturalist with 
valuable facts. 

December.-This has been a busy month in our little town. 
The fair, to which i t  owes its existence, is held during the first 
three weeks of December. Small vefsels arrive daily with bales of 
dried fish (the sethe or gadus virens), pickled herrings, and goods 
of all kinds, from Dronthiem. The country proprietors from the 
remote glens come down with horses, cheese, butter, and other 
produce-of their farms, which they sell or barter for their yew's 
supply of fish and groceries ; but the peculiar feature of the fair is 
the constant coming and going of long strings or caravans of 
covered sledges, thirty or forty together, which in shape exactly 
resemble large coffins. These belong to the Jemtelanders, in- 



habiting the Swedish Bide of the Fjelde, about the &ads of the 
rivers which fali intb the Bothnian Gulf. They cross the Fjelde, 
when mow ha8 made sledge-travelling practicable with the heaviest 
goods, and purchase cottons, tobacco, groceries, and all kinds of 
manufaotares, and colonial produce, and fish, and transport these 
to the different winter fairs in the interior, at3 far aa the Russian , 
frontier. 

The distillation of spirita Eing unrestricted in this cmntry, and 
carried on in every farmhouse, rendera the price rerg low,- 1 about 14d. sterling the gallon. I expected to have seen a great 
deal of drunkenness and disturbance in an msemblage of four or 
five thousand people of two distinct nations This proved not to 
be the csae. In the morning I have not seen one intoxicated per- 
son. I n  the evening the country people retu- home appear 
elevated or in liquor, as at our fairs, but dot so as to be unable to 
take care of themselves. I have not seen one bf the soldiers, a 
aubaltern'e party of whom are here d d g  the fair, in the slightest 
degree Bgected with liquor, either on duty or off; yet the dis- 
cipline ia any thing but strict. The only individuals I have seen 
thoroughly drunk, or in the state in which well-clad artizans may 
be seen staggering through the streeta of Edinburgh every dny, 
are the Laplanders. They are selling skins, gloves, and such 
trifles, and run to the spirit shop with their friends the moment 
they dispose of an article. Yet these people have something manly 
about them. I wkhed to buy a pair of enow-boots of reindeer 
akin to draw over my own in travelling. A Uplander having 
asked three or& for them, I .&ered two o-& twelve, thinking he 
had two prices, like other dealers abroad ; but the man instantly 
walked away evidently hurt at SUCK n supposition. I have had an 
opportunity, from being- acquainted with the local authorities, of 
ascertaining the amount of delinquencies committed during the fair. 
There has been one case of theft, one of driving a sledge without 
bells, and thus injuring a woman, one of bringing a diseased or 
glandered horse for sale. This is not a formidable catalogue for 
such an occasion. The division of property among the children has 
not, in the course of a thousand years, brought the fair-going 
people in Norway to the state of the f a b e i n g  people in Ireland. 

If the distillation of spirits from potatoes were allowed to t h e  
Irish people as here. where every one may distil without restric- 
tion, what would be the coneequence ? The whole nation would 
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be drank for the first fortnight; but the permanent consequences 
might possibly be beneficial. I t  would give a positive value to a 
vast maea of property, the potatae crop, which has now only the 
kind of negative value of being consumed by man and pig, in 
p h e  of other more transportable kinds of food. I t  would make 
potatow, like grain, a saleable product. The growers would not 
consume it, aa now, in breeding curly-headed b y e  tuul girls ; but 
would distil part of it for use or for sale. If all reatrahte on the 
we of spirits were removed - and the artificial price occasioned 
by duties and excise regulations is perhaps the most exciting one 
-it is very possible that, after the novelty of the situation wsa 
over, the conaumition would be leas coneiderable than it is now. 
There would be no treating, no public-house drinking; for them 
would be no raity nor difficulty in getting the liquor, which eould 
be had at home at little cost. Irwould undoubtedly improve the 
~ndition of the Irish people, by giving a valuable propert J to the 
poorest cottar, out of a product which is now only applied to the 
rearing of a superfluous population ; and notwithstanding the evil 
eonsequences of placing, as it were, the glass brim-full in the hands 
of the people, the good might counterbalance the evil. 

1835. -The fair was quickly followed by ~dristmas, 
or Yule, as it is called here, as well as by the Scottish peasantry, 
which was kept in great style for fourteen days. Each family is 
in busy preparation for three weeks before, baking, brewing, and 
distilling, and the fourteen days of Yule are p s e d  m feasting and 
merriment, giving and receiving entertaiilments. I n  this neigh- 
bourhood there are about thirty families, who, from station, office, 
or education, form the upper elass of society. In this hospitable 
and amiable circle, I have received during the winter such atten- 
tione aa a stranger, without letters of introduction, would only 
receive in Norway. I was fairly knocked up in Yule by a suc- 
@ssion of parties, which seldom ended before five or six next 
morning. 

There is something indelicatg'and perhaps not ve y honourable+ 
in describing minutely private societies and modes of living of 
&milies in s foreign country, where the stranger is invited in the 
kindest apirit of hospitality, and not that he should make his 
remarkg however flattering they may be to hie entertainers. This 
di5culty, however, need not be felt here, because the mode of 
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living is so simple and uniform in every family, or party, that ohr 
description can have nothing peculiarly referable to any one. 

You are invited by a list carried round by a man on horseback, 
and, opposite to your name, you put down that you accept or 
decline. You are expected about four o'clock, long after dinner, 1 
for which twelve or one is the usual hour. The stranger who will 1 

take the trouble to come early will be much gratified, for there is 1 

nothing on the continent eo pretty as the arrival of a sledge party. , 
The distant jingling of the bells is heard, before m y  thing can be , 
seen through the dusk and snow ; and ~ u n d  rapidly approaching, 
is one of the most pleasing impressions on aur senses. Then one 
sledge seems to break as i t  were through the clobd, and is followed 
by a train of twenty or thirty, sweeping over the snow. The 
spirited action of the little horses, with their long manes and tails, 
the light and elegant form of the sledges appearing on the white 
ground, the ladies wrapt in their furs and shawls, the gentlemen 
standing behind driving in their wolf-skin pelisses, the master of 
the house and the servants at the door with candles, form a scene 
particularly novel and pleasing. Coffee and tea are handed round 
to each person on arrival ; and the company walk about the -room 
and converse. I t  appears to me that there are never any of those 
dismal awkward pauses in company here, nor of that reliance on 
otle or two good talkers, or hacknied subjects, such as wind, 
weather, and news, which chnracterise our ordinary society in 
England and Scotland. Everybody seems to have something to 
say, and to say it; and conversation does not flag. This arises 
probably from the temperament of the people; and the total ab- 
sence of pretence in their character, that is, of wishing to appear - - -  
more or l&s important, more or less rich, more or less leaned, or 
more or less any thing, than they reallywe. After the party is 
all assembled, the Mellem-maaltid, or middle repast, is brought in. 
This is a tray with slices of bread and butter, anchovies, slices of 
tongue, of smoked meat, of cheese ; and every one helps himself as  
he walks about. The gentlemen generally take a glass of spiri ts  
at this repast, which is a regular meal in every family. The gen-  
tlemen then sit down to cards. I have not seen a lady at a card- 
table. The games usually played are bosto~, ombre, shervenzel, 
which seems a complicated sort of piquet, and three-card loo. The 
stakes are always very small. Those of the elderly gentlemen 
who do not play light their pipes, and converse. The younger  
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generally make out a dance, or have singing and music, usually 
the guitar, with an occasional waltz or gallopade, or .polsk, a 
national dance much more animated than the waltz. Nor are 
handsome young officers wanting, in muetachios and gay uniforms, 
who would not touch tobacco or spi~its for the world, and seem to 
know how to act the agreeable. Punch is handed about very 
frequently, as it is not customary to drink any thing a t  or after 
supper. The supper is almost invariably the same. A dish of 
fish, cut into slices, is passed from one guest to another, and each 
helps himself. The lady of the house generally walks down 
behind the company, and sees that each is supplied. After the 
fish is discussed, the plate is taken away, and one finds a clean 
plate under it; the knife and fork are wiped by a servant, and the 
next dishes begin their rounds. They consist always, in this dis- 
trict, of reindeer venison, capercailzie (the male of which is as large 
as a turkey, the female so remarkably smaller that i t  passes by a 
different name, Tiur or Tiddur signifying the male, and Roer the 
female) ; also blackcock and ptarmigan. These are cut into pieces, 
laid on a dish, aod passed round; and the dish is followed by rr 
succession of sauces, or preserved berries, such as the Moltebeer, 
which is the Rubus chamsemorus of botanists, the Ackerbeer 
(Rubus arcticus), the Tyttebeer (Vnccinium vitia idsea). These 
are such very good things that there is no di5culty in acquiring a 
taste for them. A cake concludee the supper. The lady of the 
house scarcely sits down to table, but carves, walks about behind 
the chairs, and attends to the supply of the guests. This is the 
custom of the country; she would be ill-bred to do otherwise. It 
is not from want of servants, for every house is full of neat, handy 
maidens. They approach much more nearly to the nice, quiet, pur- 
pose-like English girls, than the Scotch. When one is satisfied that 
it is simply a relic of ancient manners, not the result either of vul- : 
garity, or ignorance, or inferior station in society, one is easily 
reconciled to a custom which ad& certainly to the real comfort of 
the guests. Three or four sturdy, corpulent footmen sweating 
under their liveries, behind the chairs of a dinner party, do not 
strike the imagination so agreeably, that one can accuse s people 
of want of refinement, because, by their customs, the attendance of 
servants is almost entirely dispensed with. Two old maiden ladies 
in a market town in England taking tea and toast together on s 
Saturday evening, would have ten times more attendance and 
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bustle than a party of forty or fifty here. This simplicity also 
bringa all ranks nearer to each other in the manner of living, 
which is a better and safer condition of society, than where rich 
and poor are like two distinct bodieq inhabiting the same land, 
but different in habits, cnstoms, and modes of life. There are not 

I 
such important and essential divisions in the structure of society 
here. The rich are the exception, not the rule. In  their houses, 
servants, entertainments, way of living, and dl that distinguishes 
wealth with us, they appear to follow, not to lead, the general 
 usage^; and these are all moulded upon what is suitable to the 
ordinary scale of incomes in the country. There are individuals 
in this circle who would be deemed rich in any country; one gentle- 
man's income is supposed to exceed 3,0001. or 4,0001. sterling a year. 
The public functionaries and the clergy have aleo comparatively 
considerable incomes; but in no respect do their houses, either 
inside or outside, or their entertainmenta, depart from the ordinary 
style of the country, as now described. This is the natural result 
of the partition of property. The present possessors have been 
bred in the aimple habits of the ordinary class of proprietors ; and 
their children, or at farthest their grandchildren, must return to 
that cleas, There is however a perfect distinction in society, 
although it is not founded upon income. There is no admixture 
of the rude and uncultivated with the good society, m appears to , 
be the caee in America Each person aeems naturally and quietly 
to fall into the aircle moat congenial to him, and into his proper 
placa 
All the people seem to be femting and making merry duting 

them fourteen days of Yule. The country at night seems illomin- 
ated by the numerous lighta twinkling from the houses of the 
peasant proprietors. The Christmas cheer with them is exactly 
the same sa with others; ale, brandy, cakes, venison, game, veal, 
and pork. The servants have their full share in these festivities. 
In thie farmhouse, I observed their table eet out as nicely, and 
with exactly the eame provisions, ae that of the family during the 
whole fourteen day8 ; and in the evenings they sing national songs, 
and dance. The herdboy is, ex o e ,  the musician on every 
farm. When he ia sttending the cattle in smnmer at the mater, 
or distant hill pastures, he must make a noiae occasionally to keep 
off the wolf; and that of the clarionet is ae good as any. It aeeme 
the favonrite instrument, and is generally played well enough for 



the servant girls to dance waltzes and gallopades to it. I Was sur- 
prised to see them dance so well ; but in their roomy houses they. 
have, &om infancy, constant practice during the winter evenings. 

This festival was considered, ab the introduction of Christianity 
into Norway, as heathenish, and not. connected with Christianity. 
The Yule feaate were not only prohibited, but those who gave 
them were punished with death or mutilation, by King Olaf tho 
saint ; and the cruelties committed by that tyrant in suppreesing 
them led ,to the revolt against him. I t  is suppoeed not to come- 
epond to the aetual peziod of our Saviour's birth, but to have 
been adopted to com&norate that event, becam it was already 
established universally in Europe as a religious feativrl, and came 
at a time of the ,year when. it did not interfere with agricultural 
labour in any country. In the fragment .of an old aaga of the 
Norwegian kings, translated into Norse from the Icelandic, by P. 
Munch, and published in the second volume of " Samlinger til det 
Norske Folks aprog og Historic," Christiania, 1834, the reason is 
given why, in that age, Yule feaats were conaidered heathenish :- 
"ere it may be proper to answer the question which Christian 
men make, what heathens could know about Jule or Yule ; seeing 
that our Yule is derived from the birth of our Saviour. The 
heathens had also s festival in honour of Odin. Now Odin had 
many names : he was called Vidrir, also he was called Haar and 
Thridje, also Jolner ; and Jule is called after JoIner." 
January, 1835.-The Norwegian Chuqh is an establishment 

not uninteresting in the present times. In principle and doctrine 
it is more purely Lutheran, perhaps, thlln the Chumh of England, 
as it has never.been touched by t4e hand of power, nor altered by 
the spirit of innovation, but remaine m it.w& originally maulded 
after the snbveraion of popery. I t  is ihtereetiug, beeawe if the 
Church of England should, as far M regards the machinery of her . 
establishment, and without touching her efficiency or doctrines, be 
ever remodelled by thom who are now occupied with plane af 

, reforming Church endowments, she would probably much re- 
eemble this Luthersn Church. . . 

Them &re in Nomay 336 preetegilde or parishes. Many of 
them are exceedingly la~rge, extending, in this part of ?!lorway, 
from the eeo casst up L the Swedish frontier; and containing . 

1 from 5000 to 10,000 inhabltanb. In considering thie low pro- 
vieion for religious instruction, it must be remembered that the 

1 a 4 
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pure Lutheran Church, as it exists in Norway, is essentially cere- ! 
moninl ; as much so almost as the Roman Catholic The altnr is 
decorated with crosses and images. The priest, arrayed in em- 
broidered robes of velvet, on the back of which a large and rich 
figure of the cross is wnspicuons, celebmtea high ma.& under that ' 
name, which sounds strange in a Protmtaut church, before the 
altar, on which candles are lighted, as in the &man Catholic 
churches. The Lutheran, in short, appears to Presbyterian eyes ' 

a Catholic translated into his own lanapage, with a few abridg- 
ments. To support this ceremonial with d&nt splendour, so that 
it should not fall into the ludicrous, there are several expensive 
appendages newsary, which i t  would exceed the means of a small 
congregation to support A clerk to deliver certain parts of the 
service, and an organist or singer, or both, are necessary for per- 
forming the ceremonial with decent solemnity and effect. It is 
also to be considered that., although the country be poor, the pm- 
perty is distributed among the people. Every man generally has 
a piece of land and a comfortable house, on which he no doubt 
values himselE I t  is not as in Scotland, where the mas of 
the population of a country parish is without any property, nnd 
consequently, o moderate income is sufficient to place the clergy- 
man and his family far above the station of the mnny, and no 
income that could be raised in his parish would, even if that were 
desirable, place him in the situation of the rich few. Hence in 
Norway it is, perhaps, necessary that the income of the clergy- 
man should be decidedly higb, to maintain him in a suitable station 
in society ; and that could not be the case, from whatever source 
his income may be derived, if his parish was small. 

I t  is not foresight, or wisdom, that produces these political or 
economical ammgemen~in a country, but the ~ceumulating ex- 
periencea of time, working upon statamen ignorant, perhaps, 
themselves of the true causes and results of their arrangements ; 
and this it is which makes prodent men dread the meddling too 
&dy with old institutions. 

Tbe incomes of the clergy run, in country @ha, from 800 
' to 1600 dollars. The bishops, I understand, have about 4000 

dollars. 800 dollars, or 170L sterling, ia. d i e n t  for a family 
living in the best way according to the fashion of the country, anb 
in its best society. In  Bergen, Christiania, and other towns, 
there are, of conrse, large incomes, and a more expensive scale of 



living; but the towns are too small, and the large incomee ac- 
quired in commercial or professional pursuits too rare, to have 
such influence upon society as in England; and the division among 
the children necessarily makes frugality and moderation the pre- 
vailiig principles of living. Hence Norway is a cheap country ; 
a circumstance which, as i t  is justly observed by Arthur Young, 
depends not so much upon the price6 of provisions and other 
articles, as on the prevailing mode of life among the inhabitants. 

The incomes of the country clergy are derived from a small modue 
or payment of grain, in lieu of tithe, from each farm. Tithe of fish 
is paid in Finmark and Nordland, and some parta of Bergen Amt, 
as there is no other produce. Bnt tithe of agricnltnral produce is 
commuted into a payment of grain, not reckoned burdensome, 88 

it is not above two or three bushels for the largest farm ; yet, from 
the great number of farme in a parish, it makes a considerable 
income. There are fiar pricea, as in Scotland, by which payments 
in grain may be converted into money. In every prestegild, also, 
there are several farms, beeides the glebe, which belong to the 
living. These are let for e share of the produce, or for a fine at 
each renewal, and a trifling yearly rent, or feu-duty. One of 
theae farms is appropriated, in every parish, to the minister's 
widow for her life. A third source of income is from Easter and 
Christmas offerings, and pretty high offerings or dues for mar- 
riagq christenings, and funerala. Those presented at Christmas 
and Easter are voluntary; but it seems there is a kind of pride 
among the Bonder to make a handsome one, a dollar or two, at 
yule. The mode of presenting it is not very decorous. The 
clergyman, in his embroidered robes, is on his knees at the altar, 
sfter the service is performed, apparently abeorbed in meditation 
and prayer. The people go round the altar in procession, and, as 
each deposits his offering on the altar, the clergyman makes s 
L'ttle nod of acknowledgment. I t  is proposed, inatead of these 
offerings, to establish a fixed payment by law, as a more econo- 
mical and agreeable way of paying this not inconsiderable part of 
the clergyman's income. 

It will give the mogt precise ideas, perhaps, of the extent, popu- 
lation, and means of instruction in Norwegian parishes, to .state 
wch information as I have collected on these heads in this fog- 
derie. A fogderie is a bailiwick, or district, under a foged, who 
h charge of the collection of taxes, police, and all executive 
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functions in his district. There are five parishes in this fogderia \ 
The largeat is about fifty-six miles in length, d fourteen in 
breadth ; the emailest about ten miles square. The population of 
the five parishes was, by the census of 1801, 18,346pereons ; by 
the census of 1818, 18,495 ; and by the census of 1825,22,880. 

The remarkable increase in the population during the ten years 
from 1815 to 1825, in a district in which there is .no townor manu* 

I 
facture, may be ascribed, I conceive, to the general prosperity of 
the country, the inmewe being general over Norway, under its 
new constitution, and to the improved condition of the people by 
having the free use of their agricultural produce in every shape. 
The distillation of spirits from potatoes ha* given the arable lands 
the benefit of a hind of rotation of crop, or, at least, of a large 
portion of every farm being carefully worked and well manured ; 
and has afforded to every farm a supply of manure within itself, 
aa the cattle are fed on the distillery refuse,--a supply unknown 
under the former system, wben distilhion by the farmer -was pro- 
hibited, or wae a' trade monopolized, aa now with us, by a few large, 
cspitalbts. The land is producing, in consequence, more food, 
and supporting in more comfort this great additional population. 
I t  is a striking instance of the benefits of a free legislation. 

In these five parishes, inhabited by 22,880 pentom, there are 
fifteen churches, the largest having five, and the smallest two. It 
may also be interesting to the lcurious in statistical details, and 
may show the state and dietribution of property, to be informed 
that in these five parishes there are 1184 estates paying land-tax ; 
and that these are occupied by 1370 farmers, of whom 773 are 
udal proprietors of the land they occupy, and 597 are life-rentem, 
or tenants ; and these farmers have 1474 housemen, holding land 
in lie-rent for their own and $heir widows' lives, and paying rent 
in work, and 278 unmarried farm servanta not holding land. Of 
the lands held by tenants, several belong to the Churob, of which 
the clergyman hes the benefit : some to the State ; and the public 
functionaries, the amtman, foged, sortmkriver, and m i l i t q  offi- 
cers of the districts, have official residences, with land, aa part of 
their emoluments, and which t h y  may cultivate or let; finally, 
some to private proprietors, who possess more than one e ~ t a t s ~  
and let, generally on life-rent with a fine, the land they do not 
occupy. 

The regular income of thoee five parishes is enjoyed by five 
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ministers; but to do the duty in the most extensive of them, they 
are obliged to have an &stant, or chaplain. There are seven 
clergymen at present to minister to the 22,880 inhabitants. These 
chaplaincies, which are equivalent to English curacies, ure the ap- 
pointments which candidates, or young ministers who have paesed 
the examinations and are ordained, b t  obtain. From these 
Bitoations they are promoted to the more laborious and least lucra- 
tive of the regular c h m h  livings; thorn situated in Finmark, 
Nordland, or among the islanfle ; and after serving for eome years 
in them toilsome and inferior charges, they are donsidered to have 
s claim to be translated, when vacancies occur, to the more desir- 
able and valuable living. The effect of this arrangement, al- 
though jwt and conaiderate as far as regaras the clergyman, is bad 
for the people. In Finmark and part of Nordland there are three 
language& the Norwegian, the Finnish, and the Lappish ; and the 
elergyman, with a prospect of removal in eight or ten yeam, haa 
little inducement to overcome the difficulties of two barbarous 
tongues, in order to be in a state to instruct hie fleck. The want 
of efficient religions instrnction among the Laplanders, and the 
elow progress of the translation and use of the Scriptures in their 
language, may be ascribed to this cause. 

Among the regular clergy, there is one who has a superinten- 
dence over the conoerns of four or five of the sdjoining parishes ; 
and the state of the church property, buildings, and regular die- 
charge of clerical dutiea, come under his cognieance : he commu- 
nicates with the bishop of the diocese, and haa a small allowance 
for performing them services, aa dean or probst. It appears to be 
the only dignity in the church, except that of bishop. There are 
five bishoprics in Norway. The income of a bishop, as alredy 
stated, ie abut  4000 dollare, which practically ig  in this country, 
equivalent to ae many thousand pounds sterling in England, 
viewed id comparieon with the salaries of the higheat function- 
aries in the conntry. The patronage is in the hand8 of the 
bishops and of the Norwegian council of state, of which a com- 
mittee hae charge of all the affair8 of the church. The bishop re 
cornmen&, and the council prerenta, to the vacant livings ; but 
every appointment, with all the cmdidsteg' application8 and certi- 
ficate%, with the p u n &  of prefesenee af the party to whom the 
living is given, must be inserted in the protocol of the committee 
of the council of &ate, which is examined and revised at each 
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Storthing by a committee appointed for church affairs. There is 
a superintending power in Norway, also, of the public, exerted 
through the press, which checks any abuse of patronage in civil or 
clerical appointments. There being no party spirit, as in England, 
confounding right and m n g  in every question, there is but one 
opinion, decidedly but temperately expressed, on public questions, 
which no individual in office, however high, could resist. This 
influence is more sound and effective in Norway than in any 
country in Europe in the present day. 

I t  is a peculiar characteristic of the Korwegian Church, that 
there is no dissent from it  ; no sectarians. A few years ago, n 

/ person of the name of Houghan had a few followera ; but his doc- 
' ' . ' " ~  trine on religious pintshid not differ from that of the established 

church. I t  was hi object to inspire a more religious spirit, nnd 
more strict observance of the church doctrine ; so that his fol- 
lowers were similar to what is called the evangelical part of the 
community of the Church of England. But even this slight at- 
tempt at a division, within the pale of the church itself, appears to 
have had no succese. 

There are several reasons for this peculiarity of the Norwegian 
Church. The principal, perhaps, is, that it has no temporal 
power ; no political existence as a purt of the state ; no courts, or 
laws, or interests of its own jarring with those of the other clnsses 
of the community, and raising animosity between them and the 
clergy. The clergy are, in political righte or privileges, on the 
same footing as any other class of the community. The Lutheran 
religion is part of the state ; but not the ministers who are em- 
ployed to teach it. They are represented in the Storthing like 
other citizens, and, having no separate intereete as a body of clergy, 
enjoy individually the confidence of the people, and an unity of 
interests with them. They are often sent to the Storthing as their 
representatives. This unity of worldly interests prevedts dissent 
in spiritual mattem. 

Another cans0 of the gieat influence of the clergy, and of tlie 
total absence of religious dissent, is the great consideration in 
which the rite of confirmation is held. I t  is not here, as i t  prac- 
tically is in the Church of England, a mere ceremony in which 
the bishop knowe nothing personally of the parties he is admitting 
into the church, and the parish priest knows little more than 
that they were baptized and are of due age. There is here a . 
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striet examination by the bishop, or the probst or rural dean, 
into the young person's knowledge of his moral and religious 
duties, his capacity, acquirements, and character; and it is only 
nfter a long previous preparation by his parish minister, equal 
almost to a course of education, the confirmants being instructed 
singly as well aa in classes, that the individual is presented for this 
examination. I was present lately at a confirmation oe about 
twenty young persons in our parish church by the probst. The 
exmination, in presence of the congregation, occupied nearly two 
hours. I t  was not merely asking and replying by a string of set 
questions and answers from the church catechism. I t  resembled 
more the kind of examination used in teaching the reading classea 
in the Sessional School in Edinburgh. I t  was a sifting trial to 
know if each individual attached the real meaning to the words he 
was using, and actually did underswd what he had been taught 
on the subject of religion. I t  was evident that considerable pains 
had been taken with the instruction of each individual. To pass 
such a confirmation, implies that the young person ie well grounded 
in the principles of his moral and religious duties, and is of good 
character and understanding. It is, in common life, equivalent to 
the taking of a degree in the learned professions, being in fact a 
certificate of capacity for discharging ordinary duties and trusts. 
It is accordingly so considered in Norway. "A conjrmed shop 
boy wants a place,"-" Wanted, a conarmed girl who can cook," 
-are the ordinary advertisements to or from that class of the com- 
munity ; and the not being confirmed would be held equivalent to 
not having a character, either from want of conduct, or of ordinary 
capacity. Something similar prevailed formerly in Scotland, but 
not to the same extent. A young man, of the labouring class, 
usually took a certificnte of his good cl~aracter from the minister 
when he removed to a distant parish. The confirmation in Norway 
certifies much more, as, in the face of the congregation, the o n -  
firmant has shorn that he can read, and has the use of his mental 
faculties ,to an ordinary degree, according to his stntion, and has 
moral and religious principles to direct him. I t  is extraordinnry 
that the Church of England has not, like this Lutheran sister in 
the north, kept fast hold of a rite which connected her so closely 
mith society, its education, and its business. This simple dis- 
charge of an unexceptionable duty shuts out dissent from the 
Norwegian Church. 
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When we coisider the great extent of the N o m ~  parishes, 
the merit of being laborious, d o u s ,  and effective, cannot be 
denied to the Norwegian dergy. The church service is the 
malleat part of their duty, although the aerm011 is long, and de- 
livered, as in Seotlaad,without papers. They have school+xamin- 
atione, Sunday-schools, meetings of those who are in preparation 
for being conhned, often at great dietances from their dwellings, 
and a superintendence of the probst, or bishop, which prevents any 
neglect or indolence in attendmg to those dutiea 

I t  is my impreseion, that the Norwegian clergy are a highly edu- 
cated W y  of men. As far a my esperienoe goes, the clergy and 
students of divinity are acquainted with the literature of Europe, 
bave read the standard works in the French and German lan- 
guages, and are at least as well acquainted with English as our 
clergy in general are with French. 

The study of the great worka on divinity, philesophy and church 
history, which have been written in the German language, is  a 
neceeeary part of the course here for the student of divinity. The 
classical studies are also carried on to a later period of life than 
in Scotland, by those intended for the clerical profession, and 
under teachers of a high scholarship. Tbere are five high schools 
in the principal towns in Norway, in which the reotore and teachers 
are men, such as Holmboe, Bugge, Fresner, of known eminence as 
classical scholars : the student of divinity must be prepared i n  
these ~chools for his professional studies, and is seventeen or 
eighteen years of age before he ie considered fit to leave them for 
the university. In proportion, slso, to the other prohsional classes 
in the community, the clergy of Noryay are richly endowed, a n d  
the church has always been the highest profession in the country, 
that to which all talent is naturally directed. Law asd medicine 
do not, as in Scotland, withdraw youth of promising abilities 
from the clerical profession. I t  is a necessary consequence, 
that candidates are educated up to its value, and estimation in 
society. 

In this part of Norway the most eminent preacher is Bishop 
Bugge. His manner of delivery is singularly impressive, even to 
a stranger who can but imperfectly follow his discourse. It is 
calm, very earnest, yet almost conversational ; and is a style of 
public speaking very similar to that of Dr. Chalmers : his repu-  
tation as a preacher is similar. 
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It  is a peculiarity in all Lutheran countries, which atrikea the 
traveller, espcially from Scotland, that the evening of the Sunday 
is not passed, as with us, in quiet and stillness, at least, if not in 
devotional exercises. He must be a very superhid observer, 
however, who aecribes this to a want of religious feeling. It 
arisea from the peculiar and, in the pure Lutheran Church, uni- 
versally received interpretation of the Scriptural words, that "the 
evening and the morning made the first day-" The evening of 
Saturday and the morning of Sunday mske the seventh day, or 
Sabbath, .according to .the Lutheran Church. This interpretation 
is so fully established, and interwoven with their thinking and . 
acting, that entertainments, dances, card parties, and all public 
amusements, take place regularly o s  Sunday evenings. A Lu- 
theran minister gives a party on Sunday evening at his houae, at 
which you find music, dancing, and cards, without more scruple, 
or conception that there is anything objectionable, than a Presby- 
terian minister hss when he eats a slice of mutton for dinner on a 
Friday, and would equally think it superstitious to object to it, 
We am very apt, in religious concerns, to memure our neighbour's 
judgment by our own. 

Yet, whether this interpretation of the Scriptural words defining 
the Sabbath, be theologically right or wrong, it ia politically wrong, 
and injurious to society. The halfday of Saturday is little re- 
garded. The labourer cannot leave his work, make himself clean, 
and go to a distant ohnrch, for a portion of a day. The half-day 
of Sunday, also, is more liable to be encroached upon than if the 
whole were, aa with ~ s ,  a day of ra t ,  on which no manner of work 
wse to be done. 

The progress of education among the working classes in Britain 
will probably make it necessary to unite the two plans at no dis- 

1 tant time ; to make the half of Saturday a period of rest by poli- 
tical institution, as well as the whole of Sunday by divine insti- 
tution. The educated working man in Britain is, at present, in a 

1 worse condition, in consequence of his education, than the untaught 
I labourer, d o  has only his animal wants to supply. Take the 

most simple case. The educated working man generally wishes to 
read a portion of the Scriptures daily in his family. This is surely 
the mcst simple and immediate result of education. He must oc- 

1 cupy some portion of time in doing so, over and above the time 
which his family, in common with the families of all the ignorant 
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and uneducated of his fellow-labourers, must take for the ordinary 
I 

business of life, for sleeping, cooking, eating, washing, marketing, 1 
and such household occupations. But this time will cost him 
money, or money's worth. I t  cannot well be less than half m 
hour, including the assembling of the family, if he is to read at all. 
Now half an hour a day comes to three hours a week, and in half 
a year, of twenty-five working weeks, it comes to no less than one 
week, of six working days of twelve hours; and by so much, by 
one week's work in twenty-five, can the nntaught labourer under- 
sell the educated one in the labour market. I t  is this advantage 
of uneducated labour which i t  seems to be the object of trades' 
unions and combinations to exclude. The educated labouring man 1 
of the present day is, in fact, well entitled to say to the rest of the 
community, -You have educated me, you have given me the 
wantg and tastes, and habits of a moral, religious, thinking being; 
you must give me leisure to use these endowments without preju- 
dice to my means of subsistence; otherwise, you have sunk my 
condition below that of my fellow-labourer, who requires only what 
is indispensably necessary for existence. I t  is very possible, that 
when the formation of tradea' unions, for raiaing their rate of 
wages, lessening the number of working hours, and such objects 
as are scarcely compatible with the unrestrained productive power 
of capital employed in manufactories, is trabed to its causes, these 
will be found to be intimately connected with the wants and habits 
of a people advancing in mental culture. I t  is very possible, that 
a day may come when i t  will be necessary to decide whether the 
education of the people of Great Britain shall be abandoned, as in- 
compatible with the utmost productive powers of labour ; or those 
powers, as called into action by capital, shall be regulated by laws. 
The uneducated man can work fourtee11 hours a day, having no 
demands upon his time, but for food and rest; while the other 
cannot exceed twelve hours, if he is to enjoy any benefit or grati- 
fication as an educated man. This dilemma, in fact, exists now ; 
although Lord Brougham, Mr. Hume, and the other friends of the 
education of the people, are afraid to look it in the face. The un- 
educated labourer reduces the educated labourer to work the same 
number of hours that he works, in erery trade ; and that number 
is not compatible with any of the purposes or uses of education, 
not even that of giving religious or moral instruction to his own 
family. If the Church of England were to m k e  good n clnim on 
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the half of Saturday, preserving at the same time-the whole of 
Sunday as at  present, and make i t  a period of rest from al l  work, 
it would be a remedy for the hard fate of the educated working 
man. 
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hanger, January 1835.-I waa invited to join an entertainment 
given on the 26th of this month, in honour of the King's birthday. 
I wae glad of the invitation, aa the party consisted of the trades- 
men and dealers jn the little town ; a class distinct in society from 
the gentry of the country. These distinctions, although not founded 
on birth or privilege, there being no nobility or privileged :clam 
-nor. on fortune, as the peasant proprietors have estates, and 

1 houses and means of living, equal to the highest of the community 
-are,. notwithstanding, aa exactly observed here as in the most 
aristocratic countries. Education, manners, the belonging to the 

of people of codition, that is, to the culti-iated and educated 
part of the community, appear to form a natural division without 

1 any effort, exclusive spirit, or feeling of jealouiy. Individuals 
seem naturally to congregate with those who suit them .beak 
'here is nothing of the mixture of persons of incongruous stations, 
habits, and education, which, even according to the most favour- 
able amounts of society in America, must .be. repugnant to the 

I bte and comfort of individuals bred in the claeaified .society of 
Europe : and there is .no mixture in tbe aame individual of man- ' - and habits drawn from very direrent sources and  situation^, 

I 
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a d  which do not at all harmonise together-a mixtaremore corn- 1 
monly found among the English than any other people. There is 
nothing to pretend to, and therefore no pretence. The one class has 
no preference above the other, in power, or wealth, or comfort, or 
influence ; and to appar to belong to the one class rather than to , 
the other, w d d  never enter the mind of any one. The ease and 
similarity of manners in all persong rich or poor, and their ha- 
bitual civility to each other, arii3e from this equality. They mix 
together as little as in other European countries. The clergy, the 
public functionaries, the half-pay officers, the rich, the educated, 
do not habitually associate with the peasant proprietors, or the re- 
tail dealers in the country. I t  is a matter of taste and congruity, 
however, not of any feeling of euperiority. 

Our entertainmeat coneieted of a prooeesion of about forty 
-eledgea, in which we drove a few miles into the country, and had 
tea and coffee at s public-house, and we returned to a ball and 
wpper in the village. I t  was six o'clock in the morning before 
our gay doings concluded. We had abundance of wine and punch, 
yet I did not see a single instance of excess amwg the sixty or 
seventy pereons present. If I had not known that the company 
waa cornpod entirely of the Weemen and dealem of the little 
town, their journeymen, apprentices, wivea, and danghtere, I 
.should nat have diecovered it from Qeir appearance or deport- 1 
mat .  The ladiee were as well dressed, and danced aa well, and 
the gentlemen es conaiderate and well-bred t e w d  each other, 
se in any other wciety. It WM evident that it is habitual to this 
class, as well ae to the higher, to W a v e  with proprietp in their 
ordinsry family intem~preg and that they had not to asanma a eet 
of manners breign ts their nsuel bmbita This class in Norway, 
not being preseed by conapetition to give thtrt unremitting atten- 
tion to basineee which the aame dana must give with ua, have in 
fact more leisure, enjoy more d intercourse+ and are more 
polished. Good manna go deepsr down through aociety than in 
other countrim 

The NornegiPns are anqueationably a loyal people attached in 
the highest degree to their sovereign and hie family. There is, 
however, an exce,mive jealousy among all ranks of the slightest 
infringement of their national independence by the eister kingdom 
of Sweden. Ft, which wss probably excited by the weak 
p d  abortive attempe to amalgamate the two countries, displays 
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itself eometimes on the most trifling occasions. The great coats 
lately issued to a Norwegian regiment happened to have yellow 
buttons instead of white, ss formerly. Yellow is the national 
coloor of Sweden; and this was seriously noticed as an attempt 
at amalgamation. On the o5cial seal of some Swedish depart- 
ment, and on some coim lately struck in Sweden, the arms -of 
Norway, a lion, ere quartered with those of the province of Goth- 
land, a flowing river, under the arms of Sweden; just as the 
Hanoverian horse and Irish harp are quartered on some of our 
coins under the English arms. This, which probably arose from 
the fancy or taste of the d engraver and designer, was reported 
and resented from one end of Norway to the other, and will pro- 
bably influence the spirit of the next Storthing. The Norwegians 
use a distinct commercial flag, but daily regret that they have no 
separate commercial relations and diplomatic representatives 
abroad. The inferior place which their national deviceg as tht 
&ag, the arms, and the style, occupy in all situations in which the 
junction of the kingdom with Sweden bring8 them together, is a 
subject of constant annoyance. The Swedish government shows 
many childish and impotent indications of dislike to the con- 
stitution and independenced Norway. I t  ia not by such e spirit 
that the mdgamation, even if desirable, could be promoted. The 
17th of May is the snnivereary of the adoption of the Norwegian 
~)n&ution. It is celebrated at home and abroad by every Nor- 
wegian ; but the troops, and the public oiEcers immediately under 
the control of the executive government, exhibit on that day no 
appearmaen of public rejoicings ; the officers, however, not under 
the control of the executive, re t h m  of the cnetem-houees, display 
then the national flag. The glaring opposition md dime~pect to 
the national feelings is deplored by all wise and moderate men, 
who are the more firm in misting even the smallest innovation 
proposed from such a quarter. This spirit displayed by the 
Swedish cabinet has consolidated the Norwegian constitution more 
perfectly in twenty years, than could otherwise hare been done in 
two hundred ; for opposition naturally begets opposition, and when 
applied f r u i t l ~ ~ ~ l y ,  begets an increased determination to hold fast 
to rights. It ie m idle dream on the part of Sweden to expect 
tht, by such meins, a nation consisting of hut one class of people 
is to be amalgamated with, and governed by, one in which a 

1 2  
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numerous aristocracy and a corporate body of clergy are the 
legislators. 

Among the subjects of great discontent to the Norwegians is 
one not altogether so unimportant as may at first sight appear. 
In all public acts, monuments, seals of office, &c., the King is 
styled Charles XIV. He is undoubtedly Charles XIV. of Sweden, 
but of Norwav. Charles 111. A case in win6 is that of James VI. . , 
of Scotland ; who, upon the union of the crowns, became James I. 
of England, and after his accession all deeds or acts were under 
the title of James VI. of Scotland and I. of England. The Swedish 
cabinet appears, therefore, to be wrong, as far precedent should 
regulate such matters. If Norway were a-feudal country, in 
which all title deeds to estates ran in the name of the king, such a 
misnomer might produce in time very great confusion. If even 
His Mnjesty had occasion to sue a party in an English court of 
law, as Napoleon sued Peltier, and sovereigns often prosecute lorn 
contractors and other parties, and if such suit were entered under 
the style of Charles XIV., king of Norway, i t  would, probably, 
occasion the loss of the cnse. Nay, if*a Norwegian subject had 
occasion to file a bill in the English Court of Chancery, with affi- 
davits made before a Norwegian consul, or other competent au- 
thority, whose commission to take such affidavits ran in the name 
of His Majesty Charles XIV., King of Norway, very great delay 
and expense, at least, might result to the Norwegian subject. The 
sct of union of the two crown% and the proof that Charles XIV 
of Sweden was alao XIV. of Norway, would be required. In  the 
event of naval war in Europe, in which, as in the last, neutral 
vessels had often claims for detention, unjust capture, &c., pending 
in the English Admiralty Courts, i t  might occasion great delay, a s  
no court of law could repel such a weighty objection as a mistake 
in the commission under which the affidavits and certificates that 
determine the case were taken. 

Febrt~ary, 1835. - There is a very simple and very ancient 
way of assembling the people in this country for public business 
A budstick, or mesage-stick, of the size and shape of our con- 
stable's baton, is painted and stamped with the royal arms, and 
made hollow, with a head to screw on upon one end, and an iron 
spike on the other. The oBcial notice to meet, the time, plnce, 
A d  object, are written on a piece of paper which is rolled ub and 
placed in the hollow. This is delivered from the public office o r  
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courthouse of the district to the nearest householder, who is bound 
by law to carry it within a certain time to his nearest neighbour 
who must transmit it to the next, and so on. In w e  of two houses, 
equally distant, it must be previously determined by the foged at 
which he shall deliver it. If the owner is not at home, he is ?o 
stick i t .  " in the house-father's great chair, by the fireside ;" and 
if the door be locked, must fasten it to the outside. Each is bound 
to prove, if required, at what hour he received, delivered, or stuck 
it. He who, by his neglect, has prevented others from receiving 
the notice in time to attend the meeting, pays a fine for each per- 
son so absent. There are fixed stations at which the budstick rests 
for the night; and it cannot be carried after sunset, or before 

' sunrise. The householder to whom it comes last takes it back to 
the office. In a country so extensive, with its population scattered 
in valleys, divided by uninhabited Fjelde, and with few paths of 
communication, this primitive sort of gazette is the mostexpedi- 
tious mode of publication. In the Highlands of Scotland, the 
stick, burnt at one end, and with blood on the other, was a similar 
device for assembling a clan in arms. 

It is probable that the ham, or cry used in Normandy for as- 
sembling the people to repel invasion, or to prevent violence, and 
from which we derive our ancient legal term, still in use, of raising 
the hue anday ,  was something of the same kind ; some peculiar 
cry, or shout, to be passed from mouth to mouth, on hearing 
which all were bound to assemble at appointed stations ; and to 
saise which haro, without causes of the nature k e d  by law, was-a 
highly punishable offence. Our term of hue has puzzled the anti- 
quaries. Probably the word meant, what it now does in the Norse 
language, a cap, hat, or covering of the head, whence our English 
word hood is derived. To raise the hue and cry was, probably, 
to  accompany the cry by raising, or waving, the cap ; -a custom 
d l  universal in England, when people shout. These circum- 
stances are trifling, but they give an idea of the state of society at 
a time when, from the absence of effective law, the whole commu- 
nity was obliged to give protection to property and to the safety of 
individuals by active interference. 

February. -A very remarkable accident occurred on the 23d 
of this month, about twelve miles from this place. A fnrmhouse, 
with forty or fifty acres of land, was suddenly swallowed up, or 
sunk in the earth, and three people perished. I walked to the 
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spot n a t  day, and am at a bss to account for the event. The farm, 
called Gustad, was situated upon an alluvial bank, sloping gently 
towards the fiord, which formed a small r o d  bight, or creek, 
before it. Behind this bank risee a pretty steep hill, or rock, of 
chloritic gchist. This steep slope, on which the bank rested, has, 1 
imagiqe, been continued under water in the little bight, in which, 
as the &hermen told me, there was formerly a depth of ten 
fathoms. As there is a considerable quantity of snow on the ground, 
and not frost enough beneath to freeze running water, it is con- I 
ceivable that water from the hill behind has ciroulated between the , 

brrnk and the rack an which it was resting, and the farm and bank, I 
being thus loosened, have slipped forward over a precipice below 
the surface of the s e a  But there are difficulties in this explana- , tion. Two hundred d n g s ,  or about forty acme, of land would , 

be an enormous landslip, to be occasioned by such a trifling rill of 
water w the background could produce ; and the slope of the lsnd 
towards the sea aipears, from what is left, to have been so gentle, 
that such a pass could scarcely have slid brward, even if loose ; 
and the soil is not of the nature of what is called a running sand, 
-it is vegetable mould ppon a blue tenacious clay. There is, 
also, no chasm between the edge of what has stood and what has I 
given way ; which one would expect, if one portion of land had I 

projected and slipped forward from another portion. There is a 
difference of level, of about fifteen feet, between a little attached , 
part of the house, standing on its original Gte, and the ruins of 
the rest, sunk, but appearing in the rubbish; yet there is no 
change in the horizontal distance between the two. A slip of one 

of land from another would have left a cham, T conceive, 
between ; or, at any rat. the house upon the land that had slipped 
should have been found launched forward from its ~riginal situa- 
tion. I t  appears more like a perpendicular sinking* than a slipping 
forwards. Another circumstance difficult of explamtion is, that 
the side of the round creak, opposite to this dipped land, was 
formed by a flat spit or tongue of land, not above two hundred 
yards in breadth, and running out into the fiord. This little 
peninsula had no background to throw down rills or springs, but 
was merely connected by a small ridge with the mainland ; i t  was 
quite flat, and but very little elevated above the level of high 
water. The sidc of this peninsula next to the creek, into which 
the land of Gustad descended, has also slipped inwards, as it were, 
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towards a common centre. These circumstances euggeat rather a 
sinking of the fundamental rock itself, upon which the land rested, 
than a slipping otT from the rock by the force of water benesth. 

March, 1835. -The p w t x y  of Narway have always been 
free. From the e&%est ages they posressed the land in properly, 
and wem subject only to the general jurisdiction of the country. 
They were never adscripti gleba, as in the feudal countriea of 
Europe, or subject in person or property to local judicatories The 
d kings who were expelled, or their independence nnnihilated, 
by Harrrld H d a g r e  in the ninth century, appear never to have 
att.hed the powers and privileges of the great feudal l d  in other 
cormtriea, but to have alwaya depended in some degree upon the 
great Things or meetings of the landholdera, in the enactment 
of lam. Property and power necessarily go together ; and, by 
the udal laws, the land was dways the property of the people, not 
of a feudal class of high nobility : this gave them at all times, even 
under the nominally absolute government of Denmark, much 
weight in legislation. The very different etrte of the peasantry in 
the rest of Europe during the ninth, tenth, and eleventh centuries, 
being mere slave, attached to the soil, under the feudal lords and 
lwrone who p d  the whole property, sdciently accounta for 
the extraordinary success which then attended the entqrises of 
the moat inconsiderable badiea of the northern piraten called Danea. 
The people of other countries had nothing to defend against these 
Norwegian invaders.. Rolf Ganger, the great great grandfather 
of William the Conqueror, was aided by the peasantry in the con- 
quest of Normandy. I t  would probably be found by tho88 who 
should follow out such kearchee, that tbie waa the true cause of 
that extraordinary supinenew, at which the reader of the history 
of the middle ages wonders, that allowed in repeated instances 
a few hundred men landing on a coast to dictate conditions, levy 
tribute, and conquer territories from a whole nation. Ittwae only 
the clrrssea of nobility and clew who had any real stake in the 
country. 

It is not surprising that the people of Norway have in all age8 
clung tenaciously to their udal system and righte. During the 
four hundred years that Norway was under the Danish crown, 

* Histoire des Exp6ditions maritimes des No-ds et de leur E t a b l b  
ment en Fmce  au d i e m e  sihcle, par G. Depping. Paris, 1826. 
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that government deemed it  wiser to respect that system, and even 
to collect and give effect to the ancient laws regarding it, than to 
attempt ib subversion, and amalgamation with her own feudally 
constituted state of society and property. Hence the folly of the 
Swedish cabinet in making such a proposal within ten years after 
the union of the two kingdoms. The attempt, like every one that 
fails, has only strengthened what i t  proposed to overturn. It has 
%ed the Norwegians to think upon and to estimate their peculiar 
social state, as compared to that of the sister kingdom and of the 
mest of Europe. I t  has developed the principles on which they 
*\had to legislate in unison with their udal system of social arrange- 
ments; and the conviction that they had nothing to envy or to 

-adopt, is a result, i t  must be allowed, which the Norwegians may 
fairly come to, on comparing their social condition with that of the 
-Russian, German, Swedish, or English peasantry. 

Udal or odel, as a term applied to land, to landholders, and to 
rivileges attached to udal land, appears to have been originally 
he same word as the German word adel, signifying noble ; and it k arries an equivalent meaning in all its applications. Udal land is 

moble land, not held from or under any superior, not even from the 
king, consequently paying no acknowledgment, real or nominal, 
as a feu-duty or reddendo ; but held, as i t  has been proudly ex- 
pressed, by the right by which the crown itself is held. Udal land 
is possessed, consequently, without charter, and is subject to none 
of the burdens and caaunlties affecting land held by feudal tenure 
direct from the sovereign, or from his superior vassal. I t  is sub- 
ject neither to fines on the entry of new heirs or successors, nor 
to escheats, nor forfeiture, nor personal suit and service, nor ward- 
ship, nor astrictions to baronial courta or other local judicatories, 
nor to baronial mills or other feudal servitudes, nor to any of the 
ten thousand burdens and vexatious exactions which in the middle 
ages, and even in some degree to the present day, have affected 
all property held under the feudal tenure. There being neither 
superior, nor vassal, nor feudal service connected with such land, 
there existed no legal necessity for the law of primogeniture. It 
is well known that, in all countries feudally constituted, the right 
of the sovereign, or feudal superior, to have a vassal of an age to 
perform the militmy service in consideration of which the land 
was granted, was the foundation of the rule of primogeniture. The 
eldest son alone could, generally, have attained the age to per- 
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form this service. This right mns even' superior to that of he- 
reditary succession, and in virtue of it a delectus personae was, i n  
the earlier ages, exercised. The fiefs were not hereditary of right ; 
arid even at the present day this principle is, by fiction of law, so 
far effective and acted upon, that female heirs are, in many .feudal 
cases, excluded from succession ; and in all feudal countries the 
eldest male heir has to pay an acknowledgment to the feudal 
superior, on his entry as vassal in the land. Udal land not being 
held for military service to any superior, no delectus personae as to 
who should inherit it was competent to any authority, and con- 
sequently no preference of the eldest male heir could grow into the 
l a y  of succession to land. On the contrary, all the kindred of the 
udnlman in possession are what is called odelsbaarn to his land, 
and have, in the order of consanguinity, a certain interest in it 
called odelsbaarn ret. Hence, if the udalman in possemion should 
sell or alienate his land, the next of kin is entitled to redeem it on 
repaying the purchase-money ; and should he decline to do so, it 
was in the power of the one next to him to claim his odelsbaarn ret. 
I t  is only of late that this right of redemption has been limited as 
to time ' it must be exercised within five years of the sale : and it 
has been also determined, that the value of all improvements, as 
well as the original price, must be paid. The effect of this odek  
baarn re: is e~idently to entail, in a certain den- the land upon 
the kindred of the udalmm. This same right exists, in fact, in 
Hungary, where land is held in lvge masses b y  a nobility, as well 
ns in Norway, where it is held in small portions by a peasantry ; 
and necessarily has the same effect of continuing the land in the 
class which at present possesses it. 

I t  appears to me not improbable, that the peculiar class of per- 
sons among the Scandinavian people called Scalds or Bards, arose 
out of this odelsbaam ret. In the ninth, tenth, and eleventh cen- 
turies, the colonies of military emigrants which issued from Scan- 
dinavia had spread over Iceland, the Faro Islands, the'orkney and 
Zetland Islands, and Hebrides, the kingdom of Northumberland 
extending over-a third part nearly of England, Normandy, and 
many districts between the Seine and the Scheld. Roving parties 
of these Northmen appeared, occasionally, on every coast, from 
Constantinople to the white Sea. Some -made settle- 
ments under their sea kings; others only scoured the coasts as 
pirates for a few years; but each had some odeleharn ret, or 
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interest connecting him more or less with land at home. To 
I 

trnnsmit from one generation to another, before the art of writing 
was in use, the memory of family dements and relationships, wre 
a busineea easentidy connected with the preeervation of rights of 
property, where odcbbaurn ret existed ; and among a body of 
military emigrants, enriching themaelves by the plunder of the 
fairest provinces of Europe, the rights of sacceseion to property by 
redemption were of high importance. I t  is probable that the 
Scalda were not merely the wandering bards or minstrels, wit 
neaeing and singing the warlike exploite of thoee whom they ac- 
companied on dietant expeditions, but were a class of men whok 
baeineaa it was to witneee and record all eventa affecting claims of 
property, - the writera to the signet of their day. We probably 
hear only of the poets among thie class of those who attended the 
conrte of the Scandinavian monarchs, and have tmnsmitted to ua 
esga of important historical facts; d we obnclude that the clsss of 
Scalds consist& of poeta entertained at court for the honour and 
pleasure of the sovereign: just as if we were to conclude that the 
clerks of the (Tourt of Session in Scotland are a chse of poets, be- 
cause Sir Walter Scott was a clerk of that court. The class of 
recordera of the ordinary events of births, deaths, marriages, and 
other circumstances a8ecting property, must have edsted in a state 
of society in which property was not, as in feudal countriee, en- 
tirely in the handa of a small number of nobles, and the succession 
to it regulated by simple mlea, and conlined to a few individusls. 
This clam, before writing was in general use, must have been 
numerow, and important in society where udal law prevailed. 

I t  is possible that we estimate erroneously the state of society 
in the tenth and eleventh centuries in Scandinavia. We take our 
ideas from the narratives of the monkish historians of the period, 
who reprewnt the heathen Northmen, who ravaged the coasts of 
England and France, sparing neither churchea nor monasteries, 
and conquering provinces from the supine inhabitants, with num- 
bers apparently the moat inadequate, as barbariaria little better 
than wild beasts, without law or religion. There must be ex- 
bggeration, as there is evident inconsistency, in them repwen- 
tationa Thew barbarinns were evidently the only people in 
Europe, at that period, possessed of the arts connected with the I 
navigation of vessels on distant voyages. If we consider all that 
is induded in thie art, all that must have been set to work before 
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two or three hundred men could be traneported to the ma& of 
Normandy or of Kent, the ship building, rope making, nail weav- 
ing, iron forging, water& making, provieion curing, all of which 
arts, and many more, must have reached considerable perfection 
before bodies of men, however enterprising, bold and hardy, could 
by any poseibility have undertaken and accompliehed euch voyages ; 
if we consider, too, that there must have been effective social ar- 
rangements by which such bodies of men were collected, and held 
together and made available for attack and defence, se well as for 
navigation ; we must conclude that the term barbarism was more 
applicable to the invaded than the invadere. The inbbitants 
of England and France must have been behind those of Norway 
in the exercise of the useful arts, the enjoyment of property, and 
the operation of general and equitable laws. If the state of law 
among the people be a measure of barbarism, these followera of 
Odin appear tohave stood on a much higher step of civilisation 
than their Christian contemporaries. Private ware had been 
abolished by Harald Haarfagre in the ninth centue, 250 years 
at least before the right of the great nobles to wige war against 
each other had ceased in other countries. The local judicatories 
and privileges of the nobles had also been aboliehed, and the whole 
country governed. by general laws adapted to the four great di- 
visions of the kingdom in which the Things were held, from the 

. 

period of the 'kame monarch's reign. These were advancea towards 
civilisstion which the Christian countries of Europe had not made 
at that period. The judicial combat between individuals, or 
Holmgang, as it was called by the Scandinavian people, from the 
parties going to small uninhabited idets, called holm4 to fight out 
their cause without interruption, ww subject to regulations or lawe 
not introduced until long after the tenth century in the judicial 
combat of the other countries of Europe. A party challenged to the 
Holmgang could, in the tenth century, appoint a substitute to fight 
for him ; and the party worsted could m o m  hie life for three 
marks of copper, or-fora conaideration previously agreed on. The 
duel, the point of honour, the spirit of chivalry, the science of 
heraldry, all which are generally considered to have been the ge- 
nuine offspring of the Gcient feudal constitution and modes-of 
thinking, appear really to have had their origin ~mong them 
northern invaders, and to have been engrafted by them on the 
feudal system which they found and adopted. The internal ar- 
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rangementa in Norway for calling out the whole force of the 
country for military purposes, appear to have teen much superior 
to those of any of the countries they invaded. h o ,  foster-son of 
Athelstan of England, had divided Norway, about the year 956 or 
960, into land and aea districts, with subdivisions, which were re- 
quired to furnish each a ship, a certain number of men, certain 
arms, certain quantities of provisions, according to the local capa- 
bilities of each division of the district ; and these arrangements 
appear to have been effective and perfect, long .before any similar 
arrangements for the defence of their coasts were adopted by other 
nations. In countries where the feudal lords maintained a kind of 
independent rule within the state, such s general arrangement for 
a common object was scarcely practicable; yet without it a country 
could scarcely be said to exist in security and civilisation. Such 
various and complicated nrrangementa being matter of fixed law 
among the northern people, and the variousarts which must have 
been exercised generally, and with some degree of perfection 
among them, before they could have fitted out such distant and 
frequent expeditions by sea, may well justify the doubt, whether 
the monkish historians who represent them ae barbarians, des- 
titute of the habits, ideas, or arb belonging to civilised life, were 
not themselves more barbarous as to all that regards law, liberty, 

' and eecurity of person and property. 
I t  may surprise those who are full of preconceived ideas of the 

rude state of the northern freebooters who ravaged the coasts of 
Europe in the tenth century, to find that law waa in a more 
advanced state, and its power much more effective, among them, 
than in the countries they were ravaging. They were not merely 
in that state of civilisation when ite &st principles are acknow- 
ledged and acted upon, unless where power or violence interfere, 
which was the state of the rest of Europe at that period. Among 
the Scandinavian people the forms of law were fully established, 
and any flaw or irregularity in the forms of procedure before the 
courts .produced the lom of the caee in the first instance. This 
was a development of law ofwhich England, France, and Germany 
could not then boast. Before the year 885, the power of law was 
established in Norway over all persons of all r a n b  and classes, 
while in the other countries of Europe the independent jurisdictions 
of the great feudal lords were not broken down till after a contest 
of ages. The power of the small kings, as t.hey are aptly termed : 
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in Scandinavian history, to set law at  defiance, or to perplex its 
regular march by local jurisdictions, was completely annihilpted 
by Harald Haarfagre, who subdued and expelled that class entirely 
from Norway, and remained the sole sovereign of the country; a 
position which other European kings attained only four centuries 
later. These small kings- themselies appear never to have held 
the same full jurisdiction within their own dominions a8 the great 
feudal nobility of other countries: they were subject to laws 
established at the genernl Things or courts of the people, of which 
four were held in Norway yearly, in the different districts into 
which the country was divided. Each district was governed by 
the code of laws given out from these Things, as best suited to 
the peculiar local circumstances of their division of the country. 
The "Grey Goose". is the somewhat whimsical name given to 
the ancient Icelandic law book compiled for the use of that oldest 
of modern colonies, from the edicts of those Things, and principally 
of that of the Gule district, as these Gule Things' laws stood in the 
reign of king Haco, the foster-son of Athelstan of England. Haco 
began his reign in the year 936. Iceland had been discovered in 
the year 874, and colonised by the nobility and their followerg 
who fled from the persecution of Harald Haarfagre who died in 
934. It appears from the Grey Goose, that, so early as the year 
1004, law was so firmly established, and its procedures so regular 
and defined, that a special court of justice was established, for dis- 
posing of such cases k had been adjudged. in the first instance, on 
defects in the ,technical forms of procedure before the ordinary 
courts of law, without reference to the law or merits of the cases. 
Law and its administration must have been long settled before its 
forms could have grown into such importance and intricacy. I t  
abo appears from the Grey Goose to have embraced, before the 
eleventh centu ry, subjects which probably no other code in Europe, 
at that period, dealt with. The provision for the poor, equal 
weights &d measures, police of markets and of sea-havens, mutual 
rights of succession to property situated in Norway or Iceland for 
the natives of each country, punishment of beggare or vugrantq 
provision for illegitimate children, wages of servants and support 
of them in sickness, inns for travellers, roads and bridges, pro- 

' Nordisk Tidscrift for Oldkyndighed, 1 h. 1 B., 1832, om Grmgawn ved 
SchlegeL 
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tection of pregnant women and even of domestic animals from 1 
injury, are subjects of which the Grey Goose treats. In the short 
period which had elapsed from the first colonisation of Iceland, 1 
society could not have advanced to wch a state as to produce a 
necessity for such a code of laws in that island. ~ h e j  are the , 
laws of the mother country, adopted, as far as circumstances might I 

be expected to require them, by the colony. These laws were 1 

collected into one code by Magnus VIL, Lagabeter, or the law I 

improver, who died in the year 1280. They were again coliecbd, 
improved, and published in a general code, in the year 1604, by 
Christian 1V. In 1687, the present code, drawn up from d 
the older and previously existing ones, and adapted to the changes 
which time had produced, was given out by Christian V. I t  is 
comprised in one pocket volume, and is to be found in every 
peasant's house in Norway. It has evidently been intended for 
the urn and understanding of the common man. The arrangement 
is simple and distinct. Each law occupies a single paragraph of a 
few linea The professional lawyer only can be acquainted with 
the numeroua d f i c a t i o n s  and additions to this body of law by 
subsequent enactmen% or with the application of the law to 
special eases ; but, generally, no man in Norway can be ignoraut 
of the laws &ecting his p r a m ,  or of his legal righta or duties. 
It appears at h t  view a singular anomaly, that througbut all 
.this code, emanating from and sanctioned by a h l u t e  ponarchs, 
aome of whom were even despotic and tyrannical, there runs a 
perpetual strain of reference-in all masters affecting person or 
property, to that which is the main protection of all civil liberty, 
the trial by jnry. I t  may be doubted whether England does, 
-certainly Scotland doee not,-at this day, enjoxall the essential 
advantages of jury trial in matters regarding property, so fully 
as Norway has done from the earliest timeg The anomaly dis- 
appeare when we consider, that a reference to a jury is, in fact, an 
u~~meaning excrescence, when engrafted on the feudal law, in 
which there is p i t i v e  rule and principle to be referred to in every 
matter respecting property ; and that it is the natural emanation 
of the udal system, from which both England and Norway derive 
this mode of trial. I n  the administration of the laws relating to 
udal property, under the principle of partition among childre- 
and under odebbaarn ref, the boundaries, extent, and ~ a l u e  of 
the property to be inherited, and also of each of the portions into 



which it has to be adjudged to the several heirs, are essential 
points in almost every case; and these cannot possibly be deter- 
mined without a reference to skilful men, locally acqnainted with 
the subject, and having no interest or favour for any party, - in 
short, to a jury. ~ h i s u d d  law causes a great variety i f  interests, 
and of adjustments among heirs, which cannot be brought under 
any fixed rule. When an individual dies, for instance, his estate 
must be v&ed and divided among his lawful heirs : but one may 
wish to have it sold, and its price divided; another, to have a 
portion of the land itself; one mny be willing to buy the shims 
of the others, but only able to pay by instalments, or by yearly 
portions of the produce of the land: all these are adjustments 
in equity, to which law can only be applied in a very general 
way; and which a jury, or what is equivalent to one, the finding 
of impartid skilful men, can alone determine. A reference to 
the judgment of sach men is, accordingly, the basis of all law 
proceedings in Norway, as flxed by Christian V.'s law book ; 
and, from the very nature of the law of succeesion to udal land, 
it evidently mnst be coeval with the existence of such property. 
Whatever might be the form of the government, it could not 
ceme while the rights of property were acknowledged. In the 
administration of the feudal laws respecting property, this ne- 
cessity of a reference to a jury totally falls away. The rule and 
application is the same, be the extent or value great or small. 
There is no necessity for any local knowledge ; nothing to deter- 
mine by rules of equity. A jury could only be called upon to find 
that an heir besrs the relationship he claims to stand in to the 
deceased; which is a question seldom doubtful To this source, 
probably, the English jury trial owes its origin. I t  is far-fetched 
to ascribe it to ii&naryprinciples, handed down from the ancient 
Germans, by which every man was considered entitled to a trial 
by hi own peers. A much more pressing necessity than any 
connected with criminal justice arose daily under the udd law, of 
adjusting the value, extent, and other circumstances of property 
to be inherited. The Northmen, for several generations before 
the reign of Canute the Great, possessed a large proportion of 
England; and the conquest by their descendants under the 
Norman was not likely to alter the tenure of land, and the insti- 
tutions and laws arising out of It, which were common to both 
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divisions of these military emigrants, at no very dietant period, in 
their native land. 

The administration of law in Norway is on a good and simple 
footing. There are points in it which deserve the consideration , 

of those eminent men who consider the British courts susceptible 1 
of some improvement. 

The court of first instance, the lowest in Norway, if it can be 
called one, is the parish conrt of mutual agreement. This is 
a modern institution, which does honour to the wisdom and liberal 
spirit of the Danish government. I t  is the first great and decided 
improvement upon the old modes and forms of administering 
justice which has been attempted-by any of the ancient govern- 
ments of Europe with success. I t  is a legacy from her former 
masters, for which Norway should be grateful. In every parish, 
the resident householders elect, every third year, from among 
themselves, a person to be the commi&oner of mutual agreement. 
He must not practise law in any capacity, and his appointment is 
subject to the approval of the amtman, or highest executive- o5cer 
of the district. In  towns, or large and populous parishes, there ~ 
are'one or more assessors, or assistante to the commissioner, and 
he has always a clerk. He holds his court once a month within the 
parish, and receives a small fee of an ort (ninepence) on entering 
each crrse. Erery case or lawsuit whatsoever must pass through 
this preliminary court in which no lawyer or attorney is allowed to 
practise. The parties must appear personally, or by a person not 
professional. Each states his own case, and his statement is entered 
fully, and to his own satisfaction, in the protocol of the commis- 
sioner who must then endeavour to bring the parties to nn agree- 
ment, by proposing some middle conrse upon which both may 
wee. He acts, in short, as a private arbiter would do, and gives 
his opinion or judgment accordingly. If both parties agree to his 
finding, or advice, it is immediately taken to the local court of law, 
or Sorenskrivers' court, which is also held within each parish, to 
be sanctioned, revised as to rights of any t h i i  parties, L d  regis- 
tered ; and it hns, without expense, the validity of a final decision. 
For instance, if a person owes a simple debt, he must be summoned 
by the creditor to the court of mutual agreement. The debtor 
may explain that he cannot pay the claim in money, but will pay 
i t  in corn or goods, or against a certain time, or has counter claims 
which extinguish part of it. All the statements of both parties 
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are entered fully by the commissioner in his protocol, and to their 
own satisfaction. He then proposes what he conceives may suit 
both parties; such as  a reasonable time to sell the corn or goods, 
or a reasonable deduction for the counter claims. If both agree, 
the proposal is immediately registered. If one agrees, but the 
other does not, the party not agreeing appeals to the local or 
Sorenskriver's court, which sits once, at least, in each parish in 
every quarter of a year; but he will have the expen& of both 
parties to pay, if the terms of agreement proposed and rejected are 
judged not unreasonable. In this higher court, but which is, pro- 
perly speaking, the lowest legal one, the parties appear, if they 
choose, by their law agents, or procurators; but in this, and all 
the sub&uent or higher courts- through which a case may be, 
carried, nothing is received but the protocol of the court of mutual 
agreement; no new matter, statements, or references to evidence, 
but what stand in the commissioner's protocol. This is the beet 
part of the inetitution. I t  confines f i e  lawyer to his law, and 
brings the facts of the case, as understood by the partiea them- 
selves, before the court, without tfick or disguie. Much legal 
talent is expended in our courts in cross-examining witnesses, brow- 
beating the dull and honest, involving in contradiction the equally 
honest of quicker temperament, and working on the personal tem- 
per of witnessee, in order to bring out such an appearance of a 
case as may deceive the judgment of an ordinary jury. This is all 
a very fine display of talent, but altogether inconsistent with the 
substantial ends of justice. I t  may happen that the practised 
judge himaelf cannot always disentangle the truth from the con- 
tradictory statements which the ingenuity of the lawyer has con- 
trived to twist round it. All this chicanery, which is the glory, 
and ought to be the shame, of the British bar, is cut off by the 

1 simple Norwegian arrangement, by which the only facts admitted 
to proof, or to legal argument, are those stated, together with the 
evidence on which they rest, in this protocol. 

A multiplicity of small courts of law is undoubtedly an evil, 
and an evil ao great, that Mr. Macculloch, a high authority on all 
points of political economy, proposes that, in England, no small 
debts, or no sum below a certain amount, such as 50L, should be 
recoverable at all by legal process, excepting wages and similar ob- 
ligations. This, to be sure, be curing the evil of giving 
undue credit, the thraldom in which the wor1;man is thus kept by 

1 K 
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the master manufacturer, and the ruinous expense to the labour- 
ing class in suing or being sued for small sums ; but it would be 
curing i t  as cutting off the head would cure the tooth-ache. It 
would be monstrous, and opposed to all improvement in the social 
condition of a country, that the capitalist alone should have the 
benefit of law and justice, while the poor should be cut off from it, 
and brought back to that barbarous state in which, from the want 
of law, credit cannot be given or taken in the daily transactio~ 
between man and man. I t  is true that the improvident, and even 
the provident, workmen were kept in a state of thraldom by their 
employers while the system of paying wages with shop goods, or 
with a portion of the manufactured article, was legal ; but it is 
equally true, as wsg ably stated by Mr. Hume, that to put dom 
tbat system by positive legal enactment was a direct violation of 
the very first principles of free trade. I t  was a glaring inconsist- 
ency, as labourers in many of the most important branches of pro- 
ductive industry, as in hushndry, were still paid, and could only 
be paid, in the way that was declared illegal. I t  was also a prohi- 
bition against small capitalists engaging in any branch of manu- 
facture, as they require this double use of their capital,-the 
producing the goods, and the securing purohasers, in their work- 
men, to carry on business with their moderate means. I t  is also 
true, that the multiplicity of small courts af law, and the chwp 
and easy access to them, foster a epirit of litigation, furnish 
a kind of excitement, similar to that of gaming, which is, perhaps, 
as pernicious to the character and happiness of a people as the 
denial of law itself would be. When Lord Brougham wished to 
eee the day when cheap law might be had at every man's door in 
England, his Lordship probably meant a cheap equitable adjust- 

, 

ment of differences-cheap equity, not cheap law; some establish- I 
ment, in short, similar to the courts of mutual agreement, which 
would obviate the recourse to law, and repreea, not encourage, the I 
spirit of litigation. The small debt, or justice of peace, courts in 
Scotland, however useful, do not answer this end. They are 
courts of cheap law only, administered in general by the same locd 
judge, the sheriff substitute, who on other days deals out the same 
commodity in his own court, but at a greater expense. This has 
a very different effect upon the spirit of a people from an institu- 
tion in which an arbiter of their own appointing, who has nothing 
to do with law, endeavour8 to reconcile them before they go into 
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a court of law, and whose office is of so much weight that they 
cannot pass i t  by, and can go into a court only with the state- 
ments made to him. I n  this institution, probably,-modified and 
altered, of course, to suit the different circumstances of the coun- 
try,-may be found the true remedy of the evil complained of by 
Mr. Macculloch. * 

The next court is that of the Sorenskriver, or sworn writer, 
which is the lowest legal one. This judge sits under appointment 
from government; but, like all other public functionaries, is not 
removable a t  pleasure, even from one district to another. H e  must 
have taken a degree i n  civil and in Korwegian law ; and licensed 
procurators practise in his court. Norway is  divided, for the ad- 
ministration of law, into four provinces, o r  stifts, and sixty-four 
mrenskriveries. Each sorenskriver's district comprehends several 
parishes, o r  prestegields, and each prestegield generally has a: 
court-house, in  which the sorensliriver holds a court a t  least once 
every quarter of a year. The  sorenskriver, like the Scotch sheriff, 
is the criminal, as well as  civil, judge of his district : but the 
police, the arrest and keeping of prisoners, and all executive func- 
tions, form the duty of the Fogeds. Norway is divided, for this 
pnrpose, into four provinces, or stifts, being the same as for the 
administration of the law, and into eighteen amts, and forty-four 
fogderies. I n  Scotland, there is a very awkward mixture of the 
duties of judge and executive officer in the sheriff. The same indi- 
vidual whosefeelings, or passions, or vanity, perhaps, have been ex- 
cited in the  dischargeof the executiveduty of detecting andsecuring 
a criminal, has immediately to sit as judge in the cask ,although in 
that capacity he ought to be divested of all feeling or personal 
knowledge of matters brought before him. I n  civil cases, that, for 
instance, of s nuismce, or encroachment on public property, the 
sheriff has first to order the matter to be brought judicially befbre 
him, and then delivers a judgment upon his own indictment. 
.This awkward admixture of the incompatible duties of the exe- 
cutive and administrative, is avoided in Norway by the fogeds, 

In i831, the number of cases brought before the parish courts of mntnal 
lgreement in Norway was 65,446 ; in 1838, 63,507 ; in 1833, 55,083 : of these, 
:wo-thirds were settled by the arbitration court. In 1834, the number was 
52,440: of these, 32,393 were settled by the arbitration court; 19,258 were 
taken out, to be referred to the courts of law, but of these, only 2,876 were 
m y  carried by fie parties into a court of law. 

K S  
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who, being resident in their fogderies, exercise all executive 
public functions in them. They collect the national and local 
taxes, take charge of the crown property and all public concerns, 
and report to their immediate superior, the amtman of the amf 
who aiain reports to the stift's am&n, or amtmanof the province 
to which the amt belongs. The sorenskriver's court is of grent 
importance. Besides judging civil and criminal affairs, i t  is also 
the court of registration for all debts affecting property in his dis- 
trict, and for ascertaining the value of, and the succession to, all 
property of deceased atcording to the udal law of succes- 
sion. I t  is necessarily, therefore, a jury court. The following is the 
constitution of the Norwegian jury, as established by Christian V.'s 
law, and as i t  has existed since the year 1687. The nmtman, 
or the foged and sorenskriver under his authority, in the open 
court-house, on the last court-day of the year, nam& eight resident 
men in the parish (each parish being a thing-laug, or court-dis- 
trict), to be the law-right men, and to attend all meetings of tbe 
c6urt in their district during the following year. The eight are 
to be taken, wit,hout selection, as they stand in the list for the 
pnyment of scat, or tax, in the and others can only be 
named in the same order from the list, to replace any of them who 
may be incapacitated by having an interest in the matter to be 
judged, or other legnl cause. This standing jury acts under oath 
and judges along with the .sorenskriver in all matters relating to 
life, -honour, p~operty, and udal rights ; but in all inferior c&, 
excepting those specially appointed by law, the sorenskriver alone 
judges, like our justice of peace, but they attest his judgment, as 
forming a constituent part of his court. In judging with the so- 
renskriver, it is to be observed, this ju y does not merely give in a 
verdict, or finding, under his diction, as judge, but the plurality 
of the voices determine, he himself being only one of the number; 
and instances are not wanting of his opinion being over-ruled. 

These are liberal institutions* for the year 1687, and for a mon- 

* The present Danish monarch, with great good taste, made a parting present 
to his former subjects in Norway, of the manuscript of Christian V.'s Law Book, 
It is splendidly written on folio parchment, and bound in massive silver ; the 
bonds of that metal, finely adorned, folding back on concealed hinges- 
Whether we consider the book itself, altogether a most magnificent piece of 
workmanship, or its contents, the period at which it was compiled and pro- 
mulgated, the spirit of freedom in which all its enactments are conceived, and 
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arch invested with absolute legislatire power. We may well asli 
where is the boasted superiority or priority of the English jury 
trial? Denmark, in truth, has little to reproach herself with, in 
her government of Norway during a period of nearly four hundred 
years. She may well turn to England, by whose influence, or with 
whose sanction this longestablished connexion was dissolved, and 
ask whether Ireland, which has stood for about the same period in 
the same relation to England as Norway to Denmark, would be left 
at the present day by the English government in the same state in 
which Norway stands ; the people in the enjoyment, almost univer- 
sally, of property, of the most perfect domestic tranquillity and 
personal security, and of ease, and comfort, and exemption from 
great poverty or crime, having ancient laws and institutions con- 
ceived in the very spirit of liberty, and carrying all the blessings 
of liberty a d  of ju&ice, cheaply administered by the people them- 
klves, to the very fire-side of the common man, and so well 
adapted to the condition of the country, that now, when the people 
have obtained the power of legislating for themselves, they know 
no better use to make of that power, than to confirm, hold fast, and 
defend by its means the civil rights, distribution of property, sooial 
arrangements and laws, which they inherited from their ancient 
masters. I t  is the highest and most striking tribute of praise ever 
paid by a nation to its rulers, that, after a change from a pure 
uncontrolled despotism to a government in which the legislative 
power is lodged entirely in the hands of the people, no essential 
change has been thought necessary or desirable by the people in 
the civil establishments, social arrsngements, or code of -la$s left 
in operation in Norway by the Danish monarchs. Is this very 
striking fact in political history to be considered a tribute of a p  
probation only to the former government of Norway ? I s  i t  not 
llso a satire on the undue importance which we attach, in the pre- 
tent age, to the mere forms of government ? Does it not show 
that all these operate according to the state of property and en- 
'lightenment of a people; that n nation may practically be in the  
ajoyment of civil rights, fiee institutions, property, security, and 

the blessings of liberty in all that affects the well-being of the  
many under an absolute monarch, and may practically be destitute 

e ndal principles of property and judicial procedure establish.&, it is the 
valuable gill ever wade to a nation It ia preserved in the h b n y  of the 

mersity of Christiania. 
r S 
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of all these advantages of liberty, as for instance in  Ireland, al- 
though living under a form of government in which the people 
elect their own legislature ? I s  i t  not a speaking illustration of 
the text, that " property is power ?" Where property is vested in 
the body of the people by a just distributive law of succession, 
there, also, will be found that mass of power which secures to  the 
people civil rights, just laws, and all that belongs to  the free use 
and secure enjoyment of property, whatever be t h e  form of the 
legislative portion of the government. Where property is not 
generally diffused through the body of the people, but, by the 
operation of the feudal law of succession, ii exclusively possessed 
by a few classes, there civil rights, just laws, free institutions, and 
all that belongs to  liberty, are secured by a smaller mass of 
power, and are enjoyed by  a smaller propo~tion of the  people. 
T o  the main body of the nation, who are destitute of property, 
the free use and enjoyment of it  is but a name ; and the form of 
government is only a question of power between parties. The 
diffusion of property through society must precede the diffusion 
of political rights. The  latter have nothing to work npon but  the 
former, and can have no existence independent of it. There were 
undoubtedly many and great faults in  the Danish administration 
bf Korway, but these were not of a nature generally to  affect the 
condition and well-being of the great body of the people. The  
preference almost exclusively given to natives of Denmark for 
offices in Norway, and the constant denial of an university i n  the 
kingdom, were serious and heavy grievances ; but they affected 
directly only a small proportion of the community. T h e  errors 
producing the most extensive evil consequences, that of running 
all branches of industry into monopolies i n  favour of different 
classes, and that of legislating too much, and putting the hand of 
government to concerns which might fairly be left to  the free ope- 
ration of private interests, were the faults of the age, and no t  of 
the Danish government in particular: even at  the present day t h e y  
are'committed and defended by almost every government. 

The sorenskriver's is  the court of registration of all deeds, con- 
tracts, and debts affecting personal or heritable property within its 
district; and this register is open to all. The property of minors, 
the interests of absent parties i n  the succession to udal and o t h e r  ~ 
property, the valuing, realising, and dividing it according to law 
among heirs, come to its charge. The whole proceedings are 
revised by the next superior one, which is the Stifts Amt-court, or ~ 



t h a t  of the province. I t  consists of three judges, with sssessor~;~ 
5 s  stationary in the chief town of each of the four stifts or pro- 
vinces into which Norway is divided; and is the court of appeal. 
f r o m  all the sorenekrivers' courts in the province, and has also the 
revision. of their administration. In  all criminal matters whatm- 
ever, the sentence of the sorenskrivek's court is sent up to it before 
i t  is pronounced, to be revised and sanctioned. 

The punishment of death was abolished in the Danish dominions* 
about the end of last century. Slavery in chains for life, or for 
shorter periods, according to.the nature of the crime, is the punish-; 
ment for all crimes in Norway. I t  may be doubted whether this. 
be either wise or humane. If all crimes are visited with the same. 
description of punishment, the ignorant, whom i t  ia the great: 
end of public punishments to deter from crime, will naturally con- 
sider them all as alike, -murder not worse than robbery, nor. 
robbery than petty theft. I t  is not wise to cohfound, even i m .  
appearance, the distinction between different degrees of guilt. T h e  
object b f  punishment is to deter others, aa well as the delinquent 
himeelf, from crime. Slavery in chains presents always the same  
appearance : its longer or shorter duration ia a part n i t  men, and.  

' not impressive. I t  affects the offender in due proportion to his 
guilt, but not those who are to be deterred by his example. Theyi 
can see only the same degree of suffering dealt out to the greatest' 
and smallest offender. The contamination of mind, also, to the* 
h d e r s  themselves, from the comparatively innocent and the 
moat atrocious being subject to one common punishment, cannot 
be very favourable to their amendment. I t  may also be doubted,  
whether the system is really humabe to the offender. If s l a v e r y .  
in chains for life be really made a state of punishment, it is only 
inflicting a protracted instead of a speedy death. It is not huma- 
nity to starve a criminal to death, or to keep him in a state of 
half-starvation until nature gives way, instead of hanging him- 
It is not humanity to work or to flog him by degrees to d e a t h ,  or 
to chain him in a standing posture every night, after o v e r - w o r k i n g  
him all day, or to drive him to madness by solitary conf i -nememt 
and silence. All these ingenious modes of torturing c r i m ! n a I a  to 
h t h  are practised in those countries i n  which capital ~ u n l s b m d  
has been abolished ; but the humanity of the  elow instead of * 
wmmary death may be. questioned. I t  is humanity to o u r a e l ~ e  
me spored the sight, or knowledge, of t h e  infliction sf d e a  
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on a fellowcreature ; but the infliction is not the less certain. The 
benefit of deterring others, by an impressive punishment, is lost; 
and the control over its severity is lost, as the lot of the slave 
must depend on the personal character of his keeper or task- 
master. 

I n  this nation of small proprietors the sense of honour is more 
developed, and more generally diffused, than in the countries feu- 
dally constituted., Lose of honour has been, from the earliest 
times, a specified effective punishment in the criminal law of Nor- 
way, standing next in degree to loss of life. The possession of 
property naturally diffuses through all classes the self-respect, 
regard for character and public opinion, circumspection of conduct, 
and consideration for others, which flow from or are connected with I 
the posseasion of property, and render these influential on the 
morals, manners, and mode of thiiking of the whole body of the i 
people. The Norwegian peasant has never, like the Swede, the I 
Dane, the Russian, or the German, crouched beneath the cudgel 
of the feudal baron baiiff. He has the feelings and proper pride 
of an independent man possessed of property, and knowing nothing 
above him but the law. In real highmindedness he is the Spanid 
of the north. Among a people whose national character and social I 

condition are so formed, who are scattered in small clusters only I 
over the country, and whose business and occupations are of the I 
most simple kind, the loss of honour is not an unmeaning nominal 
punishment, as it would be among our manufacturing population. , 

There is, and always has been, m x h  more of the real business of 
the country in the hands of the people, and transacted by them- 
selves, than in any other country of Europe. They have not 
merely the legislative power and election of their Storthing, which 
is bnt a late institution ; but, in all times, the whole civil business 
of the community has been in a p e a t  measure in their own hands 
It appears to be the general spirit of the udd law, that the consti- 
tuted legal authorities have rather a superintending, than a ma- 
naging, power. The division of udal property among heirs, the 
guardianehip of estates belonging to minors, the settling disputes 
by the commission of mutual agreement, the provision for the poor, 
the support of roads and bridges, the regulations for the fisheries, 
the charge and conveyance of prisoners (aa gaols are only in the 
chief town of each province), the attendance on the courts of the 
district as valuators, arbiters, or jurym&, are among the affirirs 
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which devolve on the people under the superintendence of the legal 
authorities. The exclusion from these affairs and functions, which 
of course the legal sentence of loss of honour produces, is a punish- 
ment so severely felt, that there are instances of culprits, after that 
portion of the2 punishment consisting in slavery for a certain 
period had been completed, returning to their chains, committing 
on purpose some petty offence, rather than live as outcasts under 
the sentence of dishonour among their former friends. I t  is also 
a remarkable trait of the open, simple, manly disposition of this 
nation, that a criminal very rarely, when arrested, attempts to 
deny or conceal any part of the fact, and usually at once makes 
a f"ll avowal of all particulars, even of those which could not be 
proved. 

From the Stift Amt-courts, cases criminal as well as civil may 
be carried by appeal to the final and highest court, that of Hoieste 
Ret, which sits in Christiania. The military sentences even of 
courts martial, if they involve a punishment exceeding three 
months' imprisonment, may be appealed from, and carried to this 
tribunal in time of peace ; and i t  is provided by the ground-law, 
that in such cases the court shall add to its numbers a certain pro- 
portion of militarj officers. The Hoieste Ret, by the ground-law, 
is one of the three estates of the constitution, and is independent 
of the executive and of the legislative branches. I t  is provided, 
however, that i t  must keep a~ protocol of its proceedings and 
decisions. which is to be laid before the leeislative branch or " 
Storthing on its meeting; and the judges of this court, who are 
seven in number, may be severally impeached by the lower house 
of Storthing before the upper, which, in such case, is to form a 
court, along with the remaining members of the Hoieste Ret, for 
trying the party impeached. 

A peculiar principle is adopted in the jurisprudence of this 
country, totally unknown in the feudal law, or in that of England. 
It deserves the consideration of those who are capable of giving 
such subjects a philosophic consideration, as the-principle is not 
one of theory only, but is and has been in operation in this country 
from the earliest ages, being probably coeval with the administm- 
tion of the udal law itself. The judge is responsible for his legal 
decision. Upon an appeal fmm it to a higher court, he must 
defend i t  there, and is liable in damages for a wrong decision. 
This principle is so opposite to all theory and to all practice in our 
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courts of law, where judges are entirely irresponsible for error of 
judgment, ignorance of law, or even for carelessness, partiality, or 
prejudice, however obvious and gross, that i t  may be interesting 
to give the precise words of this peculiar udal law from Chris- 
tian V.'s code, as republished, in 1833, in Christiania, under the 
inspection of the juridical faculty: - 

"Should any judge deliver a wrong decision, and that happen 
either because he has not instructed himself rightly in the case, or 
that the case has been wrongly represented to him, or that he has 
dbne it from want of judgment, he shall make good to the party 
whom he has wronged by such decision, his proven loss, expense, 
and damage sustained; and can it be proved that the judge has 
been influenced by favour, friendship, or gifts, or if the case is so 
clear that it cannot be imputed to want of judgment, or wrong in- 
struction upon it, then he shall be displaced, and declared incapable 
of ever sitting as a judge agnin, and shall forfeit to the injured 
party what he has suffered, should i t  be to the extent of fortune, 
life, or honour."* I t  is also provided, in a subsequent clause, that 
if a judge die during the course of an appeal from his decision, his ' heira are responsible for the damages ; but with the benefit of the 
consideration in the higher court, that the defuncgs decision cannot 
be suitably explained, and defended, on the grounds on which he 
himself might have explained and defended it. I t  is provided that 
the decisions given in the lowest court, that of the sol-enskriver, 
shall be defended by the sorenskriver and two of the jury or law- 
right men, who shall be empowered by the rest to appear for them, 
and they shall'be bound to defend their decisions before the higher 
court. This peculiar principle in the administration of law is by 
no means a dead letter. I find a report of a law case in the news- 
papers of this very month, in which the Stifts Amt-court of the 
province of Christiania is condemned by the Hoieste Ret to pay 
sixty dollars of damages to a private party, in a question of suc- 
cession to heritage not rightly decided, upon its appeal from the 
sorenskriver's court; the decision being of courae reversed, and 
that of the lower court affirmed. A case recently occurred of an. 
estate being sold, under authority of a decision of the sorensliriver's 

* Kong Christian den Fermtes Norske I.oF, 1687. Rog. i. cap. 5. art 3. 
Christiania, 1833, ditto cap. 7. art. 1. 
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court, at  a price admitted to be highly advantageous to all con- 
cerned, and with the concurrence of the trustees of the property, 
and all the heirs interested in it. The party in trust, however; 
wae an insane old woman, incapable of giving a legal assent; and 
on the appeal of her personal curator, the decision of the soren- 
skriver was found wrong, and he was adjudged to purchase back 
the estate, and re-invest the party in it at his own expense. The 
tmsteee who sold, and the purchaser who bought, had done ao 
under authority of a legal decision ; they, therefore, were not the 
parties to be called on to defend the sentence in the higher court; 
it was the judge who gave it. Thia ie the ordinary course of law; 
and i t  is certainly a very straight-forward course. Since 1687; 
-when Christian V. published the code now in force, from the 018 
laws then in use, this principle of the responsibility of judges has 
been rather sharpened than Hunted. The inferior judge is subject 
to a fine, in cases where he would have no damages to pay for in juv  
from his wrong decision; and if his decisions in the judgment- 
neat have been reversed three times from his want of instruction 
on the eases, he' is displaced. The undue delay in giving jndg- 
ment, which this heavy personal responsibility of the judge for his 
decisions might almost exouse, is provided against by law. He is 
obliged to give his decisions within six weeks after the recard is 
cloeed, unlese both the partiea agree to crave a further time, o r  
any special lawful obstacle, of which the superior court would be 
cognisant, interpoees a delay. 

If we .consider fairly this peculiar principle of ndal jurispm- 
deuce, i t  appears, in truth, no more than reaeonable that the man 
who, voluntarily and by his own aeeking, holds the office of judge 
in the community, should, like every other member of eociety; be 
answerable for the evil he may occasion to others by his incapa- 
city, want of industry, and careful research into the bueineee before 
him, even for want of sound understanding, legal knowledge, or 
any other cause. There is no foundation in muon for the kind of 
mnctity, derived from the middle ages, with which our judges, to 
the preeent day, envelope their office, and claim irresponsibility 
for the mischief they may occasion by professional ignorance, folly, 
or incapacity. I t  is derived from the same period of civilisation, 
and stands upon the same principle, as the exemption of the clergy 
in the middle ages from responsibiity to the ordinary laws and. 
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wnrta of the country, or of the clerk who could read his breviary 
from its legal punishments. The king can do no wrong ; but it is 
rather too much, in the present state of society, to hold that all 
who are in authority under him, as judgee, can do no wrong also; 
and that judges in all those inferior courts from which it is com- 
petent to appeal ahould be totally irresponsible for their ignorance, 
carelessness, or partiality. If one of two parties is to snffer by a 
wrong decision, it appears in common eense much more reasonable 
that it ahould be the judge who delivered if and who had volun- 
tarily accepted of his office, than the innocent client or party 
wrongfully adjudged, who had no option but to bring it before hi 
court. But who would accept of the offie of judge under such 
responsibility? Thia queetion naturally arises on a slight con- 
sideration of the peat  variety of interests, the intricacy of the 
right4 and the uncertainty of the lawa, which in a wealthy and 
commercial nation affect property. What may be practicable in s 
poor country like Norway, in which law and property are in the 
most simple state, seeme totally inapplicable to countries in the ~ 
state of England or Scotland. Yet, as matter of speculation, 1 without reference to what is now practicable, the subject, as far as 
regards Scotland at least, admits of a different view. A t  the 
beginning and down to the middle of last century, Scotland was a 
poorer country than Norway is now; her trade less extensive; 
her commercial transactions, both domestic and foreign, far less 
important or complicated ; and property of all kinds in as simple a 
state as it was then, or at least is at present, in Norway. If the 
same principle of the responsibility of judges for their decisions 
had been law in Scotland from the same period when i t  was , 
adopted in the code of Christian V. in 1687, would not all the 
variety, intricacy, and uncertainty in the laws regulating property 
have been diminished instead of increased in the course of time, 
and the responsibility attached to the functions of judge have 
grown less instead of greater ? Every decision given would have 
been, to a certain degree, a Bred and incontrovertible point in law ; ~ 
and a great mass of erroneous, conflicting, and contradictory 
decisions, which involved injustice at the time, and remained ns 
the elementa of future injustice, could not have come into exist- 
ence. In Scotland, at no very remote period, the appointment to 

I this sacred function of irresponsible judge of life and property was 1 
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unblushingly claimed as the proper perquisite of political influ- 
ence, and the office bestowed as the reward of political subser- 
viency. While such was the nature of the patronage, would not 
the country have been better served and its jurisprudence in a 
better state if all its judges had, since 1687, been appointed with 
such a principle of responsibility before a higher tribunal for their 
decisions? There would h a ~ e  been no want of able judges. The 
sound lawyer, conscious of possessing the legal knowledge, judg- 
ment, and industry which entitle him to take his place among the 
foremost of his contemporaries, would treat with worn the idea of 
Wig intimidated from-accepting the office of judge by the risk or 
responsibility of having his legal decisions revised or reversed by 
any other professional man. The weak creature, indeed, who h a  
wept from behind into the judgment-seat by the aid of political 
influence, conscious that he ought not to be there, and that he 
wants the qualifications to come to sound legal decisions unless by 
chance, would necessarily want the moral courage to accept of such 
an office with such a responsibility. In Norway there is no want 
of able lawyers as candidates for judicial function, with all its re- 
sponsibilities. Procurators seek to be sorenskrivers. Advocates 
aspire to be judges in the Stifts Amt-courts or Hoieste Ret court. 
Why should it not have been so in other countries, as in Scotland, 
if the same principle had come into operation at a period when 
property was in a similar state? Good government would gain a 
steady basis by the adoption, even now, of such a principle, with 
the modifications which the different state of society and property 
in different countries might require. The administration of justice 
would never be converted into an instrument for serving the 
temporary views of political power, and wuld never be unduly 

I 

influenced by the spirit of pa*. even in times of tlle greatest ex- 
citement, in a country where the judge might be called upon to 
defend his decisions before a higher court, and be liable Ibr the 
injury occasioned by a wrong one ; where the higher court, too, is 
a constituent branch of the state, independent of the executive and 

I legislative, its,members irremovable and elevated above local or 
party feeling. In Norway, in prosecutions connected with the 
abuse of the freedom of the press, and in many cases in which the 
executive government had apparently a strong feeling, this highest 
court of find resort, the Hoieste Itct of the Norwegian constitu- 
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tion, by the calm independence of its judgments, has proved itself 
.neither influenced by the spirit of the cabinet nor by that of the 
people, but to be truly and effectively a third atate in the body 
politic. 



CHAPTER VI. 

Another Fair. - Skins. -Dogs bred for Fur.- Books at the Fair.-Bible 
Society's Operations counteract the diffusion of the Bible in foreign Parts. - 
Laplanders. -Peculiar Race. - Present State. - Numbers. - Langmge. - 
Value of Stock required to subsist a Laplander.- The Fjelde Lie. -Its 
Attractions. -Corn Banks. - Thrashing-Machines - Probably a Nor- 
wegian, not a Scotch Invention.-Fences in Norway. -Description. - 
Advantag-. - Economy.- Russian Population. - Power.- Policy.-Value 
to Russia of a Sea Coasr -Northern Provinces of Finmark and Nordland. 
-Their Connexion with Norway- With Russia-Probable Views of 
Russia on that Part of Scandinavia north of the 6 2 O  of Latitude.-Importance 
of such an Acquisition-Indications that it is contemplated. 

Levanger, A+ 1835.-w~ had another fair in our little town in 
the beginning of March which lasted a shorter time, but was more 
lively than the ~ e c e m k r  one. The Jemtelanders, with their 
ooffin-shaped sledges closed with lids, making not bad beds for a 
snowy night on the Fjelde, for which purpose they seem con- 
structed, appeared in great numbers. They purchased horses, fish, 
manufactured and colonial wares, for the Swedish and Russian 
fairs. Young, sound, and very handsome horses were sold for 40 
or 45 dollars. I expected to have seen.more skins of wolves and 
bears at a market so near to their homes; but such furs find a 
better sale among the nobles of Sweden and Russia, than among 
the Norwegian udnllers. Those brought here were principally of 
the reindeer and goat, which are dressed with the hair on, and are 
used as blankets by the labouring class. There were two skins of 
the beaver in the fair. The animal, although not extinct, is rare 
in the Fjelde, and lives solitary, not, like the American beaver, in 
society. The fur or skin used for their winter pelisses by the 
Fjelde people is really handsomer, although much cheaper, than 
that of the wolf or bear. It belongs to a particular kind of dog 
with a remnrkably fine, soft, and glossy fur. These dogs are bred 
for the sake of their skins ; and it appenrs to me that many of the 
best of the dark-brown or black muffs and tippets of our English 
ladies are merely well-selected skins of these Fjelde dogs. A 
pelisse of such fur costs about 18 dollars, while that of wolf-skin 
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costs 40 or 50. A fur pelisae is not however indispensable in this I 
climate. The great majority, four-fifths at least, of every assem- 
blage of people wear great-coats of good substantial home-made 
blue cloth. A few wear great-coats made of goat skin prepared so 
as to be perfectly water-proof and light. It is lined with cloth, , 
made like a modern great-coat, and would be a comfortable, dry, 
useful coat for a rainy night outside the mail coach. 

From what I have observed at the two fairs in this place, which I 

are among the most considerable in the Peninsula, I am satisfied 
of the correctness of the observation I made at Dronthiem, that the 
great subscriptions and exertions in England for printing and d i i  
tributing the Scriptures in foreign countries, are counteracting 
their own object, as far as respects those countria in which the 
printing and selling of books are established trades. At this fair , 
several thousand people are assembled, many of whom dwell in the 
valleys high up in the Fjelde, remote frqm other men, and scarcely 
within the verge of civilised society, and with little opportunity, 
except at these yearly fairs, of supp1ying)hei wants. There ap- 
peared to be a considerable inclination among the common people 
to buy and read whatever came in their way in the shape of 8 

book, and to take home something of the kind from the fair, just . 

aa we see at our country fairs in Scotland. Abwacks and ballads 
seemed in considerable request ; the old folks buying the former, 
and the girls with their sweetheart8 very busy over the latter. 
There wereschool-books, cookery books, the law book of ChristianV., 
the ground-law of the ~ o r w e ~ i a n  constitution, the transactions I 
of the Storthing of 1824, to be found in the shops ; also a reason-. 
able supply of the catechism, and of the book of common prayer, 
as used in the Norwegian church : but there was not a single copy. 
of the Bible or New Testament. The Scriptures have evidently. ~ 
been driven out of the market* by the Society furnishing them ' 
greatly cheaper than could be afforded by those who have to live 1 
by the printing and selling of books. The natural distribution 
through every corner of a country of all that the inhabitants use , 
or may require, is by the hands of traders stimulated by their own 1 
interest to bring supply to every door at which there is any chance ~ 
of finding a demand. I t  is dangerous to interfere with this n a t d  

In the year 1816,m the bishopric of Bergen, there were found to be 3906 
Bibles in a population of 146,999 persons. Budstikkens tredie aargang. 
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c o r n .  The trader is actuated by the fear of lees as well as by 
the hope of gain. If he have no capital at stake, no loss to dread 
as well aa profit to hope, his exertions will only be half of what are 
necessary for supplying a country. The application of this to the 
present question is obvious. The British and Foreign Bible So- 
ciety may print a sufficient stock of Bibles to give one to every 
family, or even every grown persdn in a foreign country, at half 
of the ordinary price. They may send this stock to the principal 
towns, and even the parishes; but still the question remains, How 
are these boob to be distributed? If they are delivered to the 
trader at even half the ordinary price, he has just so much less in- 
ducement to beetir himself in getting them sold as he has less of 
his own trading capital embarked in them, and less loas or incon- 
venience to apprehend by a tardy sale. Give him the copies for 
nothing, or for a trifle, and i t  is evident he would not be at the 
expense and trouble of packing up and transporting to distant 
markets, fairs, or other places of sale, goods which occupied little 
or no portion of his trading cap,itaL I f  trade then be the means 
adopted by the Society for its Bible distributions, they are de- 
.priving that means of half the stimulant which urgea it in supply- 
.ing mankind with their other wants. If, on the contrary, they 
trust to the good-will and zeal of agents, either paid, or actuated 
by christian charity, it is incumbent on the good and able men who 
direct its affairs to satisfy the world that this is a permanently 
effective means, and that the channel of trade mould be imperfect 
and temporary compared to distribution by their agents. In o y  
small parishes in Britain, zealous agents, well-disposed persons, 
and the clergy, may undoubtedly effect for a time, and perhaps 
even permanently, a very wide distribution of the Scriptures, and 
may outstrip the slow, but sure and ever returning pace of the 
trader. In foreign countries, population is scattered over a much 
hrger space. Parishes in the north of Europe approach very often 
the extent of English counties. The clergy are overwhelmed with 
duties, which render it impossible that they should be the active 
agents for the distribution. They can only be the depositaries of 
the stock to be distributed around them. The scarcity of money, 
also, i s  so great, that the peaeant, or man of the lower class, is 
much more able to pay the trader who brings to his door the things 
he requires, the Bible among others, the very highest price in the 
way of barter, than to pay in money the lowest price to the minister 
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or Bible Society's agent. Money is not his usual and readiest 
means of payment. ~ r .  1s scarcely so among a large proportion of 
our own labouring population. I t  may be doubted whether there 
is any benefit to them, or any real advance towards the object, by 
a system under which that portion of the people of Europe can only 
get at a copy of the Bible through a medium which they have not 
to give for it. I t  may be doubted also, whether the natural prin- 
ciples of supply and demand on which Providence has placed the 
wholesome distribution through society of all that is good for man, 
can, in the case of religious instruction, be safely superseded by the 
exertions of a society's committee and agents. If there be any 
truth in these observations, they appear seriously to deserve the 
consideration of the Society, and of the thousands and tens of 
thousands who are yearly subscribing their mite to its funds in the 
purest spirit of Christianity. They are not made with any hostile 
feeling, but simply to intimate a reasonable, and, to npperrrannee, 
wA11-grounded, doubt of the means being suitable to the great and 
benevolent end they have in view. 

April, 1835.-In my evening walk one day this month, I fell 
in with a Laplander dead drunk, and fast asleep upon the snow. 
His wife was walking backwards and forwards, watching him; 
sometimes endeavouring to rouse him, and get him on his l eg ;  
sometimes sitting down close to him to warm and prevent the cold 
from overpowering him ; but not appearing in the least impatient 
or uneasy. I t  was a curious picture. The Laplanders who come 
to the markets in the low country, to sell frozen venison, reindeer 
skin4 and cheese, leare their reindeer twenty or twenty-five miles 
from hence in the Fjelde, and lodge in barns and outhouses like 
our gipsiea; but, in the Fjelde, they lodge under tents, or wigwnms, 
of a few sticks set up and covered with a piece of coarse woollen 
cloth, or skins, such as one may see at the corner of every wood in 
the parts of England frequented by gipsies. The Laplander has, 
certainly, beyond all other Europeans, peculiarities of feature and 
appearance, not easily described, but which decidedly indicate a 
separate breed or race. The slit of the eye running obliquely from 
the temples to the nose; the eyes small and peculiarly brown, and 
without eyelashes ; the forehead low and projecting ;the cheekbones 
high and far apart; the mouth wide, with ill-defined lips; the chin 
thinly furnished with scattered hairs rather than a beard; the skin 
decidedly of a yellow hue, as in the cross-breed of a white person 
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with a mulatto, - nll these peculiarities strike the eye at once, as 
distinctive of a sepamte race. The structure of the body also seems 
different. The bones are considerably smaller as well as shorter 
than in other races ; and those of the thigh have apparently a 
greater width between them. They form a curve with the leg 
bone down to the foot, so that in standing with their feet close to- 
gether, all above is far npart. They have also that peculiarity of 
a distinct race, the odour from their bodiea being to our sense dif- 
ferent from that of ours, and to us raw and wild -if a n t  can be 
so described. They are not a handsome race, certainly, but I have 
seen countenances among the young people of pleasing expression. 
The pair I found on the snow, at least the lady, could not be called 
ugly but, perhaps, her quiet pntience, andvisible attachment to 
her husband, made her appear to advantage. There is no want of 
intelligent expression in their countenances; and they are far from 
being a stupid people. When driven by necessity to leave their 
Fjelde life, and betake themselves to the occupation of fishermen 
in the boats of the people of Nordland and Finmark, they are noted 
for becoming, in a very short time, expert and bold boatmen. 
This class of Laplanders are so far advanced in the arts of civi- 
lized lie, that they are even distinguished as boat-builders in Alten 
Fiord, Lynger Fiord, and other places. Another class have also 
exchanged the wnnderinc life for fixed hnbitations of turf, or even 
of w d  ; they keep cattle, goats, and pigs, aa well as reindeer ; 
and, like the other inhabitants of the Finland or Quan race, raise 
hny crops. A third clnss keep reindeer only, and live in tents, 
but roam about within a particular district or parish, and consider 
themselves entitled to the exclusive pasturage of their tract of 
Fjelde. The number of actually wandering Laplanders who have 
no home, but lead a true nomadic life, following their reindeer 
from the North Cape down to the 62d degree of north latitude, is 
very inconsiderable. There are as many gipsies, tinkers, and 
strollers in England and Scotland, without any fixed habitation, 
as all this part of the Lapland nation. In the year.1825, the total 
number of Laplanders of a11 ages and sexes within the Swedish 
territories, was only 5964; and of these, only 931 led a nomadic 
life with reindeer ; and 376 wandered about as fishermen on the 
lakes and rivers, servants and herdsmen, or beggnre, without rein- 
deer flocks. In  Norwny the numbers nre not scr distinctly known; 
as, to avoid paying scat or poll-tax, they remove from the Nor- 
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.wegian into the' Russian or Swedish territory, and wrulder back 
again, when they find it convenient; but they are not estimated at 

I 
.more than 6000; and the whole of the Lappish people probably 
:does not exceed 12,000. 

The language h.altogether different from the Norse, or Swedish, 
or from that spoken by the Quans or Finland race, who have 

'travelled from the east side of the .Bothnian Gulf into Finmark ! 
and Nordland, and form the greater part of the population of those 
provinces The Lappish tongue is apparently very rich in those 
inflectione or terminations which denote the different relations of 
objects. There are ten cases of nouns marking various relations 
of presence, ab~ence, distance, which in other languages are 
denoted by distinct words or prepositions. The language appears 
not to have been altogether reduced to a printable state, by the 
adoption of proper signs for those sounds which our alphabet 
cannot express. I t  has been stodied, and grammars of i t  published, ~ 
by Leeq- and by Professor h s k  ; b u t  their labours were  not 
intended for the Laplander, but for the continental philologist. 
In the hundred years from 1728 to 1825, all that has been printed 
for the use of the Laplander, is a catechism, a translation of a few 
*f the Psalms, and the first two cl~apters of the Gospel of St. 
Slntthew.' There appear to be difficulties from the difference of 
dialects, even among this handful of people, and from their scat- 
+xed and partly wandering state, which make i t  impmticlrble to 
.give them school instruction in reading, and consequently to 
.convey knowledge to them by the press. The Americans appear 
to overcome such small impossibilities. They have given the 

'Cherokee, instruction, religion, a printed language, and even 
.political newspapers in it. The Europeans have not, to this day, 
given the Laplander the Scriptures in his language, and if the 1 
,Bible were translated, it wciuld be useless to him, as they have not 
-taught him reading. His religious instruction a t  consists 
in hearing a sermon in an unknown tongue, which .the clerk 
translates, sefitence after sentence, on the spot, into the Lappish. 

* The Reverend Dr. Stockfleth has, it is said, finished a translation into the 
Lappish tongue, of the New Testament and some of the books of the Old, and 

'is to be in Christiania for two years and a half, with an allowance from 
.Government, in order to superintend the printing. It is not mentioned how 
.the Laplanders are to be taught to read, or whether that be a part of the 
'business that will be postponed until this long-projected translation be ready 
tbr its readers. 
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It is curious, and, but for the serious nature of the subject, would 
be very amusing, to observe the inconsistency of human action, and 
how much imagination influences the ulldertakings of the most 
sober-minded and sincere. The Danes were among the first who 
sent out missionaries to distant lands, to India and Greenland, 
seeking, amidst dangers and privations which excite and gratify 
the imagination, to instruct the heathen and diffuse the knowledge 
of the truths of Christianity ; and they forgot, in their zeal, the 
more obsnre and easy duty of instructing the heathen at their own 
door - their fellow-subjects the Laplanders. 

The condition of the wandering Laplander forms a singular 
union of ml wealth with real poverty. To support a family in the 
Fjelde, a flock of from three to four hundred head of reindeer is 
necessary. He  who powmses only from one to three hundred, 
must depend for subsistence partly on fbhing in the lakes or 
shooting, or must betake himself to the coast, or to husbandry in 
a fixed situation. The value of a reindeer ia about one-third of that 
of a cow : i t  sells for three or four doll- and a cow, from nine to 
twelve ; and the meat, skin, and horns of the one, sell aa readily 
a3 those of the other. A flock of 400 reindeer. the minimum which 
can support a family, supposing only ohe-fourth of the number 
to be full-grown, and the other 300 to be worth only one-third of 
their value, must altogether be equal to a capital of 600 dollars, 
or about 1201. sterling. Yet the yearly produce of this capital, 
which is greater than the value of all the property powseed by 
three or  four families of the working class in a civilised commu- 
nity, and with which they would be far removed from want, is 
insufficient to support a Laplander, even in the state of extreme 
privation in which he habitually lives. This is a striking instance 
of the real expense of living in that natural state, ss it has been 
called, or  rather that barbarous one, in which man consumes what 
he producee, and livee independent of the arts of civilised life, its 
tastes and enjoyments. The Laplander uses nothing which he 
does not make for himself, except the iron pot for dressing his 
victuals, and the piece of coarse cloth which forms his tent. Hc 
consumes nothing but what his reindeer yield him ; his occasional 
excess i n  brandy and his use of tobacco, are not ordinary indul- 
gences. Yet without the tastes, habits, and gratifications of 
civilised life, or any of its expenses, the Lnplander, with the above 
capital, is in poverty, and destitute of an assured subsietence. 
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This shorn the real expense of that half-savage life, which, from 
the accounts of emigrants and travellers in America, we are apt to 
suppose is the leastcostly of any, because i t  has neither comforts 
nor luxuries to pay for, and produces what i t  consumes. The 
Laplander's condition is the beau-ideal of that sort of life. Five 
shillings would undoubtedly purchase all that he uees in a year of 
those articles which are not indispensably necessary for existence; 
yet a capital which, with their own labour, would- maintain three 
families in the eniovment of the comforts and decencieaef civilid " < 

life, according to their station, does not keep him from positive 
want. The Laplander, who possessea a thousand or more reindeer, 
and who is coneequently a man of considerable property, lives in 
the same way as the poorest; enjoys no more of the luxuries of 
life, and haa no higher tastes or habits to gratify. I t  is said, that 
F e y  considerable hortions of the silver currency of the country 
are lost, in consequence of this clam of Laplandere hoarding, from 
generation to generation, all the money they obtain by the sale of 
their surplus produce; and that the spot in the Fjelde where 
the treaanre is buried, often cannot be discovered by the heim. 1 

The F'jelde life appenrs to have its charms The young couple 
of Laplanders, whom hir. Bullock brought to England in 1819, 
returned thither with their share of the profits. In  the year 1792, 
Monsieur Vivrette, a president of the parliament of Dijon, took a 
Lapland girl with him to France. She married a substantial 
tradesman in Paris, and lived happily with him ; but on the death 
of her husband, she converted all hie property into money, and 
hastened back to Jukasjervi Lapmark, to pass her old age as she 

' had paased her youth. One may conceive a considerable attraction ~ 
in such a life, wnndering over this vast plateau with dl their 
property around them, independent, free from care, and with the 
daily excitement which the various pccupations of seeking pasture, 
frightening the wolt; tending the flock, fishing, and hunting afford. 
A young and clever Engliah sportaman, especially if he had a taste 
nlso for any branch of natural history, might pass a summer very 
agreeably with his rifle, his fishing rod, and his tent, among the 
Fjelde and lakes, encamping where fancy or sport might lead him, 
and carrying all his accommodations on a couple of country ponies. 
I t  is not wonderful that the poor Laplander, who, although cer- 
tainly never oppressed or ill-treated, is slighted by the civilised 
inhabitants of the country, should prefer the Fjelde, where he is 
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conscious of no inferiority to other men, and where his powers, 
such as they are, are called into action, and supply his wa& 

April, ,1835. - I t  is among the traveller's mortificatioqs ti d i e  
cove& that while he is fancyink himself very successful in dbtaining 
information, he is passing by objects very deserving of notice. 
On my way to the remnrkable landslip, formerly described, by whicb 
the farm of Gustad was engulfed, I observed a number of sledges 
transporting sacks of corn to a large red-painted building, standing 
by itself near Alstahoug church. On inquiry I was told the 
farmers were taking corn to the magazine. Was i t  a corn-market? 
No. Was it the minister's tithe? No. Tithe is only a few pecks 
of grain from the largest farm, and earn markets do not exist under 
the corporation system, which fetters all traffic. I quite forgot 
the subject, however, till the other day, when I saw sledges taking 
away corn from the ma,@ne: I then found i t  was a very in- 
tere~ting and peculiar institution, which is common over al l  
Norway. 

~ h e k  are, as observed abore, no dealers or weekly markete 
attended hy purchasers, bho buy at one place and sell at another. 
If the fnrmer has any grain to spare, he can do nothing with it, 
unless he happens by chance to find consumers on the spot. There 
is no intermediate dealer between the corn grower and the consumer. 
under such a system, agric'ulture can never flourish, nor can the 
country be independent of foreign supply. From the want of a 
certain and ready market for his farm produce, the farmer: naturally 
wastes it. His housekeeping, with its four meals a dny, its con- 
sumption of brandy, ale, butter, cheese, milk, and other farm 
produce, besides his keeping superfluous horses and servants, is  
far from frugal. A Scotch farmer's family, from the same extent 
of land, and from an equal crop,would have at least one-half more 
to sell. Norway could probably subsist its own population in 
ordinary seasons, if its domestic trade .were free - if the agricul- 
turist had the stimulant of ready and free markets, and his habits 
of living were formed upon the certainty of being able to turn into 
money all he could Rave or spare. As i t  is, however, there is some 
surplus grain, without dealers to buy it, and these mngazines are 
very ingenious institutions for supplying the want of this inter- 
mediate agency between the producers and consumers. The farmer 
takes his surplus grain to it, and for the time i t  remains, he re- 
ceives at the rate of one-eighth of increase per annum : if he 
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.deposits *At  bushels he -can take out nine at the end.of twelve. 
months, or in that proportion for shorter periods, and he is charged 
a t  the ?me rate of-one-eighth per annum for any porti~ns of his 
quantity he may take out. If he overdraws, or had none deposited, 
but receives a quantity in loan, he pays for such advance at the 
rate of one-fourth of increase per annum ; thua, if he takes eight 
bushels he pays back ten at the end of twelve months, or at that 
rate for the  time he has the loan This is a savings' bank for 
corn, probably the most ancient of these establishments. I t  often 
.occurs that night frosts blight the crops on particular farms, even 
in seasons when those around, in general, are good. But for these 
ingenious establishments, the farmer might be in great distress for 
seed or bread. The small profit which accurs upon the transaction 
defrays the expense of a building, a clerk, and such items, and the 
.c6nct& is entirely under the management of the bonder, or peasant 
proprietors 

I am afraid we are a little too apt in Scotland to claim the 
merit of ixiventions which we never made, and which are the re- 

.sults of necessity producing similar contrivances in all countries. 
We claim the invention of savings' banks ; yet here they exiat all 
over n country in regard to the -primitive materials of food and 
seed. We claim a16 the invention of the thrashing machine ; yet , 
it is diffused over this pnrt of Norway so much more universally 
than in Scotland, that our right to the invention appears very 
doubtful. In the parish of Overhalden alone, on the Namsen 1 

river, about sixty miles north of this place, there are, according to 
Kraft's statistical account, sixty thrashing mills, some with ; 
rnachinerv attached. and some driven by water. 

I t  is certainly not probable that a &tch invention should find 
ita way to Norway, and be much more generally diffused in its 1 

most remote districts than in nnp part of the country which claims 1 
the invention. It seems much more likely that, like the savings' 
bank, i t  was borrowed from our poor neighbour in the north by 
our ingenious Scotch inventors, although both are carried into 
effect with inferior materials, - corn instead of money, mood in- 
stead of cast-iron. The construction of the thrashing machine is 
the same in both countries; but in the ~orwe~ion,-the feeding 
rollers, being of wood, are necessarily of larger diameter, and the 1 

. straw is consequently presented to the benters on the drum in 
greater lengths ; so that the heads of grain are much less perfectly 



struck by the beaters than if presented to the stroke in the shorter 
lengths given out by feeding rollers of smaller diameter. 

C5viliaatiod and no civilisation are curiously blended in this 
corner of the world. In the above parish, which reckons 153 
proprietors, 97 tenants, 101 housemen with land, and 60 thrashing 
machines, there are 30 families of Laplanders with 2800 head of 
reindeer. 
May, 1835. -The fence in general use in Norway and Sweden 

might be adopted with advantage in many situations in England 
and Scotland, where small wood or thinning8 of plantations can be 
obtained. Its advantages to the agriculturist are, that it occupies 
as little ground as hurdles or sheep-flakes ; may be put up or-re- 
moved as quickly; is as good a security against cattle as the best 
hedge or stone wall; and is constructed of such wood as can be 
put to no otherke.  Two hedge stakes, about six or eight feet 
long, are stock into the ground opposite to each other, about four 
inches apart; and at every three o r  four feet, according to the 
lengths of the wood 'to be laid like rails between these upright 
stick a couple of them are stuck into the earth. The couple are 
tied together in three or more places, according to the height to 
be given to the fence ; each tie is about a foot and a half above the 
other. The ties are made with th6 small branches of any kind of, 
tree with the mp in them. These branches are roasted on a 
fire kindled on the spot, and in that state are as eaaily twisted 
and tied .as a piece of rope yarn; and being charred, are mucb 
more durable. The transverse ~ieces  of the fence. or what corre- 
sponds to the rails in a common wooden fence, consist of slab 
boards ; that is, the outside boards sawn from round wood, or poles, 
or old brapches of any kind. They are run in; one piece above 
another, between the two upright sticks, and with oneend resting 
upon the tie or upon the piece under it, which is supported by the 
tie, and the other end resting on the ground. , The pieces are laid 
with such a slant that the weight rests principally upon the ground, 
the ties only supporting the beads of these cross pieces in the air. 
The space between the. ties is filled quite full with the boards or 
sticks thus resting with one end upon the ground. The whole 
length of the fence being in contact with the ,pond at so many 
points, and the uprights connected together also at so many, this 
fence is of great strength and stability, although composed of 
pieces o f .  wood singly of no strength; and besides its formidable 
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appearance to cattle, i t  can support great weight. Snow, although 
of great weight, seldom breaks it down; and when broken it ean 
be put up again immediately. In many parts of England, pnsts , 
and rails cost five or six shillings a fathom, and a great deal of 
time and trouble is wasted besides in sinking the posts, replacing 

' 

the horizontal rails in the mortices; and after all they make an 
imperfect fence, as cattle and horses get over, and sheep under it. 
Hedges take up much land, cannot be shifted from place to place, 
and e a annoyance from gaps and breaks For a 
wooded country this is certainly the cheapest fence. I t  can ~ 
scarcely cost two-pence a fathom. Three men will put up forty . 
fathoms in a day. I 

May, 1835. - The population of the Russian empire, including 
Poland, Finland, the Caucasian and the Siberian tribes, amounted, 
according to the official returns of the year 1830)to 49,000,000of 
people. The number of the human race existing on the face of 
the earth ia computed, or guessed, by learned men of the present 
day, at 800,000,000. Of the whole human species, therefore, 
nearly one-sixteenth part is under the Russian government. Every 
sixteenth human being that is born is a Russian subject. The 
objects and views of a government, ruling over so large a pro- 

' 

portion of mankind, cannot be measured by those which actuate 
other powers. Extension of dominion, and such objects of ordi- 
nary ambition, may fairly be admitted to form no objects of Rus- 
sian policy. I t  is not by accession from without, that thL mighty 
power can become more powerful. I t  is judging partially when 
we ascribe to ite government a desire for additional territory, a 
love of conquest, and all those other motives which have actuated 
minor potentates. It is within herself alone, that the ambition of 
the most blindly ambitious monarch who ever held a d p t r e  would 
seek for the additional greatness of the Russian empire. But al- , 
though extension of dominion, upless as required for internal 
security, and all the objects of the ordinary ambition as well as 
the ordinary jealousies and fears of smaller powers, must fall out 
of view, on fair consideration, in an estimate of Russian policy, 
Russia may fairly and reasonably have objects, and evkn positive 
duties to fulfil towards that large portion of mankind which depends 
for civilisation and social happiness on her sway, which will unsettle 
the world as much as the wildest ambition. I t  cannot be for any 
length of time that a power which rules over so large a portion of 
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the human race, and whose millions of subjects are daily acquiring 
more and more the tastes and habits of civilised life, should submit 
to be excluded from that great highway over which paeees almost 
every article which those tastes and habits of civilised life require. 
Russia must have a side of her dominion on the Atlantic We  
may endeavour to conceal the truth from ourselves, bnt it will be 
no unreasonable demand on her part, when she is prepared to make 
it, that so many millions of rational beings as dwell under her 
sway should enjoy, in common with the rest of mankind, that 
common good of nature, intended, like the air we breathe, or the 
water we drink, for the use and enjoyment of all the human species, 
- viz. the free access over the great ocean to those countries and 
climates of the earth which produce the objects required by man 
in a civilised state. The Baltic and the Black Sea are but loop- 
holes for supplying such a mass of society with the products of the 
tropical climes, the sugars, coffees, cottons, to- and all the . 
other articles, required now for their use and well-being. Russia 
will have reason on her side when she tells the other European 
powers to make mom for her on the coasts of the world's great 
ocean ; and that she requires a wider gate for her supplies, and one 
not shut up by nature for half the year, and liable, during the 
other half, to be closed by every petty power which may have a 
few ships of war to blockade the entrance. There is an amount 
of human happiness, a mass of interests, and an exteneion of 
civilisation among the buman species, involved in this view, which 
may, if considered without prejudice or local feeling, outweigh all 
the advantages that mankind derive from the European system of 
a balance of power among small states, which, like a balance of 
houses built of cards, tumbles to pieces as fast as it is erected. It 
is therefore not among the events which could be reckoned unjus- 
tifiable in principle, if, on the first rupture of the present political 
arrangements of Europe by a war, liussia should urge that the 
supply of her vast population with all that civilisation requires can 
no longer be sacrificed, in order to preserve the political existence 
of a second-rate power connected by no family ties with any other 
monarchy, and by no important interests with any other state; 
and i t  is within the verge of probability that Sweden and Norway, 
the Scandinavian peninsula, may be the battle-field of the first 
great war we have in Europe. I t  is here that Russia will endea- 
vour to acquire for her empire a side to the sea. I t  is only by the 
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I 
poseasion of an ocean coast, that she can ever become a naval 
power. That great and certainly rational object of Russian am- 
bition - rationel and justifiable, when the above circumstances are ' 
considered, -can only be accomplished by the acquisition of a 
portion at least of this peninsula. The European powers them- 
selves have settled the principle. Her acquisition of Finland, a 
country far exceeding Norway in population and fertility, pro- 
ceeded avowedly upon the principle that i t  was too near to her 
modern capital, and too convenient and important for its suppliee 
and security, to remain in the hands of any other power. The 
principle was admitted as valid by the other European govern- 
ments. I t  was acquiesced in that, for the sake of its convepience 
to Russia, this noble portion of the Swedish dominions should be 
incorporated with the Russian empire. The emnaion of the same 
admitted principle will comprehend Norway and Sweden, or such 
portions of these countriee ae it may be politically convenient for 
Russia to acquire. The exclusive navigation of the Black Sea, 
the possession of the Dardanelles and of Constantinople itself, 
would be acquisitions very inferior in real importance to Russiato 
the line of the sea coast on the Atlantic side of this peninsulg 1 
north of the 62d degree of north latitude. This cut of the penin- 
aula, which in wealth and population is ineignificant compared to 
Finland, would place Rumia at once at the head of the naval powers 
of Europe. I t  would give her innumerable harbours and fiords, 
open to the navigation of the At.lantic at ~ 1 1  seasom, - for these 
fiords in the north are never frozen, - each capable of containing 
in safety all the navies of the world, and oomected by sea with 
all navigable park, of the globe ; and by land on the best of rail- 
roads, the snow, during a great part of the year, with Finland, 
and the centre of all Russian power and wealth, St. Petersburgh 
itself. I t  would render Russia independent of other nations for 
the supplies she requires of trans-Atlantic productions ; and would 1 
thus make her mistress, in time of war, of her own naval products, 
without which no European power can fit out a fleet for sea, and 
which now she must supply even her enemies with, in the very , 
crisis of war, for the sake of obtaining those supplies in return 
through them. She would have a commerce of her own over the 1 
Atlantic. From the nature of the country and climate, the land- 
trnnsport of goods across the peninsula does not encounter the 
obstacles which those accustomed to roads and distances in other 
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latitudes would imagine. When snow and frost have made all 
roads even, smooth, and hard,.for transport by sledges, the iron 
railways of England do not give greater fi~cility of draught to 
animal power than these winter roads. The distance across from 
Levanger on the Dronthiem Fiord to Sundsval on the Bothnian 
gulf, may be 280 or 290 English miles. The herrings, salt-fish, 
and dried fish of the Norwegian coast, although these are goods of 
which the value cannot admit of expensive lmd carriage, find their 
way regularly, not only across this part of the peninsula, but to the 
markets of Haparanda neur Tornea, which is above 500 English 
miles from Sundsval. The merchants of Tornea, which is now a 
Russian town, frequent regularly the winter markets in Lynger 
fiord, and other parts of the north const of Norway. 

I t  would be an imputation on the good sense and ability of the 
Russian cabinet to suppose that i t  is not preparing for such an 
acquisition, should any of the political convulsions in Europe 
which may be expected in the course of human affiirs put it in 
the power of Russia to make the acquisition fairly, and according 
to the now admitted principles of acquisition of territory among 
states. Russia fronts Europe on a line extending from Archangel 
to the Black Sea. The manoeuvring is all on the left extremity of 
this line ; but the real object in view may be where the real ad- 
vantage to be gained obviously is, -on the extreme right of this 
line. That this object is in view mny be inferred from other cir- 
cumstances besides the desirable nature of the ncquisition itself. 
The two northern provinces of Norway, Nordland and Finmarii, 
east and west, are, in consequence of the monopoly system of trade 
in Norway, both internal and foreign, connected with the mother 
country by the most slender ties,. and are rather colonies than in- 
t p l  parts of the kingdom. The inhabitants, of whom a large 
proportion are of Finnish, not Norwegian descent and language, 
depend upon Russia for nll the necessaries of life, -pin, meal, 
and the materials for carrying on the fishery by which they sub- 
sist ; and by the prudent treaty which Russia concluded in 1828, 
regulating her trade from the White Sea with these provinces, the 
inhabitants are daily becoming more and more dependent upon 
her. The subject furnishes such instructive views of the ultimate 
effects of all monopoly on trade, that i t  deserves more particular 
elucidation. 

The country from Kortlr Cape dom to the great Namsen river 
IK 
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is divided into two amts or pmrincea : Tu'ordland, anciently Helo- I 

galand, or Helgeland, which marches with the province of North 
Trondhiem h t  ; and Finmark, to the north of Nordland, which 
is divided into East and West Finmark. Thgse two extensive 
province& with dl their islande, contain a population of only 
80,941 ~ ~ ~ B O I I S .  Agriculture is here but a secondary business. 
The crops of grain are too inconsiderable, and too precariom, to 
subsist the inhabitants. The winter fishery in the Lafodden 
islands, from the middle of February to the middle of April, and 1 
the summer fishery over all the coast, which in some b&ch or 
other gives occupation for the rest of the year, furnish the in- 
habitants with the m e w  of purchasing grain and other necee- 
saries. The average value of the winter M e r y  is estimated by an 
intelligent writer, the Amtman Blom, who has filled the office of 
foged in the district, at 430,987 dollars, or 86,5001. sterling, valuing 
the products at  the prices paid or credited to the inhabitants by the 
privileged merchants of Bergen, Dmnthiem, and the intermediate 
towns. The merchants send out vessels with the articles required , 
in the .country, and receive the produce of this eight w& 
fishery in payment. . Thie trade w& originally in the hands of the 
Hans Towns, particularly Bremen. They had in the fon=teenth 1 

and fifteenth centuries a factory, or rather fortreas, in Bergen: 
where they exercised an authority almost independent of the go- 
vernment, and. had subfactories in Nordland and Finmark, .and 
possessed the exclusive privilege of buying the fish and other wm- ~ 
moditiee of the inhabitants, and of supplying them from these fec- 
tories with the articles they required. The Hanseatic trade wit11 
these countriee was exactly similar to the monopoly now exercised 
by our Hudson's Bay and Canadian Fur  Company in the terri- 

* The H d o  Bssoeiation, at their great meeting, anno 1498, if Lubeck, 
consisted of seventy-two towns. They had four principal ~umpanies, m London, 
in Bruges, in Novorogomd, and in Bergen. There is a cnrious account of the 
e&ablishment in Bergen, in Holberg's Beskrivelse over Bergen, 1757, at which 
time it was not qnite extinct It appears to have been very similar in its con- 
struction to the late Canadian Fur Company, the servants advancing through 
the ranks of apprentices, journeymen, overseers, factors, to be partners, and 
the whole living in a Find of military discipline, in houses of the comptoir or 
fimtory, and not allowed to marry. In the early part of the sixteenth century 
they were at the height of their prosperity, and were reckoned to amount, in 
Bergen, to the number of 2600 men : a powerful force on one spot in that age. 
The fish trade, at that period, was one of great importance, as the consumption 
7as.a religious observance, and Newfoundland had not been discovered. 
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hies  of North America, within which they claim an exolusive 
privilege to trade with the Indian tribea On the decay of the 
Hanseatic commerce, the towns in which their comptoirs or head 
factories were established, via Bergen and Dronthiem, succeeded 
to their trade and privileges, and maintain the system to the 
present day. Christiansund nnd one or two minor towns have 
succeeded, after a long struggle, in obtaining a share ; but other- 
wise the trade remains shut for the people of Norway at large. 
The merchants or shopkeepers who are settled and dwell in Nord- 
land and Finmark, and in the Lafodden islands, are licensed bur- 
geases of Bergen, Dronthiem, or other privileged towns. Each 
has a certain tract of coast or circle belonging to his shop or fac- 
toy, within which no other person is entitled to- buy or sell. 
These privileged traders pay a certain tax, and are obliged to 
receive and entertain travellers, ae the sole innkeepers within their 
circle ; and their exclusive privilege has become hereditary, at- 
tached to the house or factory in which it may be exercised by a 
duly privileged trader. The state of a country or province in 
which every necessary and luxury must be purchased, and of 
which the trade is so fettered, may be gueseed at. The privileged 
capital finds an easy and sufficient trade in supplying the coffee, 
sugar, tobacco, brandy, and such articles, required by the persons 
who fish for each merchant. Any extension of industry or of 
trade to or from the country, is not necessary for it8 employment ; 
and, like the dog in the maqer, what it cannot do itself it will not 
allow any other Norwegian capitnl to do. The supply of these 
two provinces with food, and with much of the materials for the 
Gshery, has consequently fallen entirely into the hands of the 
Russians from the coast of the White Sea. The privileged Nor- 
wegian traders find an easy living, and a sure profit, each in his 
own trading district. They are not driven by competition to 
engage in any new branches. They take accordingly, and pay for 
in brandy, colonial products, and such articles, what the industry 
of t h e  inhabitants produces during the eight weeks of the winter 
fishery; and leave to the Russians the beneficial trade of feeding 
the population, and of receiving in payment all that their industry 
produces during the other forty-four weeks of the year. As far as 
regards industry xnd production, these provinces ruay truly be said 
to belong to Norway only for eight weeks of the year; and to be 
connected with the mother country only through a few mercantile 

31 2 
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houses in Bergen, Christiansund, nnd Dronthiem. A populationb I 
of upwards of 80,000, raising little or no grain, deals with the 
mother country only to the value of 86,5001. sterliug, or littlemore 
than 20s. a head. I t  is a striking example of the results of ma. 
uopoly. If  the trade had been free to all native Norwegians, as 
it is in every country where trade has flourished, to its own 
subjects at least, there would have grown up in Norway a body of 
traders to and from these provinces, carrying on every branch in 
wlrich employment and profit could be found; and Norwe,& 
commerce would have been conveying its own fish in its own Fes- 
sels to the White Sea, and bringing back the meal, hemp, sailcloth, 
cordage, and other necessaries now supplied by Russia The 
country, instead of having a trade which employs-only the yachts 
or tenders that now bring the fish from Lafodden, would have also 
had-the trade which gives employment to from two hundred to three 
hundred square-rigged Russian vessels. I t  is in truth a satire 
upon free institutions, that under the absolute government of 
Russia, the farming peasant on the const of the White Sea is aa 
free as he would be in America to fit out a vessel, embark his farm 
produce, and trade with it to a foreign country ; while the farming 
peasant under the almoat republican constitution of Xorway can- 1 
not exchange his own produce with those very provinces of his 1 

own country to which the Russian has free access. The free ad- i 
mission, without paying any duties, in any port north of Tromsoe, 
waa gained by Russia in the treaty of 1828. I t  was one of ne- 
cessity on the part of Korway. Its exclusively privileged mer- 
chants could not feed the country. The ordinary sluggish cl~annel 
into which their trade had eettled was that of sending certain 
quantities of go& at certain prices, and bringing back certain 
quantities of fish at certain prices ; the prices being fixed for the 
season previously by themselves. There was neither spare capital 
nor c o r n p d t b  to supply these provinces with the necessaries of 
life. The.Buseian government is awake to the advantages of this 
trade,-h the considerable body of excellent seamen which it is 
rearing, nnd.the prospects of naval power immediately connected 
with it. By an ukase published in August 1835, at a time when 

The whole value of property in Nordland and Finmark was, according to 
the tax upon property for liquidating the obligations of the State, equal 
to three and a half per cent. only of the amount of the whole property in 
Norway. 
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the Russian cabinet apparently was occupied only with the affairs 
of the East or of Spain, and its negocintions at IFalish and Top- 
litz, the important step was taken of declaring the trade to and 
from Finmark and Nordland free to all ranks and classes of Rus- 
sian subjects in the districts of Archangel Cola, and other trading 
places on the White Sea ; and granting a reduction in their favour 
of the import duties payable in other parts of .the ltussian empire 
on salt fish and other commodities. The uknee not only p n t s  
this reduction to the subjects of Russia, but also to the people of 
tlioee two provinces of Norway who may trade to the White Sea ; 
thus placing them in n more favoured situation with regard to 
trade than their fellow-subjects in the rest of the united kingdoms 
of Norway and Sweden. What would our government say, if a 
foreign power were to grant special immunity or favour& the 
trade of any portion of its dominions which, like Ireland or 
Canada, might happen to be but loosely connected with the body 
politic ? If it be allowable to draw any inference from public mea- 
sures, none other can be drawn than that Ruasin is preparing, by . -  - -  
the most judicious and unobjectionable means, for any change in 
the connection of these two provinces with Norway which poli- 
tical  circumstance^ might, at any future period, enable her to carry 
through. 

Besides this, the disproportionate military establishment kept up 
by Russia in the islands of Aland in the Bothnian Gulf, almost 
within eight of the Swedish coast, and the disproportionate naval 
force of twenty-two sail of the line kept up in the Baltic, -dis- 
proportionate as compared with any possible cull for military or 
naval defence on that point of her dominions, -clearly show that 
she is prepared for aggression, ue well a8 for defence, on that 
point, and is ready armed to act, upon the spur of the moment, if 
just and reasonable ground'a should be presented, either from the 
political state of Europe in general, or of Sweden in particulq. 
I t  is to be remembered that, according to the principles of legiti- 
macy, there exists a dormant, but not extinguished claim in the 
Vasa family to the Swedish throne. If the constitutional and 
legitimate principles should come into active collision throughout 
Europe, and if the Spanish peninsula shouid ultimately be settled 
upon the constitutional principle, i t  is obvious that a copnter- 
balance on the oppoeite principle would be sought for in this pen- 
insula. It is no absurd conjecture that the price of such a 
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restoration of legitimacy would be the provinces north of the 626 
de,gee of north latitude, or of the natural mountain boundary of 
the Dovre Fjelde, Fille.Fjelde, and Lange Fjelde, which divides 
.Norway into north and south divisions at that parallel of lati- 
tude ; ind while Sweden as a legitimate instsad of a constitutiond 
monarchy would be more than compensated for the loss of Jemte- 
land by the acquisitih of South Norway, as an integral part of 
her dominion4 the othei legitimate monarchs of Europe, by rear- 
ing i ~ p  at once a Rueaim naval power on the ccwst of the Atlantic, 
nbie, with its existing flew nndreeourcea, to cope instantly with 
Britain on the high sees from that position, would gain an ascend* 
ancy in the flbire of the world which it is evident they muet either 
now in this age attain, or they must lose their present power in the 
legislation of their respective governments, and submit to be con- 
stitutionally limited, as the Kings of Great Britain and Norway 
are, to executive functions only. 

If these views of the political @tion of the Scandinavian 
peninsula be not altogeth& vision6, there is but one course for 
the Swedieh monarchy to take : it is, to  place^ itself in advance of 
the liberal governmen& of Europe, to engage on its side the sym. 
pathies of all  nations which have or desire to have free constitutionsi 
I t  would not be to uphold in Sweden the universally decaying 
feudal structure of government, that' other people would arm in 
her defence: it wouM not be to support a constitution of king, 
lords, and clergy, in which the nation has in effect as little weight 
as it would have under the Rusaian government. The world is so 
far enlightened, that the advantages to mankind and the ultimate 
decta on civilisation would be weighed against the evils of a 
transfer of power and territory, where, as far as r e g d a  the con- 
'dition and righte of the people, the transfer is but a name. If the 
shortsighted policy of the Swediah cabinei; had proved successful 
in the attempt to overturn the institutions o f - ~ o r w a ~ ,  and to 
amalgamate her constitntion with their own, public opinion would 
prevent in Oreat Britain any effectual and popular intervention in 
aid of a government which had shown so little respect for consti- 
tutional righta It is from Great Britain alone, that interpoaitior. 
or aid from without can ever reach these kingdoms ; and i t  ia not 
from the British cabinet of the day, but from the public opinion 
and feeling of the British nation, that these muet come to be 
effectuaL 
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CHAPTER VIL 

Emigrants of Small Capital. - Norway better than Canada -Land Cheap- 
Labour Cheap-Eonsea Good. -Mode of purchasing Land.-'Bank of 
Norway. - Peculiar System of Banking. - Moral Condition as a E d  by 
the gene& Di&b&m of Prope.rty. - Physical Condition.-Lodging cora- 
pared to thqt of the Scokh Pemantry. - Food. - Living in a Norwegian 
Family of the Miwe Clasa - Use of Spirits. -Temperance Societies - 
Gravesend Smacks- Bothy for Farm Servants.- Bed-Clothes. -Foreign 
Loxnriea -Cheapness. -Bonding System.-Clothing.- Household Manu- 
factwea - Advertkment of a Fum to be soid. - Value of Money. - 
Climate. 

Leuanger, May 1 8 3 5 . - T a ~ ~ ~  is a class of emigrants from Great 
Bdain, for whom I conceive this country is better adapted than 
Canada. All that land or water producea there M produced here, 
with the addition of good roads, good houses, an &wy communi- 
cation with Britain ; and society in the country itself, with all its 
institutions and arrangements, in a more advanced state, than it 
can reaeonably be expected to have attained in newly peopled 
countries. It appeare a h ,  from the accounta given by Mr. Fer 
guson, Mr. ~ t e *  Captain Hall, and other tr&ellers- who have 
recently visited various parta of North America, that clenred 
habitable hd, witla good dwelling-houses and farm officea on it, 
and in a state of cultivation to support the purchaser's family im- 
mediately, without the privation and misery of the back-settler's 
existence, but with s reasonable portion of the decencies and com- 
forts of civiiised life, epd with an easy access to markets by water 
carriage, is actually dearer in America than land possessing eimilar 
advmtagea in Norway. Norway is certainly not a country. in 
which the emigrant can make money; and being peopled fully up 
to it8 reaoarces, it could absorb none of our labouring gaes of 
emigrants. The man who can work at a a d e ,  or even at ordinary 
farm work, will do much better in America; he who has a little 
capital and wishes to increase it, and knows how, will also, I have 
no doubt, do much better there. .The system of monopoly in favour 
of particular clsesea, which, as I have before explained, feZters all 
bmchea of industry in Norway, would prevent the success or 
even the admission of foreign capital or industry into any trade or 
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manufacture. Norway is not a country for either of those classes of 
emigrants. But there is a class who can neither work nor trade, 
but who have a little money either as capital or as income, which 
they merely seek to litre upon with some degree of comfort. , 

They may have the wish, but are sensible they have not the skill, 1 
to turn their capital to any advantage. For such people it ie 1 
evidently ruin to emigrate to a wuntry where labour is dear, as it 
is in America; for labour is the very thing they must buy, cost 
what i t  will. From age, want of health and strength, or of prac- 1 tice, such persons have no physical ability to work. Cheap laud 
is of no use to them without cheap labour to cultivate it. The I 

denrness of labour in America makes i t  a o  doubt an excellent 
country for those who have labour to sell; and very good even for 
those who, although they must buy common labou; at a dear mte, 
bare some profession, business, trade, or occupation of their own, 
by which they'c?n make others pay at a dear rate in return. But 
how does it answer for the emigrant who has but a small. capital 
or income, and is out and out a consumer, not a producer, - who 
cannot labour himself in any way that is profitable? This is the 
case of nine out of ten of those who have not been bred early in 
life to steady manual labour. The retired officer, the mnn bred at 
the desk, or accustomed only to sedentary employment, perhaps to 
no regular employment at dl, stands in this situation. To this 
elks the country in which labour costs sixpence a day is ten times 
better than that in which i t  coats five shillings. Norway presents 
many advantages to such emigrants. Land is cheap, and labour to 
work upon i t  is cheap. A piece of p u n d  cleared of wood, inclosed, 
nnd long under cultivation, with a space behind of half-cleared 
land for outfield pasture, and capable of improvement; with ex- 
cellent log-houses upon it, two stories high, wenther-boarded 
outside, lined inside, and with two goodly rows of cheerful win- 
dows; and this dweUing surrounded with barns, stables, cow- 
llouses, and every &rt of accommodation for crop and cnttle, on 
such a clean and roomy scale, that the cow is better lodged than 
the ww's mistress is ou many farms in the north of Scotland; near 
to a river, Inke, or fiord, a h d i n g  fish in abundance; fire-wood 
and building timber on the land; and the farm large enough to 
keep a score of cows, six horses, and a small flock of sheep and 
'goats, winter and summer, nnd to maintain u fnmily and servants 
'in all that land usually produces, lawing a surplus for sale sufficient 
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to pay taxes, wages, and to provide the comforts and necessaries of 
life to a fair extent, -a l l  this may be bought at from ten to 
twelve hundred pounds sterling, or even less ; and this in a country 
enjoying a free government, abounding in proprietors of the same 
medium scale, and with none of a permanently higher class ; pene- - - 
trated in all directions with excellent roads and navigable I&IS of 
the sea ; .furnishing markets for a,gicultursl produce within itself; 
and with towns in which all the enjoyments i f  refined society may 
be found, and the productions of other climes and other countries 
may be obtained at the cheapest rate ; and, lastly, the whole within 
ten days7 journey of England. This is surely preferable to any 
thing that America or Australia presents to the emigrants who 
merely want a domicile where they can live on their small means, 
with as many as possible of the comforts and advantages of Euro- 
pean life. To those helpless, handless people, the command of 
chwp labour is the most indispensable of their comfort& This 
advantage they have in Norway. The land is cultivated, as I 
have before explained, by a clnss of married farm servants who 
hold cottages wit11 land on the skirts of each farm at a fixed rent 
for two lives,-that of the cottar tenant and of his widow,-under 
th* obligation of furnishing a certain number of daye' work on the 
main farm at a certain rate of wages. The ordinary rate is twelve 
skillings or +. s day, with 6ctuals ; and for married farm-ser- 
vents, or housemen, eight skillings, also with victuals. I n  many 
of the beat cultivated districts of Scotland, a similar system-  re- 
vails; but the situation of the Norwegian houaemau is much better 
than that of the Scotch married farm servant. Land not being of 
such vdue, h e  has more of i t  ; and what he holds is not merely a 
rig or two of potatoes and a cow's grass in snmmer, taken from 

to year from a tenant, and depending on his good-will or on 
the endurance of his lease, but it is a regular little farm, keeping 
generally two cows and some sheep, and producing a full subsist- 
ence for a family, and beld for two lives. The law of the country 
bas specially favoured this class of housemen. I n  default of a 
written agreement registered in the parish coort, the houseman is 
presumed to hold his possession for his own life and that of his 
wife, at the rent last paid by him. He can give up his land and 
remove, on giving six months' notice before the ordinary term, and 
is entitled to the value'of the buildings put up at his own expense, 
which he may h a ~ e  left; but the landlord cannot remove him or 



his widow so long as the stipulated rent and work are paid. By. 
law also a regular book should be delivered to the houseman, in 
which his payments are entered by the landlord, which, in case of 
dispute, would be adjusted at the end of the year in the court of the 
parish. The sone and daughters of this clase of housemen are the 1 
domestic servants and the ordinary labourem of the country. lb 
territory being peopled fully up to ita remwww, it is only when a , 
vacancy occure in a houwman's place, that a young man can nettle' 
in life and many; and hie chance of obtaining the vacant how 
and land depends entirely upon his conduct m d  character. It in , 
this check which keepe the class of servants and labourera ns willing 
and obedient se in England or Scotland. I 

There are great advantages in this system of eupporting and pay- 
ing the labourere in husbandry. The land-owner or farmer might a8 

well propose not to feed hi horses when he h.e no work for them, 
as not to feed his labonrem By the community, and out of the 
general nurse of its property, the agricultural labourers must be 
fed, whether them is work for them or not. This can only be done 
either by a poor-rate; or by this way of giving them means to 
feed themselves by their own industry, and giving them s life-rent 
property of their own to work upon, and fall back upon, in case of 
sickness, want of work, d e a r ~ e ~ ~  af provision, or other general or 
local calamity. It is a very common arrangement among this clw 
in Norway, if old age, eicknesa, or the death of the howman him- 
d, and the infancy of hie children should prevent the occupant in 
poeeession from furnishing the stipulated rent and work, to give 
it over to a young man, reserving a living, with house-mom and 
fuel, as long M theoriginal life-rent intereat of the partie@ endurea 
Thua the old, infirm, the widows and children subsist, without 
being burdensome as paupers ; and the young man who works the 
little farm hrs his own living in the meantime, and the proepect of 
eucceeding to the original life-renters. 

The subject of emigration k so full of interest to the numeroo9 I 

class of small capitalists or annuitants, who are but little adapted 1 
for the life of labour and privation which settlem in a new colony 
must submit to, that any information with regard to the state of 
property and eociety in a country in which land, all things con- 
aidered, is ae cheap as in America or Australia, and labour and 
the other comforts of life cheaper, and which ie comparatively at 
our own doom, will probably be welcome. At the risk of being 
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tedious, and of repeating obse.wations over and over a,+ I shall 
give at length the views with which I have been i m p r e d  of the 
state of the different classes, and of property, in thia country. 

In Norway, the law of succession hns from 
being accumulated in large massee. The estates of individuals BTB 1 
in general emall; and the houses, furniture, food, eomfortt4, w a p  

more nearly to an equality, or to one standard, than in any country 

l and means of living among all clseees, appear to me to approach , 
in Europe. This standard is far removed from any want or die- . 
comfort on one hand, and from any luxury or display on the other. 
The actual partition of the land itself seems in practice not to go 
below such a portion of land as will support a family comfortnbly ' 

nccording ts the habita and notions of the country ; and it is 
indeed evident that a piece of ground without housen on it, and 
too d l  to keep a family amording ta the national eetimation of 
what is requisite, would be of no value as a separate. property. 
The heirs, accordingly, either sell to each other, or sell the 
whole to a stranger, and divide the proceeds. The duty of the 
sorenskriver, or district judge, consists principally in arranging 
this kind of chancery buainees; and all debta and deeds affect- 
ing property are registared with him. The heirs who sell, very 
often instead of a sum of money, which is aeldom at the com- 
mand of the ptiea, take s life-rent payment or annuity of ao 
much grain, tbe keep of ao mamy cows, so much fire-wood, 
n dwelling-honse on the property, or some equivalents of that 
kind. It is rare to h d  an eatate without some burden of 
this kind. It is called the kaar or wilkasr ; that is, the condition 
upon which the estata or gaard h a  been aold. The value put b~ 
the seller upon his resewed annuity is natnrally, as no man sup- 
poses that he himaelf ia to die at an ordinary age, vastly greater 
than its real value according to the computation of the chances of 
life ; and a small money price over and above the knar content8 
him. This i a  one c a m  which, keepa the price of land below the 
vdoe a t  which ne would estimate good old tillage ground, pro- 
ducing as heavy crop of oata and bear M our beat ]and would 
produce under tho same imperfect management. Another came 
keeping down the price of lnnd is the Odelsbsarn right. By this 
the heir, even although he was the party who sold the p r o m  
himaelf, is entitled to redeem the land h ld  from the parchaser by 
paying brick the price. The bonder or pe8atnt proprietors am 
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extremely tenacious of this udal,right, although ita effect evidently 
is to reduce the marketable value of their estates. The latent 
hope of the proprietor, that he or his family may ngain acquire the 
paternal acres, blinds him to the obvious c,anaequence that no man 
will give a fair price for land which may be taken back at a future 
period. The time of redemption is now limited by law to five 
yenrs, and the coat of improvements as well as the purchase money 
must be paid. back. The right is practically, therefore, no real 
impediment to a purchaser, as he can easily discover whether the 
seller or his heirs can be in a situation, by any chance, in the 
course of so short a time, to repay the purchase money and 
improvements ; and practically it operates in his favour, as, though 
only a bare possibility, it is valued as a condition affecting the 
property for fire years, and to be reckoned against its price 
accordingly. To these causes of the cost of land being ao mode- 
rate in Norway, must be added one which the emigrant should 
never forget. Land in Norway will give a comfortable living to 
the owner, but will do 110 more. No investment beyond what a 
man occupies and uses for his family would be profitable, because, 
where almost all are proprietors, tenants are scarce ; and from the 
standard of living being high, and formed upon a state of society 
in which almost all are proprietom of the farma they cultivate, and 
nre living fully upon the produce, a reapectable tenant would live 
as well as other people of his clnss, that is, as well as the laird 
himself. It would only be a small surplus that, after taking out of 
the produce his own living and that of his servants, he would have 
remnining to pay an yearly rent. It is usual, therefore, when a 
person happens to have more than his own family farm, to bygsel 
the land; that is, to let it at a trifling or nominal yearly rent for 
the life of the tenant and of hie wife, the man and wife being always 
joined in these leases, and to take a fine or grnaaum when it is 
granted or renewed. That quantity of land which supplies a 
family with farm produce, and requires no great skill, activity, or 
capital to manage, is all that is wanted by any individual Them 
is consequently little demand for land, while family arrangements 
among heirs often fill the mnrket without any demand. 
; The peculiar, and, for the wants of the country, well-imagined 
Bnnk of Norway facilitates greatly the family arrangements with 
m r d  to land. T h i  bank was founded on the 14th of June, 1816, 
and baa ite head officn in Dronthiem, with branches in the principal 
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towns; and is under the direction of five stockholders, with a 
council of fifteen representatives of the other proprietors. Its 
capital was originally raked by a forced loan or tax upon all 
landed property, and the landholders became shareholders accord- 
ing to the amount of their respective payments. In  a short time 
these shares became a valuable stock, and are at a considerable 
premium. The transactions of this bank are conducted upon a 
principle totally opposite to that of our Scotch and other banking 
establishments. I t  is there considered as a first principle that the 
bank should hold only available securities, as bills or bonds only nt 
a short date, or payable at a short notice, for its issues or advances. 
But such a system would have been of little (we to a nation of land- 
holders. The National Bank of Norwar is therefore a bank for 
landed property, and discounts mercantile bills and personal 
securities only as a secondary branch. Its principal business eon- 
sista in advancing in its own notes, upon first securities over land, 
any sum not exceeding two-thirds of the value of the property, 
according to a general valuation which was taken in the year 1812, 
and in which the seed, corn, horses, cows, and other particulars, 
ascertaining the value and extent of each farm, are very par- 
ticularly noted. The borrower pays half-yearly to the bank the 
interest of the sum that may be at his debit at the rate of four per 
cent. per annum ; and is bound also to pay off five per cent. yearly 
of the principal which is thus liquidated in  twenty years, and he 
has only the interest upon the balance each year remaining against 
him. The lender, the bank, has a twentieth part of its capital 
replnced each year, and draws four per cent. for the use of what 
remains outstanding. In the event of non-payment of the interest 
and insdment at the regular period, the bank of course proceed4 
by a summary sale of the property by public auction, to realise itu 
securities. Acirculation of paper money issued on this basis is 
evidently next in point of security to that of the precious metals. 
Ita profits may be low, as its whole capital is turned over only 
once in twenty years, and the principal benefit may be from the 
circulation which the notes command, in consequence of the 
known security on which they rest. The accommodation, how- 
ever, thus afforded to a nation of small proprietorq is of very great 
ralue, as the money required to pay off the shares of brothers nnd 
sisters in the estate can be obtained, with the certainty that i t  will 
not be called up in one sum at nny uncertain period. Would 



bank upon the same principle be able to support itself in England? 
The want of a system of registration of debta affecting land would 
be an impediment to such an attempt. The uncertain value of 
bnd, as long as the corn laws exist, and the poor are not provided 
for by any permanent system, would be another. There are other8 
perhaps as insuperable, from the competition fw circulation, and 
the complicated interests connected with the whole financial and 
banking systems in Britain, which render what is undoubtedly 
working well and beneficially in the simple concerns of a poor 
country like Norway, altogether inapplicable to a country in such 
a di6rent state. 

This state of property, and its general diffusion through the 
m i d  body, hag I have no doubt, a beneficial effect on the moral, 
as it certainly has on the physiaal condition of the people. The 
former must always be very much a matter of theory and con- 
jecture to the traveller; aud his sweeping conal~aiona, drawn from 
the isolated facts which happen to corns within his limited side 
of observation, are of little value. Ils vice, however, or immo- 
rality, is not so much connected with the state of wealth or PO- 
verty ss with the inordinate desire for the one and the inordinate 
dread of the other, a favourable conclusion may be formed respect- 
ing the moral state of a country in which wealth ie the exmption, 
not the rule by which people form their modes of living, and has 
consequently few of the charms which attend its poseession in 
other societies, and no sort of consideration, political influence, or 
weight in the affairs of the community. The dekre for it is thus 
considerably blunted; it is not the same actuating, engrossing 
principle of human action, and the spring of much that is evil and 
immoral is removed. The dread of poverty is also less influential 
where extreme destitution is as rare as great wealth, and where 
there is so much less difference in the comforts and consideration 
of the richer and poorer classes. Regarding the physical condition 
of the people, as to food, fuel, clothing, lodging, education, and 
property, any man who travels with his eyes open, and takes op- 
portunitiee of discerning, may form an accurate judgment; and 
he may leave it to higher intellect to trace the effects upon the 
moral character and condition of the people. There is no nation 
so well lodged as the Norwegian, none eo generally well provided 
with fueL These are gifts of nature to the greater part of the 
country. In the islands, and along some parts of the coast, build- 
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ihg timber is not produced, and even firewood is so scarce, that 
peat is beginning to be generally used; but these are peculiar 
aitmrtiong in which the inhabitants are compenested by the near- 
ness to the h h h g  grounds. In the dwellings generally of the 
labouring class, the squalor, dampness, darkness, and total want of 
accommodation and comfort of the sod-built hovels which disgrace 
the face of the earth in Scotland and Ireland, are unknown. The 
meanest habitation hae wooden floore, f indows, apartments for the 
family to sleep in, besides their sitting-room; also fit places for 
keeping their food. I t  is highly characteristic of Scotland, that 
within eight of its Parthenon, human dens may be found in which 
whole fhmilies-father, mother, and grown-up daughters and 
sone - are lodged under one roof, without other division into 
apartments for the decent separation of the sexes than is made by 
a wooden bedstead placed in the middle, without other floor than 
the raw earth; the walls of sods and stones, not lined with wood 
inside ; the roof a maas of damp rotten straw and decayed vegetable 
substances, supported by a few sooty rafters ; the windows, a single 
pane or two of glaaa stuck in a hole in the thatch or the wall ; the 
family provlsione of meal, salt meat, herrings, milk, butter, all 
huddled together in the single room, in which all the wet stock- 
ings and sweatyshirts are fuming and drying, and all the exhala- 
tions of the crowded inmates, cooking, eating, and sleeping, are 
poisoning the atmosphere. If the cost of the architectural toys 
which adorn the Scotch metropolis had been laid out in forcing 
upon the consideration of the legislature the wretched condition 
of the labouring class in respect of dwellings suitable to a ci- 
vilised and educated people, and the necessity, whatever finan- 
cial obstacles might be alleged, of doing away with all the 
duties affecting the building materials -the wood, glass, brick, 
tile, slate-which prevent the erection of wholesome, decent. 
and comfortable habitations for the mass of the nation, it would 
have been in better taste, than the present laughable, or rather 
melancholy, contraat between the palace of the laird and the hut 
of the peasant. 

In  respect of food also, the lower class in Nomay appears to be 
better provided. It is more nearly similar in kind and quality to 
that used by the higher class. This may appear a trifling circum- 
Stance, yet it is of some importance. It is not a sound state of 
society where the upper and lower classes have nothing in com- 
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mon; where, as in Scot!and. the mode of living, dwellings, food, 
and even dialect, are so different that the higher class might be 
taken by a strnnger for a distinct tribe inhabiting the Rame land. 
In  England even, the gentry are more closely knit with the la- ; 
bouring class, from the business of the poor-rates and of the 1 
magisterial duties which necessarily produce some intercourse, 
some knowledge of their concerns. The distance between the two 

, classes is more closely filled up there than in Scotland, by its more 1 

numerous middle class. In this country the difference id the m y  , 

of living between high and low is small, because every man lives 
from the produce of his farm; and from the want of ready mnrkets 
for farm produce, and the necessity of finding money to make 
their annual payments of taxes, or of instalments to the bank, or 
of portions to co-heirs in their estates, they live with the utmost , 
simplicity and economy with regard to every thing that talies 
money directly out of their pockets. I n  their housekeeping, the 
only nrticlea for which they must go to market are coffee and 
sugar, and similar groceries. In the consumption of what the 
farm produces, there appears little frugality to those accustomed 
to see every article sold or estimated at high market prices I 
shall best illustrnte this by an example of their way of living. 

I was acquainted with the family of the proprietor of a farm 
which maintains sixteen cows, four horses, a score or more of 
sheep, and the same of goats. I consider this farm to be about 
the ordinary size of properties in this part of Norway. There are 
many much larger keeping upwards of forty cows, some much les 
keeping three or four only; but the latter are generally occupied 
by fishermen, housemen, woodmen, or others not depending alto- 
gether on the land for subsistence. The number of cattle which 
the crop can support nll winter, and the grass all summer, gives 
to those acquainted with farming a better idea of such estates than 
the extent in acrea ; but they must recollect that the milking and 
working stock are kept during the long winter of seven months, or 
more, principally on hay, and that sown grasses, for hay not being 
in general use,but the land, after abearcrop followingpotatoes, being 

1 

left to swnrd itself with natural grasses for four years, and to form I 
the hay land, the proportion of grass land to arable is greater than 
in our farms. The servants constantly employed are two lads nnd 
a dairy maid. There are also two housemen paying their rent 
principally in work. nnd maintained on working days. In the 
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morning the first thing the family takes is coffee. There are disd 
tricts in which even the dairymaids expect it. The work people 
have a cake of oat or bear meal with butter, and a dram of potatoe 
brandy. About nine, what we should call breakfast is set out, 
consisting generally of slices of meat, bread and butter, cheese of 
various kinds, smoked salmon, and such articles ; and at this meal 
the Norwegians generally take a glass of potatoe bmndy. Ale 
and sometimes tea makes its appearance. The work people have 
for breakfast, milk, eoup, and bread and butter, or pottage and 
milk with oatcake, and make a substantial meal. A t  twelve, or 
in some placea earlier, comes dinner. This is a spare repast com- 
pared to an English or German one. It is the custom of the 
country, instead of one or two heavy meals, to take food often in 
the day. I have saen even a table d'h6te dinner without any 
meat, and never more than one dish; the rest fish, potatoes, and 
soup. The work people have herrings, potatoes, and barley-broth 
with bread; or bacon, d t  meat, and black puddings, instead of 
iish. They have meat at least twice a week in every family; 
bacon, and beef, and mutton, are cured and stored in autumn for 
this purpose: the family after dinner take coffee. In the nfter- 
noon comes a second edition of the breakfast, with slices of meat, 
dried fish, bread, butter, cheese, ale, bmndy, and tea. The work 
people have again a subs.$antial meal, similar .to their first break- 
fast, and a dram. It struck me as a circumstance very charac- 
teristic of them and their condition, when I saw a little girl go 
ou t  to some labourers who were repairing a road at a little dis- 
tance, with their bread, and butter, and cheese, and the dram 
bottle and glass, and returning with several slices of the bread 
a n d  butter left, and a portion of spirits left in the bottle. To take 
more than a single glass at that meal seemed not to enter their 
minds, although they might have used what they pleased; and 
they are not a sober people. Having, from its cheapness, and 
its being made at every farmhouse, the free command of spirits, 
w i t h  only the restraint which propriety and fitnese impose, they 
use i t  as gentlemen in former d a p  used their wine, that is, to 
excess on festive occasions ; but without that diseased craving a t  
all times, however unsuitable, which seems engendered among our 
labouring people, by the limited opportunities of getting liquor, 

by its high price, and the fiscal restrictions on its distil- 
lation and sale. Unable to get i t  when they would, they take it 

I 



when they can. - This effect of restraint, as the strong& ex- 
citement to indulgence, is natural; and perhaps but for it the 
gratification would scarcely be thought of. The attempts of well- 
meaning people to do away entirely with the use of spirituous 
liquors among the labouring class by temperance sucietiee, appear 
not altogether will considered. There are occasions of severe 
labour. and exposure, when the human flame, by g e n d  expe- 
rience, requires the temporary excitement of spirituous liquors, or 
b m e  substitute for them: to moderate, not abolish, this natural 
desire, is done useful and practicable. The practice of the 
Gravesend fishing-smacks is the most instructive lesson on this 
subject. When those vesseb go to the North Sea fishery, a supply 
is put on board, of the porter sold in the alehouses of Graveaend; 
the very same on which every man when on shore gets drunk as 
often as he can afford it. There is no daily allowance served out 
of this liquor, which is of extremely good quality ; but every man 
'may go to the cask when he pleases, and draw what he wants. 
The practical result is, that even among this claaa, after the no- 
velty of having the liquor at command is over, the liberty is so far 
from being abused, that less is consumed on the voyage than if an 
urdinary Li ly  allowance had been served out.  he snpply laid 
in is often brought back not nearly consumed. The people have 

. n0 excitement to take more than a draught when thirsty, as they 
have i t  at pleaanre, and for nothing. The cheap acceas to liquor 
appears to Bave a similar effect on the habite of the labouring 
people in Norway. They are not a sober people; but I have re- 
marked that I never naw one of them drank when he was espe- 
cially required to be sober. I never saw a man at  work, or a 
soldier in regimentals, in liquor. It is not common, as in Scotland, 
to meet a person in the streets or on the roads in a state of intoxi- 
cation.  he^ take convenient times and places for their potations; 
and weddings, baptisms, burials, besides the Chrietmas, midsum- 
mer, hay and corn harvest home, and other festivals, give times 
and places enough without much alehouse or ~pirit-shop meetings. 

But we have stiU another meal to get through. Supper comes 
at nine o'clock, and is the counterpart of the dinner, or rather the 
principal meal, as meat is more generally uaed at  it than a t  dinner. 
The working people have pottage and milk, broth, potatoes, or 
ash, at  this meal. A sort of fiah dried without salt, called by us 
nethe (gadus virens, ,or carbonarius), is much uaed. I t  le a coarse 



fish, not esteemed with us ; but here it is first steeped in a ley of. 
wood ashes, when the alkali combines with the oily matter and 
leaves a gelatinous, and apparently very nutritious food, formed 
out of a very unpromising materiaL 

Thus four regular meals ,a day, with two drams, form the stated 
fare of the labouring clam. This is a diet very superior to that 
of the agricultural labourers in Scotland, who have their allow- 
ance of oatmeal and milk, usuaily without any other kind of pro- 
vision; not even butter, bacon, or fish. The food of the Scotch 
labourers is in one respect better,-that the oatmeal is more sub- 
stantial, from the grain being shelled before grinding, and the 
meal sifted. Their accommodation-the bothy, which Cobbett 
so justly stigmatises as dbgmxful to a civilised country, and 
which, from the total want of comfort and often of cleanliness, is 
ruinous to the domestic habits of the labourer-is so inferior to 
the accommodation of the farm servants here, that the Scotch gen- 
tleman who sees the latter must blueb when he remembers hbw 
his own farm servants are lodged. There is a bothy here, as in 
Scotland, on every farm, called a Bortstue. I t  is usually a sepa- 
rate house detached from the main one, and better, -I speak on 
the authority of Scotch farm servants bred in Aberdeenshire and 
the Mearns, -than the dwelling-houses of many respectable 
farmers paying considerable rents in that part of Scotland. It 1 
consists of one large well-lighted room with four windows, a good ' 
stove or fireplace, a wooden floor, with benchee, chairs, and a 
table. A6 the end is a kitchen, in which their victuals are cooked 
by a servant whose business it is to attend the bortstue and cook 
for the people. The space above is divided into bed-rooms, each 
with o window, and the doors lead into a kind of covered gallery, 
open at the side, such as we still see in some of the old inns in 
London; and in this gallery the bed-clothes are hubg out daily, 
whatever be the weather. The whole house is washed every 
Satmday, the floors sprinkled, according to the custom of the 
country, with green sprigs; and in every respect, excepting an 
article or two of furniture, these rooms are as good, and are as 
warm, clean, and cheerful, as those in the main house. In  this 
Iarge room, the people mt and take their meals, and the tailor, 
shoemaker, harness-maker, and such tradesmen as go round from 
farm to farm, execute their work. There is a room in the main 
house in whi& the spinning, weaving, and other female work is 
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carried on, under the eye of the mistrerrs. In respect of bedding 
and bed-clothes, the working class is better off with us. Rugs 
and blankets are cleaner and wholesomer than fells ; that is, skins 
of sheep, goats, or reindeer, dressed with the wool or hair on. 
These, quilted together, form universally the bedding of the la- 
bouring class in Norway ; and one consisting of six sheepskins costs 
about a dollar and a half. I t  is cheaper certainly than any blank- 
eting, as six shillings would not furnish a labouring man's bed in 
Britain. It is also much warmer, as the natural skin of the animal, 
with the hair or wool on, surpasses aa a non-conductor of heat any 
artificial preparation of wool or hair. The Laplander in his skin 
dress, and in a skin bag which he puts over his head and shoulders, 
will sleep night after night on the snow in the Fjelde, in a degree 
of cold which would extinguish the life of one exposed to it in any 
woollen clothing. They are not hardier than other people. There 
is probably no very great difference between the capability of dif- 
ferent human frames to withstand the extremes of cold. I t  is 
undoubtedly the nature of the clothing that keeps their bodies in 
warmth, while ours are cold. The skins, with this advantage, are 
however far from being so cleanly as the manufactured bed-clothes 
of our labouring class, which can be waahed and scoured. These 
details may seem trifling; but gentlemen and ladies are n ~ t  the 
only readers in the present age. There is a numerous class to 
whom the most minute information respecting the comparative 
mode of living, diet, comforts, even the bedding, fuel, and lodging, 
and especinlly the civil station in the community of the middle 
and lower classes in other countries, comes with a peculiar and 
home-felt interest. 

Norway sends her produce, wood and fish, to every European 
country, and by the return of her vessels is supplied with every 
foreign article that she requires at the cheapest rate of freight 
The import duties are very modernte. Articles which have been 
in use, and are not intended for sale, as furniture, boob, clothe*, ~ 
or household goods, are not subject to duty. I 

In  the payment of the duties, the merchant is allowed a facility 
by the custom-house system which enables him to sell his goods at 
a cheap rate, having no part of his capital invested in the pay- 
ment of duties previous to sale. I t  appears to be superior to that 
of our bonded warehouses, being much more economical both for 
government and for the merchant. The importer takes his gooda 
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at once to his own warehouse or sliop, on giving security for the 
amount of the dntiea ascertained by the custom-house officers at  
Ianding, keeps a book of his sales, nnd pays the duty every three 
months upon the quantity which appears to have been sold. Go- 
vernment thus ip fact rkceives its duties from the consumer, and 
t l ~ e  merchant's cnpital is left free for more active employment. 
The inhabitant of Norway receives the products of many countries, 
tea, coffee, sugar, manufactures, and other goods from the British, 
Hamburgh, and Dutch markets, wines and brandies from the 
French m d  Spanish, often at a cheaper rate than the people of 
tllose countrien. Land cnrriage and municipal taxes make the 
wines for instance of France, Portugal, or Spain, dearer to the 
inhabitants of those countries than to the citizens of Bergen or 
Dronthiem. 

Coffee, sugar, tea, a little French brandy, and a little tobacco 
(for the Norwegians smoke lew thnn any other wntinentnl people), 
are the principal srticlea in this country which take money out of 
the pocket of the housekeeper; spiceries may perhaps be added, 
as all sorts of good provisione are spoilt by a mliery derived from 
the times of the Hanseatic League, when cloves, and cardamums, 
and eauceti, and mixtures long since forgotten in Englnnd, were in 
high reputa Other articlee are found almost all within them- 
selves, according to the common p h m ;  that is, either produced 
at home, or some kind of substitute used; or they are wanted al- 
together, and from habit not missed. In the country, shoes and 
clothes are made at home. The shoemaker and tailor go round, 
eobble, and sew for a few weeks at each gaard, getting their main- 
tenance, and being paid frequently in meal, potatoes, butter or 
other produce. There am looms at work in every house in the 
country. Carding, epinning, and weaving are constant occupations 
of the mistress and female servants. Woollen cloth, substantial 
but wnrse, excellent bed and table linen, and checked or striped 
wtton or linen for female apparel, seem the ordinary fabrics in 
progress. The family of the bonder, with the exception perhaps 
ef his Sunday hat, is generally clothed in homemade stuffs; and 
the wuntry church is but little indebted to Ghgow or Man- 
cheater for any display of finery. The people, however, are well 
clothed. Boots, gloves, and in bad wenther, great-coats, are worn 
by ordinary working men, and a person in rags is rarely Been. A 
set of clothes for Sunday is posseesd by every individual. Thie 
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is the w e  in Scotland also; but in England it is not at all an- 
common that the working man has only his working clothes, and a 
clean mock frock over all, to go to church in. The people of con- 
dition, or upper c h s ,  dresa as in other wnntries; and this is 
perhaps the principal expense in their families beyond thoae of 
the bonder, as foreign manofacturea a m  dearer; and it seems to 
be a Hind of conventional distinction, them being none in living or ! 
lodging that the one class weare fo- and the other home-made 
Btda Thie family manufacturing is not the most approved way 
of eupplying a nation with cloths at the cheapeet rate and of the 
beat quality. There is unqueetionablg a waste of time and labour, 
if the production alone be considered; and the article ia more 
costly, although vastly inferior in quality to what elrill and capital 
aided by machinery can produce. But it b a better condition for 
the mass of the population of a country, that g e n d y  one man 
should have work of some hind or other for twelve month in the 
year, than that two should have each only six month' work If 
the domestic manufactures of cloth, leather, utensils, implements, 
now carried on in every household in Norway, were eupemded , 
by the labour of dietinct elaseeg as in England and Scotland, em- 
ployed only in suoh mannfactures, would the advantage of eupe- 
rior quality and cheapness compensate the great evil of labourere 
not having work during the six month of the year in which agri- 
culture ie totally euapended? It may be doubted if Norway would 
make a good exchange, if her preeent household mannfactmw, 
eoarse though they be, which. employ perhap four persons in 
every family in Norway during the winter season, were exchanged 
for the posaeemon of one second-rate manufacturing town, which 
would no doubt enpply all those artid- much better in quality 
and with much leas waete of time and b u r .  There may be a 
greater national good than the cheapnese, excellence, and exten- 
sion of a manufacture. The wealth of a nation, that is, of its 
atate or government, may depend much upon productive labour 
well applied, and upon great accumulatione of manufacturing 
capital to apply it ; the happy condition and well-being of s people 
sean to depend more on the wide dietributian of employment 
over the face of a country by d l  but numerow massee of 
cnpital. 

To the emigrant of moderate capital, it may be intereating to 
hear what he can get for his money within six days' sail of Enghd.  
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He can oompare it with what is.promised.him in Canada or ip 
Australia. The following description of an estate is taken with- 
out t election from the advertisements in the daily newspaper, the 
Morgen Blad, of property to be sold. I t  will serve also to describe 
the usual accommodations and buildings on such small estates in 
this country. 

"A two-story dwelling house, with seven apartments of ybich 
two are painted. A large kitchen, hall, and room for hanging 
clothes, and two cellars. There is a side building of one story, 
containing servants' room, brewing kitchen, calender room, chaise: 
house, and wood-house. A two-story house on pillars with a 
pantry, and store-room. The farm buildings consist of a thrashing 
barn, and barns for hay, straw, and chaff; a stable for five horses ; 
a cattle house for eight cow% with divisions for calves and sheep. 
There is a good kitchen garden, and a good fishery; and also a 
considerable wood, supplying timber for house-building, for fences, 
and for fuel, besides the right of cutting wood in'the common forest. 
The seater, or hill pasture, is only half a mile (tlmt is, three and a 
half English miles) from the farm. The arable land extends to the 
sowing of eight barrels of grain and twenty-five or thirty of 
potatoes (the barrel is half a quarter), besides the land for hay ; 
and the farm can keep within itself, summer and winter, two 
horsee, eight cowq and forty sheep and goats. There is alscr a 
houseman's farm and houses. I t  keeps two cows, six sheep, and 
has arable land to the sowing of one and a half barrels of grain and 
six barrels of potatoes. The property adjoins a good high road, ig 
within four miles (eight and twenty English miles) of Christiania." 
-It is offered in the advertisement at the price of 4000 dollara 
This is probably one-third more than the usual price of such pro- 
perties, as the district about Christiania is more favourably situ; 
ated for markets, and land sells considerably dearer, than in other 
parts of h'omay. The amount of taxes, general and local, in- 
cluding tithe and poor-rate, would probably be for such a property 
not less than twenty-five dollars. 
. This class of emi-grants should never forget that there are three 
different sorts of value in foreign money in all that regards their 
concerns and situations. One is its mercantile value inexchange, 
as compared with our own currency ; another is its value in ex- 
change for corn, labour, house rent, fuel, or other necessaries or 
luxuries ip the country of which it is the currency ; a third is it0 
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value in society, arising from its distribution in small or great 
portions. Among penniless people the man with a sovereign in 
hie pocket is rich. In a country in which property is distributed 
generally among the inhabitants, and there are not the extremes of 
very enormous accumulations of wealth and of excessive destitution 
and want close to each other, the medium point of the fortunes of 
individuals is low ; and a very little above that point is a state of 
comparative Auence. The emi-pant family should endeavour to 
understand and enter into this conventional value of money in the 
country in which they settle, as well as its exchangeable and em 
nomical value. When a few hundred dollars are the amount of 

. the ordinary incomes of the families of the first society, a few dol- 
lars more nre of great relative importance; and the dollnr is in 
this point of view altogether equivalent to the pound sterling with 
is. The emigrant should learn so to consider and value it in hi 
expenditure, and should rub out of his recollection altogether that 
this dollar, which is of eo much weight in social use and estimation, 
costa him only one-fifth of a pound sterling. 

Climate, or the ordinary &urse of summer and winter weather, 
bas much influence on the emimnt's comfort. In  Norwav the " 
weather is in generd more steady than in Britain; it is either 
good or bad for considerable perioda ' The western part, especially 
about Bergen and alolig the coast, is proverbially rainy, owing to 
the high mountains which collect the clouds driven from the sen. 
But the country behind this barrier is on that account particularly 
dry, perhaps rather too much so. The summer is delkhtful 1n 
the sunny n m w  glens it is too warm at noontide, and the air too 
thickly peopled with flies, midges, mosquitoes, and all those blood- 
thirsty enemies of human quietude; but the evening and midnight 
hours are delightful, and peculiar to Norway. The sun is below 
the horizon for so short R time that the sky retains the glow, and 
the air the warmth and dryness, which are grateful to the eye and 
to the feeling& The damp raw chill which generally pervades the 
air even of our midsummer midnights is not felt in the interior of 
Norway, where one may be out of doors all night with delight. 
Winter too ia pleasant. The'air is cold; bnt it is a dry, sound, 
exhilarating cold, which invigorates even the fireside man,'and en- 
tices him to long walks and brisk exercise. I t  is not the damp, 
mw, shivering, nose-reddening cold of our sea air, which mikes 
even the healthy draw to the chimney-corner. The indoor di- 
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mate in winter is also excellent. The rooms are so large as to be 
in general well aired, and so equally warmed by the stoves that 
one feels comfortable in any corner ; and the log upon log make 
such tight dry walk that currents and draughts of wind and damp 
are never felt. The disagreeable season in this climate is spring, 
the transition from winter to summer, - that is, in April and 
May. One feels then the soft genial breath of spring, the sun 
shines bright and warm, the lark is in the sky; but all the earth 
is white, and the eye is tired of white, and eeeks in vain for the 
soft tender green which the feel of the air promisee. The jingle 
of the sledge bells, so cheerful in a dark winter day, doea not at 
rill harmonise with the eong of the lark in a glittering sunshine. 
The snow too is painfully bright to the eyea under an April sun. 
Where it melts, vegetation burets forth at once; but the patchy 
unpictureaque appearance of the country, with a knob of rock here 
and a corner of a field there appearing through the wbite covering 
deprives us of the pleasing impredone of an English spring. 
The rapid advance of vegetation is more astonishing than plerrsiug. 
It ia not a,peable to step thne at once from dead winter to living 
summer, and to loge the charm and inter& of the gradual revival 
of all that has leaf or wing. 

CHAPTER V I E  

Fishing in Norway.-Him a Farm. - Description. -Ancient Fresh-water 
Lakes. - M i d p d e n  G a d .  - Farming. - Rent - Asiatic Origin of 
Scandinavian& - Laplandem, Celtic.- Use of Horse-flesh. - Hereditary 
Attachment to the Home.-Bemerker. - Pecaliar Intoxication.-Domestic 
6ermnts in America- In Norway. - Houuekeepers in Families. - b 
risiona - Capermilrie. - Ptarmigan Jerper. - -shooting. - Hyber- 

. nation of Animals.- Condition of Bonder Clasr-Fqnality of Mannew. - 
Excursion to Snaasen-Van&-Ancient Sea-beach above the present Level d 
the Sea - Exclusion through the Fjelde. - h r k  Brend. - Vam Lake. - 
8hjcekkerhat te . -B i  - Shjlekker Valley.-Treerr at vari0u.e Elera- 
tions above the Sea.- Frua- GW. - Bib. 

June, 1833. -I PASSED an agreeable winter in the district of 
Skogn. I have not perhaps conveyed an adequate idea of the sim- 
plicity and good taste conspicuone in the way of living, and of the 
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amiable manners of the upper classes, the country gentry, the pub 1 
lic functionaries, and fau~iliea of condition. I t  is dillicult to do e i 
without entering into detail, which, although honourable to their 1 
hospitable and kind spirit, would be violating the sanctity of that 

~ n ~ t a t i o ~ s  ~t i0o. l  iiL which they lad .  The -rn i 
was remarkable, thoagh not for cold, yet for the quantity of snow I 
which had fallen at a late period. In  many parts of the Fjelde it ,, 

was twenty feet deep. The torrents and rivers were rushing silent 1 
and brimful, like streams of melted metal, acrosa the country. There 

' 

was no real impediment to travelling, for the roads and bridges, 
and the arrangements Eor keeping them in repair, are admirable. 1 
But there was the impediment to. the curious traveller, that he can 
eee nothing of a coununky covered with snow, however far or faat he 
may tmvel. I had been seized, too, last summer, with the mania 
of angling. Fishing is not such a tame insipid sport in Norway aa 
i t  may be in thePaddb@;ton Canal or the New River. It reqnirea 
legs and eyes to 'get over the steep promontoria which dip into 
deep and dark poole, f&m which tb cry of the luckless angler who 
slips in would never reach human ear. The gentle fisher, h, 
will do well to sling his rifle across his shoulders. He may, in fol- 
lowing the qelde stream, come to some green and lonely noah 
which foot of man never trod before, and while he is chewing the 
cud of sweet and bitter fancy, may pop upqn a bear, which might 
take a fancy to chew him. Fishing, however, and snow water 
never go on together. The rivers were thick and heavy with 
melted snow; and it wau evident from the state of the streamg 
and the snow-clad background of the Fjelde, that i t  would be the 
end of July before the half-melted snow and the dead cold waters 
had run out. , In spring I determined for these good reasons, nnd 
as the language was no longer an impediment to doing what I 
pleased, to fix my& for mme time where I should be near togood 
fishing streams, to the Fjelde, and among that class of society 
which is peculiar to ~ o & a ~ ,  and does not exist in any feudally 
organised country,-the bonder, or small udal proprietors. In  3&1y 
I hired one pf these little udal estates for twelve months. I t  may I 
amuse, and perhape be useful, to enter into the details of my mode of I 
living. This place is situated in the valley of V~rdal,  one of the ! 
main opening0 running from the plateau of the Fjelde into the 
fiord of Dronthiem. A river of considerable magnitude, as broad 
M the Tweed, m s  through it, and tile land on each side is of ex- 
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cellent soil, and cultivated in a wntinnous chain of amall estates. 
This beautiful valley is three or four miles in breadth at its outlet 
into the fiord, but not above half a mile in breadth from rock to 
rock where my farm is situated, which is about fifteen milea up 
from the sea. In the middle of the flat of rich dry loam covered 
with the finest verdure, runs the river, abounding in all that de- 
lights the angler, - deep and silent poola, alternating with shallow 
gravelly beda over which the current rune briskly and musically; 
the banks free from the annoyance of brushwood, the water from 
stumps, dead branches, or weeds ; and sslmon and trout abundant. 
About three miles further up than my abode, the river falls out of 
a higher valley, by a aascade about eixty feet high into that of 
Vserdal. The former, called Hdgodal, extend8 about twenty miles, 
and is occupied in a wntinuous chain of ikm, at leaat on one side. 
The crops of grain, however, in this higher valley are not. dwaye- 
asfe from early frost. At the upper end it branches into unin- 
habited Fjelde glens, or seater valleys, used only for aummer pas- 
turage by the farmers in.the lower tract. h h ' f a r m  has its own 
 eat&, on which there are houses for the accommodation of the 
dairy-maids, herd-boya, and cattle, who reside at the seater gene- 
rally from the beginning of June to the end of September. 

It is impossible to see these valleys without being stmck with 
the conviction that they have been chains of fresh-water lakee 
which have burst the barriers that retained them, and have been 
suddenly laid dry. On ascendiig the s teps  which bound the flat 
alluvid~bottom of the valley on e-ach eide, and which wnsist gene- 
d y  of bank8 of s gravelly soil, one is surprised fa find a kind of 
upper terrrrce of excellent land cultivated and inhabited-like the 
bottdm, and consisting of the same soil, a friable loam. Thii 
terrace rests against t.he primary rocks of the.Fjelde, which are 
here limestone, marble, and-pei& or rock of the micaceoue family, 
of which the laminm are singularly twisted and contorted; and the 
terrace haa evidently been the bottom of m ancient lake which has 
been bounded by these Fjelde ridgea Thia lake has probably 
been drained by some sudden convulsion ; for the dopea to the 
level below are steep and sharp, which they would not-have bee11 
if exposed to the long-continued action of waves or currents. 

The gaard which I hired is among the smalleat of the udd 
t a t e a  into which this valley is divided. A description of it may 
give more precise ideas than any general observations can do of.the 
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condition of the interesting class of bonder, or small land-owners. 
My farm consists partly of a flat piece of land between the brae 
and the river, but safe from floods, and of about eighteen acres 
This pnrt ie intersected by the public road through the valley, and 
fenced in at each end from my neighbours' land by a mutual wood 
paling. The brae rises steep behind, but is covered with good 
grass where it is not overgrown with brushwood. On getting to 
the top, about eighty feet above the river. one finds the upper 
terrace consisting & of good alluvial soil, but more clayey than 
the flat below, and also more intersected with small dells or gulleys, 
which appear by their steep sides to have been formed by the rush 
of waters at once withdrawn. The land here belonging to my 
gaard may be about forty acres; and some flat parts have been 
under crop, allowed to rest four or five yeare when exhausted, and 
again taken up. Behind it, and fenced off by a hill dyke of wood 
paling, is the Fjelde, or rather the forest, of which the portion 
belonging to each fsrm is marked out by a lane cut through the 
trees. I t  yields fuel, wood for fences, and building timber; but 
the rock, a epeciea of marble, is ao near the surface that it is in- 
capable of any improvement. There belongs also to this farm, 
twelve or fonkeen -milee up in the Fjelde,' a &ter or summer pas- 
ture, with good housea. There is also a detached spot* with a 
houseman's farm, and another has his dwelling and farm on the 
upper terrace. The steading and dwelling-house of this farm me 
situated on the lower flat of land by the roadside. I t  consists of a 
dwelling-house divided below into a small lobby, kitchen, and 
store-closet ; one good and large room, of the breadth of the house, 
with four windows, and a mall  bed-room with two windows ad- 
joining to it. The upper story is divided into three apartments 
This is below the average of accommodation on such properties in 
this part of Norway. The servants' house, or bortstue, consista of 
a good sitting-room with three windows, a kitchen adjoining, and 
the upper story divided into sleeping apartments. Between these 
two housea is the appendage to all Norwegian dwellings -the 
store-room on pillars, -with its ateps, detached from the building. 

A detached piece of meadow or arable land is called the Eng of the farm. 
Hence probably the name of England, which, whether applied to the original 
reat of the Anglo-Saxons in Sleswick, or to their conquest in Britain, ras 
descriptive of the kind of country, and its relative position to the coontries 
bmund. 
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I t  consists of two rooms, one above the other. A four-horse 
stable and a sheep-house, with hay-loft above to which there is a I 
wooden bridge that admit. the horse and load of hay into the loft 1 
itself; and a cow-house for twelve cows, with a similar loft dhd ; 
bridge. These bridges are formed of spars from the ground to the : 
door of the loft, laid with as small a dope aa the ground will admit ; 
they are universally used, and deserve to be so ; as they save a 
great deal of the pitching and handling of sheaves and hay which 
take place even on our best constructed farm steadinga I doubt if 
so much as twelve acres had been under crop at one time. The 
rest, to the extent of fifty or sixty acres, was necessary for pasture 
before the stock waa sent to the water, and for hay. Three horses, 
or at the least two, eight cows, and a score of sheep and. goats, 
would be the usual stwk of the Norwegian farmer; and besides 
the two housemen, who had their victuals on the days they worked, 
with eight skillings per day of wages, there would be a lad at the 
house all the year, a woman to cook and attend the cattle and dairy, 
and the farmer's own family to subsist out of the produce of such n 
property. Having no rent to pay, the farmer is less depending 
upon money-bringing crops than with ua  Butter, cheese, and 
milk, enter largely into family consumption. If grain and potatoes 
for the use of the farm, and a little surplue for sale to pay the 
land-tux and buy luxuries with, can be raised by the farmer, all 
the purposes of farming in Norway are answered. There are not, 
as in other countries, considerable masses of population in towns 
and villages unconnected with agricultural production for them- 
selves, and drawing their food from the adjacent land. I t  is obb 
vious that the basis of all agricultural improvement is wanting in 
Norway -markets for what improvement can produce. This is 
partly owing to the etate of property. Where dl are producers 
more or less of their own food, from the Laplander on the Fjelde 
to the fisherman on the ocean, there can be no very effective demand 
for agricultural produce. Husbandry never can become what i t  is 
in Scotland and England, -a manufacture of corn, mutton, beef, 
and other provisions, carried on by a class of manufacturers called 
farmers, who have large capitals embarked in their business; and 
having high rents to pay for the sites and premises on which they 
work, and much competition to meet in some articles from foreign 
manufacturers of victuals, must adopt many improvements and 
modes of husbandry not applicable to the farming of a county in 
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which the fsimer hse only to manufacture out of hie own land hie 
own wbsistence, or very little more to pay his taxes with, and 
where the extent of lsnd pommd in one place by any one is too 
snhll to admit of regular h u s h d r y  on the aame principles as in  
Britain. In which way, under which eystem of holding and oc- 
cupying the land of the country- that of England, Scotland, and 
h h n d ,  or that of Norway - are the people of the country beat 
off; in the best condition ; best provided, n a t d  circumstances of 
h i 1  and climate conaidered, with the mean13 of comfortable and 
civilised subsiitence ? That is the true question which interests 
the msse of the British nation, in comparing it3 condition with 
that of this handful of people in the north : not which nation ma- 
nufactures moet or best cotton cloth from a bale of aotto~, or most 
or best corn or mutton from an acre of land. I t  will admit of no 
doubt, that the condition of the people in this country, 'possessing 
all the land and property among them, and subsisting from it, in 8 
happier condition than that which the feudal syetem bas engen- 
dered, and entailed upon the people of the other countries of 
Europe. 

I t  may be useful to an emigrant to mention that the rent I pay 
for this little udal g a q l  is forty-one dollam, which includes eleven 
dollara repaid in work done by two housemen ; eo that the real rent 
is thirty dollars, The taxes amount to fourteen dollars, including 
the. district assawmenu for roads and hridgerr, which are heavy, as 
there are no turnpike dues levied in Norway ; w d  including also 
taxes for the police and other local objects : but not the poor-rate, 
or church, schoolmaster, and minister's due& The latter are $1 
under a dollar. The poor-mte is the maintenance of an indigent 
man for a week in the year, whose work in stripping leaves from 
the branches of brushwood for the win@ food of the goata, more 
than repaid hiis aliment. The cows which I purchased cost from 
nine to eleven dollars each, and are handsome, fine-boned, thia- 
skinned animals, like the Guernsey breed. Sheep and goate cost 
a dollar or a dollar and a fifth each. A good little horse, four years 
old, costs twenty-five dollars. A good cart with harness eight 
dollars. These trifling details are tiresome to read, yet may be 
very useful to know. As to furniture of wood, such aa chairs, 
tableq bedsteads, the farm aervant is generally carpenter enough to 
make such articles very neatly. I repose in carved work which 
might adorn a prebend's stall in an old cathedral, and sit on cushions 
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of skin which would have grace-d his parlour in the days of Queen 
Elizabeth. The moat expenmve article in every room is the stove 
or kakle-oven, which, although only of cast-iron, and very rudely 
formed, costs about twenty dollara. It is in universal we, the open 
chimney being now confined to the Fjelde bonder. 

Jtnrc-The Asiatic origin of the Scnndinavian r a q  and of that 
religion of Odin ur h o d i n ,  which prevailed among them until 
the eleventh century, is placed beyond a doubt, although the 
causes and exact period of their migration are mattem of conjec- 
ture only. It appears also undeniable tbat the original inha- 
bitants before this migration were the progenitors of the present 
Lapland race. Whether any other people inhabited the country 
at that period seems uncertain. The tales, legends, or traditions 
in the Saga relative to Jetter, who were at  once giants and wizards 
or demons, would aeem to establish that some people more formi- 
dable to the large-sized Asiatics than the diminutive Laplanders 
may have existed in the county. Yet witchcraft or supernatural 
powers, which to this day are ascribed to the Laplander by the 
vulgar of thb other race, would naturally give rise to the idea of 
superior size and strength, when the Laplander, driven to the 
Fjelde and to the extreme north, became out of the range 
of personal knowledge to the majority of the people, and 
consequently, a being for imagination and crednlity to enlarge. 
There is no evidence from remains of tombe or other objects 
that any third race ever inhabited the country. The two are 
as distinct in physical appearance as the varieties of a species 
can be ; and as, owing to their totally different habita and modes 
of living, intermarriage is extremely rare, their distinctive chnrac- 
ters stand out more contrasted and less graduated into each other 
than in other countries-as Scotland-which are peopled by two 
different races. The a0inity between the Norwegian and the 
German is obvious. The mind in viewing them cannot avoid 
classing them aa belonging to one original stock, dthoagh unable 
to point out or express the peculiar pointa of similariq. By the 
same instinctive operation which discovers at onee what ie c d e d  
blood in horses, or the cast of countenance in families or natione, 
one is impressed, on seeing the Laplanderg with the conviction 
tha t  they are a branch of the great Celtic family which seems to 
have occupied Europe before the immigration of the Gothic peaple 
from Asia. The cast of countenance, the colonr of the eyee and 



air, the strnctnre of the frame, and even the liveliness of gesture,. 
are so similar in the best specimens of the Lapland people to what 
one meets with in those countriea in which there are still remain8 
of the Celtic blood,--se the sooth-weat of France, Wales, and the 
Highlands of Scotland,-that the mind is at once i m p r e d  with 
the conviction fhat they sre o l  the same breed. Clothe a hand- 
some Lapland girl in the Welsh coetume, and place her with a 
basket on her arm in the market-place of Cheater, and the stranger 
would chuck her under the chin, and ask what she had got to dl, 
without suspecting that she was not a Cambrian. Try the same 
experiment with a specimen of the Gothic race taken even from 
any English county, and the eye would at once observe t,he di5er- 
ence. The descriptions given by many travellers of the Lapland- 
era are caricatured. They are ugly in old age undoubtedly ; but 
the country hae yet to bediscovered in which, the lady i f  sixty 
enjoys the bloom of sixteen. I would like a few shares in the 
steam packet company to such a land. Like the lower classes in 
all countries who are much exposed to the weather, and suffer 
great fatigue, they soon appear old, end are then abundantly 
ugly ; but among ten old women of the labouring class in the 
south of France, nine would carry away the palm in thie respect 
from the Lapland ladies. The young are often pretty : fine dark 
hair, fine teeth, lively dark eyes, good complexions, emall features, 
and a good-natured expression, can enter into no combination 
which is not at least pretty. The h ia t i c  origin of the Gothic 
tribe which wandered into Scandinavia is marked even until the 
eleventh century by a circumstance not mentioned, I think, by the 
Roman historians as characteristic of the ancient Germans, though 
considered likewise of oriental derivation : they retained the cus- 
tom of using horse-fleah ae food. The dearest of all animal food 
would be the flesh of the horse. He consumes the produce of a 
much greater area of land than ruminating animals of the same 
weight. Indigenous inhabitants of the peninsula could never have 
f d a  into thie habit, as having too little land to produce such 
food. I t  was only on the vast plains of & i  where the range of 
pasture is boundlese, that it could have originated. When the 
tribe settled in a land of Fjelde and forest, in which the horse 
could only be bred in comparatively limited numbers, its flesh 
was eaten only as a luxury at religious festivals. I n  the year 
956, Hacon, the foster-son of Athelstane of England, waa obliged 
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by the bonder to give up his attempt to introduce Christianity; 
and as a proof of his sincerity, he partook in the feast of horse- 
flesh .in honour of Odin. The use of horse-flesh was hence con- 
sidered a proof of paganism. By the bloody Saint Olaf it was 
punished with death or mutilation; and the insurrection which 
drove him from the throne, and after the battle of Stikklestadt in 
1030, brought Norway for a time under the swap of Canute the 
Great of England, was occasioned by his cruelties towards those 
who were accused or suspected of using this food, and consequently 
of having relapsed into paganism. The Icelanders of that age 
appear to have p e s a e d  some power. They refused to adopt 
Christianity unless on the condition of being allowed to use horse- 
flesh as formerly, and refused altogether to allow Saint Olaf to 
form an establishment upon a snlall island on their coast. The 
tribe of Anglo-Saxons do not appear to have used horseflesh before 
their conversion to Christianity, from which it may be conjectured 
that the wandering of their progenitors into Europe may have 
been of a different epoch, or from a different original abode, from 
that of the Scandinavians. I s  i t  a fanciful or just observation, 
that the people of every spot in Europe in which this Scandina- 
dSn tribe obtained settlements in after nges,-Northumberland 
and Porkshire, Normandy, Naples,-retain a stronger attachment 
to the horse, and a better breed of the animal, the consequence of 
bng hereditary care, than those of the neighbouring countries ? 
I n  England and France, the horse is to this day in greatest perfec- 
tion and most carefully attended to exactly within the bounds of 
the nncient Norman establishments-the kingdom of Northumber- 
land, and Normandy ; and graduates into an inferior breed, with 
less habitual good treatment from the lower class, as these bounds 
are receded from, The present Norwegian is as fond of horse- 
flesh as his forefathers; not for food, but for conveyance. Every 
bonde keeps a cariole or a gig for himself and wife to drive in du- 
ring summer, and a double sledge for winter ; and to walk even the 
shortest distance is a mode of progression as little thought of as in 
Arabia. I am not more than threequarters of nn English mile 
from the church of Vuliu, on which there is service every third 
Sunday. The bonder on each side of me invariably go thither in 
their carioles or gigs, as well as those who come from the further 
end of the Helgodal, or from Vara, or Suul, twenty-five to thirty 
miles distant. At a funeral from the next house to mine of a 
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labouring man, not a single-person attended on fdt;  There is J 
pnrt of Europe less adapted for cavalry movements .than this part 
of Norway. In  a hundred English miles tilong the Dronthiem 
flord, and northwards, there a e  but three spots at the mouth of 
rivers on which there is ground sufficiently level for a regiment of 
cavalry to exeroise ; and even those small alluvial spots are so ob- 
structed, and commanded by knobs of rock and brushwood, that a I single company of their own excellent riflemen would cut up all the , 
horsemen that could be collected on them, and prevent all supply 
of forage even from the immediate v ic in j t~  For a hundred miles 
back in every direction, the country is of the same description, 
there not being ten acres of land together which is not commanded. 1 
Yet cavalry is the paesion of the country. The l ~ o r s e ~ ~  are sup- 1 
ported on a system very economical fbr government, which would 
only be tolerated in a very horse-loving country ; but it is popular 
here. Each gaard of a certain value has to provide and keep n 
horse of the size and age suitable for the service. It may be 
need by the bonder for all light work on the farms, an& for riding 
or dri*ing about ; but must be kept in good condition, and is in- 
apected once in a quarter of s year. For six OF eight weeks in 
summer it is called out, and the bonder am allowed so much per 
day while it is on service, and which amounts to about twenty- 
two dollars. The animal during tha6 interval is fed by govern- 
ment; and if injured is paid for at a valuation. This allowance 
is reckoned an advantage by the bande, who in truth would keep 
the horse for his pleasure at any rate. The men who ride these 
steeds are a sort of local militia, sons of bonder and of housemen 
of a certain age, who mrve for five years, and are only embodied 
and paid for a few weeks in summer. Such is the aptitade of this 
people for military exercisee, owing, perhaps, to the free use of 
their limbs previously acquired by constant practice with the axe 
in wood-cutting, that I have been told by officers, English and 
foreign, who were competent to judge, that their appearance at 
drill was extremely respectable, far beyond any that troops not 
permanently embodied usually make. 

Another oriental usage which the Scandinavian tribe appears to 
have retained to a late period, was that of taking opium or some 
intoxicating drug, which rendered the class who secretly used it- 
the Berserker - insensible to danger or pain in the battle-field, 
inspired them with s fury or madness more than human, and made 
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them during the paroxysm capable of preternatural exertions af I 
muscular energy. A proportionable lassitude and weaknees fol- 
lovred the excitement. I t  is evident from the occasional descrip- I 

tions given of the Berserker in the Saga, that they were under I 
the iduence of some powerful and peculiar kind of intoxication I 

during their Berder -gang .  That produced by epirituons . I 
liquors, even if distillation had been known at that period, would 
not produce similar effects on the human frame, ns it disables the 
limbs from acting in general, whatever may be the fury of the 
words and gestures. Ordinary drunkenness could never render 
the individuals of the Berserker olasa formidable among a people 
addicted themaelves to excess in fermented liquors, the effect of 
which is little different from that of those distilled. There is said 
to be a way of preparing ale still known among the bonder in eome 
parts of Bergen h t ,  which is supposed to be the beverage used 
by the Berserker. Instead of hops, it is prepared with the leaves 
of a p b t  which grows in miry apote on the Fjelde, and is known 
by the name of Paast. I t  is poseible that the infusion of some in- 
digenoua plant may impart peculii intoxicating power to liquor. 
In some parts of W a n d ,  there is a vague traditionary opinion 
that ale may be brewed from the flowers of the heath plant. I 
suspect it would be all the better of a little malt; but the intoxi- 
cating pwer of diferent plants, and the effects of that power, 
have never been soberly examined. I have met with a gentleman 
in the course of my inquiries on this subject who had himself ex- 
perienced the effects of the ale prepared with paast, and he had no 
doubt that it was the means used to inspire the Berserker with 
their peculiar fury. He met with it at  a bridal among the bonder 
on the side of the Hardanger fiord, where he happened to be quar- 
tered. It inspired an activity and contempt of danger, and a 
capubility of extraordinary feats of exertion in scrambling over 
precipices, running, leaping, and such exercises, which the party 
could not have accomplished but under its influence ; it also left a 
lassitude and debility proportioned to the temporary madnw it 
had inspired. 

J w .  - The class of domedc eewants in America appearg by 
the 8~~0nnta  of' travellers, to add little to the comforta of social life. 
They appear to labour under a constant morbid desire to show 
that they are equal in all respects to those whom they serve, or, a# 
they express it, help. The cause of this lies perhap as much id 
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the position of the master as of the servant class, in American I 
society. Rank and privilege do not exist, or give no social dis- 
tinction. Wealth cnn command no particular respect, where to 
the extent of a good and independent living i t  can be so easily 
acquired ; and education, to a certain extent, is common to all. The 
serving clnss are in the right. In the structure af the society, 
there is no basis, real or fictitious, upon which the employer a n  
cldm respect from the employed. In this country, rank nnd pri- 
vilege have as little influence and are as entirely abolished as in 
America ; and probably in no quarter of America of equal popula- 
tion, is property so universally ditfused among the inhabitants, and 
a comfortable and equal, or nearly equal, mode of living in tlie 
essential points of food, lodging fuel, and clothing, enjoyed by all 
classes. One would expect, therefore, that the same comfortless 
and almost acrimonious rehtion betwben master and servant 
should exist here. This is not the case. The country having for 
ages been peopled up to ita resourcee, its different classes are 
as distinctly separated, and with as little blending together, as 1 

in the feudally constituted countries, in which the separation is ef. 1 
fected by legal privileges and established ranks. The magic circle 
which education and manners draw round the cultivated class, 
and within which wealth Blone. even in England, can?ot intrude, 
is occupied as in other countries by pereons of various degrees of 
riches, hut who clearly and indisputably are auperior in mental 
acquirements, as abody, to the bonder, or class of small proprie- 
tors. The latter form a totally distinct body, which, although 
possessing property, and the whole political influence in the 
county and in the legislative branch of government, do not wn- 
stitute or consider themselves the first class. The respect which / 
they pay to others, is the school in which the lower class of house- 1 

men or labourere learn to respect them. The difference between / 
the bonde and houseman is not in education, mnnners, or way 1 
of living, but in property, and in the power which the land-owner 
has of choosing his labourer. I n  America, until the land is fully 
peopled, i t  must be the labourer who chooses the master; and this  
relation, which may' exist there for mnny ages, appears to mnlre do- 
mestic servants a necessary evil, rather than a source of comfort in 
social life. In  Norway there is no wanfof proper respect between 
master and servant, although the constitution of society, the dis- 
tribution of property, and the election and powers of the legis- 



Intive assembly, form a &ch more democratical body politic than 
that of the United States. 

Men-servants for in-door work are rarely seen in Norwegian 
households ; but in almost every family there is a housekeeper. 
The qnantity of articles to be laid in at once for the whole year, 
and to be given out daily or hourly, makes this necessary, even in 
bonder families. In  the families of condition, the housekeeper 
covers the table, briny in the dinner, and talies her seat next the 
lady of the house. If any thing is wanted, she gets up, waits on 
the guests, and sits down again ; and it is impossible not to admire 
the good taste which is universally shown in Norway, in the treat- 
ment of this class of persons. They are in manners and education 
far removed from the class of servants, nnd are invariably treated 
with as much consideration and respect as any of the ladies of the 
family, and usually invited into company with them. I t  is not 
improbable that this trait of amiable and ancient manners may 
have been transplanted to, and retained in, the United States, where 
in fact many of the old European ways of living appear still to 
linger, and may be the foundation of all tlie wrath and wit of the 
English travellers at seeing the female who has been providing for 
the wants of the guests take her seat quietly among the company 
when her assistance is not required. The English keep their ser- 
vants at a greater distance, and treat them with less nffubility, than 
other nations ; and it is singular, but natural enough, that this is in 
exact proportion to the small original difference there may have been 
between the master and the servant. The English nobleman and 
private gentleman is usually kind and considerate to his servants ; 
he is often familiar, always affable to them. The grocer or linen- 
draper treats them with ari~tocratic hauteur, and is often a much 
more helplesg comfortless being without their attendance than ( 
persons of an elevated rank. I have known a shopkeeper's son 
ring the bell for hie servant to snuff the candles, snuffers and 
candles being on the table before him. An English Gil Bhs 
could give us curious peeps into human character. 

An emigrant family coming to this country to lire, either per- 
manently or for a short period, should bring no servants with 
them. A maid-servant's wages are from eight to ten dollars 
yearly; and they are much more neat and handy than country 
girls usually are, at least in Scotlnnd. A good housekeeper ex- 
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pects no more than twenty or twenty-fite dollars, or four to flve 
pounds sterling, yearly. 
June. - Having when I first went to occupy my gaard, sent all 

the stores of sugar, coffee, tea, flour, and such articles as I thougilt 
necessary, by sea from Dronthiem to a little village at the mouth 
of the river of Vrerdal, and got them transported up the valley to 
iny cottage, I eet off in my cariole, a little anxious about a supply 
of eatables where there were no markets. I found no difficulty. 
The kind bonder around had sent in presents of eggs, and cheese, 
and butter, and trout, and salmon ; and before evening I had cows 
in the meadow, and sheep o n  the hill, and a larder replenished 
with tydder, roer, ryper, and jerper, and eundry goodly roasts of 
reindeer venison. The tydder is the bird known of old in Scot- 
Iand by the name of capercailzie, but now extinct. The cock, as 
formerly mentioned, is a noble bird, of the size of a turkey cock, 
and with a bill and claws of great strength. I have found no food, 
however, in the gizzard, thnt seemed to require such powerful 
tools ; only the needles of the pine, with a great number of little 
crystallised pebbles or gravel of quartz. The roer is the female, 
hnd in size, plumnge, and appearance, so different from the male, 
that i t  has received a different name in the language. These birds 
might probably be domesticated, as the wild turkey hne been. 
They are strong bold creatures, and a few of the chickens which I 
attempted to rear appeared less delicate than the young of the 
turkey. I lost them by some neglect, but I have w doubt they 
might be reared more easily than turkeys. The ryper is our 
ptarmigan, but somewhat larger and better clothed than in Scot- 
land. I n  flavour these birds are much inf&or to the game of the, 
Scotch hills. They feed on the needlee of the pine and fir, and 
have generally a slight taste of turpentine. The jerper, however, 
is a more delicate bird for the table than any of our gama I t  is 
of the grouse species, not larger than a full-grawn pigeon, and its 
ineat whiter than that of our partridge. It lives on the birch 
leaves, and is only found among birch woada. The Qelde bonder 
shoot all these birds, in season or oat of season, and gerierally in- 
deed after they have paired and are laying eggs, as they are then 
most easily got at. The birds are all shot with single ball; and 
the bonder are very expert with the rifle. The jerper or ryper is 
n small object to hit with ball. 
July. - I went out one night in June, after I was settled, with 
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two bonder to look for a bear. In  June,when the snow on the Fjelde 
begins to melt and green patches appear, the female bear comes 
out of the moods with her young ones to feed ; and this is the best 
time to shoot them. There seems to be danger enough in the 
sport to make it interesting, but not so much as  to make i t  for- 
midable. Two or three people unite, and generally proceed with 
caution, ready to support each other, as to fall in with the bear 
unprepared, or to wound without disabling him, would be danger- 
ous for a ~ingle  sportsman. We set off about six o'clock in the 
evening, and elimbed up to the plateau of the Fjelde, which may 
be eight hundred or a thousand feet. above the bottom of this 
vnlley ; and the slopes are steep, broken, and thickly wooded. On 
the plateau or table-land of the Fjelde, the trees are more s c a t  
tered, and appear in masses only in the rnles and sheltered de- 
pressions of the ,pound. The rest is a mixture of large stones or 
rocks of gneiss, or primary schistus, morasses,vqry little heath, and 
some sheltered dales of grass, which look more green and beautiful 
from the desolation all around. About fifteen or twenty miles 
from our valley, some of the small rills which run into it are in- 
terlaced with others which run into the branches of rivers falling 
into the Gulf of Bathnia These river sources are separated by 
no particular elevation. The hills or mountains scattered upon 
this table-land, although of considerable height above the sea level, 
are not strikingly elevated above the visible base. The highest in 
tlJs quarter, Hermandsnaze and Shjderhatte, do not exceed 3,800 
feet above the sea, and the Fjelde base from which they rise is 
probably 1800. We came before midnight in front of a forest a t  
the foot of a hill, where there was a spot of lively tender grass, 
and our sport oonsisted in bivouackiilg all slight under bushes, and 
watching, with our rifles prepared, every appearance of movement 
from the forest. I t  was good light infantry exercise; and although 
we -aw no bear, I was much gratified with the night's amusement. 
It gave me an idea of what i t  might be, if half a dozen of our 
young English sportsmen were to take to the Fjelde for a summer, 
with tents, good rifles, and a few dogs. I was gratified also a t  
seeing the seaters or out-pasturea belonging to farms thirty o r  
forty miles distant in the lower country. They would be beautiful 
little grass-fnrma. The sheelings or houses are b w  log huts close 
together, and resembling very much a Highland cottage farm in 
Scotland They situated generally in some valley, near a 
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stream or little mountain lake. Each farm in the mlley hns its own 
aeater in the Fjelde, with buildings on it ; and there is often s 
considerable quantity of bog hay made and stacked in summer at 

Without the snow levelling all obstructions, the timber, and hay, 
and products of various kinds could never be brought to the lower 

I the seater, and carried home on sledges in winter on the snow. 1 

country. 
In Norway the bear retires to his den, which is generally some 

slieltered hole in the rocks of the Fjelde, in November, and re- 
mains in a dormant or inactive state without food until April. 
The female brings forth her young, and suckles them during this 
period of hybernation. The nnimal functions are, therefore, not 
entirely suspended. I t  is said that there is nothing found in the 
stomach or bowels of the bear when he is tracked to his winter 
lair and killed, and thnt he eats nothing for some days before re- 
tiring ; that he is quite fat at that period, but when he re-appears 
is  very meagre and exhausted. This habit of hybernating in a 
dormant or torpid state is a remarknble condition of animal life in 
particulnr climates. I t  seems induced by temperature or supply of 
food, and to be regulated by these, not by any thing in the eco- 
nomy of the animal structure or constitution. The bear in his 
half-tame state loses this habit. Many of the smaller animals, the 
field-mice, the lemmings, and perhaps many of the birds, pass the 
winter in this climate in a state of ocensional torpidity. They 
retire, and are not to be seen during the continuance of very severe 
wcnther in winter. I t  is very possible thnt hybernation may a t  
some former period have been a much more general condition of 
animal life on our earth than i t  is now. In this way the vast nc- 
cumulations of bones in the celebrated caves of Franconin and 
Yorkshire, espeaially those of the hyena and such solitary car- 
nivorous animals, might be nccounted for. The b o n ~  of such 
animals as, from the nature of their food, must be of solitary, not 
gregnrious, habits, might be found dispersed and scattered over a 
country in every place where they hnppened to escape decompo- I 

sition but could not be found accumulated in one cavern, unless that I 
cavern happened to be the most suitable place in a large tract of 
country for the animals to resort to for safety in the dormant shte. 
Tlie same cavern would be used generation after generation ; and 
possibly animals of the same epoch which, in their usual state of 
activity, wculd never resort to the same locality, might congregate 
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on the approach of their semi-torpid state in the same cavern for 
hybernation. The period of torpidity might be so different in 
diferent animals, that the deer and hyena might sleep together 
with impunity in the mme cave. I t  might be, to acertain degree, 
ascertained by direct experiment in our zoological gardens. what 
habits various animals would assume if exposed gradually to 'such 
a change of tempe~ature and supply of food as might be expected 
to induce hybernation, or the collecting a winter store of food in 
a den. 
July 20.-One hears often in Norway from the most intelligent ! 

men that the bonder class, or small proprietors, live too high, in- : 
dulge too much in expensive luxuries, as coffee and sum;, fre- 
quent and expensive entertainments at each other's houses, cari- 
oles, sledges, and harness of a costly kind, and even a horse or two, 
more than the farm work requires,-to drive about with. In proof 
of this is adduced the great want of money among them to pay 
even the most trifling taxes or other sums. The difficulty with 
regard to money is obvious ; but I attribute i t  not to the want of 
property, or produce, which is worth money, but to the want of 
sale from the absurd restrictions on the freedom of internal trade. 
A man with land worth three or four thousand dollars. and with 
crops, potatoes, horses, cows, and all eorts of products in abun- 
dance, is often at a loss for five or ten dollars. I t  is very possible 
that this difficulty of selling and almost necessity of consuming the 
Kwm produce, may occasion habits of indulgence and even waste. 
Their honses, and, in the best rooms, their furniture, beds, and all 
other household plenishing, are as good as those of the gentry in 
the neighbourhood ; but then their eetates are as good also. They 
are in fact the gentry of the country, and the gentry are the aria- 
tocracy; but without privilege, preference, or even pretence of 
any superiority. Pretence of any kind is altogether foreign to the 
Norwegian character. I have not seen an instance of that sort of 
~ a n i t y  which makes a man assume an importance which does not 
belong to him. There is nothing to assume ; because, comparing 
class to class, the bonder is  the most important, influential, and 
possessed of most property. The luxury which is complained of 
has evident good consequences. People mnst live. like their neigh- 
boura. The house must be good ; the beds, stoves, furniture, and 
so on, neighboar-like ; and each of these requisites is a more ef- 
fective preventive check on the early or improvident marriage of a 



young bonder couple, thnn if they had got Malthus and Chalmers, 
with all their moral restraints and consideratiom, by heart, and 
repeated them every evening before going to bed. This luxury, 

1ves a also, which is, after all, not carried to any blamable extent, 6' 
very pleasing and unexpected nrbanity to their manners. It is 
probably the effect of their frequent entertainments, or gilds, at 
each other's houses. The bonde not vnly treats strangers or 
neighbours with the forms and expressions of politeness belonging 
to the usages and language of the cultivated classes, but there is 
a strsin of civility, I bave observed, towards his wife, children, 
a d  servants in ordinary intercourse, which is often wanting 
among our middle class. He is not in the smallat degree what 
we call a vulgar man, although often a homely uncouth-looking 
person, from the antique cut and coarse material of his dress. But 
I speak of the man, not of his costume. 

I If there be a happy claw of people in Europe, it is the Not- 
! wegian bonder. He is the owner of his little eatate: he has no feu 
duty or feudal service to pay to any superior. He is the king of 
hia own land, and landlord as well as king. His poor-rate and 
tithes are too inconeiderable to be mentioned. Ifis scat or land- 
tax is heavy, but every thing he uses is in consequence so much 
cheaper; and he has that which renders the heaviest tax light,- 
the management of i t  by his own representatives, and the satis- 
fnction of publicity and economy in its application. He has the 
satisfaction of seeing from Starthing to Storthing that the taxes 
are diminishing, and the public debt paying off. He ia well 
lodged; has abundance of fuel; and that quantity of land in 
general which does not place him above the necessity of personal 
labour, but far above want or privation, if sickness or age should 
prevent him from working. He has also no claw above him ; no- 
body who can look down upon him, or whom he or his fnmily 
look up to either to obtain objects of a false .ambition, or to imi- 
tate out of a spirit of vanity. He has a greater variety of food 
than the eame class in other +countries ; for b i d e s  what his farm 
produces, whikh is mostly connumed in his housekeeping, the Fjelde, 
the lakes and rivers, and the fiords, afford game, fish, and other 
articles. He has a h  variety of labour, which is, perhaps, among 
the greatest enjoyments in the life of a labouring man ; for there 
i s  recreation in change. His distant seater, hi woodrmtting for 
be& hie share of the fishery in the neighbouring rirer or l&e,.gi.a 
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thnt sort of holiday work which is refreshing. His winter toil is of 
the same kind ; as stesdy agricultural labour in the field is out of the 
question. I t  consists in mnking all the implements, furniture, and 
clothing that his family may require ; thrashing out the mop, nt- 
tending to the cattle, distilling his potato% brewing, and driving 
about to faira or visits. The heaviest part of i t  is driving wood 
out of the forests, or bog hay from the Fjelde. He has no cares for 
his fnmily, because he knows what their condition will be after hie 
death. He knows that his wife succeeds to him, and as long a 
she lives unmarried the only difference made by his death is that 
there is one less in the family. On her death or second marriage, 
he knows that each of his children has a right to a share of his 
property ; and according to their number he makes his arrange- 
ments for their either living on tbe land as before, or dividing it, 
or for being settled in other occupations and taking a share of the 
value when it  comes to be divided. 

July. - There is no circumstance in the condition of the people 
of this country which strikes the observer more than the great 
equality of all clasaes, not only in houeas, furniture, diet, and the 
enjoyment of the neceseeriea and comforts of life, but in manners, 
habit4 and character : they all approach much more nearly to one 
sta~rdard than in any other country ; and the standard is far from 
being a low one as to character, manners, and habita. In these 
the educated and cultivated class are, to English feelings at leaat, 
f t~r  above the higher clssses in other foreign countries. They seem- 
to hare more affinity to those of our own countrymen ; but the 
lower classes appear to have made nearer approach to the higher 
th.m in other countries. Thie is probably owing to the diffusion 
of property going on perpetually through all the ranks of society, 
and carrying down with i t  to the lower strata ite 4umanising in- 
fluences upon character, the civili~tion, the self-respect, the moral 
restraint, the independence of spirit, and the amiable manners and 
consideration for others in domestic intercourse even among the 
lowest of the people, which in other countriea tire found only among 
the  classes in easy circumstances. The cause seems to be that be- 
tween the distribution and general dissemination of property by their 
peculiar law of succeseion, and the general simplicity of the way 
of living, a greater proportion of the people really are in easy 
c i r c u m c e s  than in any other country in Europe. The alternate 
descent and ascent of property through tlle whole mass of society, 
l ike  heat applied to the fluid in a caldron, llns brought the whole to 



a nearly equal temperature. A11 have the ideas, habits, and chs- 
racter of people possessed of independent property, which they 
are living upon without any care about increasing it, and free from 
the anxiety and fever of money-making or money-losing. 

Midgrunden Gaard, July. -In the course of the summer, I 
made an excursion to the Snaasen Vand. About seven miles 

I 
inland from the present sea strand, at the head of the fiord, rind 
about sixty feet above the present high-water level, there is an 
ancient sea-beach of a very remarkable character. Above the 

which is formed by the river that rtkna from Snaaaen Vand intathe 
fiord at Steenkjser, the sea-shells are so abundant that they might 
be applied to agricultural purposes, and they lie close to the sur- 
face. On crossing the bridge over the river which joins Fossum 

\ house of Fossum, and forty feet higher than the lake of that namg . 

9 

Vand to Rein Vand, about a mile further on, and near to Fov . 
Church, we find a large bed of sea-shells, which have been used in 
mending the road, for a considerable distance, towards Snansen 
Vand. They are entire; the upper and under ones of the mussel, 
cockle, and clam are united, and the mussels grouped together, as 
in their living state; so that this bed has clearly been the spot 
upon which the animals lived. The razor-fish shell, which is 
fragile, and mill not bear to be rolled about by the waves, is also 
to be found entire. The common buckie, or white large whelk, is 
also abundant. All the shells I could find are common, and to be 
met with on the shores of the fiord at the present day; and many 
of them retain their original colour : the museel its blue, the razor- 
fish its brown, and the scallop the pink hue, which some of the 
fresh shells have. From the mtire state of the large scallop and 
large smooth cockle or clam shells, I conclude that this has been 
the native bed on which they grew. Through the parish of Skey, 
this ancient sea-shore may be traced by a similar deposit of shells. 
A t  Izegle Bridge, about six miles inland from the shore at Levan- 
ger, I found, in the course of the summer, the shells of the cockle, 
mussel, and whelk ; and about twenty milee nearer Dronthiem, im 
the steep hill side between the station-house of Fordal and that o f  
Forbord, the cockle and clam make their appearance at about t h e  
came elevation above the sea The large peninsula near the mouth 
of the Dronthiem Fiord, called Oreland, is also stated by Von Buch 
to be covered, under a layer of moss, with a stratum of ses-shells 
From these indications we may conclude that a shore, in  a direction 





eironeoue, if applied to the retiring of the sea; because in' that 
caee the sea, a thousand years ago, mould have stood forty-five feet 
higher than at present, and many points, as those above mentioned; 
known by biatcrical record to have then occupied their present 
'positions, would have been under water. If applied to the risir-g 
of the land above the sea, the obeervntion may be correct; becaiuse 
this may be local, and not equally on both sides, and in a l l  parts of 
the peninsula. The land next the Gulf of Bothnia may be rising 
at the rate of fvur and a half feet, in a century, and that on this 
side not so mueh in n thousand years. 

My landlord has a very extensive estate in the Fjelde, extending 
at least forty miles along the Swediuh frontier, and comprehending 
valleys filled with valuable timber.. I waa ghrd of an opportunity 
of &ompanying him on an excursion to &e distant s t s  of it, ' 

We drove up the valley of Helgodal, which is a continuation of 
Verdal under a different name, but on a higher level. The main 
branch of the same river which runs through Vrerdal waters this 
valley, and falls from i t  by a noble cascade, called Herfogs, upwards 
of sixty feet Mgh, into the lower valley. This arrangement of 
valle J above valley is common in Norway, and occasion8 singular 
appearances. About half a mile higher up in Vaerdal than my 
gaard, a very large stream seems to isaue from the very summit of 
the hills which bound the valley on one side, and descends a mighty 
torrent, never frozen in conaet$ence of its magnitude, and txmini 
twelve or fourteen corn mills perched on thedeclivity. On ascend- 
ing to the summit of the hills from which i t  seeme to issue, one I 

finds a quiet sluggish river, winding through a flat upper terrace, 
a t  least two hundred feet above the valley, into which i t  precipitates 1 
itself, and being in fact the outlet of a lake upon this higher level, 
which is about seven miles in length. It would be an upper valley, ' 

if a slight obstruotion to the issue of its waters by this channel 
were removed. I t  is of more value as it is, affording, in winter 
and summer, the means of grinding the corn of a large district, 
and supporting by this branch of industry the little village of , 
Ullevil. It is the fineat range of perpetual water-power I ever 
saw. What would i t  not be worth in some parts of England for 
turning mnchinery ? The length of this upper valley of Helgodal 
is about twenty-five miles ; and on the north it is occupied by farms, 
on which the k p s  are as good and as far advanced in o& lower 
valley. The opposite side, being in the shade of the steep grounds 



behind, is a mass of forest, with only one or two farms. In then6 
narrow valleys, where the sun is low in winter and spring, the 
sunny side is of great impottance. . Opposite to where I live, there 
is a littlc farm, which does not see the sun for fifteen weeka in the 
Year* 

About twenty milea up the valley of Helgoaal, a fine stream 
joins i t  from the north-east f o m h g  a rery picturesque waterfall. 
I t  is called the Shjsekker ; and trout of eighteen pounds weight are 
sometimes taken at its foot. The angler could not find in Norway 
so good a situation as the head of V d a l  valley ; the streams and 
lakes within reach are so numerous, of a size to be within cam- 
mand of the rod, and free from d e  obstructions of sunk trees or 
weeds, or marshy borders. We followed the south branch of the 
river, and, as far as cultivation extends, found a good road, with 
bridges over every side stream.' The last farm, Brataasen, is 
situated on a steep immense bank of gravel and loose earth, the 
deposit, I conaeive, of a lake which has filled Helgodal, and made 
an issue for itself at the great waterfall of Herfoss, where i t  has left 
similar steep mounds and accumulations, dl of which resa imme- 
diately upon the primary schist of the Fjelde. We left our carioles 
at this farm, and with a guide took to the Fjelde, leading our 
horses, as riding was not pra&icable. I t  is difficult to convey ad 
idea of the dreary aspect of this plateau, and its utter soli&de. 
The soil covers only in patches the naked rock. Every hollow is 
a pool, or a morass. Tre& are sprinkled over the surface ; but 
they do not enliven the scene, being the dark, stern-looking pines 
which appear almost like a piece of the rock from whioh they are 
gowing. Many were standing with all their branches dead, 
stripped of the bark to make bread, and blanched by the wenther, 
resembling white marble, -mere ghosts of trees. The bread is 
made of the inner rind next to the wood, taken off in flakea like a 
sheet of foolscap paper, and is steeped or washed in warn. water to 
clear off its astringent principle. It is then hung across a rope to 
dry in the sun, and looks exactly like sheets of parchment. When 
dry i t  is pounded into small pieces, mixed with corn, and ground 
into meal on the hand-mill or quern. I t  is much more generally 
used than I supposed. There are districts in which the forests 
suffered rery considerable damage in the years 1812 and 1814, 
when bad crops. and the war, then raging, reduced many to bark 
bregd. The extended cultivation of the potatoe since that period 



b.a probably placed the inhabitants of the lower county beyond 
the neceesity of generally resorting to it ; but the Fjelde bonder 
use if more or lees, every year. I t  is not very unpalatable, nor is 
there any good reason for supposing i t  unwholesome, if well 
prepared ; but it is very costly. The value of the tree, which is 
left. to perish on ite mot, would buy a w k  of flour, if the' English 
marketwere open. They starve A d  we shiver in our wretched 
dwellings, although each country haa the means of relieving the 
other with advantage to itaelf; and all for the sake of supporting 
colonies, and other interests, which add little to the well-being of 
the people of Great Britain. 

Towards night, we came to a considerable lake, about seven 
miles in length, called Vaera, which is the source of the main 
branch of the river of Verdal. Seven families, tenants of my land- 
lord, dwell on ite borders. They are true qelde bonder. Corn, or 
eren potatas, cannot be raised here. In a patch of a few yards 
af potatoes, planted on the bank, the leaf was already yellow, 
touched by the frost, on the last days of July ; and clothes laid on 
the --all night were stiff with hoar frost in the morning. 
Woodcutting is even out of the reach of these Vera people, owing 
to the distance, and uncertainty of floating the trunks to the saw- 
mills They live entirely by tending cattle, fishing in the lake, 
and in winter shooting game for sale. These appear not very 
productive occupations, yet are the people well off. Cheese and 
butter are producta as saleable as corn ; the extent of pasture, and 
of bog-land for hay, enables them to keep ae many cattle, sheep, 
a d  goats, as they can manage. The howe in which we passed 
the night wae clean, with two rooms, wmlen floors, glass windows, 
a cellar, and with cattle-houses apart from t.he dwelling-house. 
For supper we had trout and milk ; with butter that wru, clean and 
excellent. Our beds were composedof birch leavee and branches, 
with reindeer skins for bed-clothes; and the chimney, for they 
had no stoves, contained a blazing crackling fire, by no means 
unplensant even in July. The people were clad in their own 
coarse-manufactured cloth, but not in rage, and although we came 
unexpectedly, the house was clean, with no appearancecvf sluttish- 
new or disorder. The rents of these people are very trifling 
about six or seven. shillings sterling ; but I presume they had paid 
a sum at entry, and hold the farms for their own and their widows' 
lives, nt a trifling yearly payment, which is the u s d  way of 
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letting land in this quarter ; and on the death of tho father, the 
sou takes a new lease, with consent of the widow, on similar 
terms. 

Early in the morning we crossed the lake in a boat, to visit 
three or four of the seven families who are settled on the opposite 
shore. It struck me as a novelty to see a man sitting in a boat 
anchored in a lake and fishing, not aa an nmusement but a regular 
occup~tion. The trout in the Fjelde are in general about the size 
of a herring, and are excellent when freah. The people salt or dry 
them for winter use, as an important object in their housekeeping. 
I t  is only on the borders of these lakes, ahd in the small dales and 
valleys in the Fjelde, that there is good pasturage ,for cattle. 
These are often very beautiful little tracts of grsse land But all 
the mt of the Fjelde, the bare unsheltered back of the country, is 
rock, partly covered with a thin scurf of m w  and berry-bearing 
shrubs. Heath is scarce : I have not seen half an acre of ground 
covered with heath. Every depression of ground that affords 
shelter is filled with a dark mass of forest; on the akirts of wllich 
are bogs, of which the grass is cut and stscked on the spot, until 
frost and snow make the ground  table, and the ways practicable 
for bringing it. homa The principal employment of the Fjelde 
bonder is making and transporting this winter provision for the 
attie 

A river runs into this lake from the east through a valley called 
Straadal, in which there is only one farm. We walked to it, as, on 
account of b o p  and blocks of atone, there is no a- on horse- 
back. The farmer had but lately eettled on the spot, and was 
living in a newly erected hut. It was a mere cabin in size, the 
poorest hut I have seen in Norway; but had its wooden floor, 
glass window, and chimney, and was quite clean. His cattle were 
much more magnificently lodged. He was building a very large 
house for them, with a hay-loft over it, of logs of wood. The 
boundary between Sweden and Norway is within a hundred yards 
of this farm. It is marked by a broad avenue cut through the 
forest, and pillars of stone built within sight of each other. The 
Norwegians maintain their boundary with great jealousy. I t  is 
el& of brush-wood, kept in order regularly, and its state re- 
ported to the Storthing. 

On returning to the lake we recrossed it, and set off, leading our 
JP 



horses, nnd with a guide, to go over the mountain called Shjdker 
Hatte, which is reckoned one of the highest on this part of the 
plateau of the Fjelde. The l$elde is like that which we had 
passed-over, --a dark, gloomy, pine-covered country, encumbered 
kith mnseee of rock and swamps, and with many huge masses of 
snow in the hollows We saw no living thing in the waste. The 
birds even appear to forsake it. Shjmkker &tte is 3,693 feet 
above the sea. The bsee all round is covered with a pine forest, 
the higher part with birch. .The summit is bare rock ; and many 
huge nquere maeses, different fnnn that on which they rest, are 
pitched, as if by accident, on the top of the ridgea Theae are of 
gneisg and the rock of the mountain itself is a compact clay or 
greywacke. The frame-work of the bats of the Laplanders,- 
three &&a tied together st the top like our gipsy tents, -was 
standing in the woeda on many plpces, for this hill is a favourite 
winter p u n d  with them. In summer they eeek the highest and 
mare northerly tracts d the Fjel&, with their ~.eindee< to avoid 
insects. The . m o ~ t a i n  had many lnrge marses of snow, which a 
traveller might dignify pel'h.ps with the name of glaciers, as from 
md under them considerable streams run, and these are not alto- 
gether safe bridges to cross. The descent to the west from this 
hill is much mow rapid than the riseAfrom the.eastwd In  some 
parts, the slope on this side is almost perpendicular from the top to 
the bottom. This is the character of the whole Qelde tract. It 
slopes gently tow& the ;Baltic and the north-BM~, while its face 
towards the ocean eide and the north-west ia ateep and abrupt. 
After eight hours' hsrd mamhing, we deecended intathe ~hjoekker 
valley, turned o m  horsea loose, kindled a blazing fire, and bivouacked 
till daybreak. Notwithstanding ail the smoke we could make, the 
mosquitoer, almost devoured us. h eoon as there was light 
enough to pick our way through the morasses, we travelled down 
the valley. There ir bat one permanent inhabitant in the Sqjaekker 
valley, which is at l w t  twenty-five milee in extent; but at  the 
lower end there rre m y  seaters inhabited during  he summer. 
We p a d  the night near the hat of this peraon, who reckons him- 
self not more * four Norwegian miles from Snaaaen Vand, and 
goes to Snrasen church as the newest. I have seem this tract of 
the Fjelde, therefore, in various pointa Ita value, as considered 
with rqpd to the food and employment it d o &  to man, is 
certainly very small in proportion to the extent; yet it is not 
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wholly useless. A large proportion of the live etock of the lower 
country is kept by the pasturagein its dales for four months of the 
year; snd almost all tbst the live stock of the country produces of 
dairy articles, meat, and tallow, is drawn from' the pasturage of 
this tmak. This is no inconsiderable amount. The prqducts of 
the dairy, - cheese, butter, and milk, in every variety of prepara- 
tion,-enter largely into the daily food of the people. The 
poorest have this diet ; and from the immense space of the Fjelde, 
a supply of cheese and butter is within reach of all who hove the 
means to purchrke a cow. 

Thie uninhabited valley is very beautiful. I t  is watered by a 
fine stream, and clothed with woods of pine and birch and aspen 
of unusud size ; and every break or open space between the u-oods 
shows a lively green meadow, frequently occupied as a seater. 1 
meaeured pine-trees which at four feet from the ground were 
twenty-six and thirty inches in diameter; and these noble trees 
had been felled for the side-walls of a cattle-shed or byre on 
a seater. The Norwegian sets no value on a tree which a Scotch- 
man, not aocnetomed to such superfluity of timber on his naked 
hills, rgnrde with much respect. Trees which with us would be 
worth a good deal of money, are cut down for firewood, or to lay 
across a pool, or are often peeled all round a few feet above the 
ground, that they may p i i sh  atanding, and leave a clear space for 
gram. The finest birches are atkipped of the bark, and left to mh 
The bark is kdled naver (it is poseible the name of Strathnaver in 
Scotland mcry be connected with '%isis word), end is ssed all over 
Norway beneath shtea, tiles, earth, or whatever may be the ex- 
terior covering of a roof, to prevent the wd.beneath from rotting. 
All posts which are ,in ooritact with the earth, whether farming 
fences, bridge rails, or gates, are always carefully wrapped round 
with flakes of birch bark, for a few inches above and below the 
ground. 

After eight hoard walking down'the vaUey, in the lower part of 
which there are beautiful tracts of grass, oocupied at this season by 
the cattle, sheep, and horses of the farms in Vserdal, we came to 
its junction with Helgodd. We had to take our horsea round so 
many bogs, rocks, and quagmires, mme not quite a safe support for 
a man's weight, that I do not reckon our real advance at more than 
five or six and twenty miles, which I consider the extent OF this 
Sjelde valley. . 
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In  Norway the trees of the pine tribe are called furu and gram 
Furn is our pine (Pinus silvestris),. and gran is our fir (Pinus 
abiea) ; the one is the red wood and the other the white wood of 
our carpenters. There are whole districts which produce only 
furu, otbers only grm ; and this seems not exnctly regulated by 
latitude or elevation. The zones at which different trees cease to 
grow appear to be a theory to which the exceptions are ns nume- 
rous as the examples. In  Romdal Amt, at Fanne Fiord, near 
Xolde, in latitude 69' 47' north, and with a medium temperature 
of only 4O of Reaumur, pears, the bergamot, gravenstein, and 
imperial, and also plums, come to perfection, and the walnut-tree 
often beam ripe fruit. Hazel and elm in the same amt form con- 
tinuous woods, ns at Egerdal. Yet the gran disappears altogether ; 
although in the same degree of latitude i t  grows at an elerstion of 
1000 feet above the sea in the interior of Norway, and even in 
lrttitnde m0in Lapmark. I t  hse been found a vain attempt to raise it 
in Romsdal Amt, a locality in which the following trees and bushes 
grow readily: Canadian poplar, balsam poplar, horse-chesnnt, 
larch, elder, yew, m e s  of various sorts, lavender, box, laburnum, 
white thorn, ivy. Larch brought from Scotland appears to thrive. 
There must be something in the nature of the plants not connected 
with elevation or latitude, that determinea the growth of the gran 
and furu. In the best established of these vegetation zones in this 
country, that of the birch, which undoubtedly grows higher up the 
mountain side than other trees, there are generally two or three 
sturdy pines, braving alike the storm and the theory. On the  
Dovre Fjelde, for instance, between .Jerkin, which is 3085 feet 
above the eea level, and Fogstuen, which is 3187 feet, in latitude 
about 62' 25' north, the birch is growing up the sides of the hills 
in abundance sufficient to afford firewood to those two farms. It is 
not, indeed, the luxuriant birch wit11 the pendent branches wlrich 
adorns Guldebrandsdnl. I t  forms probably a distinct variety, with 
thicker and shorter leaves than the common onc. But; dtbough 
stunted and crooked, tbey are more luxuriant than those growing 
in the most sheltered  pots in the county of Caithness, in latitude 
58" north, and only a few feet above the level of the sea ; and out- 
side of the birch wood near Jerkin, on its north side, grow.single 
pine-trees, and in one place a complete row of them. They are 
hut short stunted trees, but the birches art! but short stunted trees 
also. They are big enough to prove that the theory of the zones 
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of elevation at which different epecies of trees will or will not grow 
must be taken with caution, as it does not satisfactorily cover all 
the facts observable in this county. 

CHAPTER IX. 

Orkney and Zetland belonged to Norway.-Pledged for Fifty Thousand 
Florins-Tradition-Claim to redeem these Provinces.-Torfens. - 
Christian V. -Bnonaparte. - Dr. Clarke, - Soga - Sea-King Swein. - 
His Advent- - Jar1 Rognvald. - Cathedral. - Churches in Romney 
Marsh. - Free Institutions.-Kings Harald Haarfagre.-Hakon. -Former 
Classes of Society. -Sigurd Sir. - Manners described in the Saga-Dress 
of Sigurd Sir. - Are the Priest. - Scalds. - Alliteration. - Authorities of 
Saga. - Kuada- Norwegian Literatnre. - Road from the Dronthiem Fiord 
to the Bothnian Gulf.-Important Basis for the Military Defence of Norway 
and Sweden. -King's Visit hy this Road to Norway compared with that of 
George IV. to Scotland.-His Visit to the Field of Stikkleslad. -Hi 
Reception by the Norwegians. - Triumph of Constitntional Principies. - 
Tlie Election in our District for the Storthing.-Distillation of Spirits 
from Potatoes. - Effect of the free Distillation on Population and Property. 
-State of Sea-side Popnlation. - The Winter Fishing at Lafoden. -Use 
of Nets in the Cod Fiery. - Regulations - Herring Fishery. - Bonder 
or  Agricultural Population. - Fjelde Bonder. -Their Condition- Ancient 
Families. 

NORWAY is a country peculiarly interesting to the inhabitants of 
Orkney and Zetlnnd. These islands were only disjoined from the 
crown of Korway and annexed to Scotland in the yenr 1468. 
They were pledged by Christian I. King of Norway and Denmark 
for the sum of 50,000 Rhenish florins, being part of the dower of 
60,000 given with his only daughter Margaret on her marriage 
with James III. of Scotland. The arrangement was probably in- 
tended at the time by the Danish monarch to be only temporary; 
ss the provinces pledged bore a considerable relative importance 
to the mother country. The whole kingdom of Norway, even in 
modern times, contained a population only about eighteen times 
greater than that of the Orkney and Zetland islands. 

I t  may mgke the antiquary pause before he admits too readily 
the transmission of historical events, without written documents, 
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orally by tradition for a long series of ages, that in these islandr 
in about 350 years, among 60,000 people dwding in a locality 
but little frequented, and living from generation to generation 

i 
with little admixture of or intercourse with strangers, and in a 
state of society and under circumstances the most favourable for ' 
the transmission of oral tradition, not only is the  Norwegian Ian- I 
guage become extinct, but no tradition exists of any one event, 
much less of any series of connected events, that happened in the I Norwegian times; nor 'does there exist any such strong and 
general tradition among the inhabitante that, in former days the 
islands belonged to Norway, as would justify a scrupulous his- I 

torian in assuming. the fact upon the faith of tradition alone. 
What is the real value, then, of tradition as evidence of historical 
facts, if this be the case in three centuries and a half, with the 

. memory not only of striking facts, but of the current language, 
among a population having on one side of them the Highlandera of 
Scotland boasting of poems transmitted orally from father to son 
for fourteen or fifteen centuries; and on the other side the Ice 
landers showing indeed manuscripts of Saga of the twelfth and 
thirteenth centuries, but which they avow were transmitted by oral 
'@adition alone for several agea before being committed to writing? 
What ie the red historical value of tradition? It may be safe to 
mume that names of places and of persong customs, supersti- 
tions, and even a few &rds and tarns i f  - expression .of a la&usge 
may remain unchanged, because not superseded by any more con- 
.venient or to the same purport, and there is trouble in giving up, 
and none in retaining, these when once established ; and this kind 
of passive tradition may exist in a country for an indefinite period, 
and be worthy of $1 credence. What may be called active tra- 
dition, on the other hand, which depends upon generation after 
generation committing to memory long narrations i~ poet7 or in 
prose of eve'nts in no way connected with their existing interests 
or affairs, cannot be depended upon, and can have no existence at 
'sll with regard to very distant 'events. The vis inertia: of human 
nature is opposed to it. Such tradition is entitled to credence 
only in proportion to the support it may have from the other kind, 
the passive tradition of the country. This position is curiously 
illustrated in the ancient history of the Orkney and Zetland isles; 
The language and the active tradition of events of the Norwegins 
times are extinct; but these have been collected in the Orki 1 
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neyinga Soga before they were forgotten, and lire now singularly 
supported by the passive tradition of the islands. No district of 
~ & t  ~ r i ~ n  poemws such a curious and minute record of its 
affairs during the middle ages, aa that which Thormodug Torfeue 
published at Copenhap in 1715, fmm the MSS. of the Icelandic 
Sag. in.the royal library of Denmark, under the title of ''Orcadeg 
seu Rerum Orcodensium H i s t o h -  libri tree." The object of this 
work, compiled, we are told, by Torhue, by the express command 
of his Majesty Christian V., war, of no less importance than to 
vindicate the undoubted right of the Danish monarch to redeem 
the mortgage of the sovereignty of these islands, by the re-payment 
of the 50,000 florins for which they had been pledged in 1468. 

In  equity, and aa an ahtract question of right, it appears to 
admit of no doubt that a just claim of redemption, or of an equi- 
valent, is to this hour vested in the crown of Denmark Pre- 
scription of righta is in no country allowed to constitute a ground 
of retention of property against a just original claim of the sove- 
reign; much less between sovereign and sovereign, as trustees of 
their imperishable sovereignti% can any righta be sustained unless 
those founded on conquest, treaty, purchase, or other conditions 
fixed by the laws of nations, and the usagee between civilised 
kingdom If it were a case between two honest men in private 
life, the right would be admitted and compromised. 

Obsolete and ridiculous as this claim* may now appear, if 
Christian V. hud lived a century later, the reclamations of his 
honest and simple-minded historiographer, Thomodus Torfieus, 
would have been heard beyond the walls of his royal master's 
library. ' In 1804, Buonaparte, in one of his proclamations to the 
army assembled at Boulogne for the invasion of England, descants 
upon thi very c l a b  of Denmark to this portion of the British 
dominions. Suppose the Emperor Napoleon had purchased this 
elaim, or suppose Russia or the United States were now to pur- 
chaee i t  from Denmark, our civilians would be puzzled to find any 
more equitable reason for resisting the redemption than the very 
cogent one that "might makes right." Great Britain hss spent 

* I find that, in 1549. an assessment, for paying off the mm for whioh the 
islands stood pledged, was levied in Norway by Chri6tian 111. The Scotch 
antiquary may possibly find some negotiations between the two countries, about 
that period, upon the subject. 
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money more foolishly than she would do in setting herself clear in 
equity with ~enmnrk  on this point. 

- 

Torfsens, with amusing and amiable simplicity, and like a true 
antiquary, forgetting the lapse of centuries, and considering the 
past time as present, lnbours with great zeal in his preface to this 
work to impress the good people of Orkney, in the most barbarous 
and unintelligible  iti in, with a due sense of their obligation to 
their lawful lord and sovereign, Christian V., for ordering him, 
Thormodus Torfaeus, his Majesty's own historiographer, to compile 
for their information this history of their ancient a f f k  

I t  is rather singular that Dr. Clarke, in his Travels in Scan- 
dinavia, speaks of Thormodus Torfms* and Snorm Stnrlesonf RB 

-contempornries, or at least as the two ancient historians of Xorway. 
'Torfaeus should have been better known in the university of 
.Cambridge. His name belongs to European literature. No au- 
-thor has examined and illustrated Scandinavian history with more 
,diligence and eucc- If a member of a Danish university had 
.classed together David Hume and the Venerable Bede ns aucient " 
.and contemporary authors, what a chuckling would have beca 
heard among our reviewers. 

In 1780, an Icelandic scholar, Jonas Jonaeus, published at Co- 
.penhagen, in Icelandic and Latin, the Orkneyiqn Saga, " Sive 
Historia Orcadum a prima Orcadum per Nomegos occupatione ad 

sexiturn Seculi Duodecemi." This is the text of the Icelandic MSS. 
.of the Sagn, of which the Orcndea of Torfreus is a faithful com- 
pilation. Jonreus appears to have been in the service of a truly 
illustrious Danish nobleman of the family name of Suhm, who em- 
ployed him to translate the %a into Latip, and defrayed the 
expense of the publication. I t  gives us an exalted and just idea 
of the literary tastes and munificence of the Danish nobility, to 
find that fifty years ago they had anticipated the spirit of our 
Bannatyne Clubs ; and that opulent individuals entertained scholars, 

Thormod Torfesen was the son of Torfe Erlendsen, a man of consideration 
in Iceland. He was born 1636, was educated at the University of Copenhagen, 
was employed by Frederick I l l  and Christian V. to translate into Danish the 
Icelandic Saga, which then attracted the notice of the learned. Torfesen com- 
piled the Series R e p  Dank, the Orcades, the Grcenlandia Antigua, and other 
works highly esteemed by the continental antiquaries, from these Icelandic 
aonrces; and collected and translated a great many of the Srya He died 
about 1715. (Torfesen's Biographia, Minerve Jbaanedsskrift, October, 1786. 
Kiobenhavn)., 

? Snorro Starleaon was born 1178. 
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and published at their own cost the rare and curious manuscripts 
of their libraries, even when these referred to remote provinces 
of a foreign country, and owing to the want of interest to any 
except to a few antiquaries, could afford no gratification to vanity, 
but simply to literary 'taate. 

The reader who will take the trouble to  conquer the rather 
obscure Latin into which these Saga are translated, will be de- 
lighted nt the glimpses they give him of ancient manners, of the way 
of living of the sea kings, and of the domestic affairs of the very 
individuals who, as Northmen, Danes, and Vikings, spread terror 
and dewstation over all the sea-coasts of Europe. The Saga 
brings us home to their firesides. We see them, not only in their 
expeditions, burning towns, and laying waste provinces ; but we 
see. them out of armonr, in  their everyday cloth% on shore with 
their comrades and families. To one locdly acquainted with the 
Orkney Islands, this reading is peculiarly interesting. He finds 
the namea of islands, m d  harbours, and farmhouses, etill the 
same as when these events narrated in the Saga of the eleventh or 
twelfth century took place, and has the pleasure to trace those 
peculiarities of truth, which, from their want of local knowledge, 
neither Torfieus nor Jonaus knew of. They, knowing nothing of 
the Orkney Inlands, give us the names of places as they find them 
in the Icelandic manuscripts, and are not awnre that the places 
referred to retain nearly the same names to the present day, and 
that a11 the local descriptions and peculiarities of distances and 
other circumstances correspond and corrobomte, by internnl evi- 
den% the accuracy of this Saga. Torfreus even bestows a good 
deal of industry in attempting to clear up what appears to him 
eome obscurity in the local name4 but which, he shrewdly nnd 
rightly conjectures, may present no such obscurity to the-inha- 
bitants acquainted with the localities and present appellntions. 
This is a strong illustmtion of the difference between the active 
and passive traditions of a country. The active had long been 
extinct in the Orkney Islands. 

These internal evidences of the truth of an ancient story consti- 
tute the grent charm of historical and antiquarian research. The 
human mind has an instinctive pleasure in recognising fact, uncon- 
nected with the importance or value of the fact recognised. I t  is 
this natural taste for truth which gives respectability and enjoy- 
ment to minute researches of the naturalist and antiquarian, which, 
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weighed by their direct importance and value in human a$sirs, 
would be considered trivial and ridiculous ; but there ie no subject 
eo small that it may not poesess the charm of truth. This corre- 
spondence of the &kne$nga Snga with local d t y ,  gives much 
weight to the claims of the other Saga to authenticity. 

The readers of romance, as well aa the antiquary, would be in- 
terested in the charactem and incidents recarded in the Sags. 
Swein, for instance, .the proprietor of the little island Gareksay, 
now called Gairsay, mtuated opposite to and about four miles north 
of the Bay of Kirkwall, appears to have been in his day (he lived 
about 1 120) one of the most daring and renowned d the northern 
sea kings. Hie varioua exploits, related in the Saga at mme 
length, are very interwting. When he had finished the sowing of 
his bear-seed, an operation which, it may be inferred from the 
Saga, he performed with his own hande, he went out upon his 
regular summer ernize, sometimes at the head of six or eight ships; 
and came back in autumn to reap hie crop in Gairmy, and to 
divide the booty he had collected on his expedition. The coasts of 
England and Ireland, and the Isle of h, were frequently plun- 
dered by him ; and the ancient Manx Chronicle confirms the facts 
and dates of his devastations in that island, oe recorded in the 
Saga During the winter, after a sucaessful eummer rruize, he 
entertained a band of eighty men in hie little ieland of Gairsay. 
If each island chief kept on foot a proportionable body of these I 

rovers, the numbers, when united under s daring leader like , 
Swein, would be very formidable. The island of Gairsay auld 
never have maintained one-fourth of the number of Swein's mm- I 
panio~la and guests, if they had not maintained themselves by other 1 
means than husbandry. On one oecaaion, Swein, who had many I 
vicissitudes of fortune, was redaced to a single rowing-boat and I 

two or three followers, and waa skulking among the islets from the 
pursuit of the Jar1 of Orkney, with whom he was a t  variance. 
The jarl happened one morning to be returning h m  a visit to I 

Sigurd in the ialand of Rousay, and discovering Swein's boat,gare I 

chase. Swein rowed to an uninhabited little island cslled Elgar- 
holm ; and finding his enemy gaining on him, as soon as his little 

' boat was screened by the ielet from the view of his pursuers, he 
ran her into one of those caves which the action of the waves 
~ 0 0 0 ~ s  out often to a great extent under ground. By the time the 
jarl had reached the isle, and satisfied himself that Swein had not 
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gone psst it, the rising of the tide had conceded the entrance of 
the mve; and at the further end of it Swein in his boat lay hid on 
a shelving bench, and heard the jarl and his atteadanta express 
their astonishment at his mysterious disappearance. For several 
years after, nothing waa heard of Swein in the Orkney Ielanda 
One h e  summer day, a vessel was seen coming from the weat- 
ward. This was Swein. He himself, with his armed followere, 
lay concealed in the hold 08 the vessel; and he left upon deck 
oily the few men who might appear necessary to navigate such a 
merchant ship. He ordered &em to a d  clow to a h&d in the 
island of %;my, upon which he had o b s e r d  people walking 
about, and to bail them, and .air the news, and what they we& 
doing. The people replied that they were attendants of the jarl, 
who h a d  gone to the other side, of the headland to hunt se& ; 
and ordered the crew' to bring their vessel to the shore, and 
give an account - of the cargo to the jarL AB aoon as the 
vessel was so close under the rock that it wee out of eight of 
the people standing urn the slope of the promontory, Swein 
altered its coupee went ronnd to where the jar1 was seal-hunting, 
slew all his followers, took him on board a prisoner, and made 
sail for Scotland. S i u r d  of Westneeg whose guest the jarl 
was on this hunting expedition, found the dead bodiee of the 
hunting party, and miming that of the jarl, decilved that Swein 
must be alive, and have done the deed. The plCce, near to West- 
ness, in the idand of Roosay, is still called Sweimhog. The jarl 
was never heard of again. He was carried ta Athol (ad Joclis), 
mutilated, and thrust &to a monastery. Swein was &nciled 
the jarl'e snceeseor, returned to his little isle of Gairesy, and for a 
long series of yeam was one of the most successful and renowned 
sea kings, or pirates, of.hie age. He was killed in .the trenches of 
the city of Dublin, in the year 1159. He had sailed from Orhey 
upon the last expedition .which, on account of his age, he intended 
to make. He attacked and carried the city of Dublin ; and the 
ransom, or Danegelt, war, to be paid next day. Next day the in- 
habitants, seeing the s m d  number of their invadere contained in 
six vesseh, roae and overcame them. Ware, in hia History of 
Ireland, etatee, from Irish records, the fact of an attack by the 
Danes on the city of Dublin, and of their defeat on the eecondday, 
with the lo- of their - prince, in the trenches of the city, on the 
m e  day and in the same year, 1159, as that which the more 
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homespun Sagn gives as the date of the defeat and denth of this 
laird of the isle of Gairsay. He was no prince, but was quite 
reckless enough of human life and human rights to have been r 
prince in any age. 

Another instance of very interesting and almost poetical narrn- 
tire in the Orkneyinga Saga, is the account of the Jar1 Rognvald'a 
expedition to the Holy Land, in 1155. The jar4 when on a visit 
in Norway, met with a Norwegian nobleman, who was one of the 
Wy-guard of the Emperor lKanuel Comnenes at Constantinople, 
and who was then on leave of absence in Xomay. It is a fact 
noticed by Gibbon, and i t  forms the ground-work of one of Sir 
Walter Scott's novels, that the body-guard of the Greek Emperors 
waa formed of Norwegian and other northern adventurers. At 
the instigation of thia traveller, the jarl waa induced to visit Con- 
stantinople and the Holy Land. The description of his three 
vessels, i f  a sea-fight, and the capture of a tall &.we1 in the Medi- 
terranean, .and of the various adventures of this party of crusaders, 
are well told, and vivid descriptions of passing eventa 

I t  was this Earl Rognvold who, in the year 1138, founded the 
cathedral of St. &gnus, in Kirkwall, a structure the most remark- 
able in the north o f ~ u r o ~ e ,  considering the poverty of the country 
in which it stands. At the present day, neither the wealth, nor 
the skill to execute such a work, could be found in the district. 
The length of this fabric is 232 feet, breadth 5% feet. The arms 
of the transept 224 feet in length, and 30; feet in brendth. The 
vault of the choir i l  feet high; the steeple 140 feet. The centrsl 
portion, including the transepts, appears to be the old original 
fabric B i i o p  Stewart enlarged the building by lengthening it 
towards the east, and Bishop Reid, in 1545, by adding to it to- 
wards the-west. The junction of the later with the older work is 
apparent ; and these enlargements, in some points of view, make 
the church appear disproportionably long. The arches, cut stone- 
work, and ornaments of the oldest part, surpass those of the later 
parts. The Orkneyinga Saga informs us how the funds were pro- 
vided for rearing this edifice in such a poor country in the yew 
1138. A great part of the lands in Orkney were held of the jar1 
by a feudal tenure, and on the death of a proprietor hia heir had to 
redeem the land from the jarl, to whom it reverted on the death of 
the vassal, at an arbitrary fine. The jarl proposed to make the 
lands hereditary, without.payment of a fine or price by the heir, 
on condition of one mark being paid to him for each plough-gate 
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of land. This mas willingly agreed to by the vnssals ; and money 
was not wnnting therenfter, says the Saga, for carrying on the 
work. This information throws some light upon what has often 
puzzled the traveller in some districts in England ; viz. the numd 
ber of spacious churches, as in Romney Yarah in Kent, and in the 
fen district of Lincolnshire, situated in very small parishes, and 
where there never could have been a population to require so much 
nccommodntion. In Kent, fifteen or sixteen churches may be seen 
within a space which altogether would only be a considerable 
parish in extent, and in some of the parishes there never have 
been above half a dozen or a dozen families. Rut if it was a com- 
mon practice in those ages for the feudal lord to impart to liis vas- 
sals full hereditary rights to their lands, in consideration of a 
payment which he laid out in pious uses, such as the building of 
churches, it is evident that the quality of the land, and value of 
the right ceded to the vassal, would have more to do than the 
number of inhabitants, in determining the size and number of 
these parish churches; and it is precisely in the rich alluvink 
lands gained from the rivers and fens, in which the feudal lord had 
a title-to the new land formed contiguous to his vsssal's land, that 
the most of such ~ a r i s h  churches as were evidentlv not erected 
with any reference to a population in the pnrish are found. In 
Romney Marsh in Kent, a tract of alluvial land studded with 
churches, many of which are spacious, there are no indicntions that 
the tract has ever been so densely inhabited as to require so many 
and such large places of worship. . On the ground them are no 
trscea of former habitation4 no marks of the plough, no vestiges 
in the church-ynrds of numerous resting-places of former gene- 
rations. The land being gained gradually from the state of fen or 
marsl~, could. never have been cultivated so as to employ a large 
resident agricultural population. I t  munt have been always, as nt 
present, pasture landithinly inhabited, and attnched to tile arable 
estates upon the clay ridge adjoining to and overlooking this marsh- 
The erection of so many churches in such a tract has therefore 
probably been connected with the grants of the land, as it was 
gained fiom time to time from the water. 

The Royal Northern Antiquarinn (Old Manus&ipt) Society of 
Copenhagen has published a series of the Saga, of more general 
interest and importance thnn the Orkneyinga Saga. This series 
comprehends the historid Saga of events which belong to Euro- 
pean hi~tory, and also to that of the Scandinavian monarchs of the 
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eleventh and twelfth centuries. It includes a period of a b u t  170 
- years. beginning with the Saga of St. OM, the contemporary of 

Canute the Great of England, who assumed the crown of Norway 
in 1013, and continuing tile series until the death of Magnus 
Erlingson in the sea-fight with Sverrer I. in 1184. Besides the 
value of these document8 to English history, as confirming or 
pdding to our stock of facta during its darkest period, they give us 
valuable and highly intereating views of the stnte of society and of 
the manners and mode of living in that age, and of the influence of 
the Thing or assembly of the people. I havo already observed, 
that there seems no good grounds for the favourite and hackneyed 
coarse of all who have written on the origin of the British consti- 
tution and trial by jury, who un~ddle  a few dark phrases of Tn- 
citue concerning tLe iaetitutions of the ancient Germanic tribes, 
and trace up to that obscure eomm the origin of all political insti- 
tutiona connected with freedom in modem Europe. In  thaw. Saga 
we find, at a period immediately preceding the first traces of free 
institution8 in our history, the rude but very vigorous demonstra- 
tions of similar institutions existing in great activity among those 
northern people who were masters of the country under Canute 
the Great, who for two generations before his time had occupied 
and inhabited a very large portion of it, and, of whom a branch 
under William of Normandy became its ultimate and permanent 
conquerors. It may be more clasoid to search in the pages of 
Tacitua for aUusions to those customs of the tribes wandering in 
his day through the fbrests of .Germany which may bear some 
fuint resemblance to modern institutiang or to what we fancy our 
modern institutions may have been in their infancy ; but it aeems 
more consistent with correct principles of historic research to look 
for the origin of our inetitntiona at the nearest, not at the most 
remote, source ; not a t  what existed 1000 yeara before in the woo& 
of Germany, among people whom w e  must believe upon euppo- 
sition to have been the ancestors of the invaders from the north of 
the Elbe who conquered England, and must again believe upon 
supposition that when thie people were conquered successively by 
the Danes and Normans they imposed their own peculiar insti- 
tutions upon their conquerom, instead of receiving institutions 
from them; but at what actually esisted when the first notice of 
assemblies for legislative purpwa can be traced in Eaglieh hiis- 
tory among the conquerors of the country, a cognate people, long 
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established by previous conquests in a large portion of it, who used, 
if not the same, at leaat a language common to both, and who h d  
no occasion to borrow from the conauered. institutions which were 
flourishing at the time in their mother county in much greater 
vigour. . It is in these Saga, not in Tacitus, that we have to look 
for the origin of the political institutions of England. 

The reference of all matters to the Things, or legislative as- 
semblies of t b  people, is one of the most striking facts in the 
Saga 

Halfden the Black, who died in 863, divided Norway into five 
districts, with fixed bead places for holding.Things in each. Law8 
suited to the local circum~tances of esch distriEt were framed aa 
these Things ; and each code took its name from that of the meet. 
ing-place of the district. Harold Harfaagre sucoeeded at ten years 
of age to this Halfden, and reigned from 868 to 986. In his reigri 
the small kings, or independent nobles, were reduced to the con- 
dition of subjects. I t  ie the singular and peculiar feature of 
Norwegian hietoq, that the struggle between the sovereign powd 
of the state and the great nobility claiming independent cove 
reignty, each in his own domain, a struggle which it has been th6 
destinyrof e~ery'modern nation to go through, was begun and 
finished in Norway in one reign in the hinth century. In every 
other European country this struggle was continued through four 
centuries of bloodshed, rapine, and misery. In Norway the great 
nobility never had feudal powers. The small king ha$ to assemble 

' 

the Thirrg, and obtain its authority for making war. The equal 
divieion of property among children, a rule extending even to the 
crown itself, prevented the accumulation of power in individuals ; 
and the circumstance before noticed, of the totd want of fortressee, 
castles, or strongholds in the country, owingtto the division of 
estates, and to the use of wood aa the building material, effectually 
prevented a nobility from attaining the power of the noblemen of 
feudal countries, and setting the royal authority at defiance. Of 
the nobility, or small kings, some colonised Iceland; and Normandy 
was conquered by one of those whom Harold Harfaagre expelled 
from Norway. Christianity was introduced in this reign, and the 
historical Saga claim our confidence in the events which they re- 
late from the time of ~ a r f a a ~ & .  The great length of hi6 reign, 
extending over a period of &venty-three years, 6 d  reaching aa i t  
were from the fabulous to the historical age of modern Europe, wns 
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no doubt favohrable to the correctness of the narratives of events. I 
There was at least one witness alive, the monarch himself, to reca 
tify the errors,of those who composed and recited in his court the 
Saga of his time& The length of this reign a h  must have con- 
solidated the institutions favourable to the people, which, as they 
weakened the power of the small kings, were favoured by tl~at 
monarch. We find accordingly that on the death of Harold Hnr- 
fuagre, his non Eric, his successor, whom he had associated with 
himself in the royal authority, was deposed by the Thing on ac- 
count of his cruelty, and a younger son of Harfaage was appointed 
in his stead. This son, Hakon, brought up from childhood at the . 
court of Athelstan, King of England, was sent for to assume the 
crown of Xorwav. This circumstance leads us to coniecture that " 
the language of England and Norway at that day was a t  least in- 
telligible, if not the =me, in both countries, and that the political 
institutions were similar. Hakon, Athelstan's foster son, reigned 
nineteen years ; and during his reign there was frequent reference 
to the Things, both for amending the laws, and for the introduction 
of Christianity. At  a Thing held in the year 956, the husband- 
man Asbioru of Medalhuus got up and declared, on the part of hie 
neighbours and of himself, "that they had elected Hakon to be their , 
kin& upon the condition that freedom of religion and freedom of 
conscience should be warranted to everv man: and if the kina . " 
persisted in attempting to suppress their ancient faith, they would 

' elect another.king. . . . And now, king, make thy c o i c e .  Hakon 
gave way; and as a proof of his sincerity was obliged to take part in 
the heathen ceremonies of the meeting. Hakon was killed in 963, 
in a battle against the sons of Eric, who had acquired the kingdom 
of Northumberland from Athelstan. During the half century 
between his death and the accession of King Olnf the Saint, the 
Things appear always to have conferred or confirmed the royal 
dignity. Olaf, before he ventured to assume the name of king, 
consulted a Thing or assembly of the nobility or small kings, who 
after Harfaagre's death again had some power, upon the way of 
proposing his claim as heir of Hnrfaagre to the general Things of 
the people; and proceeded with such caution as proves that the 
consent of the small kings to receive him as the supreme or chief 
king, was not suacient without the reference to the general Things 
of the people. Of such importance was this institution in that 
age among all the Scandinarinn people, that when King O l d  of 
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Sweden, who was a personal and implacnble enemy of this King Olnf 
of Norway, refused to conclude a treaty of peace between his 
kingdom and Norway, and to bestow his daughter in marriage on 
the Norwegian king, the ambassadors of the latter applied to the 
Thing of the people, and laid their proposals before that assembly 
at Upsal in the year 1017. The Thing found the proposals made 
by Xorway reasonable, and desirable for both countries, and . 
obliged their king to accept them. The attempt of Olaf to rule 
Xorway without the i-ntervention of the Things was the immediate 
cause of his ruin. By his atrocious cruelties towards those who 
refused to embrace Christianity he had alienated the affections of 
his subjects, and when he was attacked by Canute the Great the 
people refused the supplies. He could levy neither men nor ships 
in his kingdom, and was obliged to take refuge in Russia He 
attempted afterwards to recover his dominions. He landed with a 
few followers in Sweden, where, with the permission of his brother- 
in-law King Onund, he raised about four thousand adventurers, 
and marched from the Gulf of Bothnia across the Peninsula to the 
Fiord or Gulf of Dronthiem. A t  the debouche of the vallev of 
V ~ r d n l  he wns met by an army of twelve thousand bonder, raised 
by the Thing and commanded by Olver of Egge. and was, as before 
mentioned, defeated and slain in the year 1030, nenr to the pre- ' 

sent church of Stikklestadt: 
It may be gathered from the Saga that society consisted of four 

distinct orders at that period. The nobility, who were descend- 
ants of royal families; and without regard to priority of birth, 
those who were descended both on the mother's side and father's 
side from Hnrfaage, were eligible to the supreme monarchy, but 
appear to have had no civil power or privilege as nobles, but 
merely this odelsbaarn ret to the crown. The odelsbaarnmen, or 
hndermen*, or husbandmen, were the proprietors of land held not 
from the king, nor from any feudal superior. These were the 
people who hsd n voice at the Things. -A third order were the 
unfree men, holding land for services as vassals or as labourers in 

The word bonde, and the English words husbandman, %usband, are not 
derived from the word band, or bond, or bind, synonymous to vinculum and 
its derivatives: but from the Scandinavian word bond, boend, bor. synonymous 
to inhabiting, dwelling in, dwell. Bonder and hnsbonder are the indwellen 
and householders. Min Husbond is used still in some parts of Norway and 
Denmark by the farm servant to hie master. Bonde in the inhabitant, not the 
-man, in the feudal sense. 

Q 
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cottages, but who had no voice in the Things in respect to their 
land. A fourth order were the traelle* or domestic slaves (hence 
probably our English words thrall and thraldom), who were pri- 
vate property, and in a lower state than the unfree men. The 
Saga tells us that the small king Sigurd Sir (Sir appears to have 
been his title, and the same word which has been retained in 
English) was an excellent manager of his estate. He enabled hi 
traelle to purchase their freedom from him by lending them what 
was necessary for the catching of herrings ; and he settled them 
upon his seaters or unclearedwaste landa, for which they after a 
time paid him yearly rents with which he purchased new traelle. 
This is precisely the management of the Sir Sigurds of the pre- 
sent day in the West Highlands and Orkney and Zetland Isles t 

The aeries of Historical Prose Saga, of which the Royal Anti- 
quarian or Old Manuscript Society of Copenhagen has published a 
translation from the old Icelandic into their own language, begins 
with the Saga of this King Olaf the Saint. I t  is one of the most 
curious and minute pictures of a past age that the literature of 
Europe is possessed of. I t  has great merit as a literary compo- 
 iti ion. The story-telling strain of the narrative is so simple and 
natural, that you might fancy an old grey-headed man in the 
chimney comer on a winter's night was telling you the tale. The 
equal importance given to minute and important circumstances, 
the variety of peraons speaking and acting before you, the lively 
touches of character, the shrewd observations on motives and facts, 
with the most undoubtine faith in omens. dreams. and witchcraft. 

2 

make it a most lively and interesting work, independently alto- 
gether of its historic value. I t  is, however, to be regretted by the 
English reader of early history that the learned Society have been 
so fascinated with its literary merits, that all their attention has ' 

* This condition in society, the class of traels or slaves, was abolished by 
Nagnus VII., who reigned 1319 to 1344. 

t It is told, I don't know upon what anthority, that one Brokelin, a natire 
of Ghent, first invented the art of coring herrings in the year 1307, and the 
Emperor Charles V., when he was in the Netherlands, went to visit his grave 
This must be a'misrake, as about the year 1000, the foster father of St Olar, 
Bignrd Sir, introduced thin branch of industry among his traels or siavea, ac- 
cording to the Saga of St. Olav. The art of preserving 6sh with salt ms 
practised by the Romans. Halec, which the commentators explain to be sllt 
fish, wan one of the articles of food of the husbandry slaves which Cato the 
Elder mentions in hi work on agriculture : but La C6@e donbta if herring 
or cod were known to the Romans. 
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been bestowed upon preserving in the translation the true collo- 
quial style and beautiful simplicity of the original. They forget 
that this Scandinavian Odyssey possesses an historical interest, 
even greater than its poetic.- They have not indulged us with any 
remarks. notes. or illustrations. on the coincidence of the insti- 
tutions, laws, customs, manners, now existing in Scandinavia and 
in the countries formerly subdued by Scandinavians, with those of 
their ancestors handed down in these Saga. This is the more to 
be regretted, because there are few scholars in England, -are 
there indeed any ? - who, to an intimate acquaii~tance with the 
old and modern Icelandic, the Norse, the Swedish, and all the dia- 
lects of the Scandinavian languageg could also bring to the task 
the vast stock of erudition and acquirements of such learned an- 
tiquaries as Professor Rafn, and other members of that Society. 

The English are peculiarly fastidious in historical evidence. The 
political institutions of the country and the administration of its 
common law, have reference much more to historical evidence 
than to abstract principles. Facts of history which the Conti- 
nental reader seeks to establish for the gratification of the natural 
taste for truth in historical research, arc for the English reader 
matters entering essentially into the bukness of the present time, 
and are investigated accordingly, with no small portion of tlie 
acuteness and care which men bestow upon their existing intereste. 
I t  is on this consideration to be re,ptted that the Society, in pub- 
lishing the Saga of St. Olaf, has not given in the preface any suf- 
ficient account of the manuscript from which i t  i s  taken. Its 
author, or supposed author, its date, or probable date, are matters 
upon which even the conjecture of the laqrned members of the 
Society would be highly valued. All we learn of it is that it  is 
Xo. - of the Arnei Magnaei Collection in the Royal Library of 
Copenhagen ; and the translation from the Icelandic carefully re- 
vised and collated by the distinguished Icelandic scholars Professor 
Rafn and others. 

Arne  Magnussen was an Icelander by birth, who returned from 
the  University of Copenhagen to his native country in the year 
1702, where Ire held some office until 1713, when he returned to 
Copenhagen, and was appointed professor of Danish antiquities 
and  librarian of the University. During his stay in Iceland, he 
made a large collection of Icelandic manuscripts, which at his 
death, i n  1730, he bequeathed to the University. This is the cob 

Q 9 
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: lection quoted by northern antiquaries under its Latin appellation 

i of Arnas Magnaeus, and which, although i t  has suffered by fires at 
different periods, is still the richest in ~nanuscripta relative to the 

I history of northern nations. 
I 

1 I t  is not enough for the English reader, more interested in the 
facts than the beauties of the narrative, to know that the mnnu- 
script is from this collection, -he would be relieved from the 
doubt whether, even if the facts be correct and derived from con- 
temporary sources, the filling in between the facts, the whole of , 

the manners and customs incidentally introduced, and which form 
the most valuable part of the Saga, may not be those of a later 1 
period, and of the age ,Re which the writer himself lived. We mq 
be reading facts of the tenth or eleventh century, but manners, 
habits, and ways of living of the fifteenth ;just as on the stage and 
in pictures, we see Brutus, Anthony, and Cmar represented in 
embroidered waistcoats. powdered periwigs, and cocked hats. In 
this very Saga of St. Olaf, we read of his stepfather Sigurd Sir, 
dressed in his white felt-hat, his cordooan boots, and kirtle of blue 
cloth, and with his gold-headed cane. Are these, and especially 
the Spanish leather or cordovan boob and gold-headed cane, really 
part of the costume of the year 1013, or of 500 years later? Tor- 
fieus and Jonaeus, in their prefaces, coneider the manuscripts of 
the Orkneyine Saga, and of the Sa@;a of St. Menus, to have been 
written in the thirteenth century. The transactions related are 
principally of the middle and end of the twelfth century ; so that 
the writers, if not contemporary with, are not removed far from 
the facts, and may be considered contemporary with the manners 
described. 

The writer of this Saga of St. Olaf has done more for himself, 
than his editors have done for him. He has given a preface, ,' 

telling the sources from which he composed this Saga; but his edi- 
tors have not told us at what period he lived, or what reliance may 
be placed on those sources from which he writes. His preface is 
very curious, and some account of it will be interesting to the 
many English readers who are unacquainted even with t h e  exist- 
ence of the Saga literature. He tells us i t  was more than 240 
years after the colonisation of Iceland in the reign of Harfaagre, 
before Sagas were committed to writing. He considers that prose 
Sagas could not have been transmitted down through so long a 
period, if they had not been connected with the kuacls or poems of 
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the Scalds, composed on each event, and recited or sung by them 
at  festivals in presence of the whole court. 

From this passage we may infer that the Siga were a kind of 
drama consisting of recitation and song relating to real events, add 
delivered by the Scalds. The Scalds, a kind of wandering scholars, 
natives generally of Iceland, appear to have been a class of more im- 
portance than mere amusement of the court could have made them. 
They were probably, as before remarked, the recordera of events 
dl'ecting rights of succession to udal propertj ; and, in fact, many 
of the Saga are merely family annals, giving the actions and deaths 
of the individuals in n particular line or family, as the main events 
to be recorded. They were also employed as the messengers and 
ambassadore who carried the tokens which monarchs or nobles ex- 
changed with each other. These tokens were not gifts merely, but 
had a meaning known to the personages, or at the least accredited 
the messenger to the person receiving a token. We cannot, in our 
times, enter into the value and importance of such devices for com- 
mnnication before writing and reading were known in courts. 
The language of the Scalds appears to hnve been understood at the 
courts of all the branches of the Scnndinavinn people. The same 
Scald appenrs to have vieited, on business or pleasure, the courts 
of Rouen. of England, of Denmark, of Sweden, and of Norway, 
and there is no mention of any difficulty arising from difference of 
language in nny of the trnnsactions of individuals. There were 
frequently adventurers passing from the service of one monarch to 
another; and new Scalds appear frequently to have come over 
from Iceland, and to have at once recited Saga Haco, bred from 
childhood in the court of Athelstan in England, on arriving in 
Norway delivers a speech to the Thing. Whether the Saxon, ori- 
ginally, like the Scandinavian, of Asiatic derivation, may have in 
that age been little different, or whether there was an acquired 
language, the Icelandic, which, like French in tnodern times, was 
current in all courts, seems not well ascertained. 

These Saga, observes the author of this preface, could not very 
grossly alter or exaggerate events, " because the principai actors 
and witnesses of the exploits recorded were present at the recital 
of the Saga, and any exaggeration or violation of the known facts 
would have been satire, n o t  praise." He gives a curious reason 
for preferring the authority of poetic to that of prose narrative. 

Q 3 
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memory of the narrator and of hie audience; the accuracy of the 
poetic harrative is secured by the measure of the verse, as the 
proper original word used by the first composer or Scald, and no 
other word, can be used. The Saga which are in verse he there 
fore considera both as more easily retained with accuracy, and l a  
liable to be altered; and he therefore in hie Saga follows, he says, 
the kuads of the Scalds. 

I t  may, perhaps, from this passage be possible to acconnt for 
the alliteration, and other devices to Us unintelligible, used in Ice- 
landic poetry by the Scalds; devices which appear to us to have 
had no harmony, and no merit but that of the difficulty of finding 
words beginning and ending with particular letters. May not this 
difficulty, which we think the offspring of a false and childish taste, 
have had the great, and in our age unappreciable, merit of securing 
the accurate relation of the facts word for word, without the pos- 
sibility of alteration, to all post~rity ? May not the verses of a 
later age, arranged as hatchets, helmets, flowers, have taken their 
importance in the middle age8 from a similar principle, -from 
affording a kind of aid, like that of artificial memory in modern 
times, to the reciter, and a h  a security against error or interpo- 
lation of any other than the original words? He procecdR to tell 
us that the first who wrote historical narratives in Iceland was 
Are Thorgilson the priest; that Are began his book with the wlo- 
nisation of Iceland in the time of Harold Harfqm,  and divided 
hie work into two parts, -the firet extending to the introduction 
of Christianity intoIceland, the second from tbat period to his own 
times ; and he added many narrations of eventu belonging to the 
history of Norwegian, Danish, and English monarchs, as well as 
of the events belonging to Icelandic history. Now this priest Are, 
continues the author of the preface to St. Olafs S& wrote, ac- 
cording to his own account, in his History of the Norwegian 
Kings, from the oral relation of one Odd Kollsen, and this Odd 
again received his information from one Thorgeir Afrdkoll ,  an 
intelligent man, who was so old that he was a householder at h n -  
thiem at the time Hakon Jar1 the Great was killed. Are also 
lived fourteen years in the house of Hall Thomenson, an intelli- 
gent man, who was baptized at the age of three years, the year 
before the general introduction of Christianity into Iceland, and 
who, in the course of many voyages to Norway as a merchant, was 



well acquainted with the whole of that kingdom, and had been 
employed in various affairs by King Olaf himself. 

It must be admitted that this author's information*, derived not 
only from the original kuads of the Scalds, but from the written 
accounts of Are the Priest, who derived his accounts from certain 
contemporaries of the transactions, whom he names, whose ages, 
places of residence, and means of obtaining their information he 
carefully states, stands upon authority very different from that of 
traditions which can be traced to no source that is entitled to 
greater credit than that of the last narrator. The anxious accu- 
racy of the writer to show his authorities, and also those which his 
predecessor Are the Priest followed, is in a good spirit, and proves 
that his fiacts were not adopted without discrimination. Is  there 
any of our own ancient chroniclers who quotes his authorities and 
means of information so anxiously as these Icelandic chroniclers 
have done ? 

I t  is to be regretted that the learned Society has not given, 
along with this Saga, ita conjectures with regard to the period 
at which the author lived. I t  is evident that Snorro Sturleson 
had used this more ancient %a, both in his preface to the 
Heimskridgla and in his St. Olaf's Saga; but it would have been 
satisfactory to the curious to have known if all the facts coincide. 
or if not, whether Snorro had founded his account on any other 
manuscripts now lost; whether the work or works of Are the 
Priest are extant, or were so in Snomo's time; and above all, 
what may be the distinct value as authorities, of these kuads of 
the Scalds, which this author, foY the reasons given in his preface, 
prefers to the prose narrations, and which are the avowed fonnd- 
ation of all the historical Saga. Are these kuads mere ballads or 
stanzas upon unconnected events and battles? I s  all between 
these heads or outlines of a history filled in by a writer according 
to his own ideas of what may hare been said or done at the time? 
240 years is s period which seems sufficient to extinguish all 
similar tradition in Orkney and Zethnd as matter of historical 

* Harold Harfaagre was horn anno 853, began to reign $63, died 936. St. 
Olav's father was Harold Graendske ; his grandfather Guddrod; his great- 
grandfather, Biorn Sterke ; his great-great-grandfather was Harold Harfaagre; ' 

and St. Olav was born anno 995, only 59 years after the death of bis great 
progenitor Harfaagre. A contemporary of St. Olav was therefore a credible 
source of information for all the events of Harfaagre's reign, such as the con- 
quest of Normandy by Rolf Gangr, the colonisation of Iceland, &c. 

9 4 
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faith for even important facts. How can small fncts of no import- 
ance, but illustrative of the state of society, be depended upon? , 
Are the manners and customs which he paints with such lively 
touches those of the age he writes of, or those of the time he 
lives in ? 

But it is most probable that I have only my own ignorance to 
regret, and that these important points have been fully discuased 
by some of the learned men in Denmark who have investigated 
the Saga of the North. Some of those, however, who have studied 

, the ancient Icelandic, and have given the world translations of 
Saga and historical chronicles into modern languages, have evi- 
dently been led by a false taste for effect to deviate totally from 
the truth of expression of the original author, and have given 
translations so obviously and ridiculously absurd, that the fo- 
reigner may justly doubt whether the same spirit has not more 
or less infected the whole of the Saga literature, and historical 
accuracy been much less attended to than poetical merit. I n  the 
translation, for instance, of a kuad or song of Eivind Scalda- 
Spilder in Olav Tryggvesen's Saga, what shall the stranger say 
to such a phrase aa this - '' Then Hugaf of Sonderleed and his 
Hottentots," h.? Or in the Gillunge Saga, to find Ingrid up- 
braiding King Inge, and calling him '' King LiUqnct?" Or to 
find in St. Olsfs Saga, in the account of Thore Hund's voyage to 
Byemeland, that although they (the vessels) were seldom together, 
they always had each other in their spy-glasses P The translation 
of Snorm Sturleson into the modern Norse or Danish from the 
Icelandic, by N. J. S. Grundtvig, priest, published in Copenhagen 
1822, contains the above absurdities ; and where the translation of 
a work of the twelfth century is in the present times of so loose 
and inaccurate a spirit, it may justly be doubted whether a spirit 
of close and accurate investigation of the historical value of the 
Saga has been generally diffused among Icelandic scholars? 

I 

The exploits of the wandering heroes of Norway, who set out 
with a few ships and conquered kingdoms in the finest parts of' 
Europe for their posterity, seize on the imagination of the reader 
of modern history, and make him desirous to see the mother i 
country of such men, - to see their descendants, -to see the ' 

places where they lived, the harbours they sailed from; and, 
should no works of man remain from their days, the rocks a t  least 
and hills and rivers which they had looked upon. 
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1 have been led into this long account of the Saga, partly from 
having&nd no other reading for some months within reach, partly 
from being here in the midst of the old historic ground of Norway. 
It was at Dronthiem that all the great events of the early ages 
were acted. HarfaWe and his successors lived in the district 
north of the Dovre Fjelde, which was then considered the most 
important part of the kingdom. I t  was through this valley and 
Indal that Saint Olaf penetrated. Stikklestadt is near; and Olver 
Fege, the brave udalman, who collected and led his neighboure to 
give battle on that field to the tyrant, and who ought to be con- 
sidered by the Norwegians as the true tutelary saint of Norway, 
lived on the farm of Egge, near Steenkj~r. The estate is qow, 
after 800 years, still probably of the same size as i t  was when 
Olver possessed it, notwithstanding the supposed effects of the law 
of partition. I t  is still one of the most considerable of the udd 
estates in the district, keeping forty head of cattle, with horses, 
crops, and pasturage in proportion; and from its situation on a 
point of land extending into the Fiord, i t  has apparently never 
comprehended more land as one estate than now, although it may 
d u G g  such a long period have been often divided and jarcelled 
out among children, and again reunited by inheritance and odels- 
baarn ret into one branch of the family. . 

The Saga, although composed by natives of Iceland, are pro- 
perly Norwegian literature. The events, persons, manners, lan- 
guage, belong to Norway; and they are productions which, like 
the works of Homer, of Shakespeare, and of Scott, are strongly 
stamped with nationality of character and incident. 

From the end of the twelfth century, when Snom Sturleson 
flourished - and he was a native of Iceland - down to the present 
day, Norwegian literature is almost a blank. Holberg, a native of 
Xorway, prdduced about the beginning of laat century n great 
many clever dramatic pieces. His Erasmus Montanus, Henry arid 
Pernille, and many others of his comedies, would probably act 
well on our stage. His World below Ground has long been a fa- 
vourite book with English schoolboys. His Peder Paars is n 
comic poem, -the adventures of a shopkeeper on his voyage to 
Calenburgh to see his feste moe or betrothed sweetheart ; and is as 
witty as an ingenious parody of Homer or Virgil with all the ma- 
chinery of gods and goddesses humorously applied can be. In the 
lower departments of literature, such as the antiquarian and statis- 



tical, there have been writera of merit. I t  is evident, however, 
that no great literary effort has ever been made in Norway, It is 
possible that the state of society is not favourable to great mental 
exertion. There is nothing to be gained by i t  ; and intellectual 
labour smma to follow the same law as bodily labour-where 
people are very much at their ease, not urged by want nor by 
ambition, they will make no violent exertion. They will neither 
build pyramids nor write Iliada 

Mii ruden  Guard, September. - The road from the Dronthicm 
Fiord across the Fjelde to the Bothnian Gulf was finished thie 
summer. I t  was opened in a manner worthy of its importance by 
the King who took this route in visiting his kingdom of Norway. 
The work is executed on the Norwegian side of the Fjelde very 
perfectly, and may be compared to o& parliamentary d s  in the 
Highlands. 

'?his road is perhaps the moat important of any for the military 
defence of Norway, whether considered as a country by itself, or 
as united in common defensive measures with Sweden. I t  is the 
key to the whole country north of the Dovre Fjelde. I t  is from 
the east alone, from Russia, that Sweden and Norway can ever 
have to oppose an army by land. I n  the event of an enemy 
crossing the Bothnian Gulf, it is from wme military position con- 
nected with this road, covering the cultivated country in its rear 
upon the Dronthiem Fiord, from which i t  would draw its supplies, 
that both countries would have to be defended. The invader 
could not advance along the coast towards the capital of Sweden, 
with a Norwegian corps upon his flank and rear, and drawing its 
supplies by this road from a country abounding in men, horses, 
food, and the means of conveyance by sea or land. But to admit 
of a Norwegian corps being moveable, some etrong place on this 
line, in advance perhaps of the pass of Indal, would appear ne- 
cessary ; otherwise i t  could ecarcely advance above t day or two 
beyond Suul, without endangering its own communications with 
thk country whence its supplies must come. I t  could only cover 
that county, but could not act on the offensive. 

By thie same line of road King Olaf came from Russia into 
Norway with that force which the bonder defeated at Stikklestadt; 
and since that period the Fjelde has been crossed on this line, or 
on some one to it, snd the north of Norway, that is, the 
county immediately north. of Dronthiem, has been entered ,by an 
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army, at five different times. I t  appears extraordinary, that, with 
such obvious reasons for establishing some strong point, or at least 
safe depst, on what must be the basie line of any military opera- 
tion, offensive or defensive, in which Norway can possibly ever 
have to act, the attention of the country Seems entirely directed to 
the fortifying of a rock opposite to ~ronthiem, which does not 
~rotect the town. and will cost more than the value of the dozen 
or two of ships it might possibly cover in the bay, and to the esta- 
blishing a naval dep6t in Christiania Fiord. I t  is not from the 
sea that Norway has to dread an enemy. 

I t  is probable that this wise old monarch did not come over the 
Fjelde merely to dine with the citizens of h n t h i e m  ; but to take 
a military view of his territories. 

The whole population was up and out on foot or on horseback to 
meet the King. The enthusiasm was universal ; and Carl Johan's 
visit to Norway may well be compared to the visit of George IV. 
to Scotland. It was in better hte, both on the part of the monarch 
and of the people. The King came over the frontiers without 
military escort or guard, and with the most simple attendance and 
retinue. In Bcotland there was a little too much pretence and 
attempt at show. All were to appear what they really were not,- 
Highlanders, or archers, or private well-dressed gentlemen ; and 
George IV, who appears to have had a little sly wit, told the good 
citizens of Edinburgh that he thought he had come into a nation of 
gentlemen, and the good folks swallowed the delicate irony of the 
remark without feeling its point. The King saw only the gentle- 
men of the nation, and saw them only in masquerade. In Carl 
Johan's visit to Norway every thing was on a more natural, and 
therefore more honourable, footing for the national character. 
There was no unreal representation ; no false. exhibition ; no 
lawyers dressed like Highlanders, or tradesmen in bag-wigs and 
swords. The bonder came out on their best horses and in their 
Sunday clothes to escort the King from station to station; and 
there was not besidos even a single dragoon. Their wives and 
children lined the roads, and erected numerous triumphal arches of 
fir branches of great simplicity and good taste ; and of more effect, 

. from being the thought and work of the moment. Tlie Sovereign, 
on his part, walked out among them without military attendance 
or suite, but a few civil functionaries ; shook hands with them ; 
begged them in .broken Norse. " to make room for their old father," 
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when they pressed in upon him too closely ; and really appeared, and 
was, a father walking among an affectionate, kind-hearted people. 
How different all this from the puppet-show at Holyrood H o w  ! 
The reality of every thing, the total absence of pretence and 
attempt at effect, wse honourable to the character of the nation and 
of its eovereip. 

What muet have been the feelings of this monarch at Stikkle- 
s a t  ! He came a mile or two out of the road to visit the field of 
battle. He stood on the very spot on which, on the same hour of 
the same day of the same month-three o'clock in the afternoon 
of 31st August - eight hundred and five years before, King Olaf 
was slain by his subjects. He stood on the little eminence, 
surrounded by the descendants of the very peasants who fought 
and vanquished that prince : their priest, aged eighty-two, who 
has consequently lived through more than one tenth of this im- 
mense interval of time, gave the King his blessing on this very 
spot. In human existence there h e  been few such momenta. 
The King was sensible of it, and with peculiar good taste went 
first to the mansion of the old priest, and exchanged his travelling 
dress for a euit of uniform, -probably an old and favourite oqe, 
-and then repaired to the spot where a monarch fell, who, in the 
earlier part of hie career, was not unlike himaelf in talent and 
character. 

The King appeared to have more knowledge of historical 1 0 4 -  
ities than many of hie subjects. At Dronthiem, on the day before 
his departure, he went to visit the fortifications of the little island 
Munkholm ; and before reaching the cuetom-house where the 
barge was in waiting, he stopped the coach, got out, and walked 
with his hat off to the place of embarkation. There are probably 
not a dozen persons in Dronthiem who understood the reason. I t  
was sacred ground for a king. The Orething at which the people 
of this part of Norway aesembled, and at which above twenty kings 
have been proposed, accepted by the Thing, and proclaimed, was, 
according to the opinion of antiquaries, held on this spot. 

The visit of Cnrl Johan to Norway furnishes to reflecting persons 
a strong proof of the superiority of the constitutional over the 
legitim~te~principle, as a stable basis for regal government. The 
legitimate monarchs of Europe were aasembled at Knlisch, with 
armies to eacort them through their own dominions. The French 
monarch, wishing to reign on legitimate principles, cannot t3ke an 
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airing in his carriage but between two squadrons of dragoons. 
This monarch was at that very time, as if the contrast had been 
intended by Providence for the instruction of mankind, walking in 
the towns, and in the county, in the midst of his people, without 
guards, without military attendance but what the people furnished, 
and enjoying in his old age, without the pnrade of a court train, 
the spontaneous effusions of their loyalty. 

Yet Cnrl Johan never sacrificed a royal prerogative in order to 
gaih popularity. The mistake of his reign, perhaps, as to this 
country, has been that for a aeries of years he viewed it, like his 
Swedish ministers, aa one which ought to be governed on the 
same principles with Sweden. A stranger to the language, and 
possibly, like almost all men of his time of l i e  who have been 
bred in the European ideas of fifty years back, to the principle 
of constitutional government, and surrounded by n nobility who 
considered their own and a few others of the higher clssses of the 
community aa constitutillg alone a nation, and with no choice of 
ministers but from among these classes, i t  is only wonderful with 
what tact and judgment he always seized the right view, amid 
their errors and wild attempts to alter the Norwegian constitution, 
when such questions were brought fairly before him. I t  was this 
force of mind and prudence, always exerted when he acted on his 
own judgment, and which contrasted so atrongly with their rash 
and oft.& ill-digested proposals, which developed so strongly in 
this nation that ground-principle of all constitutional monarchies, 
-that the king can do no wrong, that his ministera are responsible 
for all the acts of the government. I t  is so perfectly developed 
in this country, that the confidence of the nation in the good 
sense and judgment of their eovereign, and their attachment and 
loyalty, were never for a moment shaken, even while their Stor- 
thing was unanimously rejecting proposals from the cabinet for 
the most alarming alterations in their constitution. The wrong 
was ascribed to the minister, the good to the king. His reign 
is the moral triumph of the constitutional over the 14itimate 
principle. 

August 25.-On Monday the 20th of August, the electors of 
our ptuish met in the pnrish church to choose their Valgsmaend, 
or election-men; and on the 30th of August, these Valgsmaend 
meet at Steenkjaer as a centrical point for all the Valgsm~nd of 
the different parishes of the amt or county, in number thirty-one, 
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to choose the representatives to the Storthing. The minister and 
the f w d  each keep a list of electore ; as age as well as property 
enter into t.he qualification. 

I t  is far beyond my competency to give an opinion whether this 
middle wheel of election-men is or ia not good in a representative 
system. One hundred electors or under, at the election meeting, 
choose one, from one hundred to two hundred, two, and so on. 
The number of election-men depends therefore on the number of 
electors who choose to meet; but in caae of sicknees, written votes 
are taken. We had 270 electom, and therefore send three election- 
men. A very great number of qualified voters did not meet, as 
the hay crop was not all cnrried in. From what I see in the news- 
papers, one-fourth at least of the qualified voters over all Nomay 
did not attend. There is a danger, therefore, in the working of 
this middle wheel, that i t  may deaden the interest in public affairs, 
from the want of direct communication between the representative 
and constituent. To travel ten or twenty miles from a bare sense 
of public duty, perhape at a buuy season, and without the assu- 
rance even of adding one election-man to the number, for 101 
voters would eend ra many as 199, is too much perhaps to expect 
from public spirit. Yet it is an effectual preventive of bribery 
and undue influence in any shape. The election-men meet in ten 
days. It can only then be known how many representatives they 
can elect ; for that depends upon their own numbers. 

September.-The distillation of spirits from potatoes is a pro- 
cess so simple, and the manufacture is so genernl and so important 
in Norway, where grain cannot be spared for that purpose, thit  I 
wae anxious to obtain more exact information about it than I got 
at Dronthiem. In regular distilleries the saving of labour and of 
fuel, and the greater scale of operation, require arrangements, 
vessels, and machinery which are not necessary in the house- 
keeping of the common bonde, who only distils his own few 
barrels, and by fur the greater part of the spirits used in the coun- 
ty is thus made. The principle is the same, and the operations 
in a regular distillery are no doubt more economical ; but the most 
simple mode of operating on so bulky a material is the most in- 
teresting, because the potatoes are in every cottage ; but i t  is only 
in this country that in every household they are converted into a 
~aluable product without much machinery or trouble. I t  is part 
of the women's work, like cheese-making or brewing; and is car- 
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ried on once a week or fortnight on every gaard, for the sake of 
the wash and refuse to the cattle, as well as of the spirita. 

There is no choice of the potatoes. Those produced in dry soils 
are supposed to yield most spirit ; but nothing is ascertained, ex- 
cept that there are considerable differences in the quantity which 
potatoea produce. They are firat taken to the pump, well washed 
and scrubbed with the besom, and when quite clean and free from 
earth are put into a barrel to be steamed' This barrel may be of 
any size, and should have iron hoops, and an opening in the head 
for putting in the potatoes, with a little door on the side at ite 
bottom for taking them out. The bottom is bored full of holes to 
let out the water, and the barrel is sometimes set upon a stand 
with rollers for the convenience of moving it about, When the 
potatoes are put in, and the door below fastened, the steam is 
brought into the barrel by a metal pipe from a kettle or still of 
boiling water. The pipe comes from the lid or cover of the vessel 
in which the water is boiling into the side of the barrel, close to 
its bottom, nnd its mouth has a little grating to prevent its being 
choked by the potatoes falling into it. The steam, when the water 
comes to boil, penetrates the potatoes ; and in this p r w  a great 
deal of water runs out through the holes in the bottom of the 
barrel. A kettle which will hold one barrel full of water is suf- 
ficiently large to steam six barrels of potatoes; but as boiling 
water is required in the process afterwards, it is a eaving of labour 
and fuel to have a vessel holding five barrels of water. The 
steaming takes an hour ,and a half, and they know when it is  
enough by taking out one of the largest potatoes and eating it. 
By boiling in steam instead of water, the potatoes have a better 
flavour ; and there is a great saving of labour and fuel. When our 
illicit distillers in Scotland attempted to make whiskey of potatoes, 
they boded them ; but never could get rid of the potato taste in 
the spirits, which boiling alone does not take away. In the most 
simple process, the potatoes are put into a basket-with a tight lid, 
or into a barrel with holes in the bottom and fitted close upon the 
top of the pot or kettle of boiling water, so that all the steam must 
-go through. 

The most profitable way of distilling potatoea is with a mixture 
of crushed wheat and malt, or, instead of wheat, rye or any other 
grain. The best proportions are these : - To six heaped barrels 
of potatoes, weighing seventy-eight stones of sixteen pounds each, 
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nine and a half stones of wheat or other corn, and five of malt from 
bear or big. If more of any of the parts be taken, the wort or 
liquor to be distilled is too heavy, and is apt to burn or singe in 
the still. By this proportion the smallest distilling, as a barrel or , 
half a barrel at a time, is regulated. The crushed grain and malt 
are i h t  mixed in about 120. quarts of water heated to 50°0f 
Beaumur or 144' of Fahrenheit, and no higher. The potatoes 
being perfectly steamed, are crushed between two rollers, and as 
they leave the rollers are shovelled into the vat in which the fer- 
mentation is to take place. For small quantities, rollers are not 
necessary. A pestle, or a man with wooden shoes, crushes them 
under his feet in the vat, and the more they are reduced to a paste 
the better. Boiling water, to the extent of about 450 quarts, is 
then poured into the vat, and is cooled down with cold Gnter to 
20' Reaumur, or 77' Fahrenheit, at which the mash of wheat and 
malt is added to i t ;  the vat is then immediately covered up as 
tightly as possible, and left to ferment. A vat for the above 
quantity must be large enough to hold fourteen or fifteen barrels, 
besides- room for the liquor to f'erment without running over, as 
the potatoes ferment with great violence with or without the ad- 
dition of yeast. A still for this quantity should be large enough , 

to hold about six barrels. There is no occasion to wait until the 
liquor is quite clear before taking it from the fermenting vat to the 
s& as much of the spirit would be lost by evaporation : the rule 
ia, to divide the scum of seeds and froth upon its surface ; and if 
the scum does not run together of itself, nor the opening close with 
air bubbles from below, the fermentation is over, and there is loss 
d spirit by delay. The distilling process is the same as from other 
liquors; and i t  is sometimes distilled twice, and flavoured with 
anise. The exact produce from a given quantity of potatoes is not 
easily ascertained, because the quantity of the spirit depends on its 
strength, which is not measured by our scale or instruments. The 
quantity of potatoes and grain above mentioned have been esti- 
mated to give 160 to 190 quarta of our measure of a spirit of sir 
degrees of strength ; but I do not understand the unit from which 1 
this measure of the strength proceeds, or its proportion to our proof. ' 
Judging by that common instrument, the mouth, I find a strong 

' 

fiery spirit, with no disagreeable taste or smell, produced by my ~ 
aeighbour at the rate of fifteen pots, which woukl be somewhat 
above eighteen quarts English, from the barrel of potat-; and 
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where potatoes and grain are good, I understand this is the or- 
dinary produce. The value given to a potatoe crop by distillation 
is not easily ascertained. Besides the quantity and value of the 
spirits, there is that of the wash or refuse for the cattle, which is 
considered better for them than the potatoes would have been in 
any other shape: the value of the corn and malt is also to be 
reckoned. The best judgment of i t  may be gathered from the 
price which distillers give for potatoes under ordinary circum- 
stances. This is a dollar per barrel, which is about three per cent. 
less than half an imperial quarter ; a high price to be at the 
farmer's door, and which gives a real vdue to the land from a pro- 
duct which had formerly been merely cultivated for family use, 
and without the advantage of the manure produced by feeding the 
farm stock on the waste. 

Norway in the year 1825 had a population of 967,959 per- 
sons. By the census of 1835 the numbers are 1,098,291, being 
an increase in theqe ten years of 130,332. In the towns there 
were in 1825 a population of 112,778, and in 1835 of 125,139, 
being an increase of 12,361. - In  the country in 1825 the po- 
pulation was 855,181, and in 1835, 973,152, being an increase of 
117,971. 

The town population is contained in thirty-eight places, only 
nine of which exceed 3000 inhabitants, and only two reach 
20,000 ; and in all, excepting perhaps Bergen, a considerable pro- 
portion of the inhabitants are engaged in a&culture, raising a pan 
at least of what they consume. The great increase therefore has 
decidedly been in the agricultural populati.on. No manufacture 
has risen during these ten years t i  be exchanged for food with 
other countries. The wood trade, which is the staple one, and 
formerly gave employment to a great ppulation, has been in a 
very depressed state. The increase has evidently been from the 
greater quantity of food raised from the soil of the country by 
taking in new lands or improving the old. The admitted advance 
of the people within these ten years in the enjoyment of the ne- 
cessaries and luxuries of life, taken together with this ascertained 
increme of their numberg shows a very remarkable progress of the 
country under its own legislation. The gradual reduction of the 
taxes, and especially of that worst of all, the embodying almost all 
the able agricultural population to be exercised as militia during a 
great  portion of the short season which the climate admits of being 

B 
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applied to the clearing and preparing new land, may be one of the 
great steps by which this progress has been made. The greatest, 
however, has undoubtedly been the free use of his agricultural 
produce enjoyed by the farmer in malting, distilling, and in every 
way he pleases. The distilling of all the potatoes that can be 
spared from family use, has spread universally the improvement 
that comes nearest to extensive turnip husbandry of which the cli- 
mate admits. There is the evil, no doubt, of drunkenness being 
more within the power of the lower classes. I t  is but a poor 
morality, however, which a government has to enforce by keeping 
the keys of the cellar ; nor can I admit that the common people are 
more addicted to drunkenness in Norway than in Scotland. They 
use more spirits undoubtedly, but they epread i t  over a greater I 

portion of time. If their two glasses of raw spirits daily, which is 
perhaps the average consumption of each of the labouring class, 
were taken all at once, or in two evenings of the week, they would 
lose two or perhaps four days of that week, from the effects of ex- 
cess ; but divided as they generally are in fourteen portions at in- 
tervals of twelve hours, i t  is the physician rather than the moralist 
who can speak to the effects. The ordinary observer can only 
remark that in spite of this poison they are a very athletic, healthy- 
looking set of men, carrying the bloom of youthful complexions to 
a much later period of life than other nations; they have par- 
ticularly well-made limbs, in which respect the English peasant is 
often deficient, and their children are uncommonly and strikingly 
fine-looking little creatures. The ordinary observer in thia 
country will be very apt, in balancing the good against the evil, to 
class the legislating for morality by distillery laws, or by any other I 
means than the diffusion of religious and moral instruction, with I 
the penal laws against fornication or Sabbath-breaking. I t  is , 
painting and gilding a plank which we know has the d ry-rot in its 
heart ; and yet, trying to persuade ourselves+md even Providence, I 

that all is sound because it is made to look so. There is a little 1 
confusion in the religion and morality of many excellent and 1 
highly gifted men when they attempt to support them by Acts of i 
Parliament instead of the only sound foundation, the instruction of 
the people. I t  is the mere outward semblance of morality and re- 
ligion they obtain when they succeed best, and that is surely not 
the object at which they aim. 

The increase of population in Norway, connected as it evidently 
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is with a proportional increase of property by improved hua- 
bandry, and a value being given to its products by new employ- 
ments, is a striking proof that populatioh and property, if the latter 
be distributed through the social body on the natural principle, 
will mutually act upon and check each other. The increase of 
numbers, previously to the establishment of an independent legis- 
lature, was extremely slow, because the increase of their property 
was slow ; it is now much more rapid, because the state of property 
admits of it. The diminution of tares, and the distillation of the 
products of husbandry which were formerly of little value, while 
the spirits had to be purchased from other countries, are visible 
additions to the mass of property gained within these ten years, 
and producing an addition of population. I t  is not an increase 
called into existence by any temporary advance of wages in cotton- 
spinning, or other manufactures; but the property which is to 
subsist the population being increased, the population has fol- 
lowed. 

The progress of those taetes and habits which belong to pro- 
perty, tending to keep population within the bounds of what can 
be comfortably subsisted, and without which the increase of sub- 
sistence would tend to evil rather than good, has evidently kept its 
due pace. The consumption of foreign luxuries, such as coffee, 
tea, sugar, the gradual taste for finer cloth, for better stone-ware, 
and such household articles, and the incrensing demand for mental 
amusement, prove that the habits which check undue increase of 
population a& keeping pace with that ease of subsistence which 
would otherwise produce it. Twenty yesre ago there was not s 
newspaper publiahed in Norway, excepting for advertisements of 
sales or of the official notices from government. Now there is not 
a town which has not several periodical papers; and news, es- 
pecially of the domestic occurrences and affairs, ie one of the want8 
of the people. 

October. -The population of Norway, with reference to their 
means of living and employments, may be divided into three dis- 
tinct classes. The seafaring peasantry occupy the islands, the en- 
tire provinces of Norland and Finmark, and the coast aide of all 
the Fiords, even a hundred miles up from the main ocean. These 
Strand-sitters, as they are called, have small farms, held generally 
in life-rent for their own and their widows' lives, and sufficient to 
keep a couple of cows, eome sheep, and to yield potatoes and s 
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little corn in favourable situations. Their subsistence, however, 
depends upon their fishing. 

The great scene of Norwegian fishery is in the M o d e n  islands. 
In the beginning of February the fish set in from the ocean, and 
occupy the banks in West Fiord, which is that tract of sea com- 
prehended between the chain of islands and the main land. These 
banks am from three to ten miles out in the Fiord, and at a depth 
of from sixty to eighty fathoms. Shelter from the fury of the 
main ocean, poseibly also some special circumstances in the tem- 
perature, or in the food afforded on them bankg bring the cod in 
such crowds together to deposit their spawn, that i t  is said a deep- 
sea lead is often interrupted in its descent to the bottom through 
these fish hills, as they are called. From North Cape to Bergen, 
all the fishermen who have the meoos, assemble in the month of 
January at the different stations. The fish are caught in nets and 
on long linea Nets are becoming more in use every season. An 
outfit for this fishing consists of two boats, each manned by five 
men. This company have six or eight nets, each twenty f a t h o ~ s  
in length when mounted or put to the back or side ropea, and 
thirty meshes deep. The mesh of the cod net is about six inches 
when stretched from knot to knot, and ie made of three-ply h e m p  
thread barked. The nets have sinkera to carry them to the bot- 1 
tom, and light wood (cork being too expensive) as floatera on the ' 
back rope, to keep them in a perpendicular position ; and the back 
ropea and ground ropes of each are fastened to the next, and the 
whole drift set as our herring nets, only with longer buoy-ropes, rts 

the nets are set in from sixty to eighq fathom. If the ouffit is 
with long liiee, the line consists of 1200 hooks, at five feet dis- 
tance, consequently a thousand fathoms in length, with buoys and 
anchors; and the hooks, which are of tinned iron, are on hook- 
lines of about a fathom in length. The nets and lines are set at ' 
night, and taken up in the morning. Each company has its own. ' 
set, or ground, determined by marks on the shore. Line fishers 
have the inside, and net fishers the outside. Lines and nets must- 
be a from land to seaward, not along the mast. Each station ~ 
must have only so many fishing companies, that a line fishing 1 
company may have twenty-five fathoms, and a net-fishing corn-. 
psny twenty fathoms, clear of neighbours. There is a commander 
elected at each &ti011 by the fishermen themselves; and the 
police and regulation, such as going out together to raiPe their , 
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lines and neb by signal, the prevention of night fishing, stealing, 
or encroachment on another company's ground, are entrusted to 
him; and, in concert with the commanders of the two nearest 
stations, he determines when the fishing shall begin and end. 

. Government, beaides these judicious regulations, which leave mat- 
ters to the judgment of the fishermen themselves, has other absurd 
ones ; such aa fixing n particular day, before which the cured fish 
cannot be removed, and another after which they cannot remain. 
As the curing depends entirely on the weather, i t  would be alto- 
gether aa wise to fix a day on which corn shall be cut down, ripe 
or not. It often happens that the fish are dry and cured before 
the 12th of June, being the day fixed, but just before i t  arrives 
wet weather begins, and thiy are destroyed; at other times 
the fish are not in a state to be removed when by law they must 
be so. The object is to prevent the stealing of those under 
cure, which' might tnke place if every man removed his fieh 
when he pleased; but the remedy is se fatal to property aa the 
disease, 

Every twenty or thirty of the fishing companies have a yacht, 
or large tender, to bring out their provisions, neta, and lines, and to 
take the produce to market. The fish are cured aa round or stock- 
fish until April, after which they are split, salted, and carried to 
Dronthiem or other places to be dried on the rocks, like our Scotch 
dried aod. The stock-fish are merely gutted and hung up, two 
together, across poles, which are provided by the owner of each 
etation ; and they are dried without salt, in the wind. 

I n  a medium year, 1827, there were 2916 boats fishing in 
eighty-three different stations, accompanied by 124 yachts or-ten- 
ders, the number of men in all being 15,324. The produce was 
16,456,620 fish, which would be about 8800 tons dried : there were 
also 21,530 barrels of cod oil, and 6000 of cod roe. 

This  important winter fishing ends in the middle of April, after 
whieh the seafaring peaswtry in F imark  and Nordland fish for 
the Rnssians; the others return to their homea, and catch sethe 
(Gadus virens) or herrings. The herring fishery is not clogged 
with the abeurd regulations of onr Bonrd, with -ard to the size 
of the mesh of the net. In order to preserve the breed, and pre- 
vent the young h h  from being taken, our wise regulations oblige 
our fishermen to use neta with the mesh of an inch square. The 
consequence is, that only full fish, just about to t~pawn, can be 
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taken ; and in that state they are nowhere esteemed, and not 
marketable, if others containing neither roe nor melt, and not 
shotten but fat, can be procured. I t  is time that our government 
put an end to the absurd whims of the late George Rose and his 
fishery board, which have cost the country some millions of money. 
To preserve the race of herrings, if that were even a htional object 
for regulation, the way is not to kill the unspawned fish ; but on 
the contrary, to spare them, and kill the young: not to kill the 
goose about to lay her golden eggs, but her goslings. The Nor- ' 
wegians very wisely use nets of all sizes of meeh; and take herrings 
of any size, nt any time by day or night, as they can get them, 
leaving it to the fish curer to assort the sizes and kinds of fish to 
suit his customers, and leaving it to nature to replace the fish'killed. 

%y this wise and simple procedure, they hare beat the Scotch 
herring curers out of the markets of the Baltic, as they deliver h h  
better assorted, and of better quality. 

Besides these important general fisheries, there is in every creek 
of the Fiords, even at a hundred miles up from the ocean, as at 
Steenkjaer in the Dronthiem Fiord, abundance of cod, whiting, 
haddock, flounder, sea-bream and herrings, caught for daiiy use 
md for sale by the seafaring peasantry. 

The bonder, or agricultural peasantry, each the proprietor of his 
own farm, occupy the country from the shore side to the hill foot, 
and up every valley or glen, as far as corn will grow. This class is 
the kernel of the nation. They are, in general, fine athletic men, as 
their properties are not ao large as to exempt them from work; but 
large enough to afford them and their households abundance, and 
even superfluity of the best food. They farm, not to raiee produce 
for sale so much as to grow every thing they eat, drink, and wear in I 

their families. They build their own houses, make their own , 
chairs, tables, ploughs, carts, harneas, iron-work, basket-work, and I 
wood-work ; in short, except the window glass, cast-iron ware, and 1 

pottery, every thing about their houses and furniture is of their own 1 
fabrication. There is not, probably, in Europe so great a popula- 
tion in so happy a condition as this Norwegian yeomanry. A body 
of small proprietors, each with his thirty or forty acres, scarcely 
exists elsewhere in Europe ; or, if it can be found, it is under the 
shadow of some more imposing body cf wealthy proprietors or com- 
mercial men. Here they are the highest in the nation. The po- 
pulation of the few towns is only reckoned about one eleventh of 



the whole, and of that only a rery small proportion can be called 
rich : too few to have any influence on the habits or way of think- 
ing of the nation. The settlers in the newor states of America, 
and in our colonies, possess properties probably of about the same 
extent; but they have roads to make, lands to clear, houses to 
build, and the work that has been doing here for a thoueand years 
to  do, before they can be in the same condition. These Nor- 
wegian proprietors are in a happier condition than those in the 
older states of America because they are not so much influenced 
by the spirit of gain. They farm their little estates, and consume 
the produce, without seeking to barter or sell, except what is 
necessary for paying their taxes and the few articles of luxury 
they consume. There is no money-making spirit among them, and 
none of ex@avagance. They enjoy the comforts of excellent 
houses, as good and large as those of the wealthiest individuals, 
good furniture, bedding, linen, clothing, fuel, victuals and drink, 
all in abundance, and of their own providing; good horses, and a 
houseful of people who have more food than work. Food, fur- 
niture, and clothing being all home-made, the difference in them 
mattera between the family and the servant is very small ; but 
there is a perfect distinction kept up. The servnnts invariably 
eat, sleep, and sit apart from the family, and have generally a 
distinct building adjoining to the family house. 

There is a third class, the connecting link between this class of 
small proprietm and the wandering Laplanders, whose lot is not 
so fortunate. They possess land also, and have houses, which, 
although mall, are comfortable, with floors of wood and glass win- 
dows ; but their situation is on the verge of the Fjelde, or in the 
glens which run into it, far above the level of the land which pro- 
duces corn, and outaide of the districts occupied by the other small 
proprietors. Their employmenta are consequently different. Theae 
Fjelde bonder live by the produce of cattle, by felling timber in 
those situations in which they have the advantage of a mountain- 
stream near the forest for floating the trees to a aaw-mill ; and, as 
a secondary object, by the sale of game, carried in a frozen state 
in winter to the low-country markets. Snow remains late in 
spring on their territory, and night f m t s  set in early in August ; 
so that in the higher tracts on the borders of dense forests and of 
marshes, where these Scandinavian backwoodsmen have their land, 
the corn is generally frozen before the ear is filled. The bark of 
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the pine, mixed and ground up with their ill-ripened oats, is their 
common bread ; and the trout of the Fjelde lakea, dried and salted 
for winter use, forms no inconsiderable part of their provision. , 
They live a harder and more laborious life, have a stronger frame 
of body, and more active character, than the inhabitants of the 
agricultural country. Winter is no time of rest and enjoyment 
for them. While the snow prevents the agricultural bonder from 
doing any outdoor work, they must drive home in eledges the hay 
cut and stacked during the summer in distant bogs and grass val- 
leys in the Fjelde, inaccessible for horses until the snow has 
levelled all obstructions. I t  is only at this season too, that the 
trunks of trees felled in the depths of the forests can be dragged 
over the fallen timber and blocks of stone which cover the earth, 
to the side of the stream which is to float them on a thaw to the 
lower country. This class of the peasantry includes not merely 
the outside settlers on the verge of the Fjelde, and in the heads of 
the valleys of which the lower levels are cultivated, but also the 
inhabitants of extensive districts and nmts, whose condition is more 
or leas influenced by these circumstances. They are the most 
rough, but most interesting of the inhabitants of Norway. They 
retain the dress, manners, character, and athletic forms which we 
im-agine as belonging to men in ancient times. Ench district and 
valley has some peculiarity of costume, pronunciation, and even 
chamcter ; and intermarriages of the isolated group of inhabitants 
with those in the next valley, or in the lower grounds, are rare. 
There are said to be families in these remote glens which can trace 
their descent from the days of Harold Harfaage.. I t  is not ex- 
actly necessary to believe that this peasant nobility have any real 
records of a lineage surpassing that of the most ancient nobility in ' 

* Gjseslimg is the name of a bonder family living on their estate, d e d  
Sandbu. in the parish of Vaage in Gulhrandsdal, who have parchxuents, says 
the antiquary Gerard Schoning, proving that in the year 133,; the family was 
possessing and living on this estate : als6 in Loom parish, Hrolf Blakar of , 
B l a h  preserves a headpiece or helmet complete with an opening only for the 
eyes, and parts of a coat of mail, a long sword, and other articles of his an- 
cestors; and a writing of King W o n  lldagnussen the younger, who lodged a 
night in Blakar Gaard in the fourteenth year of his reign, anno 1364. ! 

These would be very ancient families in Britain Am there many holding 
docnments and family estates for so long a period? Of the authenticity of the 
documents of these bonder there can be no question. Schoning had them 
before hi .  and he was an antiquary of great learning and character. 

See Gerard Schoning's Reise, Aaret, 1775; Bndstikken, 1821 Nos 91 
and 99, 
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Britain or fiance, and with the preservation of which neither 
privilege'nor consideration in society was ever connected in Nor- 
way ; but one may believe that lands in these remote glens seldom 
change possessors by purchase and sale, and may h a ~ e  descended 
very generally to the posterity of those who possessed the same 
acres in the earliest times, especially as internal wars and confis- 
cations in the middle ages never extended to the possessions of the 
g m t  mass of these humble udallers. One may believe that as the 
descendants of Rolf Ganger, the great progenitor of William the 
Conqueror, may be traced to many of the thrones of Europe, those 
of Rolf's kinsmen who settled in Iceland, while their more am- 
bitious relative steered to the south, may now exist as peaceful 
Icelandic peasants* in the original domiciles of their forefathera ; 
more happy, Deppin supposes, during the thousand yeam which 
have elapsed since their ancestors parted on the shores of Norway; 
than their distant relatives on their throne8.t It  is at least plea- 
sing to the imagination to see among this class of ancient pro- 
prietors the forms of countenance and figures to which we are 
accustomed, without perhaps having any distinct meaning, to 
attach the word noble. 

Rolf Ganger is supposed to have resided in the island, on the coast of 
Sundmar, culled Vigerar, before hi expedition to Normandy. Where wood is 
the building material, remains of ancient dwellings can scarcely exist ; but a 
dry dock or excavation for holding ships remains, and is said to be that which 
Bolf wed in fitting out his expedition. 
These docks or excavations for receiving vessels are called nousts in the 

ancient Norwegian langunge, a word still retained in Orkney and Zetland. 
Some antiquarianr are fond of deriving this word n o d  from the Greek 
naosterion. 

t Rogn$d, Earl of North and South Mmre, had two surviving sons; Rolf 
Ganger, who conquered Normandy, and wue ancestor of our Forman line of 
k i n g ;  and Thore the Silent, who on his father's death waa created Earl of 
Maare, and married King H d  EInrfaagre's dnaghter Aulof. Jorand, a son 
of this marriage, and consequently nephew of Rolf Ganger, the great pro- 
genitor of so mnny crowned heads, went to Iceland, took a piece of land in the 
northern division of the island, between the lake Udarvatn and the river 
Mogilsbek, and lived in a farm which he called Grand. His son Mar settled 
in a farm called h t a d .  A bastard son of Earl Rognvald, Hrollaug, also 
settled on a farm now called Felzhver6. 

The royal families of Enrope hme more cousins than they are aware of. 
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CHAPTER X. 

Lapland girL- Slighted by the Norwegians.- Condition. - Visits from Lap 
lmdem-Ophthdmia-Reindeer.-Sled@a-Speed.-Powem of Draught. 
-Reindeer cannot endure Wet-Cannot lire in Scotland. - Buy a fat 
Reindeer for Killing. - Lapland Butcher. - Weight of Four Qnartera - 
Cold-Birdu.- Wolvea. - Travelling Dress in Winter. -Jonrney to 
Dronthiem. - V o l h  - - h e .  - Jerkin. -Winter Scenery in the Glem 
-Sledge-driving. -Winter on the Fje1de.-Snbstitates for Hay in feeding 
Cattle. - Acquired Tastes of Cattle. - Remains of Old Buildings on Dome 
Fje1de.-Picts' Houses in Scothid.- Guldebransdal in W i r .  -Hammer. 
- Sonshine as hurtful as Frost to the Crops in Norway. - Complete little 
Estates. - How an English Family wold live here. - American Towns. - Norwegian Horsea 

N0ttember.-A LAPLAKD beauty, and really a pretty girl, came 
into our kitchen to-day on her way from the Fjelde. She was 
dressed very smartly, in a cap of blue and red cloth edged with 
a gold cord, a red woollen wrapper round her neck, a reindeer 
skin like a waggoner's frock, reaching down to her knees, and a 
worsted sash as a girdle. She wore stockings or pantaloons of 
skin; sl~oes of the same, with the under leather or sole coming 
round the foot, and neatly sewed to the upper; and she had a 
green worsted plaid, which ahe wore over one shoulder like a 
Highlander. She was quite a theatrical figure, and very brisk and 
smart in her movements. She was not one of the Fjelde or wan- 
dering Finq but of those who possess reindeer in the Fjelde, 
which they attend in summer, as the Norwegian women do their 
cattle in the seaters. In winter they have fixed habitations in the 
low country, and leave thkir reindeer to the care of one person 
with hired keepers; thus two or three families keep their stocks 
together. I t  is a considerable step towards a more civilised state. 
Those who follow this life have either considerable property in 
reindeer, whence they obtain cheese, milk, venison, and skins to 

1 dispose of in the low country during the winter; or they beg 
there from house to houae, having nothing in the Fjelde. This 1 
young womnn came to sell me fur shoes and mittens, or rather to 
ask if I would order some for winter. I found she could use her 
needle, and do all kinds of female work fully nrr well as the servant 
girls here ; and her dress altogether was of more value than theirs. 
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They knew also that her friends were considered wealthy among 
the Laplandera, and had often seen her on her way to or from the 
Fjelde; yet I observed they did not ask her to sit down. A Fin, 
aa they call the Laplander in Norway, is looked upon with a sort 
of contempt, ~8 an animal of a lower species; and to eat, sit, or 
aeeociate with one of them, would be disdained by the lowest. 
When I bade them prepare some wEm for my visitor, and made 
her sit down to it, they stared and tittered as an English girl 
would do if you told her to prepare tarts or a cake for your lapdog. 
The Norwegiane, however, are never harsh or unkind to these 
F ins  in which I find there is a little su~erstition aa well as cha- 
nty. I t  is considered unlucky not to give them something to eat 
under your roof. The idea of witchcraft is not entirely worn out; 
and the bonder have many tales of the supernatural powers of the 
old Fjelde women. I was wneidered very prudent in treating the 
Fin girl so kindly, as her relntions might make things go well with 
me all winter. 

During tbe autumn there was a great coming and going of these 
half-civilieed Laplandere through the valley. They were preparing 
for the winter, bringing the women, children, and infirm relations, 
with what they had to sell, into the low country. When they 
found that I made them welcome, I was seldom a day without 
visitors. The ophthalmia seems very prevalent, almost every fa- 
mily having a blind person, especially among its elderly people, 
and many even of the children had lost the sight of an eye. I 
thought at first it might have been the effect of emall-pox; but 
they had no scars of that disease, and I afterward8 found several 
whose eight waa in a decaying state. I t  is probably an hereditary 
malady in the race. The goitr& and the cretinism of Switzerland 
are not known mong  them, nor among the Norwegians. 

About the 20th of November, the snow lay deep. Winter had 
fully set in. Carioles and every thing on wheels were laid up. 
Sledges, and belle, and fur caps, and snow boot4 were brought 
out. Every household for .a month before had been salting, 
pickling, and making black-puddings, and sausages for w i n k  
provision. A party of nine Laplanders paid me a vieit on their 
way from the Fjelde. There were a father and mother, five 
children, and two pretty young women, all neighbours in their 
fixed abodes in the low country, who were going into their winter 
quarters. They had five reindeer for winter provision, which 
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wet eeasona In Norway, the heavy rains occur in spring or 
autumn, at which seasons what is rain below is dry snow higher 
up in the Fjelde. Our highest hills do not afford in summer this 
hind of refuge from rain and damp to an animal whose coat keeps 
out any degree of cold, but will not stand continued moisture. 
I n  Iceland, the reindeer were introduced by the Danish govern- 
ment about the middle of the last century; but they are under- 
stood to have proved a nuisance instead of a. benefit. They have 
not the wolf to check the tendency of their population to exceed 
the means of subsistence, and they have multiplied so as to de- 
vour the summer pasture on which the inhabitants depend for 
their cattle; and having been allowed to run wild, they are of 
no use. 

As I wanted a winter stock of fresh venison, I bargained for 
the fattest of the ox-deer. There were two females; and the 
others were castrated deer, very fat, with a breadth over the back 
and hips that would have graced a sheep of the Bakewell breed. 
They bsd all a quiet, domesticated look; -md as compared to other 
deer, the muzzle appears not at all pointed, but broad, and re- 
sembling about the nostrils and lips that of a coarse small cow. 
After much consultation among the women, who appeared much 
better merchants than the men, our bargain was settled at six . 
dollars and a half for the fattest of the deer, a pair of winter mit- 
tens of reindeer-skin for an ort, two or three pairs of shoes of the 
same for half a dollar each ; and, over and above the money, a pot 
of brandy. One of the young women who had been severd times 
before in the house presented me with a little whelp of the fine- 
furred breed, which she had brought in her bosom, or rather above 
the girdle of her skin pelisse, between which and their own skins 
the Laplanders stow everything. She had heard me express a . 
wish for a dog of that kind, and had brought i t ;  and in return for 
her attention received a suitable present of coffee and sugar. 

Our complicated account being settled, and the money paid, the 
girl, after speahing with her friends, came back in some distress, 
and laid the cash down again on the table. She had forgot, she 
said, to make the bargain 'that their own people should kill the 
deer. They would do it immediately, and ask nothing; but i t  
would be ill luck to allow one to be killed by any other persons. 
On consulting my housekeeper, a native of Finmark and acquainted 
with their usages, I found that i t  was a general prejudice among 



the Laplanders, and that they would kill and cut up the animal 
more nicely than our houseman. As the deer Wa8 old and unac- 
customed to eat hay, I could not have kept i t  in a thriving state, 
and i t  wuld scarcely have been fatter ; I agreed therefore to their 
request. I was curious to see how they would perform the oper- 
ation. The man led the deer to a spot of clean snow, and stock 
his little knife into the point of junction between the head and 
neck. The animal fell, and was dead immediately. He then 
stabbed i t  behind the fore shoulder to the heart, not withdrawing 
the knife for some time, and moving the limbs that it might bleed 
inwardly. The few drops of blood that followed when the knife 
was withdrawn were, I thought with a kind of superstitious care, 
taken up into a handful of snow, kneaded into a ball so that no 
blood wuld be seen, and then laid aside. He then flayed and 
opened the carcase on the ground with great dexterity and cleanli- 
ness, always laying a handful of snow on the place where he had 
to touch the meat. He next removed the whole of the entrails, 
and scooped out the blood when there was nothing else left into a 
vessel, when the women mixed it with salt and stirred i t  about to 
prepare it for black-puddings. The whole operation wae carried 
on in so cleanly a manner, with so little touching or handling of 
the meat, and always with a handful of snow between i t  and the 
hand, that the most dainty could have found nothing to object to. 
A Scotch butcher tearing a carcass to pieces with axe, cleaver, 
saw, hands and knees, and none of them extremely clean, would 
have been put to shame by thew anatomista. The man and his 
eldest boy, with little knives having three inches of blade stuck in 
a wooden handle, disjointed the back-bone and other strong parts 
of the body with the greatest we, like a g a d  carver cutting up a 
fowl, and so neatly that they scarcely left a speck of blood on the 
snow where they had been working. 

! 
I was so well pleased with this performance that I gave them a 

dinner of soup, potatoes, and herrings, with plenty of coffee and 
brandy. They were much gratified at being treated like other 
people and set down to a table regularly, inbtead of getting the 

' 

victuals in their hands to eat in a wrner or take with them, which 
is the usual way. I doubt if I could any way have pleased them 
80 much as by this little attention, for even these poor people have 
their pride. At parting, they gave me a reindeer c h e w  ; and at 
Christmas sent me a very handsome and a very useful reindeer- 
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skin pelisse made in the shape of their own, like a iaggoner'u 
frock, also driving reins for my sledge very curiously plaited of 
reindeer sinews. -l?hey would have taken -nothing for-these ar- 
ticles if I had not insisted on it. There is a good disposition in 
these harmless innocent little folk, if it were cultivated. But it is 
not: the Norweeians to the south of Dronthiem know as little " 
about them as we do in England, and we almost as remote from 
them in time, if not in distance. Where they do come in contact 
with the ' Norwegian bonder, although received always kindly, 
partly perhaps from superstition, they are treated aa an inferior 
caste. They are so indeed in strength, in size, and as yet in mental 
as well as bodily endowments; yet they have manygood points, 
and scarcely any evil in them. From h'orth Cape to Roraas it is 
universally said of this despised caste, "that a Fin never eays what 
is not true, and never takes what is not his own." This is a high 
character for an outcast tribe. 

My reindeer weighed 1221bs. the four quarters, and had 1Olbs. 
of tallow. This is, I suppose, as much as the tame animal in 
general will feed to. The wild species, which comes considerably 
farther south, being found on Dovre Fjelde and in Bergens Amt 
as well as to the north, is considerably larger. This seems not the 
usual effect of domestication. The horse, the rabbit, the.goose, the 
duck, the turkey, attain to greater size tame than wild. 

Besides the wild and tame reindeer, the red deer and roebuck 
are pretty numeroua in some districts The elk, the largest of - .  

European wild animals, exists in two or three places, but is now 
very rare. 

December, 1835.-The cold begins to drive birds from the 
Fjelde to the shelter of the valleys. Bonder bring in more caper- 
cailzie, ptarmigan, and jerper than I require; and besides these 
common birds, there are flocks of the beautiful Bohemian chatterer 
(Ampelis garrulus) in the valley. The wolf is also a regular 
nightly visitor about the house. We trace his footprints in the 
snow every morning close to the doors of the cattle houses. 

The wolves of this country are not suah dangerous animals as 
t h e  of the South of ~ u r o ~ e o r  of Poland, although perhaps more 
numerous. They have probably more food in the Fjelde from 
the  wild deer and smaller animals, and are therefore less ferocious. 
They very rarely attack a man, and are not dreaded even by women 
and children. Yet i t  is considered dangeroue to meet s herd upon 
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a plain or frozen lake, especially on moonlight nights; but the ani- 
mal is so timid in general @at i t  is difficult to get within shot of 
him. By a bait of a dead dog or sheep, a patient sportsman may 
chance by night to ehoot one ; but they are so wary that he may 
watch long enough to no purpose. Yet the wolf, when least ex- 
pected, will dash-into the road, and take away your dog close to 
your sledge. He seems particularly fond of this flesh, and is alto- 
gether bold in seizing it. A merchant of Levnnger had one taken 
From between his legs in hi sledge this wint . ,  on the road to 
Verdalsa?ren, but was not injured himself. I heard also, but not so 
certainly, that one seized a dog which a lad on l~orseback for se- 
curity kept before him on the saddle. The loss of sheep, calves, 
cows, and foals, in some parishes during the season when they arr: 
at pasture, is immense. I t  has amounted to upwards of twelve 
head of animals on each farm in the course of four years. When 
the wolf gets into a herd he bites and team all he-can overtake. 
The bear follows a different courae. Having seized one and killed 
it, he is content with this single prey. Although the ~volves are 
so destructive and so numerous, and their skins too of considerable 
value, very few are killed. They are like the crowg never to be 
fouad when sought with a gun, -at other times seen in great 
numbers. Snares are of no avail, and traps of little ; for this ani- 
mal is as wary as his cousin the fox. Poison by nux vomica, and 
also by the long moss which grows on the branches of the pine, is 
the most usual way of destroying them; but few trouble themselves 
much about i t ;  and in winter, when a poisoned bait can be laid 
out to advantage, the wolf leaves his summer haunts on the Fjelde, 
where he does most mischief to the cattle at the seaters, and comes 
down to the shores of the fiords and lakes. 
January, 1836. -On the 1st of January there was a higher 

degree of cold than hns been experienced in this country for some 
years. At Roraas, a small mining town on the Fjelde, about 3000 
feet above the sea level, mercury exposed to the air was frozen 
in the course of two hours into a solid maw. In  the lower levels 
there was perhaps no very exact observation made on the ther- 
mometer. I heard of 25 degrees of' h u m u r ,  as observed in om 
neighbourhood. These timber-houses are so tight, and so equally 
warmed by the stoves, that this intense cold is not much felt in- 
doors. I have suffered much more discomfort from cold, in ordi-' 
nary winters, in a gimcrack English house a brick and a l~alf thick. 
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This cold is precious for the country, consolidating the snow, and 
making the transpcrrt of goods for a long time easy and sure. 
Good or bad winter driving is of such importance to every one, 
that i t  is remarlred upon in all society, as the weather with us. 
Next to n good crop, i t  is the greatest bleseing to the countryman, 
who mnlies i t  a sending toast, and a regular topic of conversation. 

I resolved to take advantage of if and travel in the fine ex- 
hilarating cold. January and February, for weeks together, afford 
generally delightful winter weather - bright, calm, cloudless ; not 
thawing even at midday, but not freezing intensely; and the air so 
pure and buoyant, that there is a pleasure in simply moving or 
breathing. As to cold, the traveller in Norway sets it at defiance. 
He  has over his ordinary pantaloons and boots a pair of huge.boots 
lined with sheep-skin, which come up over his thighs, like those 
of a fisherman; but they are made of more pliable leather. These 
are hbsolutely necessary, because in a single sledge the feet are 
outside passengers, ready to keep i t  upright when it  takes a yaw 
to one side, and are thus often in the snow. If the traveller feels 
particularly chilly, and thinks double boots not enough, he may get 
a pair of reindeer-skin shoes to go over both his hoots. Over his 
clothes he has a pelisee of wolf, dog, or reindeer-skin, which last is 
preferable, being cheaper, warmer, and much lighter ; but i t  has 
the disadvantage of not enduring wet eo well. If  the traveller 
puts on his leather great coat under it, he is armed against wet or 
dry. These are made of kid or goat skin, prepared so as to be as 
pliable and light as broadcloth, and are quite proof against water 
and cold. They are made in the fashionable shape of the day, and 
deservc a place on the coach-box in our night-trnvelling. The 
sledge has always an apron of bear-skin in front; and when the 
traveller has got himself thus packed up, and has put on his mit- 
tens of wolf or deer skin, his fur cap with laps to cover his ears 
and tie under his chin, a comforter round his neck, and another as 
a girdle to keep his pelisse close, he may show his face to the wind, 
and let mercury freeze if it will. The only inconvenience is, that 
he is very unwieldy, and almost needs, like Falstaff, to have levers 
to raise him when upset, which he may calculate on being a dozen 
t i m a  in a day's driving. The traveller who chooses to be in a 
hurry may easily get over seventy or eighty English miles in a 
winter day. As there is no weight on the horses, alid with good 
driving little more resistance than upon an ordinary pair of skates, 

8 



the animals p easily at their best pace 3 and the traveller feels n6 
fatigue as in a wheeled carriage. 

I was in no hurry, and therefore travelled with my own pony 
as far as Dronthiem, having hired a neighbour's horse and sledgae 
to take my baggage thither, and will aend back my pony by him. 
I like to loiter on the road, talk to the bondex who keep the eta- 
tion-houses, and take my thirty or thirty-fir% miles a day with 
daylight. 

Vollan, Febnurry 8, 1836. -After staying a few days at Dron- 
thiem. wl~ich the traveller will find n dull town. I set off this 

I morning at nine, and got to this single post-house, five Norwegian 1 

or thirty-five English mil* by three o'cloclr. The cartage or 
sledging to and from Roraas makea this piece of road very un- 1 
pleasant. The ruts which sledges work in the snow do not run 
lengthwise, but right across; m that pow vehicle labours like a 
boat rowing against a heavy head-aea. I 

.It is not altogether uninteresting to travel in this country, even 
when covered with snow. The scenes are a t  least novel to the 
FnglisB. traveller, d perhaps more striking from being composed 
of few objects. The country is white, bat the forest and the cliff 
stand blaok upon its fsoe. A smoke of snow rises in spot13 among 
the Fjelde where a whiling wind strikes. I t  makes a variety of 1 
scenery also to be out of high roads with fences and houses. The ' 
winter road is the bed of the river, or the lake that fills the bottom 
of the narrow valley. 

Oune, Febr~ccrry 9. -1 travelled six Norwegian miles to49y. 
Corn is cultivated here, but not much higher up the country. The 
river Driva, which comes from tble neighbourhood of Sneehrette, 
separates at this point ; and its branohes water two fertile and 
extensive val% which have their apex here, and are separated by 
a mountain ridge. . , 

I found the inn here as clesn and comfortable as any country 
inn in England. 

Jerkin, February 10.-This day's journey, of seven Norwegian 
miles up the glens of tiie Fjelde, has been very interesting. The 
road is upon the bed of the torrent ; and one looks up with asto- 
nishment at the windings and ascenta of the common high road 
among the precipices far above. You are travelling in a mere 
fissure, not many feet wide, filled from side to side with a frozen 
torrent; and the mountain walls which enclose you rise so steep 
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and high-thnt you are in some places involved in a eort of twilight. 
I was surprised to find, that although the cold had been so severe 
as to freeze mercury nearly at the same elevation about a month 
before, and there had not been a single hour ef thaw since, the 
water of the mountain streams was not altogether haen,  even 
where they were shallow. . There were many hole8 open in the bed 
of the river between Drirstuen and Kongsvold; and it required 
nice driving to steer through the cham of pocks to be turned, open 
holes to be avoided, bridges of ice between open placee bo be 
passed, on which a jerk of your sledge to one.side hould hurl yew 
into a gulf; and although the ice is undoubtedly strong enough, 
you cannot help thinking it juet poesible, in passing some of those 
spots, where you know, from the steepness of the precipices around, 
there must be a deep and d e n t  pool, that the ice may not bear you 
and yonr horse and sledge. 60 attentive are people here to their 
road business, that to the no small comfort of the doubtful traveller, 
even in this torrent bsd, them were little green twigs of iir stuck 
in the snow, or laid on the ice, to show where to crose to the other 
side, or what line to drive through the masaes of rock and holes of 
water. On the lakes one may drive for milea hgether, under 
guidance of these twigs, in a drift of SM)W.O~ in darkness. At 
dangerous spots there is always something left, a bush or stone, or 
some object, to caution the next traveller. A little way beyond 
Kongsvold the glen opens into the plateau of the Dome Qelde. 
The road over it, at this seasan, is well marked with poles, rv, near 
to each other as the lamp-paeta in a town ; lcad this ia no more 
than necessary. A smothering snow-drift came'on, and it was 
scarcely possible to see from pole to pole. .I-asked the boy fram 
Kongsvold, who drove the baggage sledge, if. be was sure we were 
upon the road. He said, they always left that to the homes on this 
stage, when the path could not be discerned. They would not go 
wrong if they were not put out of their pace, but left to take their 
way themselves. The journeying on this elevated plain, enveloped 
in a aloud of snow as dense almost as that on which you are 
driving, makes an impression that is sublime. You seem travelling 
in the sky. What you see or touch of the earth is scardy more 
substantial than the snow that is whirling round aod above you. 
I t  seems all one element, and you alone in the midst of it. 

We got on very well to this place, although we had a terrible 
pelting from the time we got over the brow of the Fjelde. 

1 s 2  
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Febma y 11. - This is the most comfortable inn, I believe, in 
Norway. The four-Drivstuen, Kongsvold, Jerkin, and Fogstuen 
-were established as hospices or lodges for the succour of tra- 
vellers across the Fjelde early in the twelfth century. There is 
no grain cultivated at this elevation, but there are valuable grnw 
farms; the proprietors apparently 8s well off as the most snb- 
stantial of the bonder, who rear crops of corn. I t  wm attempted 
some years age to raise Himmalaya bear here. A small quantity 
had been received by the Norwegian Agric'ultural Society from 
Abo, to which i t  had come by way of Irkutz. I t  did not succeed 
on the Dovre Fjelde; but i t  is a valuable species. I had about 
half an acre of it, which, although sown too late, proved excellent. 
I t  grows like our common bear, not like barley, that is, eix-sided ; 
and is without husk about the pickle, and yields a particularly 
white meal. I t  would probably be a good change of seed for those 
districts in Scotland which do not produce barley. 

I saw this. fprenoon a piece of rural management which will 
scarcely be believed. The stock of this farm is thirty uows and 
sixteen horses. The latter, of course, get no corn.  man came 
out of the stable with as much horse-dung as could be heaped on 
his spade, and 1aid.it down on the snow. He brought one spadeful 
after another, till the stable was cleaned out ; and placed each in a ' 

little heap by itself.. He then went with the women, and let out 
tbe cows, which ran to the dung and ate i t  with great relish. This 
repast, it seems, was regularly given to them once a day. These 
cows were far from being in a starving condition: or driven by 
hnnger to this strange diet. They were frolicksome, and their 
skins clean and glossy. They were not at nll "at  the lifting," as 
it is callcd in Scotland, when the cnttle of a small farmer are, from , 
mere starvation, scarcely able to rise. They would have been 
reckoned in very fair condition for a lean stock, not intended for I 

market, on any ordinary farm in the north of Scotland. The 
practice is general on the skirts of the Fjelde, about Roraas, and 
over all Bergens Amt. The farmers can keep in summer a much 
greater stock than they can provide food for in winter. If by 
these substitutes they can save a fourth part of hay, that would 

- otherwise be consumed, and can shorn a stock of cattle in such very 
fair condition for the month of February, the management may 
not be so laughable as it appears at first. The inferior animals 
appear to be capable of forming acquired tastes as well as man. If 
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in the north end of Guldebrsnsdal in the year 1775, published 
from his manuscripts in 1820, in a periodical work celled the 
"Budstick," mentions that he found the foundations of a building, 
supposed to be a church or temple, thirty-two paces long and 
twenty-four broad, not far from thie farm. On many parts of 
Dovre Fjelde, there are found close to each other an incredible 
number of square holes, about six feet deep and twelve feet broad, 
built in the inside with stones, and which he considers to have 
been intended for catching reindeer and elk, or to have been 
fo~dat ions  and cellare of houses. What we d Pict$ houses, in 
the north of Scotland, have evidently been cellars and store-rooms 
of houeeg of which the superstructure has been of wood or turf. 
They are always mder hillocks of accumulated rubbish, often 
mixed with the ashes of the dwelling that has stood above them. 
The pita mentioned by Schoning appear to be of this description, 
but square, and larger than the Picts' housea He also mentions 
a singular frrct, that the bottoms of the lakea on this F'jelde tract 
are etrewed with the t m n b  of furu or pine trees, fiom seven to 
eight fathoma in length, with the roots attached; and, as he justly 
observes, although there are pine trees still growing on the Fjelde, 
wficient .to show that the tract may have been a pine forest, yet 
there is no declivity towards these lakes by which, in the present 
shape of the laud, any atream or torrent could have swept trees 
down into them. These. remains cannot be reconciled to the 
theory of trees only growing within certain zones of elevation, 
unless by euppoaing a change in the temperature, or in the eleva- 
tion, since the time when tlwy were produced of such a size on 
h e  Fjelde. Schoning also notices the accumulations of rounded 
pebbles and stonea, forming banlre and hillocks, which hare ap- 
parently been rounded and brought into these heaps by the agency 
of water; but that, in the present ahape of the country, there is 
no back ground to pour down any stream or torrent upon this 
elevated table*land to round or collect them. 

Hammer, February 14.-It makes a .fine contrast of scenery 
even in  winter, after driving twenty-five or thirty miles cwer the 
uninhabited waste of the Dovre Fjelde, to descend into the sunny 
cheerful Guldebrandsdal, studded with farm honeee, and its mag- 
nscent drooping birches, showing a luxuriance of vegetation un- 
known to the upper valley6 on the north side of the momtaina 
The eceuery there is of a more stern character. The pine forest ia 
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r klosmy cover to a country ; tmd the interruption of a baro white 
rock rearing ita head over the dark maw of foliage, or of a deep 
narrow glen marked by its black shade, does not d i e n  the face 
of the country. All is more open and gay on this side of the 
Dovre Qelde. I travelled l e i d y  down the magnificent Gulde- 
brandsdal, generally upon the bed of the river, and long river-like 
lakes which occupy its bottom; they were frozen, unless near to 
the cascades where one lake falls into another on a lower level. 

The Guldebrandsal, from the head of the Myodn lake at this 
place, up to the Dovre Fjelde, ia about a hundred and sixty-eight 
English miles in length, and its breadth of cultivated land in the 
valley bottom scarcely any where exceeds six orseven. In genenl 
it fo& .only a nafiow stripe of cultivated land between the hill 
foot and the water. But behind. over the hills, are. I understand. , , 

the finest high pastures or seaters in Norway; and, inchding 
these, the breadth of the district belonging to the Guldebrandsdal 
farmers may not be lesa than thirty or thirty-five English miles. 
There are eight parishes and twenty-six ch&chee in the district. 
The population is reckoned about thirty-five or forty thousand, 
inaluding. th& of the lateral valleys. Of these the largest, to judge 
from its river, the Gausa, is Gusdal. There is also another con- 
eidernble river, tbe 0th which joins the Lug ,  the main river of 
Goldebrandsdal, after running through a considerable valley. The 
arable land of this district is much encumbered with stones, so 
that fielde of any coneiderable size are me. The crops also in the 
higher parts and in the lateral valleys are rendered very uncertain 
by early froata ; while in the lower grounds they snffer much from 
sunshine, It appeare strange to one accustomed to our cloudy 
climate, to hear the latter reckoned an equal or grester enemy td 
the crops. Yet such is the fact. Frost early in August often d 4  
stroys the corn before i t  ie fillled, but it lea~es  the fodder; even 
some of the grain may have been previously ripe ; but sunshine in 
June or July often shines it away in blade before it has covered 
the ground, and thus leaves nothing. A d ine  year, aa it is called, 
is a very common calamity in almost all the inland parts of Nor- 
way. 13eaides.these evils of early froet and sonshine, drought is 
another to which the crops sre a h a t  every year exposed, and iii 
overcome only by the great exertions made as before mentione& 
to irrigate the growing corn. This is carried to such perfection, 
although with means which appear rude, that I understand it is 

e 4 
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not uncommon for tbyie who have an insufficient share or none in 
the irrigation concern, to h i  a day% water from those who can 
spare it. The returns upon these small patches, m carefully la- 
boured and watered, are almost incredible. Twenty fold is common 
in favourable wesons. Very poesibly where the prolib power of 
the soil is so often checked it will be less exhausted, and may be 
very great when such weather does occur aa brings it into full 
action. Pasturage in this district forms the most valuable branch 

t of farming. The best horsea in Norway- are also reared in the 
upper end of Guldebrandulal. The bonder me considered to be 
prosperous and substantial. They manufacture a good deal of 
woollen and linen cloth for country use; and in winter shoot q 
good many wild reindeer, and sometimes, though rarely, an elk or 
&wo, in the tract of the Fjelde north of the Gsosa river. The 
freshwater fish in the river L u g ,  and in the kkes which it forms 
in its course to the Myoeen, are also of much more importance to 
the subsistence of the inhabitants than nay s imih  fishery in the 
north of .Europe. There is dificulty, perhaps, even for the natu- 
ralist, to ascertain the English names of mme of the fresh-water 
fish in this country, being varieties not found in our waters. .There 
is in the H y m n  a species of herring, at least i t  goes by that name. 
I have not seen it ;  but it is caught in such abundance that in the 
parish of Faaberg, about two hundred bar& were salted yearly, 
until the year 1789 ; when a great flood In the river brought down 
so many stones, and altered the bottom of the fishing ground so 
much, that the produce has not since been eo great- A smaller 
kind of this fish is also caught in the Myosen. Trout also run u p  
from the lake to spawn, as salmon, which they equal in  size, do 
from the sea. At IIunefose, a waterfitll on the h u g ,  about four- 
teen miles abovc its junction with the Myoaen, these Hupne trout, 
as they are called, have been caught of nearly three Bismar pounds, 
or thirty-six avoirdupois. The falls on the river, by which the 
Myosen eends ita waters to the sea, make it impossible that her- 
rings or aalmon could get into it. These are varieties of fresh- 
water fish with which we are unacauainted. 

I t  surprises the traveller from England, where almost every 
thing that man uses is provided with and valued in money, to find 
a whole population, in an old European country, denlir~g direct 
with nature a8 it were, for every nrticlq-fuel, lodging, clcthing, 
fish, meat, grain, dairy produce, fermented and distilled liquors, - 
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which are all provided without the intervention of money, or even 
of barter. Some of these little estates, worth perhaps four or five 
thousand dollnrs, nre the most complete possible in this respect 
They have within them every materid of an abundant subsistence ; 
not only the usual products of land-grain, meat, dairy produce, 
&a,-but besides, a great command of the comforts and even 
luxuries of life: fuel; commodious houses, or building materids 
to erect them ; game, venison, fish, fruit& They have even labour 
unpaid, through the portions of land let to housemen. Where 
will a thousand pounds value in land thus supply a family with all 
necessaries and essential comforts, and a rational share of luxuries ? 
A family with 20001., laying out 10002. in the purchnse of a well- 
situated estate, and keeping another at interest in case of sunshine 
or frost making i t  n e c e  to go to market, wou1.d live in greater 
plenty here, more free from care, and in the enjoyment of more of 
the comforts and lnxnries of life, than could be done upon an estate 
of 5002. a year in Britain ; where the whole produce must first be 
turned into money, and that money into every thing wanted; 
where neither fuel, labour, nor a commodious house, much less the 
luxuries of fish, game, and venison, are within the estate or its 
privileges. Nor would they be so entirely without good society 
as migKt be supposed; provided they did not set out too high, and 
live,-as the English abroad generally do,-differently from their 
neighbourg instead of following the modes of the country. In  
every parish there is the clergyman and his chaplain, men nlways 
of high education and acquirements. The whole corps of law 
officers and solicitors are well educated, and have talien degrees 
either at the university of Copenhagen or of Christiauin, as otherwise 
none sre allowed to practise ; and they are not, as with us, huddled 
together in the country towns or metropolis, but are spread over 
the country; as the courts. by a wise arrangement, are held as 
much as possible in single housee in each parish, removed from 
villages or towns, and from opportunities of feasting or drinking. 
I n  every parish, also, there are retired military o h m  living very 
often on small means, but men of education and acquirements 
superior to our own half-pay of the old school ; because the Danish 
government began a generation before the British to educate its 
officers. The system is kept up in Norway; none being admitted 
into the service who have not gone through a course of education 
at the military college, which is good, and a t  least equal to thrb 
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which many of our officers obtain. The ladies here are news- 
' 

sari17 more occupied with house-keeping; but in appearance, in 
manners, and in the usual female accomplishments of music, d a n c ~  1 
ing, and conversation, they are not behind our own. They have 
read less, but are not uneducated. Such a state of society and 
property would undoubtedly suit many an Engliih emigrant family 
better than a log hut in the forests of Upper Canada or Auetralia. 
The difference of language is the only di5cnlty; but i t  is short- 
lived. If the trees ili Canada could speak English, it would be a 
reasonable gro&d of preference. As it is, I suspect such emi- 
grants as have a little capital woukl eooner learn to speak a Ian- , 
p a g e  than to fell a tree. I 

This place, Hammer, ought in all conscience to be a consider- I 

able market town. I t  is situated in a beautiful little bay of the 
Myosen, at the end of the well-inhabited Guldebrandsdal, a t  no ' 
great distance, by a road over the hills, from the great and well- 
inhabited valley of the Glomen, or Hedemrrrk, and from Sweden ; 
and so far from Chri~tiania that no competition thence can pqxent 
its riae. Yet i t  is not a town, -scarcely, indeed, a village, - 
although it has a few shops and straggling houses. I t  will not ad- 
vance, notwithstanding all the encouragement which government , 
has at different times given. Whst can be the m m n  that in America 
villages and towns start up, as by magic, in the midst of the forest; 
while, in Europe, i t  requires several generations to form one, unless 
pushed on by some cotton, iron, or other mnnufacture that leads to 
the congregating of people to one spot ? One reason may be the 
want of roads, of tradeamen, and of a distribution of raw material 
and skill over a newly-settled country. The blacksmith and his iron, 
the shoemaker and his leather, the tailor and his cloth, all, in short, 
but the woodman and his axe, must be collected in one centriad 
spot to serve the country. Bat when a county is fnlly settled and 
inhabited, its roads and communieatione numerous and good, a d  
its demands for labour well supplied, it is to be apprehended that 
theae Aladdin-lamp formatione of town8 and villuges in h e r i a  will 
disappear. Tradesmen, pmfeaaiod men, and even dealers, will I 

have to seek their customers, instead of their customers having to 
seek them. T h g  will have to live in the neighbourhood of their 
employers, or others in the same trades will spread themselves o v a  
the country, and then adieu to the existence of all those American 
towns which am not supported by any peculiar manufacture or 



commerce, but simply by the aggregation of ordinary handicrafts, 
storekeepera, and professional people. They will die away as the 
country advances, just as such country towns decay in Europe. 
This place was at one time of considerable extent, and the seat of a 
bishop. It had a cathedral and a monastery, both founded about 
the year 1160 by Adrian, an Englishman, who at that time was the 
pope's legate i n ~ o r w a ~ .  He became afterwards a cardinal, under 
the name of Nioholaa Breakspear, ab Albano ; and pope, under the 
title of Hadrian the Fourth. The place was reduced to ashes by 
the Swedes in the sevemteanth century, and appeara never to have 
been flourishing. I ~seamhed in vain for some appearance of re- 

- - 

mains of this &ty, its cathedral and monnstel-g. I feel a doubt 
whether, as there is another place of the same name lower down on 
the Myosen, I may not have mistaken the spot. The building 
material, however, in Norway, leaves little trace. The wooden 
structure may last a oouple of centuries ; but when it  decays, there 
is nothing left for posterity to gaze at. For a town, in& which 
government has attempted to foster it, the situation is beautiful. 
The ground slopes gently towards the lake, which is here only 800 
yards broad. The variety and luxuriant growth of the trees show 
that the soil must be good. I walked across the lake on the ice ; 
and I understand it is frozen for about twenty miles down, but is 
open below, so that I must travel on the high road.. The Myosen , 
f i r  the first ten miles appears not to exceed-a mile or a mile and a 
half in breadth, a size fav.omb1e to the scenery. Trees, points of 
land, rocks, houses on the opposite coast, unite in rendering i t  
beautiful. 

February. -The Myosen expands into a great breadth about 
twenty miles below ~ A m e r ,  where its waves-and shores are like 
those of an inlet of the oceaa The opposite mast is so distant, 
that the eye cannot distinguish single featurea The outlet of this 
grand body of water seems very small. I t  is crossed by a ferry- 
boat and a rope stretched across the river. The evaporation of so ' 

great an expanse may render a large river from it unnecessary to 
keep up a proper balance between its influx end dbx. . 

B ' e h r y .  - The horses in Norway have a very sensible manner 
of taking their food. Instead of swilling themselves like ours with 
rr pailful of water at a draught, no doubt from the fear of not get- 
ting it soon again, and then overgorging themselves with dry food 
for the same reason, they have a bucker of water put down beside 
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their allowance of hay. I t  is &using to see with what relish they 
take a sip of the one and a mouthful of the other alternately, some- 
times only moistening their mouths nrr a rational being would do 
while eatidg a dinner of such d y food. A broken-winded horse is 
scarcely ever seen in Norway, nor hnve I met wit11 one in the 
slightest degree so nfected. The animal is not impelled to over- 
load its stomach, and distend the vessels with unnecessary quanti- 
ties of water or hay at one time. Broken wind is understood to be 
a rupture of the vessels connected with the lungs, and to be brought 
on by over-feediig, or over-exertion with a full stomach. In a 
field, when left to himself, the horse is perpetually eating. He 
does not fill himeelf at once, like n cow, and remain then for tl~ree 
or four hours without food; yet we treat him like a cow, giving 
two or three feeds only in the day, and he consequently fills himself 
too rapidly, and without su5cient msetication. Probably many of 
the diseases of our horses arise from this unnatural custom. The 
horse probably knob better than the groom when he should eat 
and drink, and would be more free from dieeases if left to his own 
discretion. 

- 

CHAPTER XL 
Christiania - Fiord ftoren. - Population.- University. -Students. -State 

of Education in Norray.- The Meeting of Startbmg. - Number of Mem- 
bers - Principle of Reform of the Reprpentation always acting. - What 
Description of Persons in this Storthing. - Pay of Members. - The Lag- 
thing, or House of Lords. - How elected. - What Description of Persons 
- Storthing properly Three Rouses of Parliament. -Mode of Procedure 
with Bills.- Rejection of Royal Propositions for a Veto and Power to 
natudze.- Cbmbera - Ihws - Appemance of Members - Speaking. 
- Examples of Procedure. - Ornaments of a Statate of Odin. - Booty of 
an ancient .Vteringer. -Question before Storthing how to dispose of these. 
-Return of Bank of Norway to Cash Paymentg - Debate in Storthing. - 
How determined. - Influence of the Press. - Simplicity of Procedure in 
the Storthing.-Constitution works well-By whom framed-Guaranteed 
to Norway by England-Treaty of March, 1813 -Character of our Pro- 
ceedings - Bound in Principle to guard the Independence and Constitution 
of Norway. -Conclusions -Best Structure of Society. - Tme ChecLs on 
Over-Population. - Only Remedy for the Condition of the Irihh People 

Christiania, Februa*, 1836. - Tms town, which I thought dull 
and deaerted on my arrival in Norway, appears now busy, bustling, 
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and crowded. Tlle difference, I ' suspect, is not so much in itself, 
rrs in the impressions of the traveller - then fresh from the stir 
and life of English towns. now from the solitude and quiet of the 
Fjelde valley. The meeting of the Storthing, however, adds no 
doubt something to the bustle. The university also is now sitting ; 
and its six hundred students make the streets fuller than in sum- 
mer. The driving also is good this winter ; all the wood and other 
articles for exportation are brought into town at this season by the 
country pcopl~ from great distances, and produce a little movement 
in the market-place. 

I was surprised to find the Fiord here quite frozen, although the 
sen is ten fathoms deep ; horses, sledges; and people are travelling in 
a11 directions over it, while the fresh water of the Myosen, for forty 
or fifty miles up, is quite clear of ice. The Fiord is no doubt 
narrower at Christiania than the Myosen, and more shut in by 
islnnds and points of land than the lower end of that lake. As the 
vessels are frozen in, and no arrivals can take place, little business 
is  going on ; and from the appearance of the accommodation for 
shipping, the want of warehouses, of an open exchange, or of the 
conveyance of goods in the streets, the mercantile bwiness cannot 
be very greac Professional. men, public functionaries-those 
whom the courts of law, the university, and the various depart- 
ments of administration, support, - form the principal part of the 
society, nnd that by which a great part of the other citizens live. 
I n  the construction of its society, it is the Edinburgh of Norway. 

Christiania is considered to have twenty-four thousand inhabit- 
ants. The town appears small for this population ; but there are 
suburbs stretching out like spiders' legs from the body of the place, 
and little connected with it. I t  contains no building of anv im- " 
portance. The streets are not particularly clean, although wide, 
and in straight lines. I t  is altogether inferior to Dronthiem. 
The inhabitants, also, are by no means so handsome as the Dron- 
thiemers. I t  is probably not a very healthy place. The people look 
pale and sickly; and there is not, from the form of the ground, 
such a rapid' drainage into the sea as Dronthiem possesses. The 
university has not buildings, as yet, sufficient for ita business. The 
professors lecture in detached rooms, not in any public edifice. 
The library is considerable, but not rich in old or valuable editions 
of scarce works. I t  is entirely for use, and upon a very liberal 
footing. I t  is open for two hours daily for lending out books; but 
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there. afe reading rooms for those who wish to consult inape, mmu- 
wripts, or works of too great value to be lent out. I t  is not 
necessary to be a member ar a student in order to obtain the use 
of the books. Any householder giving his note for their return 
enables the stranger to get them out upon his own receipt; and 
the number of persone, of all chesea, whom I have seen changing 
books'at the houra of delivery gives a favourable impression of the 
reading disposition of tbe people. 

The students of this university have none of the silly propensi- 
ties of the German students: no affectation of beine: a seDarate 

.> 

class, or of distinguishing themselves, M Burden ,  by peculiarity 
of drese or rou~hneee of manner. They we dressed l i e  other 
gentlemen, - l i v i  like the students at ~ ~ i n b u r ~ h ,  mixed with the 
inhabitants, and associating with them. They have a society to 
which they all belong. and subsdbe to ita funds ; but its objects 
are ahgether literary, and the money is employed in providing 
elementary books, of which the university library cannot be 
expeoted to have so many cepiee as must be required at once by 
those attending a course of leoturea If they ever dabbled in 
political queatione, government had no power to prevent them ; 
and therefore, being made of no importanc!e, they were of none. 
They form no distinct body at war with the citizens. Many give 
inatmctiom in familieg or to younger stud& preparing to pass 
examinations ; and from the number of advertisements in the news- 
payers to a d  &om tutars a d  teachers from all classes, the diffusion 
cd knowledge appears to be going au very rapidly. It is not a t  all 
uncommon to see a person advertised for to teach in a bonder family* 
and frequently in two neighbouring ones, or in a small country 
circle. 
, The considerable number of periodical publicatione which cir- 

culate in Norway, proves a state of education anlong the people 
which is far from being limited. There are two daily newspapers, 
and at least eix published two or three times a week, all in exten- 
sive circulation. Every little town also - as Stavanger, b d a l ,  
and others -has local newspapers. A penny or skilling magaaine 
has an extensive sale, and a h  another publication on the same 
plan. I t  is not merely from the sale of them works, but fmm their 
matter, the advertisements to and from parties, and the subjects 
treated of, that I infer, in proportion to thk population, a consider- 
able reading publio in Norway. There are aho periodical works 

\ 
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of a higher class, literary journals, and others on peculiar branchea 
of knowledge antiquarian, topographical, inilitary. The education 
of the body of the people in cauntry parishes is provided for by an 
nrrangemept similar to that in Scotland. There are prochid 
schd-masters, of whoa some have fixed houses, othera live six 
months in one l o 4 t y  and six in another. From the great extent 
of country, and its being inhabited in valleys or districts, separated 
by uninhabitable and in many cases impassable ridges, or by fiords, 
i t  is impossible that education can be brought to the door of each 
isolated little oonununity ; nor can any just conclusion be drawn 
from the state of intelligence and knowledge in one of these little 
societies as to its state in others. There are districts in which, 
from peculiar circumstances, as the example and success of some 
0-ne self-taught individual, some of the finer mechanical arts which 
require considerable powers of mind as well as mannal dexterity, 
as watch and Jock mlJring, are spread generally among the bonder. 
There are others in whish, by the same means, a knowledge of the 
practical branchq of mathematics is so general, that every hd i s  
acquainted with land-measuring. In the parish in which I p d  
the last winter, there were eleven schools for a population of five 
thoumnd persons, besides three or four private family teachers. 
This is not a low provision, being a school to every five hundred. 
There are counties in England. which hare nothing like it. I t  
could not, h~wever, be justly inferzed that education is diffused in 
the same or nearly the same degree through the whole Norwegian 
population. The means are undoubtedly good. A small tax is 
levied from each householder, .beside8 a persad payment from 
each adult, male and female, amounting, in the case of agricultural 
servants, to about eight skilliigs, or half of a day's wages in the 
year, qut ~f ,which p c b l s  and teachew in each district are pro- 
vided. The great and unremitting attention of the c l e w  to the 
c o n f i ~ a n t s  permnally,aqd the importance before explained which 
is universally attached by the people themselw to the rite of con- 
firmation, have undoubtedly diffused education by the aid of these 
schools very generally, to the extent at least of reading. There 
are cauaeg however, in the constitution of eociety i n  Norway, 
which must keep education always on a low footing, however widely 
its first elements may spread. Whether this be better or worse 
for the people, let others determine. One is the high education of 
the clergy and other professional men. To send a y w g  man to the 
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university, and maintain him there, although the students pny no 
fees, costs between 300 and 400 dollars yearly; which is in this 
country a very important sum. The preliminary education also, 
in the ancient language% must be sought for generally at  a dis- 
tance, and is consequently expensive. A man cannot reasonably 
bring up his son with a view to a professionnl livelihood, unless he 
happens to be himself in a profession, or in a situation with peculiar 
local advantages. There is no demand for educated labour, beyond 
what the classes living by i t  can breed up to and supply out of their 
own stock. There is not, as there is or was in Scotland, an nn- 
defined demand for educated men in the medical, legal, or com- 
mercial professions, and even, by the secession church, in the 
clerical ; one, too, extending not merely to employment in the 
country, but in England, with all its colonieg and in America. In 
national education, as in every thing else, supply follows demand ; 
and here there is no demand beyond what the supply is visibly 
eufficient for. Education, beyond the ordinary acquirements of 
reading and writing, can lead to none of the ordinary objects of 
ambition ; and being therefore less valuable than with us, is less 
valued. The restrictions, also, upon the free exercise of trade or 
industry, rimit the demand for young men of good but not learned 
education. If a person must obtain peculiar privileges from a cor- 
porate body, not merely before he can carry on any medical or legal 
employment, but before he can buy and sell, or manufacture, or I 

engage in any trade or calling for which intelligence and useful 
education fit him, he naturally lets the educational part of hiu 
qualifications stand until he is sure of the apprenticeship and 
privilege part. As the expense of preparation, and the small 
number of prizes to be obtained, place the higher and learned pro- 
fessions out of the reach of the main body of the people as objects 
of rational ambition, for which they might endeavour to bestow 
superior education upon their children ; so the restrictions and 
monopoly system shut them out from the various paths and employ- 
ments for which ingenuity, with ordinary useful education, might 
qualify them. Education can never be high, although i t  may ex- 
tend very widely in an inferior state, in rr community under these 
circumstances. 

Another cause which limits the cultivation of the mental powers 
is the total absence of religious dissent in the country. A dif- 
ference of opinion upon religions doctrine8 among a people is the 



most powerful stimulant to the human mind to investigate, to 
obtain knowledge, to exert the mental powers. The spirit of 
religious controversy ndds nothing certainly to their domestic hap- 

but much to-their intelligence, achteness, desire for educa- 
tion, and value for reIigion. Scotland and England, without their 
seceders and dissenters, would have been countries in which the 
human mind slumbered. A land of universal conformity is ne- 
cessarily one of universal apathy as to religious matters, or else of 
gross  er erst it ion. I t  is expect effect mithout cause, to expect 
zeal or enlightened belief without inquiry and opposition, and the 
collision of mind against mind. There is something of this apathy, 
and of this superstition observable in Norway : there is no stimu- 
lant awakening men from the passive state of mind produced by 
uninquiring conformity. ~ h o &  who maintain that a nation should 
have but one religious code fixed by law, to the exclusion of nll 
dissent, should look round and see whether there is a sound and 
true sense of religion in those countries, whether Catholic or Pro- 
testant, where the public mind has remained in this state. "If  
'ignarance be bliss," it has been said, "'tis folly to be wise." I t  is 
this bliss, and this wisdom, which universnl conformity to the 
doctrines of an established church, either in a nation or parish, 
will produce. 

The almost mechanical arts of reading and writing are certainly 
diffused very generally in Norway, considering ita local circum- 
stances, but there its education stops. . Books are scarce. The 
means of obtaining them in the country are dificult, there being 
no coaches or carriers conveying parcels or goods in all direct.ions. 
The teachers themselves in the country schools have little op- 
portunity of obtaining information. The plan also which was 
unfortunately adopted of having one large university, Jnstend of 
tvio or three in different places, militates against the diffusion of 
knowledge in a poor country. Scotland had four universities when 
her population did not greatly exceed thnt of Norway at present ; 
and all the four probably cost the country less, in proportion to her 
wealth, than this one costs Norway. The inhabitants of great 
part of the country, as of the province of Bergen and of the ter- 
ritory north of the Dovre Fjelde, have little benefit from a single 
university situated at the extreme verge almost of the kingdom, 
at a distance of three 01: four hundred miles, and in the capital 
city, in which the expense of the 'students' living is necessarily 



high. The diffusioh of knowledge over a country from such a 
centre cannot be rapid. I t  is not accessible, owing to the distance 
and expense, to the great body of the people. The establishment 
of a univereity on the north side of the Dovre Fjelde seems neces- 
.sary for the general diffusion of education of a higher description 
among the inhabitants of Norway. 

Chtirtiania, April, 1836. - The eighth Norwegian Storthing 
met on the 1st of February, in terms of the ground-law of the con- 
stitution. I have before explained that i t  is elected and meets scu, 
jure on the first day of February of every third year, and con- 
tinuea its session in its own right for three months, or until the 
last day of April. This triennial meeting and session of the legis- 
lative body, being constitutionally independent altogether of the 
will of the executive, crnnot be arbitrarily poetponed, as the call- 
ing together of partiamenta was by our Charlea L The pro- 
longation of the seasion, however, beyond the period of t h r y  
month, is entirely a matter of royal prerogative, and must in 
practice depend much on the natnre and amount of the business to 
be dispatched. Jt has been prolonged to autumn. As the powers 
of an extrsordinary Storthing do not extend to the altering or any 1 
constitutional law, and ib enactments are bat temporary, and must 
be ratified by the next regular Storthing, there have been usually 
propositio~ from the executive which could only be dispoeed of i n  
the reg* Storthing, and which have prolonged the session 
The bndget is nmmmdy one of the last subjecb discussed and 
p.saed by the Storth'ig. Them i a  consequently the anme check , 
which is acknowledged in onr conetitution in the hande of the I 
Storthing, far securing sufficient time for discussing and passing I 

its legislative meaanree before granting the ways and means to the 
executive. 

I coneider the Norwegilm Storthing as a working model of a 
conathutional government dn a mall scale, and one which works 
so well as highly to deeerve the consideration of the people of 
Gmat Britain, The qualiiications of elect.org the mode of election I 
by the middle wheel in the machinery - that of election-men be- 
tween the electom and representative - and the constitutional 
powere of the legislative body I have explained before, as far as 
from conpersation or books I wan able to do eo ; but I had a great 
cnrioaity to see the meetings of a Storthing, to henr the debates, to 
understand the procedure of a legislative assembly so entirely , 
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elected by the people fiom among themselves, and which has 
shown so much wisdom in its enactment& I may confess, as an 
rdle man, that it was my principal inducement to visit Christia- 
nia I shall endeavour to condense into small compass the obser- 
vations I made during my stay, being quite aware that snbjects 
deemed very intereating by the traveller are not always so by the 
reader. 

The present Storthing consists of ninety-six members, elected in 
the way before explained. Each town and dietrict elects as many 
substitutes (suppleanter) as it .elects representatives ; so that in 
case of the illness or death of the one, the suppleant ie sent for and 
takes his seat, and the constituency cannot remain unrepreeented. 
The elective franchi,  it is to be observed, is not connected with 
the place, as in England, -with the brick and mortar, for instance, 
of h u m ,  or Aldborough, -but with the number of electors in a 
place. The city of Dronthiem, for instance, ,had just the number 
of qualified electom to send four representatives. If the electors 
had been fewer, i t  could only have sent three, or two, or one, or 
even none, if its nnmber of qualified elwtor~ had been under fifty ; 
and most have joined itself in that case to the constituency of the 
nearest town, Chrietianennd, and elected jointly with them. An4 
again, if the number of its electors had increased, it would have sent 
its proportional number of representatives This goes on without 
a u r  proeees of disfranchising or enfranchising places ; it being n 
eelfating pinciple of pdammtary reform, operating without 
any stoppage in the machiiery of government in order to rectifj 

. 

the representation, and obtained by simply considering the elec- 
tive franchim, a pr ivi lw belonging to the constituency, according 
to the numbers dwelling in a place, and not a privilege attached to 
the place. The number of members of the Storthing may con- 
sequently be different in different Storthings ; but the variatibn 
cannot weU exceed two or three, more or lees, and can be of no 
practical importance. 

I was very.deeiroua, and was at considerable pains, to ascertain 
what description of persons were sent to the Storthing ; from what 
classea M employments ; what proportion, from their functions, - 
civil, military, or clerical, - might be connected with the ex- 
ecutive government, and have possibly a leaning towards the 
source from which their own advancement, or that of their families 
might flow. I could not discover, i a  the district in which I lived, 

T 2 
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North Drontbiem Amt, any influence at work during the time of 
the elections ; and the representatives elected werc two bonder xnd 
a clergyman. I was desirous to know if this was the case generally. 
The representative to the Storthing is allowed a dollar and a hnlf 
per day during his attendance, and his travelling expenses. I was 
desirous to ascertain if this had any influence on t h  elections. I 
have heard this allowance objected to by sensible men; and the 
propriety of i t  hns been under the consideration of former Storth- 
ings. The objection is, that a member, living up to his rnnli snd 
station, may save money out of it. In  the best hotels, twenty 
dollars a month is the charge for lodging, bonrd, fuel, and every 
accommodation. In private lodgings he is suitably accommodated 
for sixteen or eighteen. ktany of the bonder class who we re- 
turned to the Storthing live for half a dollar a day, and bring home 
n little capital saved in this trade of legislation. I t  is therefore 
alleged that i t  beomes a aort of intrigue among them to be elected 
for the sake of the profit, to the exclusion of more able and edu- 
cated men in the district, -clergy, public functionaries, or private 
gentlemen- who would otherwise be preferred. This objectioq 
whether well grounded or not, does not, in my opinion, outweigh 
the advantages. in this country of the nllowaace. There is no c h s  
in its eociety, few individuals indeed, except some of the highest 
functionaries, clergy, and merchants, who could d o r d  to leave 
their homes and employments and lire in Christiania at their own 
expense, and without any remuneration for their time, during a 
session of the Storthing The repreeentation of the country would, 1 
therefore, fall entirely into the hands of those few who, from the I 
very circumstance of being above the ordinary business of the 
country, would necessarily be, as in England, the least acquainted 
with its interests or affairs. The bonder class also, although de- 
ficient in the higher branches of education, or in extended views 
on political subjects, do not want sound good sense ; and a man 
chosen by severill thousand of his fellow parishioners to be their 
election-man, and again selected by his fellow election-men, each 
as willing to take two and a half dollars a day as he is, must be 3 
man distinguishedfor his judgment and character. He can neither 
be a fool nor a knave. Another consideration is, that if a man is 
paid for discharging his duty faithfully, and according to the best 
of his judgment and conscience, he can scarcely be induced to act 

~ o n t r a y - ~ a t t .  It is, in general, the needy m& kho is corrupt. 

I I 
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H e  who can, as Paley expresses it, affurd to keep a. conscience 
generally does keep one. , 

This Stoitliing consists of twenty-two persons in civil offices, 
three in military, sixteen in clerical, four Inrvyers, fourteen mer- 
cantile men, thirty-seven landowners. Of the civil functionaries, 
eleven are connected with executive function, the others with ju- 
dicial. I have included in this class one rector of a school, and one 
collector of taxes. Of the clerical, four are parish clerks or pre- 
centors (kirke sangerj, not clergymen. Of the mercantile, some 
are  landed proprietors as well as merchants, some country dealers. 
The  mercantile towns, as Beqen, Dronthiem, and Christiania, are 
not represented entirely by mercantile men, but by men of high 
reputation from various professions. Of the landowners, with the 
exception of one or two who possess more than one farm, the 
thirty-seven are substuntial bonder ; proprietors only of the farms 
they live on. I t  appears from this analysis of the composition of 
the Storthing, that there is no foundation for the objection to the 
daily allowance, as the class of bonder have not sent any undue 
proportion of their own numbers, but have chosen representatives 
from other professions. A much more important inference may 
be drawn, -that, while the qualification is as low 88 i t  well can 
be, and the education of the electors is also but low, there is still 
such an amount of good sense in a community at large, that where 
undue influence, bribery, delusion, or party spirit, are not at work 
(and by the machinery of the middle wheel of election-men these are 
entirely excluded), a great majority of educated and enlightened 
men will be elected to do their business. In this representative 
body there are nearly sixty members, who, from their professions, 
must have enjoyed the best education which the country affords, 
and must be among its most able men ; and there are only thirty- 
seven who may be presumed, from their occupation, not to have 
habits of business, although they are likely to possess great natural 
talents and judgment. The representatives belonging to t l~is class 
in former Storthings have, I understand, often proved the most 
efficient members, after they got acquainted with the routine of 
business. 

The first proceeding of the Storthing is to elect its president, or 
speaker, and ita secretary. This is done once a week. A presi- 
dent has much ip his power, in the form in which he may propose 
the  question to be voted upon to the house, and in the turn of ex- 
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premion that may be given to proceedings, or motions, in S t i n g  
them in the protocol. Great jealousy is therefore exercised by the 
Storthing in-pmw.rving the nomination of president and sec&ry 
in their own hands. It was one of the rejected propoaitiona of the 
cabinet in 1824, that the king should have the nomination. 

The next proceeding is to examine the writs or full powera of 
the members from their constituents, to ascertain that all are duly 
elected. 

The Storthing then proceeds to elect what is equivalent to our 
House of Peers, the Lagthing, or division in which the deliberative 
functions of the legislative body are invested. This consists of 
one fourth of the members of the Storthing, being in the present 
assembly twenty-four, who are voted for by the whole body; and 
they form a separate house, and sit in a different chamber, with 
their own president and secretary, also elected by themselves 
weekly. The functions of the Lagthing are not exactly the same 
as those of our House of Lords, but are more confined. No bill 
can have its initiative there. It can only receive bills from the 
other house, the Odelsthing; deliberate upon what is sent up to it; 
and approve, or reject, or send back the bill with proposed amend- 
ments. I t  is also the court before which, aided by the Hoieste ret 
Court (which is an independent branch of the state), the lower 
house, the Odelsthing, may impeach ministers of state. The com- 
position of this House of Lords, which does its business quite as 
well as a house of bishops, dukes, and barons, may be an object of 
curiosity to our British radicals. I t  consists, in the present Stor- 
thing, of eight persons in civil offices, five in clerical functions, two 
lawyers, and nine bonder or peasants ; in all twenty-four. They 
are not elected to the Lagthing with any reference to profession or 

' rank, but simply from the opinion their fellow-members in the 
Storthing may have formed of their judgment, knowledge, and fit- 
ness for deliberative function. 

Of the whole ninety-six members of the present Storthing, forty- 
five have &t in one or m6re preceding Stofthings; the rest are 
new members. 

The mode of procedure differs in some important respects from 
that of the British parliament. The Storthing consists, in fact, of 
three houses : the Lagthing of 24 members, the Odelsthing of 72, 
and the entire Storthing, consisting of the whole 96 united in one 
house. In this latter all motions are made and discussed ; and if 
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entertained, are referred to mmmitteee to report upon to thd 
Storthing. The report,- when received back from its cornmitt* 
ie debated and voted upon ; and if approved, a bi in t e r n  of the 
report ie ordered to be brought into the Odelsthing. This house 
entertains or rejects the proposed bill; framer and diseueaes the 
enactments, if it is nob rejected in toto; and d s  i t  up to the 
Lagthing or upper house to be deliberated apon, approved, re- 
jected, or amended. The Storcbing-appoints etanding  committee^ 
at the beginning of the ~egsion for each branch of the puMic busi- 
new. Theae have to revim and report upan the pmxdings of 
e ~ h  department during the preceding three y e m ;  and every 
motion or petit i~n~to Storthing ie, if not rejected st once, referred 
to the proper committee in the -first instance to *port upon to the 
house. Two propositions presented on the part of the King by a 
counsellor of state, and del&red in writing the preisident, were, 
I observed, rejected by a unanimous vote, when brought before 
the house, as having been referred to a committee already in the 
last Storthing, and unanimously negatived. The one wa9 to give 
the king an absolute instead of a suspensive veto ; the other to 
give the king the power of naturalisah. By the groundlaw of 
the  constitution none but Norwegians can hold o5ce in Norway, 
and the Storthing alone has the power of naturalising foreigners. 
The Swedish cabinet cannot fill up a single post or office in Nor- 
way with a Swede. It appears extraordinary that the Swedish 
cabinet should be eo much in the dark with regard .to the state of 
this country as to bring forward, Storthing after SBarthing, such 
crude propoeale in the king's name as cannot be expected to find 
even a single vote in Norway. It appears almost a'jeat to propose 
to the legidatare of an independent nation to allow it9 public 
offices to be filled with strange& ignorant of its laws and language, 
and to divest itself of its own most efficient power in legislating. 
But the Swedes of the higher class really are, I suspect, extremely 
ignorant of the state of their Norwegian neighbourn They seem 
to travel very rarely into Norway. During nearly two years I 
met only two Swedish travellers of the higher class; and in the 
books kept at the inns on the road, in which every pereon who 
takes poet horses writes his name and residence, I observed many 
more English and German than Swedish travellers. The Swedish 
nobleman may naturally conceive the Norwegian bonder to belike 
the peasants on his own estates, and that they may be treated in 

T 4 
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tke same way. The bwer classes of Swedes have much more in- 
tercourse than the higher with Norway by frequenting the fairs; 
but still it is so inconsiderable, that Swedish money is not current. 

The mode of taking the votes in the Storthing is by the ayes 
standing up in their places, and the noes sitting still ; or if there 
is difficnlty in thus making out the numbers, the president takes 
the votes by the list. There are no right and left sides, no minis- 
terial and opposition benches. Yo and Ny sit side by side all 
aver the house. Each member usually occupies the same place for 
khe whole session, and has pens, ink, and paper before him. There 
*re evidently no such formed parties as in our parliament. Some 
members are more constitutional than others ; but government, 
!having no means of returning even a single member to Storthing, 
there is no ministerial and consequently no opposition party. It 
is considered a defect, and, practically, a hindrance to business, 
that government has no member in the Storthing to bring forward 

;and support its propositions, and who, being instructed in& views, 
*might be able to give the information on points of public business 
which is often required. There is a proposition from government 
.to the present Storthing to remedy this defect by giving a seat and 
.right of speaking, but not of voting, to a counsellor of state in each 
.of the houses of Storthing. s his is approved of by some, as  s 
measure absolutely necessary for the despatch of business. Others 
&ink i t  contrary to the representative principle that a member not  
kkcted by any part of the community should take part in the de- 
Piberationq and influence the resolutions of a constitutional as- 
sembly. The influence of a practised speaker, with all the weight 
derived from his uttering the sentiments of government, might, 
lead to results not to be foreseen. The " nolumus legea Angliae 
mutarin will probably be the principle on which the proposition will 
be disposed of. The constitution hns gone on well for twenty 
years ;- each Storthing is more expert than its predecessor i n  
getting through business. A little inconvenience attends the want 
of a person in the assembly to give the information which can now 
only be obtained by sending to different departments ; but no in- 
jury, on the whole, has been sustained by the present system. It 
is, therefore, not probable that the proposition will be adopted. It 
appears to be s fixed principle with all the Norwegians to allow 
the constitution to consolidate itself by time; to alter nothing i n  
its ground-law, even for the better, because the very precedent of 
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an admitted alteration would, in the peculiar spirit of jealousy, or, 
in fact, animosity towards the constitution, shown by the diffeient 
Swedish cabinets since i t  was established, be an opening to other 
a1 tel-ations, which state of alteration upon alteration would be a 
greater and more dangerous evil than any which the country is ex- 
posed to from its constitution as i t  is. 

T l ~ e  room in which the Storthing holds its meetings is small, 
and lighted by four windows on one aide. The president sits at a 
table, a little klevated, between two of the windows. The members 
occupy the other side of the mom in fire rows of benches and 
desks, like the seats in a chapel. The gallery is behind the seats 
of tile members, and could contain perhaps two hundred persons. 
I t  is generally full ; and the lobby leading to the gallery is always 
crowded before the Storthing opens, when any interesting subject 
is  under discussion. when the Storthing resolves itself into its 
two parts, the Odelsthing occupies this room, and the Lagathing, or 
upper house, has an adjoining one communicating by folding doors. 
The rooms are very simply but tastefully fitted up. They are too 
small for show, not being larger than the drawing rooms in a large 
private house; but are light and comfortable, well ventilated, and 
apparently not requiring more exertion from a speaker to make 
himself heard than in ordinarv conversation. Neither the ~res i -  
dent nor the members wear any peculiar dress. They do not, like 
the members of the French Chambers, enact a scene of a free con- 
stitution in theatrical costume. Those members who, as public 
functionaries, have uniforms, or happen to be decorated with 
orders, have in this Storthing, as a matter of taste or propriety, 
laid aside these distinctions by common consent, when offislcintidg 
in the higher capacity of representatives. The appearance of the 
assembly resembles very much that of a meeting of gentlemen in 
one of our Scotch counties. Some traveller tells us that he saw 
the bonder sitting in the Storthing with red nightcaps, and clad 
in homespun clothes of the fashion of the sixteenth century. This 
is not the truth. Whatever they may wear in their own valleys, 
in Christiania they dress like other members of the Storthing. 

The representatives belonging to this class look like the re- 
spectable farmers one sees on a market-day at Haddington or 
Edinburgh. In the Storthing no member wears his hat. The 
greatest decorum and propriety of manners are observed. There - - 
6 not even the coughing or scraping down of an unmercifully 
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tediour, speaker, which legislative assemblies of higher pretenmona 
dlow themselves to practise. There is, however, seldom occasion 
for it, aa members seem to speak only when they have manething 
to my. The style of speaking is altogether bueinesalike, and t o  
the point. I t  is not oratorical, but rather conversational. It is 
very much in the taste of good public spenking in England at the 
present time. I have heard nothing that could be called ha- 
rsngning, or znaking set written-ont speechee, or w i n g  with 
something far off from the point to whioh every one but the orator 
has got long before : but I h e e  heard clear expitions of views 
delivered without premeditation, but fhently and to the purpose 
This is in good taste, bemuse it is adapted to the end, which is 
simply to get at the best and most suitable views of the subject. 
There is no party within doom to strengthen or weaken, no public 
out of doom to gain by b e  speechea ; at least the art of reporting 
is but in its infancy, and could not convey a fine speech. There 
being no demaud for oratory, $here is no supply; but for plain and 
clear statement of argument or fact, there are several members of 
this Starthing who are equal to any of that claw of our public 
speakem 

To show the couree of procedure .through these three houees, I 
shall follow out a caae which, as it d a t e s  to a l i t e w  subject, 
and not to local polities, may be of some interest to an English 
reader. 

In August, 1834, a considerable number of valuable gold orna- 
ments, the metal weighing above eighty-eight  ounce^, were found 
about three feet under the surface of the ground in a spot which 
had formerly been a lake or pond, near the farm of Hoen, in the 
parish of Egger in Aggerhuuts Amt. The value of the gold i s  
considerable, but is greatly enhanced to the antiquary, as these 
ornaments are supposed by the learned in northern antiquities to 
have adorned a statue of Odin, and on the introduction of Chris- 
tianity and the spoliation of the temples of the old religion, to have 
been hid in the spot where they were now discovered. In feudal 
kingdoms, the king, aa lord of the soil, has generally a right to 
such treasure-trove. In this country, the government is only 
entitled, by some Danish law, to purchase such objects as may be 
interesting to science from the owner of the land and the h d e r ,  a t  
the market value. The sum of 20%) dollars was accordingly paid 
to these parties for the articles ; and in submitting this item, along 
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with the other extraordinaries, to be examined and provided for 
by the Storthing, government also prop& that they should be 
presented to the museum of the University. The royal proposition 
was referred by the Storthing to their budget committee, who in 
due time gave in their report. I t  recommended the adoption of 
&e royd proposition, as to disposing of these articles to the . - -  

University museum ; but as the university had a year1 J allowance 
granted by Storthing of 550 dollars, to purchase articles for its 
museum, that it should repay to the state by yearly instalmentg in 
nine years, the 2090 dollars. 

When this report came before the Storthing, it gave occasion to , 
a very animated discussion. Several good and interesting speeches 
were made againat the adoption of the committee's proposition, as 
derogatory to the honour of the nation, and contrary to the spirit 
of the age. The cause of the University, of which the resources 
would have been seriously diminished for a long period by such a 
repayment, met with zealous support. The question excited a 
great deal of interest out of doors, and the gallery was full at nine 
in the morning, when the Storthing begins its business. On the 
division there were only fifteen votes in favour of the committee's 
proposition. Its members made out a very good case in favour, or 
at least in excuse, of their report. They were a budget committee, 
entitled only to treat the subject in an economical view. The 
property of the nation was in their hands to be taxed ; and they 
*ere not warranted to take either the honour of the country, or 
the interests of science, as principles to be included in their consi- 
deration of the amount of burden to be imposed, but simply what - - 
was most economical. 

The course of procedure is, that after a proposition, such as the 
above, comes back from their committee, and is considered by the 
united Storthing, a bill is ordered to be prepared in terms of the 
resolution formed on the subject. The Storthing then dividing 
itself into its two chambers, the bill is brought into the Odelsthing, 
which treats it as in our House of Commons, rejecting or amend- 
ing it as they see fit; and when prepared it is sent up to the 
Lagthing, or upper house. If not approved of there, the bill is 
lost. If amended, i t  is sent back with the amendments to the 
Odelsthing. If they do not approve them, the two houses have a 
conference ; the whole procedure being similar to -that established 
in oar two Houses of Parliament. The only peculiarity is that 



which necessarily flowe from the upper house being chosen out of 
the representative body. As that house has only a deliberative, 
and not an initiative power in the legislation, their constituents 
would enjoy only in a aecondnry degree the benefit of repre- 
sentation, if it were not for the expedient of the united Storthing, 
consisting of both houses, handling by itself, and by its committees, 
every proposition in the first place upon which a bill is to be 
founded. 

The gold ornaments above referred to consist of fifty-two gold 
and thirteen silver ornrunents; among which are a massive go14 

, collar, various bracelets, a brooch or breast-ornament for fuetening 
the cloak, rings, and a number of coins, each furnished with a loop 
or eye for passing a string through and suspending them as embel- 
lishments, or amulets, on the person. The workmanehip of these 
ornaments, and of the loops or eyes attached to the coins in gene- 
ral, is so 'much superior to what could have been executed in that 
enrly age in the north of Enrope, that the eastern origin of the 
articles is considered unquestionable. The coins are nine Arabic, 
Cuftish, four Byzantine, five Franco-Gallic, one Anglo-Saxon ; 
and of these one is of the fourth century, one of the sixtb, and the 
rest are coins struck between the years 769 and 867 of our en. 
There are no Scandinavian coins among them ; and it is doubtful 
whether any were struck in Scandinavia before the time of Canute 

' in the beginning of the eleventh century. 
Professor Holmboe of Christiania deliverk a learned and elc- 

gant descriptive account of these very interesting antiquities in 
the Latin language, at the University commemoration of his 
Mijesty's birthday in 1835 ; and it has been published by order of 
the University. This learned antiquary conjectures that these 
ornaments may have belonged to one or more idols about the t ime 
of the introduction of Christianity into Norway in the end of the  
tenth and beginning of the eleventh century, and mny have been 
concealed to prevent their becoming the epoil of the Christians 
who plundered the temples and destroyed the idolj of the wor- 
shippers of Odin. The conjecture he considers probable, because 
three of the ornaments for the arm, or bracelets, are too small to 
have been intended for a man, or to allow the hand of a male adult 
to pass through them, and too heavy to have been worn conve- 
niently by a woman ; they have therefore probably been made for 
an idol ; and it is proved by many passages which he quotes from 
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the Saga, that the idols of the religion of Odin were very richly 
decorated with gold and silrer ornaments. 

There are two or three considerations which I conceive militate 
against this ingenious conjecture. The images by which a bnrba- 
&us people represent their deities naturally run into the gigantic, 
not the diminutive. The fine artq and the ideas of a people, 
must be in an advanced state, before they disconnect the idea of 
greatness m d  power from bulk and personal strength. Thest: 
qualities were still at the introduction of Christianity, and long 
after, prized as the highest endowmente of man. I t  is not likely 
they mould fashion their idols without them. In the Snga also, the 
descriptions occssionally given of the idols seem to indicnte an 
image above, not below the human size. That which IColbeen 
lismpe, by order of King Old, struck into pieces with his axe, 
before the assembly of the bonder in Guldebrandsdal, was a 
hollow figure brought out apparently with difficulty, and large 
enough for mts and other vermin .to have lodged in its cavity. 
This account gives the idea of a figure larger than human. But 
allowing any particular image to have been less than an adult man, 
is it likely that the measure of its arm and hand should have been 
sent from Norway to the workmen in the Eat, in order to make 8 

gold ornament to fit i t  ? There is a third consideration : it is not 
likely that a Byzantine coin, struck by Michael 111. between A. D. 

842 and A. D. 867, bearing not only the name of Jesus Christ, bur 
also the figure of the cross, should have been used as an ornament 
of an idol of which the worshippers were persecuted by those of 
whose religion the cross was the. symbol. For these reasons it 
occurs to me as more probable, that this treasure has been the 
plunder brought homefrom the East by one of the "reringer or  . 
body-guard of the Greek Emperors. In  the eleventh and twelftll 
centuries, the vaeringer at Constantinople appear to have been 
principally from Norway, and to have returned with great wealth, 
of which there is an instance in the Orkneyinga Szga The 
bracelets, too small to admit the hand of an adult man, and too 
heavy for female ornaments, are probably just the size which a t  
the present day mould fit the Arab, or other natives of the East, 
whose frame of body, like that of his horse, is fine-boned, and 
slight compared to the massive limbs of the Norwegian, although 
in muscular strength perhaps not inferior. 

&other subject which I henrd discussed with great ability,,and 
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which may be interesting, or, at least, more intelligible than topic3 
merely lo& especially as our own legislature has d d t  with a 
similar one, was the return of the Bank to cash payments. The 
Bank of Norway, by its original ground-law, should, after a certain 
l a p  of time from its foundation, have begun to pay its notes in 
cash; but in 1822 these notes, on the Exchange of Hamburgh, 
could only be exahanged against silver at  the rate of 1874 dollnrs 
in paper for 100 in silver. The Storthing, therefore, passed a 
law, that the Bank rhould only pay 100 dollars in silver for 190 
of ita paper; but that the directors might, at their discretion, 
reduce the rate to 100, for 175, without any new enactment. This 
maximum and minimum included within their limits the variations 
in the value of the pnper dollar in the money market of Europe, 
but prevented any speculatione of jobbers in the Bank stock or 
no@. In 1824, it was found practicable to reduce the maximum 
and minimum to 150 and 135 dollam, the value at Hamburgh 
being 145 paper for 100 eilver. In 182'1, i t  was again found practi- 
cable to reduce the maximum to 125 paper dollars, at which i t  haa 
continued ; but the paper dollar h i  for .a considerable time been 
a t  112 for 100 eilver on the Exchange of Hamburgh. The B& 
is able to provide for all its notee in silver ; and the question before 
the Storthing was, whether ita co- of 125 paper for 100 silver 
dollars should not now be reduced to par, 100 paper for 100 silver. 
This is Sir Robert Peel's celebrated operation on the circulating 
medium of England, concerning which the opinions of judicious 
men are still divided. I n  this country the question is divested of 
many of those secondary consideratione -and interests, which, i n  
the complic#ed concerns of England, almost hid the red  effects of 
the operation. The effecta of raising the valne of money by legis- 
lative enactment, and lessening, consequently, that of all labour. 
goods, and property, as compared to it,- the alterntion in the true 
meaning of all contracts, loans, debta, taxes, salaries, annuities, 
giving to the one party and taking from the other the value of 25 
per cent., which at the time of agreement was not and could not 
be in the contemplation of the partiea ; them effects appeared more 
etrongly in the simple affairs of this country than in England, 
beneath the load of important but secondary interests with which 
the qnestion waa there enveloped. 

The measure was supported here with great ability by members 
who in theory were undoubtedly right: that by bringing the paper 
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dollar to what on its face i t  promises to be, - the representativa 
of a silver dollar,- all articles imported from abroad, of which 
corn is an important one, would be supplied so much cheaper, being 
paid for in money of the same value as that in which they were 
bought ; that the wages of labour and value of its produce would 
suffer only a temporary and inconsiderable shock, the difference 
now between paper and silver being too inconsiderable to affect 
the ordinary transactions of life ; and that as to the relation of 
debtor and creditor, every man who borrowed knew at  the time 
that he was borrowing in a kind of money liable to be repaid by 
him in silver, and which every year was rapidly approaching to 
silver in value. The government therefore would do no injustice 
in declaring the two kids of money now to be of the same value, 
a step which must be taken at  some time or other, and could never 
be done so easily as at  present. Aa to salaries paid by govern- 
ment, and taxes, a reduation might be made equal to the imxwsed 
value of the currency in which they were paid. 

The novelty of argument was on the other sida I t  was forcibly 
stated in a very able speech by the representative of Dmnthiem, 
that a bank was only s; kind of broker or middle-man between man 
and man in their transactions ; d however ertansive its opera- 
tions might be en matre, it was in each operation only an indi- 
vidual standing between two others, ieaaing notee of h d  for the 
value of the twenty, or hundred, or thousand dollan3 involved in 
the transaction ; and the value of these notes of this great broker 
was no more a subject of legitimate legislation, than the value of 
the matter passing between the other two individuals in e ~ &  
transaction. Government might far epecial mmns pass lawe te 
protect this broker frdm ruinous speculations in his notes, by fixing 
a certriin maximum and minimum rate at which he might be called 
upon for eilver ; and this rate was alwaye adjusted by law accord. 
in,o to the real value of his notes in the general money market of 
Europe. This legal rate merely pnt it in his power to protect 
himself by reference to the law from any forced or undue run for 
silver from speculators, by putting i t  in his power to demand 
legally for silver a somewhat higher rate than hia'notea in the 
general market were worth; it was optional to go to him or to 
others. But this waa a very different operation from that of forc- 
ing by legislative enactment a particular value on his notes, a t  and 
from a particular date. Every man in hi transactions, either 
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buying, selling, or borrowing, was prepared ,for the rise or fall of 
the value in the general money market of Europe of that particular 
money medium in which he was transacting; and bc the change 
sudden or gmdual, it is a kind of natural contingency, which he 
cannot complain of, and which he is prepared against or runs the 
risk of. But no man can be prepared for changes of value effected 
by interference of government. I t  would be legislaling upon a 
principle monstrously unjust, to give by law to these notes a 
greater value than that which parties contracting in this medium 
might have reasonably foreseen at the time, and have reckoned 
upon being liable td in the currency of their engagements. I t  was 
also argued on this side, that as the value of the paper dollar had 
risen gradually from 1874 to 112 for 100 silver, it was more pru- 
dent to continue the same system of allowing them to find their 
own level in the general money market of the world, merely giving 
power to the Bank, as before, to protect itself against any specu- 
lative demand for its silver by fixing a maximum rate of exchange; , 
and by continuing the same system, the bank-note would of itself 
gradually come to par without any shock. This opinion prevailed, 
and was adopted by the Storthing, as recommended by its com- 
mittee; and a law, fixing 115 and 110 paper dollars as the maxi- 
mum and minimum rates at which the Bank could pay 100 silver, 
was ordered to be brought into the Odelsthing. The value of the 
paper dollars in Hamburgh is 1 1 1 i  for 100 dollars. 

This view is different from that which the Britishlegislature acted 
upon in the operation in the currency during Sir Robert Peel's 
administration. There is perhaps such a radical difference in the 
state of the two countries, that i t  would be impossible to conclude 
that what is good and prudent in the one would have been so in 
the other. To have left the Bank of England to work out a value 
for its notes equal to gold, as this bank has nearly done, having 
brought its notes from 187; to 11 14 for 100 silver, would have 
been a more just, although a more slow operat.ion, than that which 
was adopted; and by fixing a bank rate of exchange from time to 
time, the danger of any sudden run for specie, arising from specu- 
lation done, would have been checked. There is, however, the 
important difference between the paper-money of this and of other 
banks, -it is an issue almost entirely upon the value of land, not 
of goods, or bills of which goods are the basis. There can be but 
one issue upon one basis of value where that basis ia land. If the 
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bank gives out its notes upon the security of land, it does not of 
course take the same security of one piece of land twice over. But 
there may be ten or twenty issues upon one and the same basis of 
value, where that basis consists in goods. Each buyer in succeeaion 
may hare his bills for their full value in the circle at the same 
time, and the bank's notes are issued upon each bill; so that 
twenty times as much paper money as is represented by real value 
may be in circulation. This difference might make i t  much more 
easy to bring the paper of the Bank of Norway than that of the 
Bank of England to par. 

In the course of this discuseion there occu& an instance of 
the influence and importance in this country of the periodical press; 
In a daily newspaper lately established, the Constitutionelle, there 
appeared the first part of an article of great ability upon the sub- 
ject. I t  was resolved by the Storthing to postpone the discussion 
for a week, in order to give members time to consider the question 
under the new pointrJ i f  view in which i t  was thus anonymously 
 resented to them. 

There is great and rather amusing simplicity sometimes in the 
mode of procedure. I saw in'the newspaper one morning, that a 
royal proposition was to be presented to the Storthing by a coun- 
sellor of state. I repaired to the gallery to see the ceremony. A 
deputation of six members was sent out to receive and usher in the 
royal messenger. The counsellor of state, in full court dress, 
enters through the folding doors, is received by the president and 
members standing, and walks up to a table placed for him on the 
floor of the house. After a bow to the president, and another to 
the members, he reads an open letter under the royal signature, 
witli the great seal attached to it, authorising him to appear before 
the Norwegian Storthing and deliver this speeial proposition, which 
he lays upon the table. He then retires through the folding doors, 
repeating his bows. The proposition was one relative to the dis- 
tillery laws. The Storthing, on resuming, merely ordered the 
royal proposition to be referred to its standing committee of trade 
and manufactures, as materials for the report upon the distillery 
laws which that committee had to prepare. It seemed not to enter 
into the head of any one that a proposition delivered with so much 
form, ought to be referred to a special committee, or be ordered to 
be printed, or be treated in some way or other ceremoniously. 
The simplicity struck me; for i t  was simplicity, not rudeness or 

U 
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intentional disrespect, because a day or two before I had remarked 
that a member had presented a paper, not a petition, to the house, 
containing propositions upon the same subject -the distillery 
laws -from a peasant in Hedemark. The member saying he 
adopts the prop&itione as his own, was su5cient to give the &me 
effect to this paper as to that containing the royal propositions, I t  

- - 

was ordered, precisely in the same way, to be r e f 8 ~ e d  to the 
committee. The result of this simple way of doing business is, 
that the plan of his Majesty's miniatera with regard to a new dis- 
tillery law, and that of the peasant of Hedemark, wi l l  be weighed 
and made use of exactly according to their merits. I t  is impossible 
that an executive and a legislative power existing together as parts 
of one state, can perform their functions more independently of 

- each other, and with less encroachment or influence upon the 
duties belonging to each, than in this. Norwegian constitution. 

I have often asked by whom this constitution was originally 
framed. I t  is evident that i t  could not be the work of four days 
- from the 12th April to the 16t4 1814, - which is all the time 
the committee sat before the constitution, gs i t  now stands, wae 
laid before the national sesembly. From the contrivauce of the 
safeguards with which it is protected against every thing but the 
hand of open violence, i t  appears more like the work of some phi- 
iosophic mind, a Sieyes or a %ham, long meditated upon before 
it was produced in such perfection in all its details., On the other 
hand, although the prinuplea and machinery of thia qnstitution 
might lead to the supposition that it was the production of one of 
these master minds, the perfect adaptation from the first of every 
arrangement to the local and very peculiar c i r cws taum of the 
country as to law, property, and u t a t e  of wiety, could only have 
been the work of *native. 

I t  is fortunate f ~ r  mankind that this model of a free constitqtion, 
form4 in the closet of some philosopher, 4 not the &ty erection 
of a revolutianacy wpirit, exists under the powerful g u w t e e  of 
England, Ruesia, and it8 own exoellent wvgreig~. The darkest 
spot perhaps in the history of Great Britain is her treaty with 
Swedeu, dated March 3, 1813. By that treaty England gives to 
the King of Sweden the kingdom of Norway, - of which Britain 
was not in possession- together with Guadaloupe, and a million 
of pounds sterli~g, in considemtion of hie Swedish Majesty joining 
the Allied Powers against France. The money and Guadaloupe 
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were ours to give ; but Norway was a separate kingdom belonging 
to a power then at peece with the two contracting parties, and b 
whieh neither could pretend the shadow of a clsim. The partition 
of Poland was a Pureand ianocent transactiQn compared with this ; 
and, but for one redeeming circumstance, it would be recorded in 
history as the most unprincipled transaction of modern timea I t  
is, tbat however indefenfiible as a spoliation of the Danish monarch, 
i t  was not, like the partition of Poland, the annihilation of an in- 
depenaently existingnation ; it was not the reduction of a people 
from a distinct social etate of its own, to that of va~sah of a pro- 
vince under a new master, which is the character of the partition 
of Poland. The independent existence of Norway as a kingdom 
was secured in this treaty, and was brought out even more dis- 
tinctly than it had been latterly during the union with the Danish 
crown. I t  was, as a kingdom, to be united to the Swedish crown ; 
and not, aa a province, to be amalgamated or united with the 
Swedish kingdom. Whether from the compunctious visitings of 
conscience, from. which it is to be hoped that cabinets are not 
exempt, or from the hurry to get the Norwegian nation pacified 
and quieted at any rate, so as to allow Sweden to take the field 
with the Allies, this constitution, which the Norwegians had p r e  
pared in April, 1814, and which, together with their independence 
as a nation under the Crown Prince of Denmark, whom they had 
proclaimed sovereign, they were in arms to maintain, w& gua- 
ranteed to them, on the Crown Prince laying down his short-lived 
royalty, upon condition of accepting, along with this constitution, 
the Swedish monarch ae their king. This waa done ; and on the 
17th of May, and 4th of November, 1814, both parties,-the Nor- 
wegian nation and the Swedish king,- solemnly entered into this 
compact under the guarantee of the Allied Powem England, ae 
a party to t,he nefarious treaty of March, 1813, is more particularly 
boupd in principle to take care now tbat the results which may 
ensue from it shall not bring it into the same clase of transactions 
with the Polish partition; and thnt. to the unjustifiable dismem- 
berment of a power witb which she was at peace, is not added the 
crime of the extinction of the independent existence of a nation. 
I n  the headlong attempt of the Swedish cabinet in 1824 to force 
on the Norwegian nation an amalgamation with Sweden, the firm- 
ness of the Storthing, the good faith of the sovereign, and, it is 
said, the interference of Russia on the part of the Allied Powers, 



prevented a measure which it would have tarnished the honour of 
England to permit. I t  is not known whether the British Resident 
at the ~ o u k  of Stockholm at that time interfered also to prevent 
the guarantee of this country to the Norwegian nation from being 
infringed. England having positive dntiea to fultil towards Nor- 
way as a distinct nation, should have distinct diplomatic relations 
with that country. Hanover and England are not more distinct 
nations than sWeden and Norway. The crowns alone are nnited 
in each case : the rights and interests do not Jways coincide ; and 
in this case of Norway, England is especially bound to guard her 
separate existence as an independent kingdom, having her own 
legislation guaranteed to her from the 17th of May, 1814, when it 
was adopted by the national assembly at Eidsvold, on the part of 
Norway, and on the 4th of November by Charles XIII., on the 
part of himself and his Ruccessors. 

There is not probably in the history of mankind another instance 
of a free conrttitution, not erected amidst ruins and revolutions, not 
cemented with blood, but taken from the closet of the philosopher 
and quietly reared and set to work, and found to be suitnble with- 
out alteration to all the ends of good government. The reason of 
this apparent singularity is, that all the essential parts of liberty 
were already in the country. The property was in the hands df 
the whole body of the people. The ancient laws and institutions 
affecting property we& in~full operation, and were conceived and 
administered in the very spirit of liberty. As far as regards pro- 
perty, these laws and institutions left nothing for the most liberally 
constituted assembly to legislate upon. As far as regards personal 
rights, the mild and enlightened administration of Denmark, al- 
though under an arbitrary form, had left few general grievances to ~ 
be redressed. There was nothing in the condition of the people, 
the state of property, the civil or religious establishments, which 
did not fit in with a free constitution, in which legislative .power 
was vested in the people. These had all emanated from the people , 
in ancient times; and, there being no hereditary privile&-or 
power, or property vested in any class of the cornmunit)., had 
been handed down unbroken through ages. The new constitution 
was but the superstructure of a building of which the foundations 
had been laid, and the lower walls constructed, eight centuries 
before, by the ancestors of the present generation. Esto perpetua! 
must be the earnest prayer of every man who sees this contented 
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I and amiable people enjoying the blessings of rational liberty under 

laws, institutions, and a constitution the most liberal of which any 
modern nation can boast. 

The co:lclusion which I would draw from these views and im- 
pressions ot' the state of society and property in Norway, will ap- 
pear to many extravagant or visionary. By stating them, however, 
I may direct the attention of some to points very interesting in 
political science, and may set thinking people a-thinking upon 
subjects which they have not considered before. My conclusions 
are these : - 

First. -That the structure of society, in which, through the 
effects of the natural law of succession in equal shares, there is a 
very general diffusion of property among all classes and indivi- 
duals, is better calculated for the end of all society-the produc- 
ing the greatest possible quantity of well-being and happiness to 
the greatest number of persons-than that structure in which the 
possession of property by the operation of an artificial law of suc- 
cession, such as the feudal law of primogeniture, is restricted to 
particular classes and individuals among the families oE the com- 
munity. 

Second.-That the influences of property upon the human 
mind,-the never-ceasing propensity to acquire, to save, and the 
equally strong propensity to indulge in the tastes and habits gene- 
rated by property,-form the real checks which nature has 'in- - -  - 
tended for restraining the propensity to propagation by improvi- 
dent marriages, and for prcventing the population of a country 
from exceeding the means or property upon which it is to subsist. 
Consequently the diffusion of property through society is the only 
radical cure for that king's-evil of all feudally constructed socie- 
ties, - pauperism and over-multiplication. Consequently the idea 
of bolstering up this unnatural structure of society, as proposed 
by Dr. Chalmers and other eminent political economists, by in- 
culcating in the minds of the labouring classes a fictitious moral 
restraint upon marriage-an act which may be eminently impru- 
dent, but can never be designated as immoral, without confound- 
ing together prudence and morality, and overturning all the land- 

X 
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marks of human virtue,-is as contrary to political as it  is to mc 
principle. 

Third-That for the ndmitted evil condition of the vast popula-' 
tion of Ireland, there is no other effectual remedy thnn an alteration 
in the law of succession to property, by which, without injury to the 
just existing rights of any living individual, the succeeding gene- 
rations in that country would become gradually connected with its 
property ; inoculated and imbued with the civilising tastes, habits, 
and influences thence arising ; and their incrense of numbers thus 
placed under the restraint of the only natural and erective checks 
which Providence has imposed upon the tendency of population to 
exceed the means of subsistence. 

TEE EhiD. 




